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Preface

The present volume is the fifth and last in a series covering the first order of the Jerusalem Talmud. The principles of the edition regarding text, vocalization, and commentary have been spelled out in detail in the Introduction to the first volume. The text in this volume is based on the recently published manuscript text of the Yerushalmi by the Academy of the Hebrew Language, Jerusalem 2001. The only systematic difference between this text and the editio princeps is that the manuscript shows less influence of Babylonian spelling. Most noticeable, ש is a separate word in the print but a prefix in the manuscript.

The extensive commentary is not based on emendations; therefore the preliminary translations of Roger Brooks (1993) and Jacob Neusner (1991) of the Tractates included have not been consulted. The main commentaries used are the same as in the prior volumes. Biographical notes have been attached to the names of those personalities not already mentioned in the previous volumes.

Again I wish to thank my wife, Dr. Eva Guggenheimer, who acted as critic, style editor, proof reader, and expert on the Latin and Greek vocabulary. Her own notes on some possible Latin and Greek etymologies are identified by (E. G.).
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Introduction to Tractate Ma‘aser Šeni

The main theme of the Tractate is the "Second Tithe" introduced in Deut. 14:22-27. This tithe is the property of the farmer who is supposed to take it, or money representing its value, and eat or spend it in purity at the Temple precinct on the occasion of his pilgrimage. Similar rules apply to the yield of the fourth year of a newly planted vineyard or orchard, Lev. 19:24; this is a second subject of the Tractate. The common themes, taking up most of the text, are the rules of redemption of sanctified food in all its forms and the rules to handle sanctified food which became impure. These rules have become irrelevant today in the absence of a Temple since the tithe can be redeemed for a token sum; cf. Chapter 4, Notes 35-36. The fourth Chapter contains a long section on the interpretation of dreams, one of three such texts in Talmudic literature. The final Chapter is dedicated mostly to the farmer's declaration in the Temple that he fulfilled all his obligations for heave and tithes, Deut. 26:12-15.

For the interpretation, as always the main guides are Maimonides and R. Simson of Sens. Of the Eighteenth Century commentators, the most useful is R. Eliahu Fulda; the least useful are R. Moses Margalit (מקנס), R. Eliahu Wilna and, from the Twentieth Century, R. H. Kanievski, all of whom tend to emend away the difficult portions and the disagreements
with Babylonian tradition. Similarly, the preliminary translation and explanation by Roger Brooks (Chicago, 1993) heavily depends on the emended Wilna text and a presumed but untenable identification of the Tosephta underlying the Yerushalmi with the Tosephta in our hands. In some places, the text is in bad shape and invites emendation. However, since there are many possibilities of emendation and very few of them would represent the original text, discussions of possible emendations are left to the commentary. Of modern commentaries, R. Saul Lieberman’s Tosefta ki-fshutah, New York, 1955 and R. Y. Qafeh’s commented edition and translation of Maimonides’s Commentary are most useful. Other sources are quoted by name when used.
Mishnah 1: One does not sell Second Tithe, one does not take it as a pledge, one does not barter it, and one does not weigh corresponding to it. One should not say to his neighbor in Jerusalem, here you have wine, give me its value in oil, but they may give free gifts to one another.

1 One may not sell Second Tithe as such, that it should be Second Tithe in the hand of the buyer. One may exchange Second Tithe for money (Deut. 14:25), transfer its holiness to the money, and render the produce profane which then may be sold; cf. Mishnah 4:1. The money has to be spent for pure food in Jerusalem to be consumed by the rules of holiness.

2 As long as it retains its status as Second Tithe.

Halakhah 1: "One does not sell Second Tithe." One does not sell it because holiness is written for it. One does not use it as a pledge because blessing is written about it. How may one not sell it? A person should...
not say to his neighbor, here you have this mina’s worth of Second Tithe, give me 50 zuz profane for it."

3 Lev. 27:30.
4 Deut. 14:24. Taking a loan and giving a pledge is not a sign of blessing.
5 A similar text in Tosephta 1:1: "How may one not sell it? One should not say, here is 200 [zuz] worth, give me 100 in exchange." If Second Tithe were sold, it would not be redeemed and the buyer would have to eat the produce in purity and sanctity in Jerusalem (assuming the existence of the Temple.)

Who is the Tanna of "one does not sell it"? Rebbi Meir! But for Rebbi Jehudah it should be logical that it be permitted to be sold, by an argument a minore ad majus: If it is permitted to sell heave which is forbidden to lay people, since Second Tithe is permitted to lay people, one should certainly be permitted to sell it. No, if you assert this for heave which does not need an enclosure, what can you imply for Second Tithe which needs an enclosure? First Fruits shall prove it which need an enclosure and one may sell them! No, if you assert this for First Fruits which do not implicate their monetary substitute, what can you imply...
for Second Heave which implicates its monetary substitute! The Sabbath shall prove it which implicates its monetary substitute and it is permitted to sell it! Rebbi Yudan said, from this? The sale of Sabbath produce is its redemption.

6 R. Meir considers Second Tithe as property of Heaven given to the farmer for consumption in holiness. For R. Jehudah, Second Tithe is private property. Their disagreement is in Mishnah Qiddušin 2:8, cf. Demay Chapter 1, Notes 185-186.

7 As mentioned many times in Mishnah Terumot; e.g. Mishnah 4:1.

8 Deut. 14:24 requires that Second Tithe be consumed "at the place chosen by the Eternal, your God." This place must be designated somehow. We have no record that the sanctuary at Shilo was within walls, but some enclosure must have defined the sacred space. It is accepted that the ancient walls of Jerusalem defined the sacred space for Second Tithe. In contrast, heave may be consumed by the priests anywhere in the Land.

9 Since they have to be brought to the Temple. The operative enclosure here is the courtyard of the Tabernacle or the outer wall of the Temple. The receiving priest is permitted to sell to another priest.

10 The money is profane.

11 The money must be taken to Jerusalem as Second Tithe, Deut. 14:24. The argument could have been formulated: The sale of First Fruits is a sale, the sale of Second Tithe is a redemption.

12 Mishnah Ševi'it 8:8.

13 The sale of Sabbath produce, as authorized in Mishnah Ševi'it Chapter 8, cannot be characterized as a sale but is a redemption which does not impinge on the holiness of the produce which remains Sabbathal. But exchanged Second Tithe is totally profane. Therefore, there is no proof that R. Jehudah would permit the sale of unexchanged Second Tithe.
Rebbi Jeremiah said, who is the Tanna of "one does not sell it"? Rebbi Meir! But for Rebbi Jehudah it should be logical that it be permitted to be sold, by an argument *a minore ad majus*; If it is permitted to sell Sabbatical produce with which one may not liquidate one’s debts, it is logical that it should be permitted to sell Second Tithe since with it one may liquidate one’s debts. We find that one may liquidate one’s debts with Second Tithe, following what we stated: "If he took from him tithe worth one tetradrachma and did not come to exchange it until it was worth two." Rebbi Yose said, there is a difference since from the start the value of Second Tithe was due. If he had owed before, it would be an argument. Rebbi Yudan said, a Mishnah said that it is forbidden to sell it, as we stated there: "If intentional, he married, if in error, he did not marry." If you say that he may sell it, he should be able to use it for marriage but anything he may not sell he may not use for marriage. But
did we not state: "One does not buy slaves, real estate, and unclean animals from Sabbatical money. If he bought them, he has to eat their worth." Rebbi Yose said, this means that it is forbidden to acquire a wife with Sabbatical money. Otherwise, what is the difference between one who acquires a wife and one who acquires a slave girl?

Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Yudan in the name of Rebbi Ila, everybody agrees because of these arguments. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Aha, everybody agrees that all should need the enclosures.

---

14 Demay 3:1, Notes 13-14.

15 Mishnah Ma'aser Šeni 4:6. The text quotes only the beginning of the Mishnah but the argument is from the second part: If the buyer took possession of the Second Tithe when it was worth 2 tetradrachmas but did not exchange it until its value decreased to 1 tetradrachma, he gives the seller one tetradrachma of profane money (for redemption); the second tetradrachma he may take out of his own Second Tithe money. This means that he may use his Second Tithe money to liquidate the debt he incurred when he took possession of the Second Tithe.

16 There is no proof that Second Tithe money may be used for anything but Second Tithe or profane food to be turned into Second Tithe.

17 Mishnah Qiddusin 2:8. The Mishnah states that no tithe may be used for the money due the bride at the preliminary marriage ceremony (cf. Demay 1:3, Notes 185-187; Peah 6:2 Note 46, 7:6 Note 135). R. Jehudah holds that if the groom criminally alienated Second Tithe from its intended use and used it as bridal money, the former Second Tithe now is his private property (for which restitution is due) which may be used as bridal money. But this implies that Second Tithe cannot be used in the absence of criminal intent since if it was used inadvertently, without criminal intent, Second Tithe is Heaven's property and the preliminary marriage is invalid.

18 Ševiit Mishnah and Halakhah 8:8, Notes 114, 115, 118.

19 The first opinion of R. Yose
states that the previous arguments showed that R. Jehudah agrees that Second Tithe may not be sold but only exchanged. The second opinion states that this is not a biblical law but a rabbinic institution so that, if the Temple is rebuilt, everybody has an interest in seeing to it that the walls of Jerusalem will be in good shape.

"How does one not take it as a pledge? He who enters another’s house to take a pledge should not take his debtor’s Second Tithe as pledge." It was stated: "One does not give it as a deposit and he should not give it to a grocer to receive food in its value." If one transgressed and took as pledge, transgressed and gave as deposit? It shall be as the following: "If somebody eats his Second Tithe, whether in error or intentionally, he shall cry out to Heaven, the words of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi says, in error he shall cry out to Heaven, intentionally the money’s worth shall be restituted. If it was money, in error he shall cry out to Heaven, intentionally the money’s worth shall be restituted, the words of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi says, whether in error or intentionally, the money’s worth shall be restituted." Rebbi Zeriqa in the name of Hizqiah: Practice follows Rebbi for money and Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel for produce. Rebbi Ila said, there was a case about money and they instructed following Rebbi.

21. In Tosephta 1:2: One does not give it as a deposit; he should not say, keep this tithe in your hands and give me profane [produce] for its value.

22. Tosephta 3:9-10; the Yerushalmi text is parallel to the Erfurt ms.

23. There is no replacement; his sin can be forgiven only by divine mercy.

24. Or it may follow this: "One does not plant, sink, or graft in the year preceding a Sabbatical year later than thirty days before the New Year; if he planted, grafted, or sank he has to uproot it." If one did not uproot, what is with its yield? Rebbi Abba [and] Rebbi Immi were sitting in Tyre when a case came before them. Rebbi La taught that the fruits should be thrown away. Rebbi Abba said, I was not counted with them on the upper floor. They said, let us go out and study. They went out and heard Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Isaac bar Tevele in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: One does not make a new restriction. Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Isaac bar Tevele in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: One does not add to an established practice.

24. The entire paragraph is in Sevi'it 32:6, Notes 42-47.

25. In Sevi'it: Rebbi La. The next sentence shows that this is the correct text.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Zeira: Since it was stated, "one does not take it as a pledge nor give it as a deposit", this means that if one transgressed and took it as a pledge, transgressed and gave as a deposit, one fines him for it.26

26 The court will remove pledge or deposit (Maimonides, Ma'aser Sheni 3:18).

"27 One does not use it28 to weigh coins29, not even a profane tetradrachma to turn it into a tetradrachma of Second Tithe." If he had a tetradrachma of Second Tithe whose weight was known to him, may he use it to weigh another tetradrachma of Second Tithe so that its weight should be known to him? May brothers who split [an inheritance] weigh one against the other?30

27 Tosephta 1:1, in slightly different wording.
28 Coins of Second Tithe whose weight is known may not be used on scales to determine the weight of other things.
29 To see whether they have the legal weight.
30 To split the Second Tithe money evenly. The questions are not answered but if the answer to the first question were in the negative, the second question could not have been asked. Therefore, the answer to the first question must be affirmative and by the parallelism of the questions one may infer that the second question also must be answered in the affirmative: Second Tithe money may be weighed for purposes of Second Tithe. [In the
Babli, the questions would be put into a lengthy rhetorical frame centered on

We have stated\(^{31}\): "One should not say to his neighbor in Jerusalem, here you have wine, give me its value in oil, here you have oil, give me its value in wine. But he may say to him, here you have wine since you have no wine, here you have oil since you have no oil\(^{32}\)." Here you have wine since I have no oil, they wanted to say that this is forbidden. They found stated: "It is permitted." Is it not forbidden because of barter? Since he cannot enforce it in a court, this is not barter. Why could he have said: Here you have wine since I have no oil? If I had oil, I would give you that also.

\(^{31}\) It should read יִנָּךְ יָנֵי, Babylonian Aramaic for a quote from the Mishnah.

\(^{32}\) Tosephta 1:2: "How does one not barter? A person should not say, here you have wine, give me its value in oil, here you have oil, give me its value in wine. But he may say to him, here you have wine since I have no oil, and the other one says, here you have oil since I have no wine. It turns out that they exchange but do not barter; they do favors for one another." With this text, the discussion in the paragraph becomes unnecessary.
"But they may give free gifts to one another." Our Mishnah is Rebbi Meir’s since Rebbi Meir says a gift is not like a sale[^34]. Rebbi Yose said, here it is everybody’s opinion, following what was stated: A person says to his neighbor [in Jerusalem]: What did you eat today? If that one says summer figs[^35], he knows that it was firstling. Just as summer figs are sold cheaply, so firstlings are sold cheaply[^36]. If that one said manna, he knows that it was Second Tithe. Just as manna was given as a gift, so Second Tithe may be given as a gift. They objected: Everybody agrees that animal tithe cannot be sold[^37]; do you say it can be given as a gift? This also can be given as a gift. Rebbi Mana did not say so but was following Rebbi Jehudah since Rebbi Jehudah said He made it one’s property[^38]. They objected: Everybody agrees that animal tithe is not one’s property[^39]; do you say it can be given as a gift? This also can be given as a gift[^40].

[^33]: The Rome ms. adds: בירהזלת. This is required by the context.
[^34]: Ma’aserot 2:1, Note 5.
[^35]: As explained in Ekhah Rabbati 1, in Jerusalem one always talked in hints.
[^36]: A first-born animal becomes property of a Cohen. It may not be sold by weight or in a store and the buyers can only be Cohanim unless it is
a blemished animal which may not be used as a sacrifice. Therefore, it can only be sold cheaply.

37 Animal tithe (Lev. 27:32) must be eaten as a sacrifice; if without blemish its blood and fat are burned on the altar and the meat may be eaten by any pure person in the holy precinct (i.e., inside the walls of Jerusalem.) The rancher who brings the sacrifice may invite anybody to partake of the meat. Since it is holy it may not be sold; it follows that the meat may be given as a gift. It is impossible to distinguish between Second Tithe and animal tithe in this respect.

38 Mishnah Qiddusin 2:8, quoted in the next Halakhah, notes that for R. Meir, Second Tithe is Heaven's property but for R. Jehudah it is the farmer's property. Cf. also Demay 1:3, Note 185.

39 By being counted as tenth animal, it becomes automatically dedicated as a sacrifice.

40 As noted in Note 37. The animal tithe is the only sacrifice which is totally given to the rancher who brings it. The parts which go onto the altar, blood and fat, are those which may not be eaten even from a profane animal. The Cohanim do not receive any part, neither is any edible part burned on the altar.

Mishnah 2: One may not sell animal tithe unblemished alive, or blemished alive or slaughtered, and one may not use it for preliminarily marrying a woman. One may sell a firstling unblemished alive, blemished alive or slaughtered, and one may use it for preliminarily marrying a woman. One does not exchange Second Tithe by a blank, or by a coin not in circulation, or on money not in his possession.
41 A blemished tenth animal (or firstling) is holy but must be eaten as profane food away from the Temple.

42 *Peah* 6:2, Note 46. The husband has to give his bride something of his possessions. For R. Meir, Second Tithe is not the farmer's property but given to him by Heaven.

43 Not the rancher whose animal produced a firstling but the Cohen who receives it. The firstling becomes the property of the Cohen. Since his bride becomes a member of the tribe upon consummation of the marriage, she then will have full use of the firstling for food even if it is unblemished.

44 A slaughtered blemished firstling may be sold by the Cohen as food even to a Gentile (*Bekhorot* 28a).


46 Any coin which is not legal tender at the place of redemption is merchandise, not money.

47 Second Tithe cannot be exchanged pledging future income, or outstanding loans, or by one's own but inaccessible money.

48 Why does the Mishnah make a difference between unblemished and blemished animal tithe?

49 This is also a *baraita* in Babli *Bekhorot* 31b.

50 To a Cohen, and certainly when it was slaughtered and its blood and fat brought to the altar.
To a Jew, not necessarily a Gentile only slaughtered since it has to be slaughtered ritually. The animal may be sold to a Cohen. The animal may be sold to a Cohen.

Rebbi Abba bar Jacob in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is said here (Lev. 27:33): "It may not be redeemed." It has been said about Cohanim's bans (Lev. 27:28) "It may not be sold or redeemed." Since "it may not be redeemed" for Cohanim's bans includes sale, so "it may not be redeemed" here includes sale. Rebbi Jacob the Southerner asked before Rebbi Yose: Is it not written about a firstling (Num. 18:17) "it should not be redeemed?" About a blemished animal. For animal tithe, the Torah made no difference between living and slaughtered, unblemished and blemished.

In the Babli (Bekhorot 32a) this is quoted in the names of R. Johanan and Rav and rejected. For Tannaitic sources, cf. Sifra Behuqotay Pereq 13(4), quoted Babli Bekhorot 31b, Temurah 5b, 40a.

Num. 18:17 refers only to unblemished animals. No restrictions are put on blemished firstlings other than that they have to be given to a Cohen.

רבי אבба בר יעקב בם רבי יוחנן נאמר רבי יוחנן לא כאן לא כאן. רבי יוחנן נאמר בקדים אני לך לא נاسر לך לא נاسر. רבי יוחנן נאמר בקדים אני לך לא נاسر לך לא נاسر. רבי יוחנן נאמר בקדים אני לך לא נاسر לך לא נاسر. רבי יוחנן נאמר בקדים אני לך לא נاسر לך לא נاسر.
"One may not use it for preliminarily marrying a woman." But one may use its sinews, bones, horns, and hooves for preliminary marriage. Rebbi Eleazar said, because a blessing is mentioned for it. Why can one not use its meat for preliminary marriage? Rebbi Yose said, they learned tithe only from Cohanim’s bans. Since one may not use Cohanim’s bans for preliminary marriage, one may not use any sacrifices for preliminary marriage. Then one should not be able to use its sinews, bones, horns, and hooves for preliminary marriage. One needs what Rebbi Eleazar said, because a blessing is mentioned for it.

54 This is not mentioned in the Babli or in Maimonides’s Code. The inedible parts of a sacrifice, totally stripped of their meat, are profane after the meal.

55 Deut. 12:15: "But for all your desire you may slaughter and eat meat, by the blessing the Eternal, your God, gave you in all your gates; the impure and the pure should eat it, like deer and gazelle." This deals with dedicated animals which developed a blemish or the blemished animal which became tithe (Sifry Deut. 71). On this, the Babli (Bekhorot 32a) elaborates: "What is the sacrifice in which there is blessing only after slaughter? This is the animal tithe." As Rashi explains, dedicated sacrifices which developed a blemish may be exchanged and returned to profane status. The blemished firstling may be sold when alive. Only animal tithe remains holy even if blemished until it is ritually slaughtered and used as human food.
Rebbi Yudan asked: If somebody said to a woman, draw this animal tithe to you from me\textsuperscript{56} and be preliminarily married to me by it after slaughtering\textsuperscript{57}. Since it is in his hand to slaughter, is she immediately preliminarily married or only after slaughtering?

\textsuperscript{56} This is an act of acquisition. But since animal tithe cannot be alienated while alive, the acquisition will be completed only upon ritual slaughter of the animal.

\textsuperscript{57} It is clear from Mishnah Qiddusin 2 that conditional betrothals are valid under certain conditions. In this case, one has to assume that either the animal is unblemished and the discussion takes place in the outer courtyard of the Temple or the animal is blemished. In both cases, the animal could be slaughtered immediately and all questions avoided. Therefore, no answer is needed.

Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Mamal: If someone steals someone else’s animal tithe, if it still exists he returns it as is, if he ate it, he ate what he ate\textsuperscript{58}. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Mana\textsuperscript{59}: He cannot ask him to give anything; if it is worth less than a perutah\textsuperscript{60} one cannot say that he should give\textsuperscript{61}. Rebbi Hinena said, that is, if it was worth less than a perutah from the start. But if it was worth a perutah from the start, one tells him to pay\textsuperscript{62}.

\textsuperscript{58} Since the living animal tithe is property of Heaven, he does not have to pay the fines imposed on the thief of private property (cf. Terumot 6, end of
Halakhah 4). His atonement is between him and Heaven.

59 R. Mana I.

60 Cf. Ma’aserot Chapter 3, Note 13.

61 This is another version of R. Zeira’s argument: Since a live animal tithe is not marketable it has no value, and the theft is not prosecutable in court since the court will not take cognizance of a case worth less than a perutah.

62 This is a remark pertaining to tort law, not to our case here. In torts, the value of a claim is computed for the time the damage was done, which may be different from the value of the object today. A similar statement is in Babli Baba Mezi’a 55a.

63 Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: Alive, but not slaughtered. There, we have stated: “If somebody betrothes a woman with his share in most holy or simple holy sacrifices, she is not betrothed.” Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi said, Rebbi Jehudah learns all dedicated things from the firstling. Just as one may betrothe a woman with a firstling, so all sacrifices may be used to betrothe a woman. Rebbi
Meir learns all sacrifices from animal tithe. Just as one may not betrothe a woman with animal tithe, so no sacrifices may be used to betrothe a woman. The opinion of Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi is inverted. There, he says, alive or slaughtered. But here, he says alive, but not slaughtered. There in his own name, here in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi. Even if you say there and here in his own name; if he betrothes while it is still alive and with what is scheduled to fall to him. After slaughter, what is the reason of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi? (Num. 18:18): "Their meat shall be for you, like the breast of weaving." And what is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi? "Shall be for you", even after slaughtering. How does Rebbi Joshua ben Levi uphold "shall be for you"? He added another being that it should be eaten during two days and one night.

63 This paragraph also is in Qiddusin 2:8 (fol. 62d-63a).
64 The Mishnah, which states that a live firstling may be given as a marriage gift, is interpreted to mean that after slaughter it will be permitted to the bride.
65 Mishnah Qiddusin 2:8; also quoted Demay 1:3, Notes 185-187: "If somebody uses his share in the holiest sacrifices or simple holy sacrifices as marriage gifts, the marriage is not valid. With Second Tithes, be it intentional or in error, the marriage is not valid, the words of R. Meir. Rebbi Jehudah said, if in error, the marriage is not valid, if intentional, the marriage is valid." Rebbi Meir declares that holiest sacrifices, the Cohen's share of simple sacrifices, and the Second Tithe are all Heaven's property offered, as the case may be, to the Cohen, his family, or the layman and his family for consumption in Jerusalem. Hence, for R. Meir, the basic conditions for a valid marriage are not satisfied.
66 Rebbi Meir declares that holiest sacrifices, the Cohen's share of simple sacrifices, and the Second Tithe are all Heaven's property offered, as the case may be, to the Cohen, his family, or the layman and his family for consumption in Jerusalem. Hence, for R. Meir, the basic conditions for a valid marriage are not satisfied.
67 R. Jehudah agrees that under normal circumstances, Second Tithe in Jerusalem cannot be exchanged. However, since it must be redeemed if it became ritually impure, it can also be exchanged unlawfully. His position is explained in Peak, Chapter 7, Note 135. He also holds that the Cohen's
share of the sacrifices is his personal property. Hence, at least as far as simple sacrifices are concerned, the woman becomes his wife through the marriage and can legally consume the meat given to her. R. Jehudah also asserts that Second Tithe is always the owner's property, even before exchange. However, it cannot be used as a marriage gift directly since there is a lien on it that it should be used only for consumption, and that lien must first be removed by conscient redemption or exchange.

The Babli (Qiddusin 52b) goes to great lengths to find a case in which a woman might receive a Cohen's part of the holiest sacrifices which must be eaten by male Cohanim in those parts of the Temple yard into which others may enter only when required by the necessities of sacrificial rites. It also holds (Baba Qama 12b) that the statement about the firstling is valid only in the absence of a Temple; a position difficult to reconcile with the first part of the Mishnah.

66 In Qiddusin 2:8.

67 This is a very hypothetical answer which, as seen in the following text, is immediately discarded. It is possible to marry a woman by a future benefit as, e.g., the offer of future services (Qiddusin 3:6). However, since the Cohen's part of sacrificial meat is defined only at the moment of distribution, one runs into the problem of retroactivity (Demay 6:10, Note 160).

68 The part of the Cohen from a family sacrifice, to be eaten by the Cohen's family but not the Cohen's property. The verse identifies the holiness of the firstling with that of the Cohen's share in a Temple sacrifice.

69 "Their meat shall be for you; like the breast of weaving and the right thigh it shall be for you." It is implied that the Cohen has maximal use of the firstling. This is taken to mean that the period after slaughter in which the firstling may be eaten is the maximal period found in the Torah for any sacrifice.

In the Babli, Zebahím 57a, the discussion is quoted in the name of Tannaím of the first and second generations.
Our Mishnah does not follow Rebbi Yose, as it was stated: "One may exchange Second Tithe for a blank, the words of Rebbi Dosa, but the Sages forbid it." What is Rebbi Dosa’s reason? (Deut. 14:25) "You should bundle the money;" something which is bundled together, or which has a form and is current because of its form. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The word of Rebbi Yose that one exchanges [Second] Tithe for a pound of silver. If he had [only] said "silver", we would have said just as he said silver, so he said gold. If he had [only] said "silver", we would have taught to exclude broken pots and baskets from which one could get a pound of silver.

Here starts the discussion of the redemption of Second Tithe.

The name tradition in this paragraph is confusing. The Tosephta quoted is in the name of R. Dosa (probably R. Dosa ben Hyrcanus, of the first generation of Tannaim) in all sources except the Rome ms. of the Yerushalmi; but the statement of R. Yose (the Amora) shows that R. Yose (the Tanna) accepts the position of R. Dosa. Therefore, no emendation of the text is necessary.

Mishnah Idiut 3:2, quoted Babli Baba Mezi’a 47b; in different formulation Tosephta 1:4.

A quote from Sifry Deut. 107 (reproduced in Babli Baba Mezi’a 47b), shortened to unintelligibility. The verses Deut. 14:24-26 form the basis of the rules of redemption of Second Tithe; see the Introduction. V. 14:25 states: "Give silver [for it];" R. Ismael reads "take the silver in your hand", i.e. "something which is bundled (ךנפ), to bind") together; whereas R. Aqiba reads "something which has a form" (ךנפ III, ןא, to form). The only explanation which fits the language of the verse is
that of R. Ismael (R. Dosa, R. Yose); it is accepted by both the Babylonian and the Palestinian Aramaic Targumim. It is difficult to see how R. Aqiba could give a straightforward translation of the verse. He also separates טירכ from the preceding text. This shows that in the text before us, "or" denotes a switch from R. Ismael (R. Dosa, R. Yose) to R. Aqiba (the Sages).

Since coinage was invented long after the time of Moses, he takes עשת to mean just that, silver bullion, not gold, or silver which is not bullion and whose value could only be determined by a lengthy assay.

"For a blank". Everybody agrees that one does not exchange for the coins given to the olearius. That is, the way they are used for the olearius. But the way they are used by the tremissarius one may exchange.

Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: ל.

The dispenser of rubbing oil in the bathhouse, cf. Berakhot 2:3, Note 94.

Perhaps a tremissarius is the person who changes coins into tremisses, thirds of an as, to be given to the bath attendants (E. G.); cf. J. N. Epstein, Tarbiz 1, p. 49. The word tremissarius is not recorded in Latin literature but tremes, -issis is. If the tremissarius changes legal coins into tremisses, he will also purchase tremisses (at a lower rate) and pay legal coin. Also cf. assarius, old form of as.

The Babylonian tradition (Tosephta 1:4, Baba Mezi'a 47b) always refers to "(small) coins given as tokens in the bathhouse."
A coin out of circulation which the government will accept, Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is like a blank. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: A coin of the earlier kings, if it is currently accepted because of its coinage one exchanges, otherwise one does not exchange. A revolutionary coin like that of Bar Koziba one does not exchange. If he had dangerous coins: such a case came before Rebbi Immi. He said, one should carry its yield to the Dead Sea. If one had coins difficult to determine: Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi: One exchanges at the value given by the tremissarius. If he wants to spend the coins, he exchanges in his usual way.

---

78 Superfluous word, missing in Rome ms.
79 In Rome ms: שמניסים
Zuckermann, *Talmudische Münzen und Gewichte*, Breslau 1862, explains as *dusignum*, supposed to mean "doubly coined, overstruck", accepted by Levy, Krauss, and Sperber. However, H. L. Fleischer already has pointed out that no composites of *duo* with the singular are known. While the exact nature of these coins is unknown, from the text it is reasonable to derive the word from δυσγνωσία, ἡ, "difficulty of knowing", δύσγνωστος, ὁν (adj.) "hard to recognize" (E. G.).
80 Reading of Rome ms. שמחתלך, an intrusion from the next sentence.
81 The statements of R. Yose and R. Hiyya deal with the same subject. If somebody had an old Roman coin from the time the coinage was honest, if it is recognized by its coinage and/or acceptable for payment of taxes, it is money and may be used for exchange/redemption of Second Tithe.
Otherwise it is merchandise and may not be used.

S. Lieberman, *Tosefta ki-Fshutah* p. 717, wants to restrict the meaning of "otherwise" to coins of emperors whose memory was cursed by the Senate. In the Babli, *Baba Qama* 97b, coins of earlier kings (maybe Partian coins in the Persian empire?) are declared unacceptable; the Tosephta (1:6) declares them all acceptable.

82 In Tosephta and Babli (*loc. cit.)*: Bar Koziba or Jerusalem coins (from the first war against the Romans.)

83 This probably is a restatement of the previous sentence.

84 The usual description of: destroy completely.

85 If the money changer offers payment for that coin, this is its monetary value.

86 Rome ms.: ב”. This reading is assumed in the next sentence.

87 Tosephta 1:6. The Tosephta and possibly the Babli *Baba Qama* 97b allow a Babylonian in the Land of Israel to exchange his tithe for his Babylonian money in Babylonia irrespective of the political situation.
Rebbi Abin said, all coins were current in Jerusalem in old times, following (Ps. 48:3) "beautiful region, enjoyment of all the earth."\(^{88}\)

In the Babli Baba Qama 97b, the fact that all coins from all countries times is quoted as tanna'itic.

I could think that if someone had money on King's Mountain or in a castle\(^ {89}\) he might exchange based on it. The verse says (Deut. 14:25): "take the silver in your hand;" what means "in your hand"? In your possession! Rebbi Jonah asked, if his wallet with 1'000'000 [denars]\(^ {90}\) fell into a cistern and he could spend 500'000 to get them out, is that as if 500'000 were in his possession\(^ {91}\)?

The Tosephta, 1:6, reads: "How [does one not exchange] if it is not in his possession? If he had monies buried on King's Mountain or a Roman army camp (אֵסוּר castra) or his wallet had fallen into a cistern, even though he knows that they are there, they cannot be used for redemption and if he used them, he did not acquire the tithe." There are no longer any Jews living on King's Mountain, only Gentiles (cf. Demay 5:9, Note 115), and he certainly cannot start digging in a camp of the Roman army.

Just before Diocletian's currency reform, that would be about 16\% aurei.

Since the Tosephta gives a clear, negative, answer to this question, the Tosephta does not represent Yerushalmi tradition.
Mishnah 3: If somebody buys a domestic animal for a well-being offering\textsuperscript{92} or a wild animal\textsuperscript{93} for meat of desire\textsuperscript{94}, the hide becomes profane even though it may be worth more than the meat\textsuperscript{95}. [If he buys] sealed wine jugs at a place where jugs usually are sold sealed\textsuperscript{96}, the pitcher becomes profane. The shells of walnuts and almonds become profane\textsuperscript{97}. After wine before it fermented cannot be bought with tithe money\textsuperscript{98}; after it fermented it may be bought with tithe money.

\textsuperscript{92} This is the main purpose of bringing Second Tithe money to Jerusalem, to buy there animals to eat "before the Eternal, your God" (Deut. 14:26). Most of the well-being offering is consumed by the family of the donor.

\textsuperscript{93} Wild animals, from the list Deut. 14:5, can never become sacrifices and are intrinsically profane. They are mentioned here only because of Mishnah 4.

\textsuperscript{94} The biblical expression (Deut. 11:15) for profane meat slaughtered outside the holy precinct.

\textsuperscript{95} The hide, as part of the live animal, has been paid for by tithe money. After the meat has been consumed according to the rules of tithe money, the hide may be used or sold as fully profane. The Halakhah will restrict this to non-professional transactions.

\textsuperscript{96} Wine is not usually sold from the barrel so that the jug would be an intrinsic part of the deal.

\textsuperscript{97} And may be used as fuel or for tanning.

\textsuperscript{98} It is water which may not be bought with tithe money, Mishnah 5.
Mishnah 4: If somebody buys a wild animal for a well-being offering\(^{99}\) or a domestic animal for meat of desire\(^{100}\), the hide does not become profane. [If he buys] open wine jugs or sealed ones at a place where wine usually is sold from the barrel, the pitcher does not become profane. [If he buys] baskets of figs and baskets of grapes sold with the vessel, the price money of the vessel does not become profane\(^{101}\).

\(^{99}\) A wild animal can never be a sacrifice. Since the animal cannot be eaten in the way it was intended, the hide cannot lose its status of tithe money. If the hide is sold, the proceeds are still tithe money and must be spent on food in Jerusalem.

\(^{100}\) The Halakhah will explain that domestic animals bought with tithe money must be used as sacrifices.

\(^{101}\) In the last two cases, the buyer will be charged separately for pitcher or basket. Since these are not edible, they should be paid for with non-tithe money.

Mishnah 5: If somebody buys water, or salt\(^{102}\), or produce still connected to the ground, or produce that cannot reach Jerusalem, the tithe [money] does not acquire\(^{103}\). If somebody bought produce\(^{104}\) in error, the money should return to its place\(^{105}\). If intentionally, he should bring them up and they should be eaten at the Place\(^{106}\); if there is no Temple they should be left to rot.
102 It will be shown in Halakhah 4 that tithe money can be spent only in Jerusalem and only on something generated by sexual reproduction (vegetal or animal).

103 The transaction is invalid: the buyer returns what he bought and the seller returns the money.

104 Outside of Jerusalem, an act forbidden by Deut. 14:24-25.

105 The transaction is valid but the buyer has to set aside new money for the tithe money which in error became profane.

106 The place of the central sanctuary (Siloh or Jerusalem); the language is borrowed from Deut. 14:24.

Mishnah 6: If somebody buys a domestic animal in error, the money should return to its place. If intentionally, he should bring it up and it should be eaten at the Place; if there is no Temple it should be buried in its hide.

107 No use can be had from any part of this animal.

Mishnah 7: One does not buy slaves, real estate, and unclean animals from Second Tithe money. If he bought them, he has to eat their worth. One does not bring nests for men with gonorrhea, women with discharges, or women who have given birth from Second Tithe money. If he bought them, he has to eat their worth. This is the principle: If one bought anything except for eating, drinking, and rubbing from Second Tithe money, he has to eat its worth.
This Mishnah appears word by word, except for "Sabbatical" instead of "Second Tithe", in Sevi'it 8:8 and is explained there in Notes 114-116.

Drinking and massaging with olive oil are everywhere taken as equivalents of eating.

Halakhah 3: It was stated\(^{110}\): "Ben Bag Bag\(^{111}\) says (Deut. 14:26): ‘You shall spend the money for anything you desire.’ It was stated\(^{112}\): A person may buy a cow because of its hide\(^{113}\), a sheep because of its fleece, and wine because of its pitcher." Rebbi Zeira said, that is, if the seller was a private person. But if the seller was a professional it is as if he sold this separately and that separately\(^{114}\). Rebbi Zeira said, the Mishnah said this: "In a place where wine jugs usually are sold sealed, the pitcher becomes profane.\(^{115}\)" Rebbi Mana said, from this [you conclude that] just as you say there, if the seller was a professional it is as if he sold this separately and that separately, so if the buyer was a professional it is as if he bought this separately and that separately.

\(^{110}\) Sifry Deut. 107, a longer text explaining the entire verse; reproduced Babli Eruvin 27b.

\(^{111}\) A very early Tanna, contemporary of Hillel and R. Jehudah ben Bathyra of Nisibis. His name
probably was Johanan.

112 This word is superfluous and does not appear in the parallel sources.

113 Since this might be his desire.

114 Since he usually sells meat and hides separately.

115 Quote and argument are incomplete. The next Mishnah says that at a place where wine usually is sold from the barrel, buying the wine in a pitcher results in two separate transactions. We infer that established trade patterns have to be followed in all but private transactions.

Palm-leaf baskets\textsuperscript{116} of dates, plates\textsuperscript{117} of dates became profane. Some Tannaim state that boxes of dates did become, some Tannaim state that they did not become. Rav Hisdai said, he who said they did become, when they were pressed\textsuperscript{118}. He who said they did not become, [meant] when not pressed.\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{116} Definition of Rashi, \textit{Sabbat} 20a.

\textsuperscript{117} Latin \textit{patella}. According to the Gaonim and Maimonides (Mishnah \textit{Kelim} 16:5), a willow-weave basket with a narrow opening used for storing or transporting dried figs.

\textsuperscript{118} This is stated explicitly in Tosephta 1:10 which notes that all containers which become unusable, such as containers for fish sauce, vinegar, oil, honey, or in which dates or figs were pressed, by necessity are paid for with the food they contain and are profane when emptied.
"Afterwine before it fermented cannot be bought with tithe money and invalidates a miqweh; after it fermented it may be bought with tithe money and does not invalidate a miqweh." Our Mishnah follows Rebbi Jehudah as we have stated there: "If someone makes after-wine and pours in a measured amount of water, if he found the same amount he is free. Rebbi Jehudah declares him obligated." Rebbi Abbahu said, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Only if it fermented. Rebbi Yose said, it is the opinion of everybody since even salt water may be bought with tithe money.

119 Mishnah Hulin 1:7; cf. Ma'aserot 5:6, Notes 89-93.
120 It is water; cf. Terumot Chapter 10, Note 139.
121 This and the remainder of the paragraph are in Ma'aserot 5:5, Notes 87-93.

Rebbi Eleazar said, the tithe [money] did not acquire. Rebbi Yose said, first we said that if somebody bought a domestic animal for meat of desire, against his will it gets the name of well-being offering but we said nothing since Rebbi Eleazar said, the tithe [money] did not acquire.

122 Sifry Deut. 107 explains that from Deut. 14:26 "you have to eat there before the Eternal, your God, and enjoy it you and your family" one concludes that all meat bought with tithe money has to be meat of well-being offerings. Since there is no sacrifice which does not have to be dedicated first, it is logical that the transaction should be void and there is no automatic sacrifice. The argument assumes that any
animal bought with tithe money is without blemish; otherwise, it could not become a sacrifice. The paragraph seems to imply that buying a blemished animal bought with tithe money is automatically an invalid transaction. Therefore, it seems that the discussion deals with rabbinical, not biblical rules.

Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: An animal of Second Tithe in Jerusalem following Rebbi Meir is free from the rules of firstlings; following Rebbi Jehudah it is under the rules of firstlings. Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: If it gave birth to a firstling, must its sacred parts be brought onto the altar? Did not its sacred parts fall under the rules of Second Tithe and you would hide it from being eaten? He said to him, if somebody bought meat as meat of desire, would not [the holiness of] Second Tithe have fallen on its sacred parts, would you not hide it from being eaten? He said to him, when it was bought, the holiness of tithe left it. Rebbi Yose said, we were not saying so but the Torah did permit to buy from tithe money only well-being sacrifices exclusively. What is the difference between them? If it gave birth to a
firstling and he dedicated it as well-being sacrifice. For him who says, the Torah did permit to buy from tithe money only well-being sacrifices exclusively, it is offered\textsuperscript{129}. For him who says, when it was bought, the holiness of tithe left it, and it is not offered\textsuperscript{130}.

123 He holds that tithe money is Heaven's money and any animal bought with it is not the property of the farmer; cf. Note 6; Demay 1, Notes 185-186. R. Jehudah holds that tithe money and what is bought from it is private property. One must assume that the animal bought either was blemished and could not be a sacrifice or was unblemished but not yet dedicated as sacrifice at the time it had its young. Maimonides (Bekhorot 5:9) follows R. Jehudah here whereas in the rules of Mishnah 1 he follows R. Meir (Ma'aser Šeni 3:17).

124 These rules apply only to "any male firstling born to your cattle and flock" (Deut. 15:19).

125 The parts detailed in Lev. 3 which have to be burned on the altar. The question may be asked only according to R. Jehudah.

126 If the mother is unblemished, her sacred parts already go onto the altar; the calf or lamb should be eaten by the family. How can R. Jehudah cause the family to be slack in their fulfillment of the commandment to eat all food bought with tithe money?

127 This sentence is somewhat elliptic. R. Zeira disagrees with R. Eleazar and holds that meat may be bought with tithe money. The sentence duly expanded should read: "He said to him, if somebody bought meat as meat of desire, would not the holiness of Second Tithe have fallen on its sacred parts [if one had fulfilled the commandment to eat well-being sacrifice]? [By buying an animal as well-being sacrifice] would you not hide its sacred parts from being eaten?" He shows that R. Jeremiah's argument is inconsistent. If it is preferable to eat sacrificial meat then not all meat should be eaten but part given to the altar.

128 Since holiness cannot join holiness, the animal must be profane at the moment it is dedicated as well-being sacrifice. Therefore, acquisition must eliminate the holiness of tithe.

129 As a firstling if it was born between the act of buying and the
dedication as sacrifice, according to R. Jehudah.

130 If the holiness of tithe disappears at the consummation of the sale, it is possible to buy an animal with tithe money only if one states that the dedication should be an immediate consequence of the acquisition. But then the calf falls under the rules of young of sacrifices and not of firstlings.

Rebbi Yose said, we teach all these words but a Mishnah supports Rebbi Zeira: "He should not bring from wheat of Second Tithe but from money of Second Tithe." What is the difference between wheat and money? It must be that when it was bought, the holiness of tithe left it. Rebbi Ḥinena asked before Rebbi Mana: Why should he not bring wheat, the heave to the Cohen and the rest for the owners, why does he not bring? He said to him, think of it, if the blood is spilled does the bread not become unusable?

131 Mishnah Menahot 7:5: If somebody made a vow to bring a thanksgiving sacrifice and its breads (Lev. 7:12) from tithe money, he may do so but the bread should be made from wheat bought with tithe money, not wheat that is Second Tithe. Since a thanksgiving sacrifice is a special kind of well-being sacrifice, he may use tithe money for it. However, since a thanksgiving sacrifice only can be eaten for one day and one night, but a regular well-being sacrifice for two days and the night in between, this practice is frowned upon.

The Babli (Menahot 81b-82a) gives as a reason for the breads that the verse requires the sacrifice to be...
brought with its breads, i.e., from the same source. Since Second Tithe itself consists of produce, it is clear that the animal itself must be bought with tithe money. Therefore, the bread also should come from tithe money. (R. Jeremiah disagrees with the Mishnah.)

The Yerushalmi disagrees and holds that tithe money is holy and the holiness of a dedicated sacrifice can fall on the wheat only if the latter is profane. This proves R. Zeira’s point.

132 This is not the usual heave but one bread from each kind brought with the thanksgiving sacrifice; it is called heave in Lev. 7:14.

133 He disagrees with R. Yose whose argument is tenable only if he holds with R. Meir that tithe money is Heaven’s property. But since the previous paragraph presupposes that we hold with R. Jehudah that Second Tithe and tithe money are property of the farmer, there is no reason why Second Tithe wheat should not be used since all the breads will be eaten in holiness, either by the farmer’s family or by the Cohen.

134 On the way to the altar. The entire sacrifice is invalidated if its blood is not sprinkled on the altar.

135 If anything happens to the sacrifice, the bread is wasted and has to be burned. But if the breads are bought, they will be replaced by other bought breads.
Rebbi Johanan said, they decreed on a blemished female because of her young. They decreed on a blemished male because of the blemished female. They said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, even an unblemished one is a decree. Earlier they said one may buy an animal for meat of desire and hide it from the altar. They turned to say, not even a wild animal, not even birds as it was stated: "Sabbatical [money] and Second Tithe [money] can be exchanged for a blemished female animal or other domestic and wild animals and birds whether alive or slaughtered, the words of Rebbi Meïr. But the Sages say, one exchanges only on slaughtered ones." Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac: They decreed this that one should not raise them in herds. Rebbi Jeremiah stood next to Rebbi Zeïra who said to him, Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac is still alive and you hang your rags on him! Did not Rebbi Johanan say even an unblemished one is a decree? Maybe this was said only for Sabbatical [money]? They found it stated for Sabbatical [money].

136 It is agreed that while it is a positive commandment to buy well-being sacrifices in Jerusalem for the meat, the verse does not forbid to buy any kosher animal or any meat. As stated later, first they forbade to buy blemished females which could not be sacrificed but might be kept to raise young. That action would clearly be forbidden since tithe money must be used for food to be consumed. In the end, they permitted only animals for well-being sacrifices to be bought with tithe money.

137 A similar baraita is in Babli Sukkah 40b, where the statement of R. Samuel ben Isaac is part of the baraita. The Tosephta (1:9) has a statement contradicting both Talmudim, declaring all non-sacrificial meat (in Jerusalem) as impure. This is either a remnant of teachings of the House of Shammai or Sadducee teaching of the Qumran type (MMT 2, lines 29-30).
Therefore, it should be forbidden to buy meat at the butcher store.

Sevi'it 8:7, Babli Sukkah 40b.

This means that by rabbinical decree, with tithe money one may only buy meat in the form of live unblemished animals.

Halakhah 4: There we have stated: "One does not buy slaves, real estate, or unclean animals from Sabbatical money. If he did buy them, he has to eat their worth." And here, you say so? Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Hiyya bar Josef and Samuel disagreed. One said here as a sale, there as redemption. The other one said here if the seller is present, there if the seller went away. We did not know who said what. Since Rebbi Yose said in the name of Samuel, the buy is acquired, that means he is the one who said here as a sale, there as redemption.

Mishnah Sevi'it 8:8. One might as well have quoted the Mishnah here since the question is, why in Mishnah 7 the transaction is valid but the tithe money has to be restituted and used for food and in Mishnah 6 a similar transaction is declared invalid.

What is invalid as a sale is valid as redemption.

The money has to be returned.

If he bought slaves with tithe money. He must hold that "bought" is an inexact expression since the farmer exchanged tithe money for slaves.
Our Mishnah follows Rebbi Aqiba but not Rebbi Ismael. Rebbi Ismael explained (Deut. 14:26): "Spend the money on anything you want," a general clause. "For cattle and sheep, wine and intoxicating drink", detail. "And anything you want," another general clause. General, detail, and general, you may judge only in the light of the detail. Just as the detail is explained as born from what is born from the earth, so only what is born from what is born from the earth. Rebbi Aqiba explains: Just as the detail is explained as fruit, born from a fruit, or what prepares fruit, so only what is fruit, born from a fruit, or what prepares fruit. What is the difference between them? Fish, locusts, truffles, and mushrooms which may be bought with tithe money following Rebbi Aqiba.

144 Parallels in Sifra Introduction (8); the full statement of R. Ismael. Yerushalmi Eruvin 3:1, fol. 20c/d; Babli Eruvin 27b, Baba Qama 54b, 63a; in slightly different version Nazir 35b.
145 Cattle and sheep, wine and liquor.
146 In the verse: "and anything you may wish."
147 One of the hermeneutical principles of R. Ismael. Sifra, Introduction (1), (8).
148 Anything grown by sexual reproduction from plant or animal.
living on the land.

149 In detail explained *Sifry Deut.* 107, naturally without reference to R. Ismael's rule.

150 In *Sifra,* R. Ismael explicitly excludes truffles and mushrooms.

"food enhancers", such as costus, amomum, other spices, benjamin, asafoetida, peppers, and saffron.

Rebbi Ḥaggai said, a Mishnah 153 said that one does not exchange coins for fruits far from the Place. He said that before Rebbi Abinna who praised him, before Rebbi Jeremiah who needled 154 him: Did we not state, "coins in Jerusalem and produce in the countryside"? There is a difference because it was in one place. When Rebbi Ḥaggai left, he found it stated: coins and produce in Jerusalem, coins and produce in the countryside. He said, if Rebbi Jeremiah had heard this, he would have needled me justly. He wanted to change his mind. Rebbi Zeira said to him, do not change your mind since Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Meir and the rabbis [disagree] about *demay,* therefore not for certain [produce]. 158 Since Rebbi Eleazar said, this is Rebbi Meir's, it follows that *demay* and certain are equal.
152 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: אויה "after place".

153 Mishnah 3:3: "If somebody has [tithe] coins in Jerusalem and needs them, and a friend has produce, he says to his friend: those coins are exchanged on your produce. The friend has to eat his produce in purity but he may use the coins. One should not do this with a vulgar [friend] except for demay." Since the transaction is restricted to Jerusalem, it follows that it would be illegal elsewhere.

154 Cf. Berakhot 2:3, Note 96.

155 Mishnah 3:4 states that money in Jerusalem may be exchanged for outside produce (which then has to be brought into the city) or Jerusalem produce may be bought with tithe money which at the moment of the transaction was outside.

156 Mishnah 3:3 which admits the transaction only in Jerusalem deals with the case that both parties are at the same place. R. Haggai is still justified in not admitting redemption if both parties are outside the city.

157 A baraita differing with the Mishnah in his interpretation.

158 According to most commentators, this seems to refer to the baraita quoted at the end of Halakhah 3, that the rabbis permit redemption only for meat, not live animals, comparing with Mishnah 6 which is held to be R. Meir's opinion. But the baraita was shown to refer only to Sabbatical money and is not applicable here.

According to R. H. Kanievski, the disagreement of the Sages and R. Meir is in Mishnah Demay 1:2, and the statement of R. Eleazar, that the Mishnah is only R. Meir's, to Mishnaitot 1:5-6 since in Demay he also holds that demay money can be exchanged and traded at will outside of Jerusalem. Then it follows that the opinion of the opposing Sages, that produce, illegally bought with tithe money outside of Jerusalem, should be brought up and eaten in Jerusalem, is true not only for demay but for all tithe money, supporting R. Haggai.
Rebbi Zevida was sitting and teaching his son: \(^{159}\) "If somebody wants to exchange [tithe] money for produce today, both these and those are consecrated\(^{160}\), the words of the House of Shammai. The House of Hillel say, the money is as it was and the produce is as it was." Rebbi Crispus passed by and told him, do not state it so but say "produce for money."\(^{161}\) Therefore, everybody agrees that money for produce was not consecrated. But did we not state\(^{162}\): "if there is no Temple they should be left to rot"? Explain it if he dedicated it when there was a Temple and the Temple was destroyed\(^{163}\).

\(^{159}\) A similar text in Tosephta 3:14.

\(^{160}\) Since there is no Temple, the produce cannot be consumed. The House of Shammai are not sure whether tithe money can be exchanged without a Temple; therefore they declare everything Second Tithe by default. The House of Hillel are certain that, since the biblical injunction to eat the produce bought for tithe money "before the Eternal, your God," cannot be followed today, tithe money cannot be exchanged (but either has to be destroyed or thrown into the Dead Sea.)

\(^{161}\) There is a dispute on exchanging Second Tithe produce for money (outside of Jerusalem) but there is no dispute that tithe money today cannot be used to buy anything. There is a Gaonic decree (Maimonides Ma'aser Šeni 2:2) that any amount of Second Tithe produce can be exchanged for the smallest coin in circulation.

\(^{162}\) Mishnah 5. If the produce were not consecrated it would not be forbidden. Therefore, the Mishnah seems to imply that tithe money can be exchanged in the absence of a Temple.

\(^{163}\) While this answer seems to be very contrived, it can be read into the Mishnah which notes the absence of the Temple only in connection with the use of the produce, not the act of redemption.
Ben Vivian stated: (Deut. 14:25) "Turn it into money", far from the Place you redeem it, near the Place you cannot redeem it. (Deut. 14:26) "Spend the money", near the Place you exchange it, far from the Place you do not exchange it.

The verse reads: Exchange money for produce and transfer the sanctity to the produce.

Rebbi Yose in the name of Samuel: The buy is acquired. Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Expiation. Rebbi Hila said, since we stated "he has to eat their worth", that means it was sanctified. Rebbi Yose said, since he took it up, the buy was acquired; from there on it is one buy. Rebbi Yudan said, he has to dedicate it again; he means that maybe it was sanctified when it was not sanctified.

The Rome ms. has here and in the third sentence: R. Jonah. However, R. Yose mentioned here is not the late Amora but the teacher from the intermediary generation between Tannaim and Amoraim who appears in the Babli as Rav Assi, older than R. Yose ben Hanina. The reading of the Rome ms. has to be rejected.
169 This paragraph refers to Mishnah 7: If one buys slaves, or birds, or animals for obligatory expiation sacrifices with tithe money, the transactions are valid since otherwise the money would have to be restituted and no new money taken as tithe money. This then implies that the expiatory sacrifice is valid. R. Yudan is not sure about this implication of the Mishnah, and it is possible that the authors of Mishnah 7 themselves were not sure whether the transactions are valid or not. Therefore, he requires that after the tithe money has been set aside, the birds used for the expiatory sacrifices be dedicated again since the dedication at the time of acquisition may be invalid.

170 Most commentators prefer to read רוח "another" instead of רוח "one". The change, against the testimony of the two mss., is unnecessary since R. Yose holds that the acquisition is valid in all respects.
Mishnah 1: Second Tithe is to be used for eating, drinking, and anointing; to eat everything commonly eaten, to anoint with what commonly is used for anointing. One should not anoint with wine or vinegar, but with olive oil. One does not use Second Tithe oil as base for perfume, one does not buy perfumed oil with Second Tithe money, but one may make spice wine. If one adds it to honey and spices and it increases in value, the increase is proportional. If fish is cooked with Second Tithe leeks which increases its value, the increase is proportional. If a dough of Second Tithe when baked increased in value, the increase belongs to the Second. This is the principle: In all cases in which the increase is visible, the increase is proportional. In all cases in which the increase is not visible, the increase belongs to the Second.

1 These two sentences are stated, Mishnah Ševi'it 8:2.
2 Since then the oil is no longer...
food.

3 Even though anointing with Second Tithe oil is permitted, one may buy only what is used by the majority of people, not what is reserved for a minority of the rich and pampered.

4 If some dish offered for sale in Jerusalem was prepared with Second Tithe material worth $a$, and profane material worth $b$, and now the dish is worth $c > a + b$, then $cb/(a+b)$ is profane and may be paid with Second Tithe money; the rest must be paid with profane money.

5 Since the profane fuel did not change the body of the bread, the entire bread made from Second Tithe flour has the status of Second Tithe.

6 The meaning of this expression will be discussed in the Halakhah.

Halakhah 1: "Second Tithe is to be used for eating," etc. It is to be used for eating, since eating is written regarding it. For drinking, since drinking is included in eating. From where that drinking is included in eating? Rebbi Jonah understood if from the following (Lev. 17:12): "Therefore, I said to the Children of Israel, no person among you may eat blood." Where do we hold? If about congealed blood, did we not state: "Congealed blood is neither food nor drink"? So we must hold as is, and the Torah called it "eating." But did we not state: "If he mashed the fat and sipped it, congealed the blood and ate it, he is guilty!" How does Rebbi Jonah explain? It is neither food, to accept the impurity of food, nor drink, to accept the impurity of drinks.
7 This and the following paragraphs (up to Note 35) are also in Yoma 8:3 (fol. 45a), Sevu'ot 3:2 (fol. 34b). The parallel discussion in the Babli is Sevu'ot 22b-23a.

8 Deut. 14:23.

9 Tosephta Tahorot 2:5.

10 Fluid blood.

11 Babli Hulin 120a, Menahot 21a.

12 The fat of domestic animals which from sacrifices is burned on the altar and from profane meat is forbidden as food.

13 The Tosephta Tahorot adds explicitly: "If he thought of [the congealed blood] as food, it accepts the impurities of food." The argument of R. Jonah is not acceptable.

14 The argument is from the later part of the verse: "cattle and sheep, wine and liquor, anything you might want, and eat it there before the Eternal, your God,..." How does one eat wine and liquor?

15 In Sevu'ot and Yoma, the argument closes with: So we must hold as is, and the Torah called it "eating," as for the first argument.

16 In Yoma אזוריתא וה itemprop in Sevu'ot גבריהא ואזוריתא Every commentator and author of a dictionary has his own identification. (Perhaps cf. Greek spiced liquor Retsina, classical Greek ἵπτινα "pine resin", and various kinds of gum (gummi, κόμμι) used in manufacture of fine liquors. (E. G.) ) The variants make a reliable identification impossible. The additions involved must be such that wine (or liquor) is an essential ingredient of the recipe. In that case, one cannot say that a dish made with...
wine tastes worse than wine itself. R. Tithe money one may buy wine other than cooking wine.

Rebbi Yose understood it from the following: *[I swear] an oath that I shall not eat, when he ate and drank he is guilty on two counts.* The colleagues said, he is guilty only on one count. Rebbi Yose said to them, we say after this, *[an oath that I shall neither eat nor drink, when he ate and drank he is guilty on two counts.]* It is as if somebody had two loaves before him when he said: *[I swear] an oath that I shall not eat this one, and then he said: *[I swear] an oath that I shall not eat that one, would he not be guilty on two counts?* Therefore, drinking in general is subsumed under eating but if somebody spells them out separately, he takes upon himself two counts.

17 The text is difficult. The parallel in Ṣevu‘ot is almost unintelligible. The best text seems to be the one in Yoma [commentary in braces]:

Rebbi Yose understood it from the following (Mishnah Ṣevu‘ot 3:2): *An oath [meaning: I swear] that I shall not eat, when he ate or drank he is guilty on one count only.* [This proves the point.] The colleagues said before Rebbi Yose, one continues after this [in the same Mishnah], *an oath that I shall not eat nor drink, when he ate and drank he is guilty on two counts.* [This seems to disprove that drinking is subsumed under eating.] Rebbi Yose said to them, is that not as if somebody had two loaves before him when he said: *an oath that I shall not eat this one, and then he said: an oath that I shall not eat that one, would he not be guilty on two counts?* [Therefore, drinking in general is subsumed under eating but if somebody spells them out separately, he takes upon himself two counts.]
parallel but separate obligations.] the colleagues. The second quote by R. Yose is correct.

18 This is a misquote from Mishnah Sevu'ot 3:2; the correct text is given by

Rebbi Hanania in the name of Rebbi Phineas understood it from the following:\[19\]: "[I swear] an oath that I shall not eat, when he ate inedible food and drank undrinkable fluids he is free from punishment." Therefore, if he drank drinkable fluids he is guilty. That is correct following "an oath that I shall not eat," and in our Mishnah they teach "an oath that I shall not eat." But for those rabbis\[20\] who teach "an oath that I shall not eat and I shall not drink"?

19 Mishnah Sevu'ot 3:2. the Mishnah one cannot infer that drinking is a subcategory of eating.

20 The anonymous editors of the Babli, Sevu'ot 23a, to show that from

Rebbi Hinena understood it from the following\[21\]: "If he ate and drank in one forgetting he is guilty only once." Rebbi Abba Mari understood it from here (Deut. 26:14): "I did not eat from it in my mourning", but I drank\[22\]?
21 Mishnah Yoma 8:3. A person who forgot that it was the Day of Atonement and he ate or drank must bring a sin sacrifice. But if he ate and drank in one forgetting episode he brings only one sacrifice. The argument is weak since the commandment of the Day of Atonement is "to deprive oneself", and not eating and not drinking are aspects of deprivation.

22 From the declaration the farmer makes in the Temple when he brings his Second Tithe to Jerusalem after he gave First Tithe and, if applicable, the tithe of the poor. It seems obvious that the declaration cannot be made if the farmer drank from tithe wine while in deep mourning, which is a desecration as if he had eaten. Therefore, the verse subsumes drinking under eating.

It is understandable for him who said, "[I swear] an oath that I shall not eat", and he drank. But for him who said, "an oath that I shall not drink", and he ate? Drinking is subsumed under eating, but eating is not subsumed under drinking.

23 The text in Sevu'ot which reads "so far", probably is better. The entire paragraph belongs to the Mishnah in Sevu'ot; here ends the parallel in Sevu'ot.

24 The preceding argument shows that drinking is subsumed under eating. But everybody agrees that a mention of drink does not include solid food. The same conclusion is in Babli Sevu'ot 23a.
Some want to understand it from this (Deut. 12:17): "You may not eat in your gates the tithe of your grain, your cider, and your shining oil."  

'Your cider', that is the wine. 'And your shining oil' refers to anointing and the Torah called it 'eating'. But this is not clear. If it were clear one should be whipped because of it outside the walls! Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, one is whipped outside the walls only for pure Second Tithe which entered Jerusalem and left. From where that it is not clear? From what was stated: "On the Sabbath, both anointing for pleasure and anointing not for pleasure are permitted. On the Day of Atonement, both anointing for pleasure and anointing not for pleasure are forbidden. On the Ninth of Ab and public fasts anointing for pleasure is forbidden but anointing not for pleasure is permitted." Did we not state: "Anointing is equal to drinking for prohibition and replacement but not for punishment, on the Day of Atonement for prohibition but not for punishment"? Did we not state (Lev. 22:15): "They should not desecrate," to include him who anoints and him who drinks. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no 'anoints' here. Rebbi Abba Mari said, if there is no 'anoints' here then there is no 'drinks' for otherwise something that comes from two different prohibitions would be added together!
25 Both drinking and anointing are subsumed under "eating".
26 If the verse were a formal identification of anointing and eating as far as Second Tithe is concerned, the use of impure heave oil for anointing should be a criminal offense.
27 This amorai'c statement is part of the objection.
28 The text from here to the end of the next paragraph is only hinted at in Yoma; it is in Šabbat 9:4, fol. 12a-b, the fullest text in Ta'aniot 1:6, fol. 64c.
29 Fasts in a winter of draught, whose rules are modeled on those for the Ninth of Ab.
30 Referring to illegal use of heave and dedicated food by non-Cohenim and its replacement by $\frac{5}{4}$ of the value taken.
31 The only biblical prohibitions on the Day of Atonement are eating, drinking, and working. The other two, anointing and sexual relations, are rabbinic and not subject to biblical punishment.
32 The verse refers to the non-Cohen who "eats" holy food in error.
33 If the verse in Lev. is needed to include drinking in eating then it is incomprehensible that for inadvertently eating and drinking together on the Day of Atonement one should be responsible only for one sacrifice since in that case, one infringes on two separate biblical prohibitions and should be responsible for two separate sacrifices. Similarly, if one illegitimately ate and drank heave one should be responsible for two separate fifths. Since in both cases the Mishnah treats eating and drinking together, the verse cannot express a separate status for drinking; the addition of anointing and drinking is rabbinic interpretation but not biblical law and there is no reason to exclude anointing.

From where that it is clear as a positive commandment$^{34}$? Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Simai (Deut. 26:14): "Nor did I give from it...
to the dead." Where do we hold? If it were to bring a casket and shrouds for him, that were also forbidden for a living person\(^35\)! \(\ldots\) If something is forbidden for the living, not so much more for the dead? What is something which is permitted for the living but prohibited for the dead? That is anointing!

\(34\) While illegitimate use of heave oil for anointing is a prohibition, it is mentioned in the framework of the farmer’s declaration in the Temple which is a positive commandment. Overstepping the prohibition of anointing when it is forbidden is legally overstepping a positive commandment not under the scope of biblical penal law.

\(35\) Only consuming Second Tithe is permitted.

\(36\) What means "to eat everything commonly eaten"? "One does not oblige anybody to eat mouldy bread, or discarded leaves of vegetables, or spoiled food." On the other hand, if somebody wants to eat raw beets or chew raw wheat kernels one does not listen to him. What means "to drink everything one commonly drinks"? "One does not oblige anybody to drink oily fish sauce, or sour fish sauce, or wine with yeast. He who has a toothache should not sip vinegar and spit out but he may sip and
swallow. He may dip his food in as much [vinegar] as he wants without second thoughts. He who has a throat ache should not gargle with oil but he may load fish sauce with oil and sip it." "One should not anoint with wine or vinegar, but with olive oil." "If somebody has a headache or he has a scab, he may rub with oil but not with wine or vinegar."

36 The text, with minor orthographic changes, is identical with the text in Sevi’it 8:2, Notes 22-28. Since the Mishnah here does not have the sentence "to drink everything one commonly drinks" in practically all mss., the text in Sevi’it is original.

Perfumed wine of Second Tithe may not be used for anointing. Perfumed oil of Second Tithe may be used for anointing. What is the difference? For the latter it is customary, for the former it is not customary.

Rebbi Yudan asked: Second tithe oil that became rancid? Rebbi Mana said, when it became rancid, its holiness burst from it. Why did he have to ask? Sabbatical [oil] even if rancid remains in its holiness.

37 At least as long as it still is used for animal feed. Second Tithe may not be used for animal feed.
Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Hanina: He who whispers puts oil on his head and whispers on condition that he use neither hand nor vessel. Rebbi Jacob bar Idi, Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: with hand or vessel. In what do they differ? Whether it is repulsive. For him who says with hand or vessel, it is repulsive. For him who says neither hand nor vessel, it is not repulsive. Rebbi Jonah said, they differ about Second Tithe. For him who says with hand or vessel, Second Tithe is forbidden. For him who says neither hand nor vessel, Second Tithe is permitted. Rebbi Yose said, is all that is permitted on the Sabbath permitted with Second Tithe and all that is forbidden on the Sabbath forbidden with Second Tithe? Did we not state: A woman may douse her son with wine because of sweat, but this is forbidden with heave? Heave and Second Tithe are the same! How is that? Only that he not do it in the way he is used to do it on weekdays.

38 The paragraph is also in Šabbat 14:3, fol. 14c.
39 A medical procedure where rubbing with oil is accompanied by whispered recitation of charms. The Talmud in Šabbat (Note 39) accepts this procedure for illnesses of the eye, intestines, and snake and scorpion bites. The Babli (Sanhedrin 101a) approves whispered charms only for snake and
scorpion bites; for eye and intestinal problems they approve only anointing and wrappings.

40 These rules are only given for the Sabbath when medical procedures are forbidden if there is no danger to the life of the patient.

41 "Hand" means to pour an amount of oil into one's palm and taking it from there by a finger of the other hand. "Vessel" is not the large container of the oil but a small vessel containing just enough oil for the procedure. Its use is permitted on the Sabbath for people who would be repelled by the idea of dipping the finger into the jar of cooking oil.

42 It is forbidden to use Second Tithe oil for medical purposes; it is permitted to use it for anointing. It is suggested that just smearing oil on one's head with a finger is a form of anointing; this is rejected immediately.

43 On the Sabbath. In Ṣabbat 14:3, the text reads: "Herself and her son."

44 What is the real reason for the rule of whispering? Anybody who does it with a vessel on weekdays has to do it without one on the Sabbath and vice-versa.

45 "If fish is cooked with Second Tithe leeks which increases its value, the increase is proportional." Rebbi Hoshiaia said, it follows Rebbi Jehudah, since we have stated: "Rebbi Jehudah permits in anchovies where it only serves to remove pollutants." The rabbis of Caesarea asked: The saying of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, that all forbidden [food] is estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks, does this contradict Rebbi Jehudah? Rebbi Jehudah will agree regarding an onion of the Temple or an onion of idol worship.
45  This paragraph is from *Terumot* 10:1; explained there in Notes 8-12.

46 Rebbi Johanan said, for everything that augments the measure, the increase [in value] is proportional, but for everything that does not augment the measure, the increase belongs to the Second [Tithe]. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, for everything where the taste of the improvement is recognizable, the increase [in value] is proportional, but for everything where the taste of the improvement is not recognizable, the increase belongs to the Second [Tithe]. The Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Jonathan: “If a dough of Second Tithe when baked increased in value, the increase belongs to the Second.” Explain it if the improvement cannot be tasted. The Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: “If fish cooked with Second Tithe leeks increased in value, the increase is proportional.” Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaia: Explain it if he cooked them together. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaia: Think of it, if he cooked them separately and mixed them? Have fish only the taste of leeks and leeks only the taste of fish?
46 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: Johanan.
47 Here starts the discussion of the last part of the Mishnah.
48 It seems that the opinion of R. Simeon ben Laqish, which reaffirms the statement of the Mishnah, is that of R. Jonathan.
49 He cooked them together until they became soft and could no longer be separated. Since the profane part clinging to the heave part must be eaten in the holiness of heave, the volume of the holy part has increased.
50 In this case, there would only be a question according to R. Simeon ben Laqish but none according to R. Johanan.
51 Since in the latter case only little taste is absorbed, both R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish agree that the increase of the value of the tithe part does not have to be split.

A Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "Spices, water, or salt a woman borrowed from a friend for her dough, goes after both their feet." Rebbi Abba said, for eruv they went according to the logical rule. You should know that this is so since they say there in the name of Rav Hisda, but we know not whether from a tradition or a Mishnah, "even logs!" Did we want to say that logs have no credible importance?
A baraita disagrees with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "If a tithe dish is prepared with profane spices, the increase belongs to Second Tithe." Explain it if the improvement cannot be tasted. But was it not stated: "If a profane dish is prepared with Second Tithe spices, the tithe cannot escape redemption?" According to Rebbi Johanan, if the volume was increased. According to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish if the improvement was clearly recognizable.

If one or both of the women had moved their domain for the holiday by an eruv (cf. Peah 8, Note 56), during the holiday the dough cannot be brought to any place not reachable by both of them. This part of Mishnah 5:4 is not discussed in Yerushalmi Bezah 5:4.

The Yerushalmi is difficult to understand. The Babli (Bezah 38b-39a) comes up with three possible explanations for the Mishnah. Abbai holds that all is only a rabbinical prohibition to be ready with a rule for the case the two women baked a cake together. Rava holds with R. Simeon ben Laqish that taste cannot be disregarded and, therefore, the spices are essential even if present only in a minute amount. As Tosaphot point out, water certainly cannot be disregarded even if most of it evaporates since without water there would be no dough. But water used to make unleavened dough does not necessarily increase the volume. This seems to be the objection of the Yerushalmi. Rav Ashi holds that one does not invoke special rules if by waiting (until the end of the holiday) all problems disappear automatically.

Since the dish contains contributions from both of them, one does not have to try to allocate parts.

In Babylonia. In this version, the dish can be moved only in the common domain even if only the firewood came from a person with a different domain. Firewood cannot be bought with tithe money.

Or the entire dish must be eaten under the rules of tithe. This part of the Tosephhta requires explanation according to both opinions.
Mishnah 2: Rebbi Simeon says, one does not rub himself with oil of Second Tithe in Jerusalem but the Sages permit it. They said to Rebbi Simeon, if He made it easy for the important heave, should we not be lenient for the lightweight Second Tithe? He said to them, this is no good. He was lenient for the important heave as He was lenient for vetch and fenugreek; how can we be lenient for Second Tithe where He was not lenient for vetch and fenugreek?

57 In the opinion of R. Simeon and R. Isaac Simponti, R. Simeon disagrees with the previous Mishnah and Halakhah and holds that anointing is not subsumed under the notion of eating. This is contradicted by the Halakhah. In the opinion of Maimonides, R. Simeon agrees that in principle rubbing oneself is legitimate use of Second Tithe oil. However, he holds the owner of Second Tithe oil may not ask another person to massage him because the latter's hand also will be rubbed with oil and this is akin to paying for the massage with Second Tithe oil, a rabbinic transgression. The last assertion is difficult to accept; the more likely explanation is that of H. Albeck (1958), that according to R. Simeon if a person rubbed with such oil leaves Jerusalem while some of the oil still clings to his body, he will have sinned. In order to prevent inadvertent sin he forbids rubbing as a "fence of the law."

58 As explained in the next Mishnah.

59 This is the reading of the Yerushalmi mss., the Parma ms. of the Mishnah, and one ms. of a translation of the Commentary of Maimonides. All other Mishnah mss. read המ לא מא מא ייא "On the contrary, if He was lenient . . ."

60 As explained in Mishnah 4. If the argument is accepted, the relation of heave to Second Tithe is not that of majus to minor.
Halakhah 2: How were they lenient for heave? As we have stated:\(^{61}\):

"A Cohen may rub himself with heave oil and bring his daughter's son by an Israel and roll him on his belly without qualms." Rebbi Johanan said, here they retorted with rabbinic words against the word of the Torah:\(^{62}\)

61 Tosephta Terumot 10:10. The Babli, based on biblical verses, explains in Keritut 7a that rubbing oil on one's body, while a permitted activity, removes the sanctity from the oil just as eating removes the sanctity from the food in the Cohen's body. Therefore, even if an unrelated adult Israel touches the oil on the Cohen's body, he does not sin.

62 Rebbi Simeon's prohibition is rabbinical, the argument of the Sages is biblical!

The Rome ms. reads נא"י סופירם לברי. This seems to be a scribal error.

Mishnah 3: Fenugreek of Second Tithe should be eaten as sprouts:\(^{63}\). Of Heave\(^{64}\), the House of Shammai say it must always be handled in purity except for shampooing. But the House of Hillel say, it may be handled in impurity except in soaking:\(^{65}\).
63 Since Second Tithe must be eaten; ripe fenugreek plants are hard as straw and its seeds also are hard; the only time fenugreek really is edible is in young sprouts.

64 As mentioned several times in Terumot and Ma'serot, heave of fenugreek is traded in bundles, the hard stem (which gives some taste) and the seeds (usable as spice). The House of Shammai hold that since it may be used as spice, it must always be treated as food and handled in purity since otherwise it must be burned as impure heave food, except that it can be used to perfume water to shampoo hair. In that case, the Cohen's action shows that the fenugreek is not food for him and if impure does not have to be burned.

65 For the House of Hillel, fenugreek is not food except if shown by an action of the Cohen to be prepared as food, e. g., soaking the seeds to use as spice. Otherwise, fenugreek is wood and cannot become impure; if it is handled in impurity it does not have to be burned.

So is the Mishnah: It is permitted to eat it as sprouts.

66 It is not a requirement. J. N. Epstein (487 "ma'aseh mashnayeh") considers this to be a commentary, not a change of the Mishnah text.

What is between them? Rebbi Jonah said, pulling out of water is between them. The House of Shammai say, one pulls out of the water with pure hands but the House of Hillel say, one pulls out of the water
with impure hands. It is stated: "These are the words of Rebbi Meir. But the words of Rebbi Jehudah, he says that the House of Shammai say, it must always be handled in purity except for shampooing. But the House of Hillel say, it may be handled in impurity except in pulling it out of water." What is between them? Rebbi Mattaniah said, softening is between them. The House of Shammai say, one softens with pure hands but the House of Hillel say, one softens with impure hands.

67 In this version, the House of Hillel require pure (i.e., washed) hands only for putting fenugreek into the water for soaking, not to make heave impure by one's own action. But they will permit taking the soaked seeds out of the water with unwashed hands since the seeds are also soaked as animal feed.

68 Tosephta 2:1.

69 The text is uncertain. The Tosephta has "it soaking" instead of "it softening". It is possible that here does not mean "to scoop out of the water", as in Yerushalmi Targumim but by a change of liquids and is the same as "soaking", and refers to all stages of soaking. This is not the position of Maimonides in his Code (Ma'aser Šeni 2:14).

70 Softening the kernels by rubbing them between one's fingers. The House of Hillel do not consider this an action transforming the seeds into food.
Mishnah 4: Vetch of Second Tithe should be eaten as sprouts; it may enter Jerusalem and leave. If it became impure, Rebbi Tarphon says it should be divided into pieces of dough, but the Sages say it should be redeemed. If it is heave, the House of Shammai say, one soaks and cleans in purity and feeds in impurity, but the House of Hillel say, one soaks in purity and cleans and feeds in impurity. Shammai says, it should be eaten dry. Rebbi Aqiba says, all its processing is done in impurity.

71 It was stated (Terumot 11:9) that only in years of famine is vetch human food. But as sprouts it can be eaten and is not animal feed. This Mishnah also appears in Idiut 1:8.

72 Since sprouts cannot qualify as produce.

73 He does not permit to redeem any Second Tithe to be used as animal feed; therefore he requires the vetch, which is a legume, to be ground to flour and mixed with flour in little cakes whose volume is less than that of a chicken egg so that it may be eaten as pure human food (cf. Terumot 5:3).

74 And fed to animals after redemption.

75 Heave vetch is animal feed, Terumot 11:9.

76 Even though the intention was from the start to use it as animal feed, as long as it is not given to the animals it must strictly be treated according to the rules of heave.

77 In order not to make heave impure with one's hands.

78 It should be given dry and unwashed to the animals to avoid any question of impurity.

79 He holds that vetch is not human food unless there is a famine.

Halakhah 4: To make a dough and return it, to make it and return.

80 This seems to refer to the statement that Second Tithe vetch may leave Jerusalem. An identical statement is Halakhah 3:4, referring to
the opinion of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel (Mishnah 3:5) that Second Tithe produce which entered Jerusalem may leave again. It is stated here and there that it may leave only to be processed, returned, and consumed in Jerusalem.

The duplication in the text is difficult to understand; instead of כרי לשהת הלוחות the Rome ms. reads כרי לשהת הלוחות. The meaning of the hapax legomenon (assuming it is not a corruption) is unknown. The text in 3:4 has a simple duplication כרי לשהת שעשת הלוחות. כרי לשהת שעשת הלוחות.

Halakhah 5: Is our Mishnah Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel’s\(^80\)? "Also produce enters and leaves"!

It is the opinion of everybody. Here they were very lenient for vetch, but only dough of vetch\(^81\), only dough of Second Tithe.

81 For the Halakhah here, dough of Second Tithe produce for Halakhah 3:4.

Rebbi Gorion in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Rebbi Ṭarphon implies that one may not redeem sanctified food to feed it to the dogs. Rebbi Yose said\(^82\), it seems reasonable that anything which can be human food cannot be redeemed to be fed to animals, but anything which is not human food can be redeemed to be fed to animals.

82 He gives the rationale of the Sages opposing R. Tarphon.
Rebbi Isaac ben Eliashiv asked: [Is it true that] if it became impure in the countryside it should not be redeemed since one may not redeem sanctified food to feed it to the dogs? Rebbi Jonah said, that is 83 ... 85 If the coins are not picked up as

83 The Rome ms. reads "aiowwa." All commentators read the expression as one of concurrence with the rule tentatively expressed by R. Isaac ben Eliashiv. The expression has not been convincingly explained. (The Latin and Greek etymologies offered by Levy, Löw (in Krauss's Dictionary), Kohout, and Lieberman (Tarbiz 3, p. 337) presuppose rewriting the consonantal text. Jastrow declares the text corrupt.)

Misnah 5: Of profane and Second Tithe coins that were strewn around, what one collected goes to Second Tithe until complete, the remainder is profane84. If he mixed them together and took out fists full, it is in proportion85. That is the principle: What is picked out is for Second Tithe and what is mixed together by proportion86.

84 One assumes that the profane and the tithe coins are indistinguishable. What is collected first has to be sanctified as Second Tithe money by a declaration, and what had been Second Tithe coins and now ends up in the profane part is then automatically redeemed by the profane coins which ended up in the tithe part.

85 If the coins are not picked up as
they fell but first are swept together
with a broom to form a heap in which
all coins are mixed, the coins taken out
are separated into heave and profane
according to the proportion heave and
profane had before the accident.
According to Maimonides (in his
Commentary and his Code, *Ma'aser*
*Seni* 6:1) the proportional split in this
case holds even if some coins were lost.
In this case also, a declaration of
substitution has to be made.
86 For all Second Tithe, not only
coins. This is spelled out more clearly
in the Tosephta, 2:4.

Rebbi Zeira said, for the profit of the Second; maybe the rest will be
lost and then at least those held in his hand will be kept for Second
[Tithe].

87 He explains why the person who
does not first sweep all coins together
must first collect for Second Tithe.
The person who sweeps (and in the
opinion of R. Jonah, the person who
collects in systematic sweeps) does
something first to avoid further losses
and, therefore, can profit from more
lenient rules.

Rebbi Jonah said, only if he collected from all around but if he collected
in a straight line it is as if he had swept and taken out fists full.
Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Pedaiah, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Hizqiah, there is no mixing except for wine and oil. Rebbi Johanan says, it can be mixed up to the size of olives. Our Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "If he mixed them together and took out fists full, it is by proportion." He explains it, up to the size of olives. "What is picked out is for Second Tithe and what is mixed together in proportion." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Huna: The Mishnah comes up so: What is mixed and what is taken out in fists full in proportion.

88 The first three sentences are also in Demay 5:5. Notes 82-83. The discussion is about the principle, applied to produce, stated at the end of the Mishnah.

89 Solid produce smaller than the size of an olive, e. g., grains, can be thoroughly mixed.

90 One should not read "mixed or taken out in fistfuls" but "mixed and taken out in fistfuls".

Mishnah 6: If a tetradrachma of Second Tithe was mixed up with a profane one, one brings coins in the value of a tetradrachma and says: The tetradrachma of Second Tithe, wherever it may be, is exchanged for these coins. Then he chooses the better of the two and exchanges it for...
them since they said, one exchanges bronze for silver in an emergency\textsuperscript{92}, not that it should stay so but that he should exchange them for silver.

\textsuperscript{91} And it is not known which of the two coins is dedicated as Second Tithe. The farmer does not want to take both coins to Jerusalem.

\textsuperscript{92} But not silver for silver. When the silver coin, the standard legal tender in the entire Roman empire, is spent in Jerusalem it is usually first converted into local bronze coin. Therefore, this exchange is legal under certain circumstances. But silver coins under normal circumstances are never exchanged into other silver coins and, therefore, such an exchange is never permitted. The bronze coins should not be kept as such because non-local bronze coins may not be accepted at full value in Jerusalem.

\textbf{Halakhah 7:} It was stated\textsuperscript{94}: Ben Azai says, two. Rebbi Zeira said, in a dream I had Ulla bar Ismael ate fat meat\textsuperscript{95}. The next day he came and asked him, he said to him, why two? He said to him, since you tell him so, he will push himself to exchange it\textsuperscript{96}.

\textsuperscript{93} Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: ב ר יי ל

\textsuperscript{94} Tosephta 2:5. Ben Azai requires small change in double the value of the tithe coin.

\textsuperscript{95} R. Zeira, the dreamer, took that to mean that Ulla was fed celestial fare which contains the secrets of the Torah.

\textsuperscript{96} If one exchanges for the exact value, the farmer will not see why he could not simply take one of the coins and declare it tithe money. But then the original tithe coin might be spent in a sinful way as profane.
Hizqiah said, when he exchanges it, he treats it as bad. But if he exchanges for it, he treats it as a good one. But did we not state: "He chooses the better of the two and exchanges it for them"? Why can he not take the worse [coin] and treat it as a good one? Rebbi Jonah said, I say that this one was Second Tithe.

96 The statement of Hizqiah belongs to Baba Mezi'a 4:5 (fol. 9d), Babli 52b-53a. The Mishnah establishes tolerances for coins; on how much they may differ from the standard weight to be acceptable in honest trade. On this Hizqiah remarks that if somebody has an underweight coin of tithe money, if he spends it in Jerusalem he clearly has to spend it as underweight coin, worth less than a full-weight silver coin. But if he exchanges his own Second Tithe produce for the coin, a transaction between him and himself, he may exchange it as if it were a full-weight coin.

97 The Mishnah seems to establish higher, not lower, standards for transactions involving his own Second Tithe.

98 The trick of Hizqiah is acceptable if a profane coin is turned into tithe money. But the moment it is dedicated as tithe, it has to be treated with the respect due the holy.

Did it not become profane anyhow? Rebbi Jonah said, he should not intend to make it totally profane. You should understand that this is so since we have stated: "not that it should stay so but that he should exchange it for silver".
99  Why does one have to insist that the bronze coins be changed into the present silver coin in the end? Why can the two silver coins not become totally profane?

Rebbi Haggai said before Rebbi Zeira, Menahem in the name of Rebbi Johanan: In all cases where they said about demay that it can be exchanged, for certain produce one may exchange it in an emergency. But did we not state: "One exchanges bronze for silver in an emergency", therefore not silver for silver! Rebbi Abba bar Cohen said before Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: In all cases where they said about demay that it should be exchanged, if he transgressed and exchanged for certain produce it is exchanged. Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: In all cases where they said about demay that it should be exchanged, if he transgressed and exchanged for certain produce they are exchanged.

100  As explained in Mishnah Demay 1:2 that for tithe money of demay one may exchange silver for silver, silver for bronze, bronze for bronze, etc.

101  Not only the one case stated in the Mishnah here.

102  While it is illegal, the exchange is valid. Only the case stated by the Mishnah is legal. This corrects the tradition reported by R. Haggai. The difference between R. Abba bar Cohen and R. Jehudah ben Pazi is a minor point of grammar.
It was stated\textsuperscript{103}: "Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon says one exchanges gold for silver just as one exchanges silver for bronze\textsuperscript{104}. Rebbi said to him: Why does one exchange silver for bronze? Because one exchanges silver for gold\textsuperscript{105}! Should one exchange gold for silver\textsuperscript{106}? One does not exchange gold for bronze! Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon answered him: Certainly one exchanges Second Tithe gold for small coins in Jerusalem!" From the arguments of both of them one exchanges silver for silver and one does not exchange silver for bronze\textsuperscript{107}.

\textsuperscript{103} Tosephta 2:7: "Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon says one \textit{should be able to} exchange gold for silver just as one exchanges silver for bronze. Rebbi said to him: Why does one exchange silver for bronze? Because one exchanges silver for gold! \textit{Then one should not be able to} exchange gold for silver \textit{since} one does not exchange gold for bronze! Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon answered him: Certainly Second Tithe gold one exchanges for small coins in Jerusalem! \textit{When has this been said? For demay but not for certain tithe!}" Since the Yerushalmi does not consider \textit{demay} in this connection, the Tosephta cannot be the basis of the Yerushalmi.

\textsuperscript{104} Since this exchange (outside of Jerusalem) is authorized only in emergencies, the exchange of gold for silver also should be authorized only in emergencies.

\textsuperscript{105} The opinion of the House of Hillel in the next Mishnah.

\textsuperscript{106} The standard means of payment was the silver tetradrachma. Gold coins have to be exchanged by a competent money changer and bronze/copper coins are only local currency. In both cases one reduces the immediate availability of the money in...
Jerusalem and this should be avoided.  
107 While this is the text in both mss. and the editio princeps, it is clear that one should read: "one exchanges silver for bronze and one does not exchange silver for silver." An exchange of silver for silver would not accomplish anything.

Mishnah 7: The House of Shamai say, a person should not turn his tetradrachmas into gold denars but the House of Hillel permit it. Rebbi Aqiba said, for Rabban Gamliel and Rebbi Joshua I turned their silver coins into gold denars.

Halakhah 8: Rebbi Johanan said, the House of Shamai said this only at the end, but at the beginning also the House of Shamai agree. What is the reason of the House of Shamai? (Deut. 14:25) "Silver", not gold. Say "silver" but not bronze! But did we not state: "If somebody
gets change for coins of Second Tithe"? We wanted to say that the Mishnah means: If somebody takes a tetradrachma for coins of Second Tithe. How is that? The reason of the House of Shammai is that silver and bronze have the same rule.

Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, both at the beginning and at the end does the House of Shammai disagree. What is the reason of the House of Shammai? (Deut. 14:25) "Silver" first and not second. But did we not state: "If somebody gets change for coins of Second Tithe"? We wanted to say that the Mishnah means: If somebody takes a tetradrachma for coins of Second Tithe. How is that? The reason of the House of Shammai (Deut. 14:25): "Silver", it should add up to silver.

In this interpretation, the House of Shammai require that any coin of tithe money taken to Jerusalem should be a silver coin since it is written (Deut. 14:24-25): "If the way is too much for you that you cannot carry it all the way . . . . then turn it into silver, take the silver in your hand and go to the place which the Eternal, your God, will choose."

An echo of the discussion here is in Babli Baba Mezi'a 45a. In the final interpretation there, the reason of the House of Shammai is rabbinical, not biblical.

Mishnah 2:8, seemingly about exchanging large coins for small change outside of Jerusalem. The interpretation turns the language of the Mishnah on its head and reads: "He who takes small coins of Second Tithe money and turns them into large coins," which is permitted. This interpretation is accepted by Rashi (Bekhorot 50b, Qiddusin 11b) since nobody starts out exchanging produce for silver coins.

is the same as the corresponding Arabic "to exchange money" in the sense of giving large coins for small, in contrast to giving change for large coins. (J. N. Epstein, מנה לתרש החשנה, 2, p. 487.)

It is unreasonable to expect the Second Tithe of one year to amount to a tetradrachma's worth. Therefore, they must permit the original
redemption in copper coins to be turned into silver but exclude gold coins.

112 We think that he takes the verse "then turn it into silver" to mean that redemption of Second Tithe is possible only with silver coin.

113 He really only insists on the second part of the verse, take the silver in your hand, that one should not go to Jerusalem unless he has at least a silver coin of Second Tithe money to spend there. But even if one has 25 silver coins to carry there, the House of Shammai will not permit them to be changed into a gold denar. The House of Hillel interpret נכסת as "money" in all these verses.

Mishnah 8: He who gives a tetradrachma for change of Second Tithe money, the House of Shammai say small change for the entire tetradrachma but the House of Hillel say one seqel silver coin and one seqel small coin. Rebbi Meir says, one does not exchange silver coin and produce for silver coin, but the Sages permit it.

114 Cf. Note 109. In this interpretation, the House of Hillel require bronze coins to be exchanged into silver coins at the earliest possible moment since bronze coins are more likely to deteriorate.

115 Two drachmas (silver denars), half a tetradrachma. This change is outside of Jerusalem. As R. Abraham ben David explains in his commentary to the Mishnah (Idiut 1:9), the House of Hillel think that if everybody brings only silver coin to Jerusalem, the money changers there will raise the price of bronze coins relative to silver.

116 If somebody has three silver
Halakhah 9: Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, where do Rebbi Meir and the rabbis disagree? If the produce is not worth a silver coin. But for produce worth a silver coin also the rabbis agree. Half a denar in money and half a denar’s worth of produce is permitted. A denar in money and a denar’s worth of produce is forbidden, and so much more two denars in money and two denar’s worth of produce is forbidden.

Mishnah 8: 119If somebody gives a tetradrachma in Jerusalem for change, the House of Shammai say for the entire tetradrachma small change but the House of Hillel say one seqel in silver coin and one seqel in small coin. Those who argue before the Sages say three denars in
silver and one denar in small change. Rebbi Aqiba says, three denars in silver and one denar in small change and silver\textsuperscript{120}. Rebbi Tarphon says, four \textit{asparo}\textsuperscript{121} silver. Shammai says, he shall deposit it with a grocer and eat accordingly\textsuperscript{122}.

\textsuperscript{118} In the Leyden ms., the first hand has \textit{בריתא מעות בריתא כפיה} The Venice print has simply \textit{בריתא מעות}. The Rome ms. has \textit{"and a quarter (denar) in coin."} This might be the best reading in the Mishnah.

\textsuperscript{119} The same Mishnah in \textit{Idiut} 1:10.

\textsuperscript{120} By Maimonides and the other commentators taken to mean that R. Aqiba requires \(3\frac{1}{2}\) denars in silver and \(1\frac{1}{2}\) denar in small coin.

\textsuperscript{121} A small Persian coin, in Pahlevi \textit{asparn}, in Persia the equivalent of a drachma. Its value in popular interpretation in the second century C.E. in Galilee is unknown. According to Maimonides it is a (12th. cent.) Greek coin, \(\alpha\sigma\tau\pi\varepsilon\nu\omicron\), whose value is unknown to him. (As \(\alpha\sigma\pi\rho\nu\omicron\), it became the smallest silver coin in early Ottoman money.) According to Arukh, "it is a fifth of a denar and Rav Hai Gaon called it \"א 자리יר\" meaning pieces of metal", perhaps \(\sigma\pi\nu\alpha\iota\omicron \sigma\tau\varepsilon\omicron\nu\omicron\), "pebbles, small pieces of metal". Cf. also \(\alpha\sigma\pi\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\sigma\pi\rho\varepsilon\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\sigma\nu\omicron\), \(\eta\), for Latin \textit{asper} "rough, unworn, coin" (Latin gloss \textit{aspratura}), translation of \(\kappa\omega\lambda\lambda\upsilon\beta\omicron\varsigma\), \(\dot{o}\), "small coin; rate of exchange" corresponding to Hebrew \(\kappa\appa\iota\lambda\eta\nu\varsigma\), "change, exchange" (Liddell & Scott).

\textsuperscript{122} And not exchange it at all but establish an account with a dealer of victuals. In this Mishnah, Shammai's rule is the most restrictive and his House's the most lenient.

\textit{Mishnah 10:} If part of one's children were pure and part impure\textsuperscript{123}, he puts down the tetradrachma\textsuperscript{124} and says, this tetradrachma shall be
exchanged for what the pure are drinking. It turns out that the pure and the impure may drink from the same pitcher\textsuperscript{125}.

123 All are forbidden Second Tithe.
124 Of tithe money.
125 The wine must be pure so that it can become Second Tithe the moment it is poured into the cups of the pure children.

Halakhah 10: These are the ones who argue: Ben Azai and Ben Zoma. These are the students: Hanina ben Hakiniah and Rebbi Eleazar ben Mathia\textsuperscript{126}. The holy group, Rebbi Yose ben Hameshullam and Rebbi Simeon ben Menasiah\textsuperscript{127}.

126 In the Babli, Sanhedrin 17b, those who argue before the Sages are Simeon ben Azai, Simeon ben Zoma, Hanan the Egyptian, Hanina ben Hakinai, and possibly Simeon the Yemenite. According to Rashi, they argue before the Sages, or are called students, because they all died young before they could establish their own schools.
127 They are called holy because they studied all the time they could but worked to sustain their families, Qohelet rabba on 9:9.

Halakhah 11: What is the reason of Shammai? Maybe he will forget and treat it as profane\textsuperscript{128}!

128 If he has both profane and tithe moneys, he will not be able to keep them separate and might spend tithe money on unauthorized expenditures.

The Rome ms. reads יעדשה instead of ישמה, which seems to be a scribal error.
Where do we hold? If he said it before, the drink is mixed. If he said it when it will be drunk, before they drank profane. But we hold that he said it before to apply at the time of drinking.

129 The father mentioned in Mishnah 10. He cannot declare part of the wine as Second Tithe before it is poured since then the impure children will also drink from Second Tithe. He cannot declare anything after the wine was consumed. He must declare beforehand that his declaration is conditional and applies only when the wine is poured and drunk.

If they are impure by the impurity of the dead, for no clay vessel becomes impure from its back. But if they are impure by the impurity of flux, since the impure from flux makes impure by carrying, this cannot be the case unless one [other person] pours. But if one [other] pours, even if they are impure by the impurity of flux.

130 What kind of impurity do the impure children have? A clay vessel can make its contents impure only if it became impure inside its cavity, Lev. 11:33. In this case, even an impure child may handle the pitcher and pour pure wine for his pure siblings.

131 Somebody impure because of a genital discharge causes impurity to anything he carries, Lev. 15:10. In this case, the impure person may not move the pitcher.
Mishnah 1: A person should not say to another: bring this produce to Jerusalem to distribute, but he may say bring it that we shall eat and drink it together, or they may give free gifts to one another.

1 He cannot promise the other person a piece of the Second Tithe as reward for his transporting the tithe since that would be a commercial transaction forbidden by Mishnah 1:1. He can either invite the other to join in the consumption of the tithe or he can give it all to the other as an unconditional gift; the other person will take it up to Jerusalem, and then may give it to the original owner as an unconditional gift.
Halakhah 1: "One should not say to another person," etc. What is the difference between him who says "to distribute" and him who says "that we should eat and drink them?" Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Jonathan, this is one of the practices of obfuscation. There, we have stated: If somebody says to a day-laborer: "Here you have an as and collect vegetables for me today", these wages are permitted. "For its value collect vegetables for me today", these wages are forbidden. If somebody bought from the baker a loaf in the value of a dupondius [and says], when I collect vegetables from the field I shall bring to you, that is permitted. If he took from him silently he should not pay with the proceeds of Sabbatical [produce] since one may not pay a debt with proceeds of the Sabbatical. What is the difference between him who says "collect for me" and him who says "for its value collect for me"? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina, this is one of the practices of obfuscation. There, we have stated: "A person may borrow from another pitchers of wine or oil but he should not say: lend me." What is the difference between him who says "let me borrow" and him who says "lend me"? Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Jonathan, this is one of the practices of obfuscation.
Their bread. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: This also belongs to the practices of obfuscation. Rebbi Yose said, I objected before Rebbi Jacob bar Aha: Why should it belong to the practices of obfuscation? Do I say that at a place where Jewish bread is available, Gentile bread should be forbidden but they obfuscated about it and permitted it or that at a place where no Jewish bread is available it is logical that Gentile bread should be permitted, but they obfuscated the matter and forbade it. Rebbi Mana said: Does there exist obfuscation for prohibition? Is bread not like Gentile cooking? So we say: At a place where no Jewish cooking is to be found it is logical that Gentile cooking should be permitted, but they obfuscated the matter and forbade it. But so it was: At a place where no Jewish bread is available it is logical that Gentile bread should be forbidden, but they obfuscated the matter and permitted it as a necessity of life. The rabbis of Caesarea in the name of Rebbi Jacob bar Aha [hold] with the one who permits, but only from a store. But we do not follow this.

2 This paragraph and the next appear (with a natural change in the order of the first two subjects) in Sevi'it 8:4, and are explained there, Notes 51-62.

3 In the Rome ms. י"א 'מע"ז "one does", as in the text in Sevi'it.
It was stated: "Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Nehemiah forbid it." What are we talking about? If about him who says, here you have it, give me [payment], everybody agrees that it is forbidden. If he says, give me and I shall give you, everybody agrees that it is permitted. But it is about one who says, give it to me and it is clear to me [where to find it], I shall bring it to you; Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Nehemiah forbid it because vegetables on the field are rare; but the Sages permit it because vegetables on the field are abundant.

4 This also belongs to Ṣeviʿīṭ 8:4; it is there in rudimentary form, cf. Ṣeviʿīṭ 8, Note 69.
5 Tosephta Ṣeviʿīṭ 6:21: "If somebody buys from the baker a loaf for a dupondius [and says] I shall collect vegetables from the field this is permitted [in the Sabbatical]. Rebbis Jehudah and Nehemiah forbid it."
6 The baker. In this formulation, Sabbatical vegetables would be used for the payment of a debt; this is forbidden.
7 The buyer.
After he transported it, may he say take your part and I shall take mine? May he say to him, take this barrel of wine and we shall eat the barrel of oil that is there. Is it similar with animal tithe? Second Tithe, since it has special conditions for a sale you say is forbidden but animal tithe since it has no conditions for a sale you say is permitted. It should not be clear to you that it is permitted. May he ask him, take and transport this domesticated or wild animal, and we shall eat meat from a ritually slaughtered animal there?

If the tithe is already in Jerusalem, is the language which was barred in the Mishnah acceptable? And transport it to Jerusalem. This question refers both to the situation described in the Mishnah and the two questions raised here. While it is forbidden to sell Second Tithe, it may be exchanged for money and then sold. Redemption and any use of animal tithe other than as sacrifice or food of the family of the original rancher is strictly forbidden; Lev. 27:32-33, Mishnah 1:2. It is difficult to make sense of the question in the framework of tithes. The best explanation seems to be that of the author of Sepher Nir who emends הבמה הרוחה and reads: "May he ask another person, take and transport this live animal [of tithe], and we shall eat [its] meat [once it is] ritually slaughtered [in the Temple] there?" It is possible to call meat from the sacrifice of animal tithe "slaughtered meat", an expression usually reserved for profane meat, since only the blood of the animal is sprinkled on the altar but no part of it is burned or given to a Cohen.
Mishnah 2: One may not buy heave with tithe money because he would restrict its edibility, but Rebbi Simeon permits. Rebbi Simeon said to them: If He was lenient with well-being sacrifices when that could bring them to be piggul, leftover, or impure, would He not be lenient with heave? They answered him but no, if He was lenient with well-being sacrifices that are permitted to outsiders, can we be lenient with heave which is forbidden to outsiders?

14 To Cohanim as explained in the Halakhah.
15 As established in Chapter 1, that meat bought with tithe money should be meat from well-being sacrifices.
16 A sacrifice brought with the intent of eating it at an inappropriate time or inappropriate place, a deadly sin (Lev. 7:18, 19:7).
17 Leftovers from sacrificial meat remaining after the allotted time, whose consumption is sinful.
18 The rules of impurity for sacrifices are much more restrictive than those for heave; in turn, the rules of impurity for heave are much more restrictive than those for Second Tithe. However, in the opinion of most tannaitic authorities, these rules are purely rabbinical. Therefore, it is possible that "or impure" is an intrusion from the standard list of disqualifications of a sacrifice.
19 Non-Cohanim.

Halakhah 2: It was stated: "That it should not become unusable." What is "become unusable"? Rebbi Jonah said, it becomes unusable through a tevul-yom. You cannot eat it, for he is impure by the word of
the Torah; you cannot for he is pure by the word of the Torah. That means, that it should not become unusable.

20 Heave from Second Tithe can become unusable in a way Second Tithe could not.

21 A previously impure person in the time between his immersion in a ritual bath and sundown; if he touches heave or sacrifices they become unusable, cf. Terumot Chapter 5, Note 68.

22 He really is not impure, as stated in the next clause. But since the verse says (Lev. 22:7): "at sundown he will be pure", in regard to heave and sacrifices he has a biblical status of not being pure.

23 The requirement of waiting till sundown is spelled out only in connection with heave and sacrifices. In all other circumstances of impurity mentioned in Lev., there is only a requirement of immersion in water.

24 It will be stated in Mishnah 10 that impure Second Tithe in Jerusalem can be redeemed and eaten as impure food. But heave, suspended between purity and impurity, does not qualify for redemption or any other use.

What means "he would restrict its edibility"? Heave is forbidden to outsiders, Second Tithe is permitted to outsiders. Heave is forbidden to a tevul-yom, Second Tithe is permitted to a tevul-yom. And just as he would restrict its edibility, so he would restrict her edibility. Heave is permitted to the deep mourner, Second Tithe is forbidden to the deep mourner. Heave does not need an enclosure, Second Tithe needs an
enclosure. It was found stated: "Because he would restrict its edibility and her edibility".

25 "She" is heave; to make the point understandable the feminine has to be used also in the English translation.

26 The "deep mourner" is the close relative of a deceased person in the period between death and burial. While the prohibition is not spelled out, it is implied by the text of the declaration to be made at the presentation of Second Tithe in the Temple (Deut. 26:14): "I did not eat from it in my deep mourning."

27 Second Tithe must be eaten in the holy precinct; the expression "enclosure" is broad enough to cover the holy precinct of Shiloh and the walls of Jerusalem. [It is questionable whether the extant Turkish walls of Jerusalem would qualify, cf. Mishnah Sevu'ot 2:2.]

28 It was stated: "One does not buy Sabbatical [produce] with tithe money." Rebbi Yose said, that is a disagreement. Rebbi Jonah said, that is the opinion of everybody. The eaters of heave are careful. Rebbi Hananiah objected before Rebbi Mana: Did we not state: "If they were mingled with firstlings, Rebbi Simeon says, if it is a company of Cohanim they should be eaten." And we have stated on that, they should be eaten following the more stringent rules. He said to him, eaters of the Pesah sacrifice in its time are as careful as the eaters of heave. You should know that this is so since we have stated: "One roasts meat, onion, or
egg only that they should be roasted”, but we have stated\(^\text{36}\) “One lowers
the Pesah sacrifice into the oven at nightfall.”

28 The paragraph is also Halakhah 9:7 in Pesahim, fol. 37a.

29 A similar statement in Tosephta \(\text{Sevi‘it 7:1} \): “One does not exchange
Second Tithe (money) on Sabbatical produce, but if it was done it should be
eaten following the more stringent rules;” i.e., the rules of tithe and of
Sabbatical, whichever happens to be
more restrictive in a given situation. In
this formulation, the discussion here is
superfluous.

30 Between Rebbi Simeon and the
rabbis.

31 Rebbi Simeon permits heave
from tithe only because Cohanim will
be careful to finish all their heave in
one sitting; then the problems discussed
in the previous paragraph will not
arise. But between Second Tithe and
the Sabbatical, he will agree with the
majority.

32 Mishnah Pesahim 9:7.

33 Pesah sacrifices. The Sages
require that the animals be put out to
graze until they develop a defect
which makes them unfit for the altar.
Then they can be sold and the money
used for sacrifices. Rebbi Simeon notes
that the ways in which Pesah and
firstlings are sacrificed are identical.
Therefore, he permits a company of
Cohanim, who are entitled to eat
firstlings, to make a declaration that
they intend to eat the one that should
be Pesah as such and the firstling as
such, and eat both of them without
knowing which is which. This means,
he permits the firstling, usually eaten
for two days and one night, to be eaten
during one night only. He permits
reducing the time allowed for
consumption.

34 Nothing will be left beyond
midnight.

35 Mishnah \(\text{Sabbat 1:14} \). Since
increasing or decreasing the fire on the
Sabbath is a capital crime, all food has
to be fully cooked by the beginning of
the Sabbath.

36 Mishnah \(\text{Sabbat 1:15} \). If the first
day of Passover is a Sabbath, the
sacrifice, which must be roasted in the
night, is put over the fire just at the
start of the Sabbath and we are not
afraid that somebody will increase or
decrease the fire. This means that
prohibitions of “fence” are unnecessary
for the Pesah sacrifice.
Mishnah 3: If somebody had coins in Jerusalem and his friend had produce, he says to his friend, these coins are exchanged for your produce. That one has to eat his produce in purity but he can use his coins for his needs. But one should not say this to a vulgar unless they were from demay.

Mishnah 4: Produce in Jerusalem and coins in the countryside, he says these coins are exchanged for that produce. Coins in Jerusalem and produce in the countryside, he says that produce is exchanged for these coins; then the produce must be brought to and eaten in Jerusalem.

37 The coins are tithe money, the produce is profane. By the declaration, the produce becomes Second Tithe and has to be eaten in purity but the coins are profane and may be used for business.

38 The vulgar cannot be trusted to eat anything in purity; see the Introduction to Demay. Second Tithe from demay is only conditional tithe; it is not sure whether it really has to be eaten in purity. Therefore, it may be exchanged for produce of the vulgar.

39 The only exchange prohibited is that of Second Tithe produce in Jerusalem.

ה’ilכת ג: רבי יהודה בן藜י אומר ואין מוסיפין חומש אלו עלא תחלת
המקדשות. אמר רבי יהודה ותנוי כ אם במכסה טמאה נפקה ברך מיה
במה טמאה טמיאת מים ויחא תחלתpekדוש מקושי חומש. أف כל-שבעה
Halakhah 3: Rebbi Joshua ben Levi says: One does add a fifth only for the first dedication\(^{40}\). Rebbi Eleazar said, this is what has been stated (Lev. 27:27): "If it is an impure animal, he shall redeem it for its value\(^{41}\);" just as an impure animal is special in that it is a first dedication\(^{42}\) so for anything which is a first dedication he has to add a fifth. Rebbi Samuel bar Hyya bar Jehudah\(^{43}\) in the name of Rebbi Hanina: If well-being sacrificial animals bought with tithe money developed a blemish and one redeemed them, he adds a fifth. Rebbi Samuel bar Hyya bar Jehudah in the name of Rebbi Ḥanina: If well-being sacrificial animals bought with Passover money\(^{44}\) developed a blemish and one redeemed them, he adds a fifth. Rebbi Yudan said, one is needed and one is not needed. Rebbi Mana said, Passover is needed, well-being sacrifices are not needed\(^{45}\). You should not say that since the Pesah sacrifice is changed into well-being sacrifices it is like one dedication, he would not add a fifth\(^{46}\).

\(^{40}\) As a rule, any money paid to the Temple in liquidation of a personal debt is paid at the rate of 125% of the debt, the value plus one fifth from above; cf. Terumot Chapter 6, Note 1.

\(^{41}\) The verse continues: "its fifth he shall add to it".

\(^{42}\) An impure animal, i.e., a domesticated animal whose kind is not acceptable as a sacrifice, given to the Temple can only be an original gift, never a substitution.

\(^{43}\) An Amora of the early second generation, student of R. Ḥanina. In the
Babli, he appears as R. Samuel ben Hiyya.

44 Since the pesah sacrifice must be eaten by subscription, if more animals were bought before the holiday than were actually used, the remainder are automatically used for well-being sacrifices (Babli Zebahim 7b).

45 Since tithe money is used mainly for well-being sacrifices, this is the original dedication.

46 If the pesah was automatically changed into a well-being sacrifice which then developed a blemish, one certainly would have to add a fifth. But in the case here the well-being sacrifice was bought with money from the redemption of a blemished pesah sacrifice, one should not say that this is a second dedication exempt from the fifth.

47 Rebbi Huna said, the reason of Rebbi Simeon is that he says the pesah sacrifice cannot be substituted; if he substituted a second time it still is a pesah. If he substituted, it is a well-being sacrifice! Rebbi Mana said to him, did my teacher not compare the following? Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if well-being sacrifices bought with tithe money developed a blemish and he redeemed them, it does not return to its original status to make it a second. Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Hila,
both in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina, one said if well-being sacrifices were bought with tithe money, the holiness of tithe broke away from them\(^{52}\). If heave was bought with tithe money, the holiness of tithe did not break away from it\(^{53}\). The Mishnah breaks\(^{54}\): Can you object from a case in which the holiness of tithe broke away to a case in which the holiness of tithe did not break away? The other one said, this does not mean one objects from a case in which its holiness broke away to a case in which its holiness did not break away; he says to him, it is one immersion\(^{55}\).

47 Words missing in the Rome ms. Since the commentators all feel obliged to emend the words to something else, they are not translated.

48 In Mishnah 2. This paragraph, for which the preceding one was the introduction, still should belong to Halakhah 2.

49 Substitution of sacrifices is forbidden (Lev. 27:10); if an animal was substituted, the verse prescribes that "the original and the substitute shall be holy." It is not specified how to proceed if there are degrees of holiness. On this, Mishnah Pesahim 9:6 states that if the substitution was before noon of the 14th of Nisan, when the pesah could not have been slaughtered, the substituted animal cannot be slaughtered since nobody subscribed to it and it cannot become a well-being sacrifice since it is not a leftover pesah. Therefore, it remains pesah and must be left grazing until it develops a blemish when it must be sold and the money used for a well-being sacrifice. But if the substitution was after noontime of the 14th of Nisan, when the pesah is slaughtered, the substitution is a leftover pesah and automatically becomes a well-being sacrifice.

50 This word is missing in the Rome ms.

51 The tithe money. As explained after this, the money now is profane and well-being offerings bought with this money are first dedications rather than second.

52 Since in all respects, the rules of well-being sacrifices are more strict than those of tithe.
As explained in Mishnah 2.

The argument of R. Simeon in the Mishnah is faulty.

The original argument of the Sages about the tevul yom is irrelevant since the important act was the immersion of the person; waiting a short time is not really a restriction.

"But one should not say this to a vulgar unless they were from demay"; therefore, not if it is certain since one does not deliver certain [tithe] to a vulgar.

Mishnah 5: [Tithe] money enters Jerusalem and leaves; [tithe] produce enters but does not leave. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, even produce enters and leaves.

Halakhah 4: To make a dough and return it, to make a dough and return it.

Cf. Chapter 2, Halakhah 4, Note 80.
Mishnah 6: If fully processed produce was transported through Jerusalem, its Second Tithe should be brought back and eaten in Jerusalem. If the produce was not fully processed, the baskets of grapes are for the wine-press, and baskets of figs for the *muqzeh*.

Mishnah 7: The House of Shammai say, the Second Tithe should be brought up and eaten in Jerusalem. But the House of Hillel say, it may be redeemed and eaten anywhere. Rebbi Simeon ben Jehudah said in the name of Rebbi Yose, the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel did not disagree about produce which was not fully processed, that its Second Tithe may be redeemed and eaten anywhere. Where did they disagree? About fully processed produce, where the House of Shamay said, its Second Tithe should be brought back and eaten in Jerusalem, but the House of Hillel said, it may be redeemed and eaten anywhere. *Demay* enters, leaves, and may be redeemed.

57 Even outside of Jerusalem it cannot be redeemed since tithes should have been separated before it was transported to Jerusalem.

58 In most Mishnah mss. this Mishnah is part of the preceding one.
and continues the preceding text. Even though no tithes were due at the time the produce was in Jerusalem, the influence of Jerusalem is so great that even potential tithe cannot be redeemed.

59 A Tanna of the fifth generation, the most important student of R. Simeon bar Iohay. Sometimes, he is called R. Simeon ben Jehudah from Kefar Akko.

60 This statement is part of the statement of R. Simeon ben Jehudah. According to R. Simson and Maimonides in his Code (Ma'aser Seni 2:9), it is agreed that tithe from demay produce which passed through Jerusalem may be redeemed anywhere but Second Tithe from demay may not be redeemed in Jerusalem. In his Commentary, Maimonides refers to Mishnah Demay 1:2 and frees Second Tithe of demay from the rules of Mishnaiot 4-7; this contradicts Halakhah 6.

Halakhah 5: Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, this means they made Jerusalem like a secure courtyard. Just as a secure courtyard induces tevel, this also induces tevel. Rebbi Jonah said, it would have been logical that even its houses would not induce tevel since they are property of all of Israel. But it means they made Jerusalem like a secure courtyard. Just as a secure courtyard grabs, so this grabs. Rebbi Jonah said, this means if a heap was tevel for First and Second [Tithes] and he was warned
[only] about the Second⁶⁵ he is whipped. Rebbi Mana objected: Did we not state, the House of Shammai say, the Second Tithe should return and be eaten in Jerusalem? Can you say that he is whipped according to the House of Shammai⁶⁶? But enclosures are more important; here also, enclosures are more important⁶⁷.

⁶¹ Cf. Ma’serot 2, Notes 100-102.
⁶² In the Second Commonwealth, every house in Jerusalem was built with a servitude that its owner would host some pilgrims for the holidays. The owners were indemnified by their guests with the skins of their thanksgiving, well-being, and pesah sacrifices. Therefore, there always were unrelated people who had the right to enter courtyard or house and, by Mishnah Ma’aserot 3:5, courtyard and house do not induce tevel.
⁶³ Just as a secure courtyard “grabs” produce to require heave and tithes only if completely processed, so Jerusalem induces tevel for all produce only if completely processed. (Explanation of Sefer Nir.)
⁶⁴ Missing in the mss. but required by the context, as noted by R. S. Cirillo.
⁶⁵ At a moment where there was no obligation of Second Tithe since the First was not yet separated.
⁶⁶ Since only the House of Shammai recognize an action of Jerusalem on produce which is tevel for First Tithe, whipping somebody for not giving Second Tithe when he was warned about it before Second Tithe was due is ruling with the House of Shammai against the House of Hillel. This is unacceptable.
⁶⁷ Cf. Note 27. The rules have nothing to do with Jerusalem being like a secure courtyard and those rules are irrelevant here. It is that for simple sacrifices and tithes the walls of Jerusalem happen to be the enclosure of the holy precinct; since biblical law requires the produce to be brought into the enclosure, its rules must be applied.
Rebbi Zeira asked: If he separated Second Tithe for it from another place, is it freed or was it already grabbed by the enclosure? Rebbi Jonah asked: If he made all of it Second Tithe for some place, is all of it taken or only one tenth of what is in it?

68 If fully processed produce not yet tevel was transported through Jerusalem, is it possible to give Second Tithe for it from other produce, which then could be redeemed, or, according to the anonymous Tanna of Mishnah 5, must the Second Tithe be given from this batch only?

69 There are two possible interpretations of this question. It is possible that he is of the opinion that, after First Tithe was given, the Second Tithe is already implicitly holy and therefore does not accept any other dedication since its place is not known, or that he holds that one tenth is reserved but the rest may be used for Second tithe at another place.

Therefore, baskets of table figs and baskets of table grapes are end of processing.

70 This refers to the Mishnah, that are free from the duties of tithes.
Halakhah 6: "The House of Hillel said to the House of Shammai: Do you not agree with us that Second Tithe of not fully processed produce may be redeemed and eaten anywhere? Also with fully processed produce it is the same. The House of Shammai answered them: No. If you say this about not fully processed produce which one may abandon and thereby free from tithes, what can you say about fully processed produce which one cannot abandon and thereby free from tithes? The House of Hillel replied to them: Even fully processed produce one may abandon and thereby free from tithes; are not baskets of eating figs or grapes fully processed?" This proves that baskets of table figs and baskets of table grapes are end of processing. "The House of Shammai answered them: No. If you say this about not fully processed produce for which one may take Second Tithe from another place, what can you say about fully processed produce for which one cannot take Second Tithe from another place!" This answers the question simply.

---

71 The first part of the argument is in Tosephta 2:11, in the name of R. Simeon ben Jehudah in the name of R. Yose. A second argument there (by the House of Hillel) is not in the text here.
72 Mishnah Peah 1:6 states that a person can give away any produce free of heave and tithes "until he smoothes the heap." While the Yerushalmi there holds that this statement is from the House of Shammai, R. Simson points out that the House of Hillel will agree if "smoothing the heap" is interpreted as "completing processing in one's courtyard or house." But the situation envisaged in Mishnah 6/7 is that of
produce fully processed but still not under the obligation of heave and tithes because it was processed in the field and, therefore, has to be transported to the house (via Jerusalem). Therefore, the House of Hillel will hold that produce fully processed but still not under the obligation of heave can be given away and then is not under any potential obligation of heave and tithes.

An amoraic note in the tannaitic text to support the statement at the end of the preceding Halakhah.

Which passed through Jerusalem. Since heave of the tithe can be taken from another place for other fully processed produce, certainly Second Tithe may be taken for it from another place.

R. Zeïra’s question in the preceding Halakhah which was not answered there.

Rebbi Zeïra said: Rebbi Hanina, Rebbi Jonathan, and Rebbi Joshua ben Levi ascended to Jerusalem. There happened to be produce for them; they wanted to redeem it in the countryside. An old woman told them, your forefathers did not do that but took it outside of the wall and redeemed it there. The old woman thought one considers the enclosures as if they were risen; those rabbis thought one does not consider the enclosures as if they were risen. The old woman held with Rebbi Eliezer; those rabbis held with Rebbi Joshua. Rebbi Phineas made it impure and redeemed it; he took both into consideration.
76 Reading of the Rome ms. מפרן, generally considered a corruption. The Leyden text, Babylonian מפרץ, "declared it abandoned", is an obvious scribal error.

77 They obtained tevel produce and had to dispose of it according to the rules in the absence of a Temple.

78 Take it outside the city as tevel and redeem the Second Tithe there, which they could not do in the city.

79 The mss. read here אמה "an old man" but since the discussion is about the opinions of the old woman, one has to read אנה here also. The Yerushalmi in general approves of women students of Jewish laws and tradition; cf. Berakhot 3:4, Note 182.

80 The old woman follows R. Joshua who declares (Mishnah Idiut 8:6) that one may eat Second Tithe inside the holy precinct even if the enclosures (the walls of Jerusalem) are destroyed. Therefore, it is enough to take the produce out of the part of the city that in Temple times was walled.

The rabbis hold that ritual Jerusalem is defined only by its walls; therefore, in the absence of walls there is no duty to keep the Second Tithe in Jerusalem but the city is defined by its actual extension, not that of Temple times. The Babli (Makkot 20a, in the name of Rabba or Rebbi Abba) chooses a third way, that holy food may be eaten only within actual walls but that the rules regarding "grabbing" are purely rabbinical and, therefore, abolished with the destruction of the sanctified walls.

81 The Yerushalmi holds that if R. Joshua thinks that the holiness of Solomon's Temple is eternal, R. Eliezer must think that it terminated with the destruction of the Temple. The Babli (Sebahim 107b) tentatively disagrees, but then must hold that the enclosure of the Temple domain is merely cosmetic, a position not accepted in other parts of the Babli. The relationship of the positions of RR. Joshua and Eliezer to the problem at hand is tenuous since permanent sanctity is asserted only for the Temple domain on the Temple Mount, not for the rest of Jerusalem. See also the discussion of this problem in the author's Seder Olam (Northvale NJ, 1998), pp. 257-259.

The text here is difficult; as R. M. Margalit points out it would seem that the old woman follows R. Joshua and the rabbis R. Eliezer. But that would put the rabbis on the wrong side of the law, a most unlikely situation. One has to conclude that the reference to a
disagreement between RR. Joshua and us.

Eliezer is to some baraita unknown to

Rebbi Jacob bar Idi and Rebbi Joshua ben Levi\(^\text{82}\), practice follows the student\(^\text{83}\). Rebbi Zeïra said, only for produce which is tevel as demai. But [tithe of] demai itself is already grabbed by the enclosure.

\(^\text{82}\) Probably one should read \(3\Theta\) instead of \(\Theta\) since the student, R. Jaacob bar Idi, can be a tradent of the teachings but not the equal of his teacher.

\(^\text{83}\) R. Simeon ben Jehudah in his statement about demay, Note 60.

Mishnah 8: A tree which stands inside\(^\text{83}\) and [its crown] extends outside, or stands outside and extends inside, what is above the wall and inside is like inside, above the wall and outside is like outside. Oil presses whose entrances are inside but their space extends to the outside or whose entrances are outside but their space extends to the inside, the House of Shammai say it is all counted as inside, but the House of Hillel say what is
under the wall and inside is like inside, under the wall and outside is like outside

ממשנה ט: "הلى סכנת בנייהות בקנקות הפרקותチャֶל תכל הוֹל לָנוּך חֶל לָנוּך וָמעַלַה לָנוּך קִדֶשׁ בניהות רחֶל הפרקותチャֶל קִדֶשׁ וָמעַלַה הוֹל. בניהות בקנקות וחֶל הפרקותチャֶל קִדֶשׁ וָמעַלַה קִדֶשׁ חֶל לָנוּך וָמעַלַה הוֹל.

Mishnah 9: If chambers are built in the holy precinct and open to the profane domain, their insides are profane but their roofs holy. If they are built in the profane domain but open to the holy precinct, their insides are holy but their roofs profane. If they are built in the holy and the profane and open both to the holy and the profane, their insides and their roofs, over the holy and in direction of the holy they are holy, over the profane and in direction of the profane they are profane.

83 In Jerusalem. Inside, one may not redeem Second Tithe but may eat it; outside, one may redeem Second Tithe but may not eat it. Cf. Ma'aserot Chapter 3, Notes 171-174.
84 In all these rules, the wall appears both outside and inside. In Mishnah Pesahim 7:10 it is stated that the wall is counted as inside. Therefore, the interpretation here should be: From the wall to the outside it is outside. However, in the Tosephta (Ma'aser Šeni 2:15) the status of the wall is a matter of controversy.
85 In the profane domain, Second Tithe and simple sacrifices (family sacrifices) may be consumed. In the holy part, most-holy sacrifices may be consumed and simple sacrifices be slaughtered. (Most-holy sacrifices must be slaughtered inside the precinct, North of the altar.)
86 The chamber of the fireplace, where the Cohanim kept watch during the night and from which a Cohen who became impure could first descend to a subterranean miqweh and then leave directly into the profane domain as a tevul yom.
87 The border between holy and
profane domain was indicated by a function of the wall which belongs to both domains.

Halakhah 7: Rebbi Eleazar said, for restriction. Rebbi Yose asked, what means "for restriction"? Rebbi Jonah said, that is what we have stated there: "Oil presses whose doors are open inside but which extend to the outside, under the wall and inside is like inside, under the wall and outside is like outside. One does not slaughter there simple sacrifices as one would inside and one does not redeem Second Tithe as outside. If their doors are open outside but extend to the inside, under the wall and outside is like outside, under the wall and inside, one does not slaughter there simple sacrifices as one would inside and one does not redeem Second Tithe as outside."

A consistent text is in Tosephta 2:12: "Oil presses whose entrances are inside [the city] but their space extends to the outside or whose entrances are outside but their space extends to the inside, the House of Shamai say one does not redeem there Second Tithe as if it were inside and not does not eat simple sacrifices as if it were outside. But the
House of Hillel say what is under the wall and inside is like inside, under the wall and outside is like outside. Rebbi Yose said, this is the teaching of Rebbi Aqiba. The earlier teaching: The House of Shammai say one does not redeem there Second Tithe as if it were inside nor does one eat simple sacrifices as if it were outside. But the House of Hillel say, they are similar to chambers; those open to the inside are like inside, those open to the outside like outside."

It is impossible to correct the text by the Tosephta (except for "eat" instead of "slaughter") since the statement of R. Yose is quoted in a different context at the end of the Halakhah. Also, to extend the prohibition both of eating sacrifices and of redeeming tithe to the entire space would do violence to the text; in that case there would be no difference between being open to the inside or the outside. One must conclude that the place where one restricts to exclude the activities both outside and inside the walls is the place under the wall itself.

Maimonides (Ma'aser Šeni 2:16) formulates as follows: "Houses by the wall which open inside the wall but extend outside, under the wall and inside it is like inside the city in all respects, but under the wall and outside one does neither eat nor redeem as a restriction. If they were built inside but open to the outside, from the wall to the outside one redeems, to the inside one neither redeems nor eats as a restriction. The thickness of the wall and the loopholes are like the inside." The last sentence is Mishnah Pesahim 7:10.

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, so is the Mishnah: "Their insides are holy and their roofs (are profane), over the holy and in the direction of the holy they are holy, over the profane and in direction of the profane they
are profane." "Built in the holy but open to the holy and the profane, the inside is holy. Built in the profane but open to the holy and the profane, the inside is profane. There, where you say the inside is holy one eats most holy sacrifices, slaughters simple holy sacrifices and the impure who enters is guilty."

89 The word is missing in the Rome ms.; in the Leyden ms. it is added by a second hand. Most probably it should be disregarded; as it was by R. S. Cirillo.

90 He adds one word, "is holy", to the last clause in the Mishnah. This is all that is quoted from the Mishnah.

91 Tosephta 2:15 a similar text. The last sentence looks like an amoraic gloss but a similar sentence, without the Aramaic introduction, is in Tosephta 2:14. J. N. Epstein (pp. 449-450) speculates that R. Jacob bar Aha quotes here a Babylonian baraita.

Rav Jehudah in the name of Rav: One whips only for 187 length by 135 width. But did we not state: In a chamber built flush with the wall of the Temple courtyard one eats most holy sacrifices, slaughters simple holy sacrifices, but an impure person who enters there cannot be punished. Explain it following the Tanna who stated: "Rebbi Yose said, these are the words of Rebbi Aqiba. But the Sages say, they classified the chambers and all chambers follow their openings."
92 The inner measurements in cubits of the enclosure of the Temple as stated in Mishnah Middot. In the Babli, Zebahim 55b, the statement of Rav Jehudah is in the name of his teacher Samuel.

93 This supports Rav but contradicts the baraita quoted in the preceding paragraph.

94 Cf. Tosephta 2:12, Note 88. The preceding baraita follows the Sages, the one quoted here R. Aqiba.

Mishnah 10: Second Tithe which entered Jerusalem and became impure, whether from original impurity or from derivative impurity, inside [the city] or outside, the House of Shammai say, all should be redeemed and eaten inside except what became impure from original impurity outside. But the House of Hillel say, all should be redeemed and may be eaten outside except what became impure from derivative impurity inside.

95 One of the biblical sources of impurity such as a dead person, a person suffering from a genital discharge, a cadaver, etc.

96 By touching something impure in original impurity. Most, but not all, derivative impurities are rabbinic; cf. Demay 2, Notes 136-137.

97 Since by biblical law it could not be eaten when brought into Jerusalem, the enclosure never "grabbed" it (Note 63).

98 If its impurity is rabbinic in character, the biblical law will not allow it to be taken out of Jerusalem.
Halakhah 8: It is written (Deut. 14:24): "For you will be unable to take it." Where do we hold? If far from the Place, it already is written: "If [the distance] will be too much for you." If near the Place, it already is written (Deut. 14:26): "You shall spend the money." What does it mean "for you will be unable to take it"? You cannot redeem it, and it is written: "You shall spend the money."

Shiloh or Jerusalem.

"(24) But if the distance is too much for you, for you will be unable to take it, for the Place, chosen by the Eternal, your God, to put His Name there, is too far from you, because the Eternal blessed you - (25) then turn it into money, bundle that money in your hand and go to the Place which will be chosen by the Eternal, your God. (26) Then spend the money for all you desire..."

The Sifry Deut. (107) explains that while the distance is spatial distance, too far is temporal distance. In any case, the clause unable to carry is redundant.

At the Place one is restricted to spending the money; the exchange of tithe for money is restricted to places far away by v. 25.

Since the verse cannot deal with a situation far from the Place it must be at the Place. The only case in which one cannot take tithe brought to the Place is if the tithe became impure and, therefore, inedible as tithe. Then one has to spend the [redemption] money.

The Babli (Pesahim 36b, Baba Mezi'a 53a, Makkot 19b, Sanhedrin 112b) has a weird derivation of the same result from the same verse. The Babylonian identification of נָשִׁי as "food" contrasts with the Yerushalmi's identification (Hagigah 1:3, fol. 76b) as "gift".
It was stated: Bar Qappara said, "original impurity" is biblical, "derivative impurity" rabbinic\(^{103}\). Rebbi Johanan said, in both cases it is biblical. The House of Shammai are difficult for Rebbi Johanan: "The House of Shammai say, all should be redeemed and eaten inside except what became impure from original impurity outside;" what is the difference between original impurity outside and derivative impurity outside; are not both biblical? Are the words of the House of Hillel not also difficult? "The House of Hillel say, all should be redeemed and may be eaten outside except what became impure from derivative impurity inside"; what is the difference between original impurity inside and derivative impurity inside; are not both biblical? The rabbis discuss only that from Bar Qappara.

\(^{103}\) In the interpretation of this Mishnah.
It is difficult, according to Bar Qappara for the House of Shammai, since "the House of Shammai say, all should be redeemed and eaten inside except what became impure from original impurity outside;" what is the difference between derivative impurity and original impurity\(^{104}\); what is the difference between outside and inside, are not both biblical? That one should not say, is that not Second Tithe which enters and leaves? If it is so, it should not be redeemed, so that one should not say, is that not Second Tithe which enters Jerusalem and is redeemed\(^{105}\)? If it became impure inside, the enclosure had grabbed it; if it became impure outside, the enclosure never grabbed it\(^{106}\). And is it not difficult even for the House of Hillel? For "the House of Hillel say, all should be redeemed and may be eaten outside except what became impure from derivative impurity inside"; what is the difference for derivative impurity between outside and inside; are not both rabbinic? When he brought it inside it was on condition it should not be "grabbed" by the enclosure\(^{107}\).

\(^{104}\) This clause should be deleted, it is copied from the previous text and makes no sense here. The Rome text, \\
\(^{106}\) Since it never could be eaten inside the sanctified area.
\(^{107}\) Since actually it never could be eaten inside the sanctified area.
Rebbi Zeira said, this means pure Second Tithe which he brought inside on condition that the enclosure not "grab" it, the enclosure does not "grab" it. Rebbi Jonah asked, is it pure and you say so? But it must be: If he transgressed and redeemed it, it is redeemed.

Since rabbinically impure tithe is pure by biblical standards, it seems that a mental reservation of the farmer can override the biblical decree that tithe brought into the holy enclosure has to be consumed as such.

If he made a mental reservation and then redeemed the tithe in Jerusalem, the transaction is valid since the prohibition of redemption is a rabbinic interpretation of the biblical verse. This supports the position of Maimonides in his Sefer Hammizwot that rules derived from biblical verses by rabbinic interpretation are rabbinic in character.

Rebbi Jacob the Southerner asked before Rebbi Yose: If it became impure outside of Jerusalem and was brought inside, it should not leave lest one say, we saw Second Tithe entering Jerusalem and leaving? Leaving is publicized, redemption is not publicized.

This is a question about the House of Shammai's position which in this case requires the tithe to be removed from Jerusalem. The answer is that this case is so rare that it would be dealt with in a rabbinic court in public whereas redemption of tithe which became impure is frequent, done in private, and unremarkable.
Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada inquired before Rebbi Mana: If it became impure by derivative impurity and he redeemed it, then it became impure in original impurity; do we say that if the original money is still there he redeems with it, otherwise he cannot redeem with it, and one is whipped neither for the first nor the second monies? Rebbi Jonah asked, is it the same for him who buys? Rebbi Mana said, the enclosure "grabs" and the buyer "grabs". What was said for the enclosure was said for the buyer.

111 As required. However, since the tithe is still pure by biblical standards, the redemption is de facto, not de jure.
112 Now it has to be redeemed by biblical decree. If the original money is still completely in the farmer's hands, he now turns the rabbinic redemption into a biblical one.
113 If he misappropriates the monies and spends them outside of Jerusalem, as described in Mishnah 1:5, he cannot be prosecuted if the produce remains rabbinically impure since the redemption is not biblical; nor can he be prosecuted if the produce becomes biblically impure and is redeemed by new money because the second redemption is a formality only since the produce was unusable as tithe.
114 Cf. Mishnaiot 1:5,6. There, it is spelled out that produce bought with tithe money outside of Jerusalem cannot be redeemed. Its status is at least as restricted as that of original tithe brought into the enclosure of Jerusalem.
Mishnah 11: If what was bought with tithe money became impure, it should be redeemed. Rebbi Jehudah says, it should be buried. They said to Rebbi Jehudah, if original Second Tithe which became impure is redeemed, what was bought with tithe money and became impure certainly should be redeemed. He said to them, no! If you said about original Second Tithe, which can be redeemed when it is pure and far from the Place, can you say the same about what was bought with tithe money which cannot be redeemed when it is pure and far from the Place?

Mishnah 12: If a deer bought with tithe money died, it should be buried in its hide. Rebbi Simeon says, it should be redeemed. If he bought it alive and slaughtered it, if it became impure it should be redeemed. Rebbi Yose said, it should be buried. If he bought it slaughtered and it became impure, he treats it following the rules of produce.

115 It is holy but cannot be eaten. It cannot be left to rot since one might eat from it inadvertently. This Mishnah is quoted in Babli Pesahim 38a, Sanhedrin 113a, Baba Mezi‘a 53b, Zebahim 49b.

116 This is explained in the Halakhah.
117 For the anonymous Tanna and R. Jehudah, it is like any other food that became impure. R. Yose extends the rules of the preceding case to this one, since a deer never can be a sacrifice.

118 This use is fully approved by the biblical verse.

Halakhah 9: What is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah? The first money, not second money\(^\text{119}\). Only because they objected to him by an argument \textit{de minore ad majus}, he answered in terms of an argument \textit{de minore ad majus}.

\(^{119}\) Deut. 14:25: "then turn it \textit{into the money}." The definite article is taken to restrict the money to the coins originally given. This argument is described in the Babli, \textit{Baba Mezi'a} 45a, as that of the House of Shammai. This is possible since R. Jehudah was a student of his father R. Ilai, a student of R. Eliezer who started out as a disciple of the House of Shammai. The House of Hillel (the anonymous majority in Mishnah 11) hold that the repetition in the verse, "then turn it into money, bundle the money in your hand" means that monies can be exchanged; otherwise it would have said "bundle it".
Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: They treated deer like dedications for the upkeep of the Temple to require standing and appraisal.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: Does an unclean animal need standing and appraisal? He said to him, if Rebbi Yose had said in the name of Rebbi Johanan that a pure wild animal does not need standing and appraisal, an unclean animal would not need it. Rebbi Hila said, we have stated thus (Lev. 27:27): "If an unclean animal, he should redeem it as appraised." Just as an unclean animal is particular in that it is the same at the time of its redemption as at the time of its dedication, so I am adding the dead animal which is the same at the time of its redemption as at the time of its dedication, and I exclude the one for which he said, this is dedicated, and then it died, which is not the same at the time of its redemption as at the time of its dedication. Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah said so: "One commits larceny with a donkey and its milk." Is not milk comparable to its being dead? With all that needs redemption one can commit larceny. You cannot explain it as giving the rules of dead [animals] since we stated "a donkey." Rebbi Hanina said before Rebbi Mana, explain it following Rebbi Simeon since Rebbi Simeon said, dedications for the upkeep of the Temple do not need standing and appraisal. He said to him, if it is following Rebbi Simeon, why a donkey and not any animal?
The rules of dedications of animals whose monetary equivalent should be used for the upkeep of the Temple are spelled out in Lev. 27. The relevant verses are 11-12 and 27. (11) "If it is any unclean animal which cannot be a sacrifice to the Eternal, one should make the animal stand before a Cohen. (12) The Cohen should appraise it, whether it is good or bad; the Cohen's appraisal shall stand." (27) "If it is an unclean animal, he should redeem it for its appraisal .."

Since an unclean (nonkosher) animal never can be a sacrifice, the "unclean" animal of v. 11 must be a kosher animal with a blemish, which now cannot be a sacrifice. V. 27 therefore details the rules of nonkosher animals dedicated to the Temple. The rabbis hold that the parallel expressions "unclean animal" indicate that the rules of vv. 11-12 can be transferred to v. 27 but R. Simeon holds that in v. 27 no "standing" is mentioned, therefore it is not needed. (Details in Babli Temurah 32b).

The rabbis hold that any dedicated animal which cannot stand before a Cohen cannot be appraised and, therefore, cannot be redeemed. R. Simeon holds that animals which never can be sacrifices, nonkosher animals and kosher wild animals, do not need standing; they can be redeemed even if dead.

Sifra Behuqotay Parashah 4(3), a similar text; quoted in Babli Baba Mezi'a 54b.

The verse adds: "He has to add its fifth".

It could not be a sacrifice in either case; it was alive in both cases.

Even according to the Sages, it can be redeemed without standing and appraisal.

This is the operative rule.

Meilah 3:5. Larceny committed on anything dedicated to the upkeep of the Temple incurs a fine of 25% and requires a sacrifice for atonement.

The use of masculine נָשָׁת for a female donkey is in all Mishnah mss.; it has wrongly been corrected in the editions of Babli (Meilah 12b).

It was not there at the moment of dedication and, being a fluid, it cannot stand.

A live one.

It could even have been a blemished kosher animal.
Mishnah 13: If somebody lends flasks for Second Tithe, even if he closed the top with clay, tithe did not acquire it. If he filled them without saying anything, before he closed the top with clay, tithe did not acquire it; after he closed the top with clay, tithe acquired it. Before he closed the top with clay, one may lift by 101, after he closed the top with clay any one sanctifies. Before he closed the top with clay, he gives heave from one for all, after he closed the top with clay he has to give heave from each single one.

131 The mss. of the Maimonides tradition have more accurately "his own flasks"; the vintner gives one of his flasks to put in tithe wine since the wine has to be in some vessel. Before filling the wine into the flasks, he specified that the flasks were a loan to the tithe. Therefore, he does not have to redeem them, i.e., to buy food in the value of the flasks to eat in the holiness of tithe.

132 A semi-permanent seal; in this case it is needed to transport the wine to Jerusalem. Flasks were usually sealed in this way only for sale and transport.

133 He did not specify that the flask would be filled with tithe wine.

134 He declared the wine to be Second Tithe. But since the flask was sealed, if he makes no special declaration, he sanctifies the flask with its contents.

135 If heave accidentally fell into one of the flasks and it is not known where it fell, if the profane is more than 101 times the heave, the latter can be lifted following the rules of heave.

136 Since sealed flasks usually are prepared for sale, they fall under the rules of items sold singly which never can become insignificant and even one sanctified among 1000 profane makes all sanctified; cf. Mishnah Orlah 3:7.
Halakhah 10: Rebbi Zeira said, the Torah said, spend it in the Holy Place and assemble it in the countryside. Just as in the holy place the flask is profane\(^{137}\), in the countryside can the flask be grasped by tithe?

\(^{137}\) As stated in Mishnah 1:4, if wine is bought in Jerusalem with tithe money, the value of the flask does not have to be estimated and an equivalent value eaten in the holiness of tithe. The argument gives the rationale for the first clause of the Mishnah.

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, so is the Mishnah: "If before he sealed the top with clay he gave it its name\(^{138}\), tithe did not acquire it; if after he sealed the top with clay he gave it its name, tithe acquired it. If before he sealed the top with clay he gave it its name, one may lift by 101, if after he sealed the top with clay any one sanctifies. If before he sealed the top with clay he gave it its name, he gives heave from one for all, if after he sealed the top with clay he gave it its name, he has to give heave from each single one."

\(^{138}\) He declared the contents of the flask to be Second Tithe.
When has this been said? For wine; but for oil, whether he closed the top with clay or did not close the top with clay, tithe did not acquire it. Whether he closed the top with clay or did not close the top with clay, he may lift by 101. Whether he closed the top with clay or did not close the top with clay, he gives heave from one for all.

139 A similar text in Tosephta 2:18 enumerates fish sauce, vinegar, *muries*, oil, and (date) honey. Fish sauce and *muries* cannot be subject to tithe. Maimonides in his Code (*Ma'aser Seni* 8:5) copies the entire list. In both mss. and the editio princeps of the Tosephta, "tithe acquired it"; but Maimonides (loc. cit.) copies "tithe did not acquire it." It is impossible to determine whether or not the Tosephta is corrupt in this passage.

---

Mishnah 14: The House of Shammai say, he opens and pours into a vat, but the House of Hillel say, he opens and does not have to pour. Where has this been said? At a place where usually one sells sealed, but at a place where usually one sells open, the flask did not become profane. However, if he is meticulous to sell by volume, the flask did become profane. Rebbi Simeon said, also if somebody says to another person, I am selling to you this amphora except its flask, the flask became profane.
This Mishnah is a continuation of the previous one. If somebody sealed the mouths of his pitchers with clay, how can he undo what he did?

In this case, he opened the flask for redemption because everybody does it for sale; this has no influence on the status of holiness of either the flask or its contents.

Even if he sells whole barrels he will measure exactly the amount it contains and does not use an approximate formula. In that case, no vessel is ever part of a sale unless paid for separately; also for his redemption of tithes the vessel will never be counted.

The statement of R. Simeon refers to Mishnah 1:3, that if wine usually is sold in sealed amphoras, the amphora is profane even though paid for with tithe money. R. Simeon adds that even if wine is sold in open amphoras, a stipulation may make the amphora profane. The Tosephta (2:18) shows that R. Simeon reduces the disagreement between the Houses of Hillel and Shammai to the case when all flasks are still in the wine cellar near the vat from which they were filled.

Halakakhah 11: Rebbi Hananiah said, it is difficult about the House of Shammai! What is the difference between this and five sacks on a threshing floor? For five [separate] sacks on one threshing floor, can one not give heave and tithe from one for the other?

Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, it refers back to the first [part]. Rebbi Ba said, to the second.

Everybody agrees that Mishnah 14 refers to Mishnah 13. The question is only, does it refer to the first part,
the wine was entirely put in order in part, that the wine was poured without the vat, or does it refer to the second any specification.

"If he said, a quartarius of profane is in this barrel, the barrel is profane." Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Mishnah says so, "Rebbi Simeon said, also if somebody says to another person, I am selling to you this amphora except its flask, the flask became profane."

145 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: אָמָר אֲשֶׁר רָבָּה "if most of". It is unlikely that less than a quartarius have legal consequences.

146 A similar statement is in Tosephta 2:18: "When was it said that [the flask] became tithe money? If all was tithe. But if he added a quartarius (cf. Berakhot 3, Note 227) of profane [wine], the tithe did not acquire it whether sealed with clay or not."

147 Any reservation in this situation is valid. R. Johanan accepts the statement of R. Simeon as practice even though it is presented as the opinion of only one person because no opposition is noted.
Mishnah 1: If somebody transports Second Tithe produce from a place of high prices to one of low prices\(^1\) or vice versa, he redeems at the level of his place\(^2\). If he brings produce from the threshing floor to town or from the wine-press to town, the excess value\(^3\) belongs to the Second but the expense is on him.

1 For some reason, Maimonides translates "from a clean to a dirty place", implying that dirty places have cheap prices, clean places high prices.

2 At the place where the redemption is actually taking place, outside Jerusalem.

3 The difference between produce, etc., in town and out in the fields is added to Second Tithe money but the cost of transportation from the field to town is on him and cannot be deducted from tithe money.

Halakhah 1: "If somebody transports Second Tithe produce," etc. Rebbi Mana said, they said only "if somebody transports"; therefore...
originally it is forbidden. This is about Second Tithe produce, but for produce which is *tevel* for Second Tithe it is originally permitted, following this: Rebbi had produce here and in Batanaia; he fixed the tithes of here there and redeemed them according to the going price there.

4 If people were encouraged to transport heave from place to place (except on the way to Jerusalem), the Mishnah would have been formulated: "One transports produce". The formulation: If somebody does it, then... is only used for actions which are disapproved of but which are not actually forbidden.

5 Produce for which heave and First Tithe had already been given.

6 Cf. Ma'aserot 4, Note 82.

It was stated: Whether it was expensive and became cheap or cheap and became more expensive. We understand "expensive and became cheap". "Cheap and became more expensive"? There is a difference because he could use a trick and free it from the fifth.

7 It seems that the *baraita* permits redeeming at the lowest rate between the time Second Tithe was given and the time it was redeemed.

8 Since in this case, the price of redemption is the actual price at the time of redemption.

9 As explained in Mishnah 4, if a third party redeems the tithe, he does not have to add a fifth.

...
It was stated:\footnote{11} "Abba Hilfai the small-town man\footnote{12} said, when has this been said? For certain [produce], but for demay whether it was expensive and became cheap or was cheap and became expensive, he may sell it cheaply." Why? Is it because it always may be sold cheaply or because it may not be returned to its place\footnote{13}? What is the difference? If later it rose in price again at its place\footnote{14}. If you say, because it may not be returned to its place, did it not increase in value? If you say, because it always may be sold cheaply also in this case it can be sold cheaply. Like this: Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba was in Rome and he saw them redeem there Nicolaos dates\footnote{15} from here at the price here\footnote{16}. He said, who taught them? Hilfai the small-town man taught them.

---

\footnote{10} Word missing in the Rome ms.
\footnote{11} The end of the paragraph shows that "Abba" here is a title, not a name.
\footnote{12} In the Tosephta, 3:1, R. Joshua ben Qorha states the opposite rule: Demay follows the rules of the Mishnah, but certain produce always is redeemed by the higher tariff.
\footnote{13} So that it always could be redeemed at the cheaper place.
\footnote{14} At the moment of redemption there is no cheap place.
\footnote{15} Cf. Berakhot 6, Note 162; Demay 2, Notes 15,16.
\footnote{16} At the much lower rate of the Land of Israel.
It was stated: A person may earn up to a seqel, a person may earn up to a quarter. How is this done? A denar here is worth 2000, but in Arbel 2000 and a laqan. He wants to give 50 myriads and brings it up, here by 2000 and in Arbel by 2000 and laqan.

17 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: I'UIANI 1'BVK j'ina "with 2000 and 500'000."

18 A money changer or money dealer. This paragraph should belong to Baba Mezi'a.

19 2 (silver) denars per gold denar? or aureus? The rate of 2000 denars to one aureus points to the early fourth Century.

20 A quarter of a tetradrachma, one denar. Probably the larger amount is for retail transactions, the smaller for wholesale.

21 Without transgressing the interest prohibitions.

22 A word of uncertain origin and meaning. Following M. Zuckermann, Talmudische Münzen und Gewichte, Breslau 1862, most Talmudic Dictionaries derive this word from Greek λευκόν "a white [thing!", supposed to mean "a small silver coin". (Jastrow, deriving the word from the root יתנ "to hit, smile", takes it as translation of Greek λευκόν, "a small copper coin.")

However, there never was a Greek coin λευκόν (whose transliteration moreover would have to be לבק or לבק) (שך). The efforts of H. J. Sheftel (Err.) Berdičev 1907, p. 39b/c) and D. Sperber (cf. Note 24) to determine the monetary value of the supposed coin are inconclusive.

The apparent meaning of יתנ here and in Baba Mezi'a 4:1, fol. 9c, "a small indeterminate amount of money" rather suggests a connection with Arabic "small dish, cup" which is used in the composite "small thing given in exchange", or "trifle given as agio".

(Perhaps cf. Greek λέκόν, ή and λέκος, -ως, τό, "dish, pot, pan" from which a late diminutive λεκίσκων, τό, "small measure or weight" (E. G.).)

23 500'000 denar = 250 aurei.

It was stated: One does not redeem Second Tithe as Second Tithe but as profane.25 Rebbi Saul asked: Think of it, if everybody knew that it was Second? Even so. It was stated: One redeems Second Tithe only from its own kind. Otherwise, what would we say? One might redeem wheat for barley, barley for wheat; even fine wheat for coarse wheat, coarse wheat for fine wheat.

25 Unless the person who redeems states that the produce shall be profane and the holiness of tithe transferred to the coins, there is no transfer.

26 What else could he do with it? Even so, there is no transfer without declaration.

27 Tithes do not have to be given from earmarked produce; the farmer may give tithe from one part of his harvest for all other produce of the same harvest but at other places.

28 Cf. Peak 2, Notes 85,86.
Rebbi Ḥanania said: Rebbi took early ripe green melons for the government and fixed their Second Tithe in each peduncle. He considered them as if cut. Rebbi Johanan asked, they were whole and you say cut? Rebbi Jonah said, that is correct! If two people were partners in a green melon, one having one part and the other two, can he say, take your part and I shall take mine? But for the two together it is sold more dearly; here also together it is sold more dearly. Like this: Rebbi Simeon ben Rebbi commanded those Southerners who were disregarding it. Bar Qappara lifted them and before him cut them into little pieces. He said to him, is that worth anything? So far, some things are cut into little pieces and they are no good, other things are cut into little pieces and are good.

29 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden: הנשים “nine”.
30 Cf. Kilaim 1:2, Note 38.
31 To invite (Augustus or Caesar) Antoninus, cf. Kilaim 9:4, Note 79.
32 He then redeemed them together.
33 The peduncle with some fruit flesh cut off from the melon.
34 I. e., redeemed.
35 They disregarded Second Tithe (which without a Temple cannot be used for anything) and which, at least for produce other than grain, wine, and olive oil, was rabbinic even in the Times of the Temple.
36 If it has no monetary value, it is not subject to tithes.
37 The argument of Rebbi against Bar Qappara.

Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, one redeems Second Tithe only up to thirty six times [the coin’s] worth. And Rebbi Ḥizqiah said, one who exchanges
should not exchange for half a perutah so he should not be like one who exchanges for a blank\textsuperscript{38}; it must be worth a perutah.

38 The peruta was an Hasmonean copper coin; in Talmudic times it was purely a unit of computation. According to Yerushalmi Qiddusin 1:1 (fol. 58d), one as (obolus) was counted as 6 perutot. The statement then means that for redemption purposes, a denar can be represented by a perutah. Half a perutah never was an official coin; for blanks cf. Chapter 1, Note 45.

Mishnah 2: One redeems Second Tithe following the low rate at which the grocer buys\textsuperscript{39}, not at which he sells; the one at which the banker gives small coins, not at which he assembles large coins\textsuperscript{40}. One does not redeem Second Tithe en bloc\textsuperscript{41}; if the price is known it is redeemed by the information of one person, if the price is not known by the information of three, as e.g., wine getting sour, fruit rotting, or coins rusting.

39 At wholesale.

40 The banker engaged in exchange operations makes money on the spread between buying and selling rates. For redeeming tithe one values bronze coins as if one were a banker selling copper coins against silver.

41 Cf. Demay Chapter 2, Note 198.
Halakhah 2: Rebbi Immi said, Kama came before Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish. They said to him, go and pay according to those Tannaim: "One redeems Second Tithe when it is cheap, not when it is expensive; at the rate at which the grocer buys, not at which he sells; the one at which the banker gives small coins, not at which he assembles large coins." So far for large quantities, what about small ones? Even so, at the rate at which the grocer buys, not at which he sells; the one at which the banker gives small coins, not at which he assembles large coins.

Rebbi Nahman bar Jacob showed a basket of palm leaves to a carpenter and redeemed following his opinion. Rebbi Yannai showed a quarter [qab] wheat to a wheat dealer and redeemed following his
opinion. Rebbi Simon showed produce to Rebbi Hilqiah who asked him, by their true value? He answered, yes. Rebbi Hilqiah said in the name of Rebbi Simon, one does not redeem Second Tithe following the opinion of imbeciles. Rebbi Phineas showed produce to a grits-maker who asked him, by their true value? He said to him, so said Rebbi Hilqiah in the name of Rebbi Simon, one does not redeem following the opinion of imbeciles. Rebbi Shammai said, how much a person wants [to pay] on a clear noontime at the summer solstice when the bath master\textsuperscript{45} takes up his bunches, he brings coins and redeems. Rebbi Jeremiah said, as much as a person wants Friday afternoon from women braiderson\textsuperscript{46} when he passes by, he brings coins and redeems. Rebbi Yudan bar Gadya\textsuperscript{47} said, Rebbi Jacob bar Abun left it lying until it got moldy and redeemed it immediately after the Sabbath.

\textsuperscript{42} Reading of the Rome ms. and the Venice print. The Leyden text is:

\textsuperscript{43} The only known Nahman bar Jacob is Rav Nahman bar Jacob, Chief Judge in Babylonia and son-in-law of the Resh Galuta. Since carpenters do not make baskets from leaves, they were certainly incompetent to testify to their volume or value. The story therefore notes that in Babylonia, where tithes are rabbinic practice only, any estimate is good.

\textsuperscript{44} In the Rome ms. "grain wholesaler". While the Mishnah takes as standard the selling price of the wholesaler, he asked his buying price.

\textsuperscript{45} He runs a thermal bath which will not have many customers in the summer heat; he will sell his supplies cheaply.

\textsuperscript{46} They are fully occupied and will react only if they get an extraordinarily cheap buy. R. Jeremiah seems to have no compunctions to go to a women's hairdresser shop!

\textsuperscript{47} He seems to be R. Yudan bar Guria.
Rebbi Mana had oil which he brought down to Acco\textsuperscript{48}. Rebbi Hyya bar Ada said to him, if your oil there at the parapet\textsuperscript{49} is still there, it is your time that you should redeem it for [there] it is not worth six minas\textsuperscript{50}.

\textsuperscript{48} Where olive oil is more expensive than at the place of production in Galilee.

\textsuperscript{49} Second Tithe money oil at your house in Galilee.

\textsuperscript{50} Instead of "from you"; a corruption.

Rebbi Johanan said, one redeems Second Tithe by the offers of three buyers, even if one of them is a Gentile, even if one of them is an owner. Rebbi Jonah asked: Not two Gentiles, not two owners; also not one Gentile and one owner? No, it was said separately\textsuperscript{51}.

\textsuperscript{51} Only one Gentile, only one owner, but one Gentile and one owner is acceptable. This is also accepted in the Babli, \textit{Sanhedrin} 12b, where the owner and his wife are accepted, in Rashi's interpretation on condition that the wife have her own business and not be dependent on her husband for her upkeep.
Mishnah 3: If the owner says\textsuperscript{52} a tetradrachma and another says a tetradrachma, the owner is preferred since he adds a fifth. The owner says a tetradrachma and someone else says a tetradrachma and an as, the one who offers a tetradrachma and an as is preferred since he adds to the capital\textsuperscript{53}. He who redeems his own Second Tithe adds a fifth, whether it is his own or was given to him as a gift\textsuperscript{54}.

52 He offers for redemption of his Second Tithe. He has to add a fifth of the amount, Lev. 27:31.
53 By contrast, for redemption of property dedicated to the Temple, the other person would have to offer more than 125\% of the owner's offer before his offer would be considered. The difference between the Second Tithe and Temple dedication is (a) that redemption money of tithe remains in the hand of the owner (Babli Arakhin 27b) and (b) for Second Tithe, the owner can get out of the obligation to pay the additional fifth (Mishnah 4).
54 The meaning of the last clause depends on whether one holds that Second Tithe is the owner's money, then Second Tithe may be a gift, or whether it is Heaven's money in the hand of the farmer, when it can be given only as tevel but not as tithe.

Halakhah 3: Is not the fifth of this more than the addition of that one\textsuperscript{55}? Rebbi Abin said, there is a difference that he can circumvent and free it from the fifth\textsuperscript{56}.

55 The "fifth" is a full drachma, an as is only $\frac{1}{6}$ of a tetradrachma.  
56 As explained in the next Mishnah.
"A tetradrachma and an as is preferred since he adds to the capital".

Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Simai: One does not add a fifth for any Second Tithe which itself is not worth a peruta. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One does not add a fifth for any Second Tithe for which the fifth is not worth a peruta. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal objected: Did we not state "there are five perutot", should one not state "six" according to Rebbi Simai, "Second Tithe which is worth a peruta!" And "seven" according to Rebbi Johanan, "the fifth of Second Tithe worth a peruta." In addition, from what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Mana bar Tanhum, Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Real estate cannot be acquired for less than a peruta. In addition, from the following: If the value of Second Tithe is not known, it is enough that one say: it and its fifth shall be exchanged for this tetradrachma. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Crispus, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Zeira: this baraita deals with a tetradrachma of tithe money where it is impossible that it not contain some profane.
57 The Yerushalmi Baba Mezi' a 4:5, fol. 9d, finds a basis for both rules in Lev. 27:31.

58 Mishnah Baba Mezi' a, Mishnah 4:6: One cannot force an oath if the defending party has not admitted owing at least a peruta; a woman can be preliminarily married only for a gift worth a peruta; a person deriving a peruta's worth of benefit from anything dedicated to the Temple has committed larceny; if a find is worth a peruta it must be publicized; if somebody robs another of at least a peruta and swears falsely, he cannot atone for it unless he makes restitution even if that means a very long trip.

59 The Yerushalmi Baba Mezi' a 4:5, fol. 9d, considers this a contradiction to the Mishnah. The Babli, Baba Mezi' a 55a, notes that the Mishnah is restricted to original obligations.

60 This is a principle accepted everywhere in the Yerushalmi, Eruvin 6, fol. 23c; Qiddushin 1:3, fol. 59d; 1:5, fol 60c. In the Babli, Qiddushin 13a, it is noted that the statement holds only for acquisition by money but not for barter.

61 It is unknowable because it is less than a peruta and cannot be measured by money's worth.

62 This presupposes the statement of R. Johanan in the next paragraph that coins given for tithe money are holy only up to the actual value of the tithe exchanged for that coin. The argument is logical since nobody would offer a tetradrachma for anything valued less than a peruta, less than 0.2% of the value of the coin.

63 Rebbi Johanan said, if somebody redeemed dedications for more than their worth, [the Temple] grabs everything. If somebody redeemed dedications (fol. 55a) for more than their worth, [the Temple] grabs everything. If somebody redeemed dedications for more than their worth, [the Temple] grabs everything.
Second Tithe for more than its worth, it does not grab everything. What is the difference between dedications and Second Tithe? Rebbi Immi said, because a person usually adds to his dedications. Rebbi Zeira asked before Rebbi Immi: If the person was checked and he said, that was not what I intended? He said to him, when he will be checked. Rebbi Jonah asked, that is following him who said that it is not his property. But for him who says that it is his property, what is the difference between dedications and Second Tithe? Rebbi Yose said, the reason has already been explained, because a person usually adds to his dedications.

63 Gifts for the upkeep of the Temple, to be redeemed by the giver or to be sold by the Temple treasurer.
64 The entire sum becomes Temple property.
65 Since dedications are voluntary gifts, in contrast to tithe which is an obligation.
66 Redeeming tithe. If he is asked and declares the entire amount as holy, his word stands. But nobody has to ask.
67 R. Meir. One can understand the reluctance to give more if the money is Heaven’s money in an obligation imposed. But for R. Jehudah, who holds that tithe money is property of the farmer, why should he care which label is attached to his money since all will be spent for his own benefit?
Rebbi Johanan said, if somebody redeemed his dedication without adding a fifth, it is redeemed. If somebody redeemed his Second Tithe without adding a fifth, it is not redeemed. What is the difference between dedications and Second Tithe? Rebbi Hila said, dedications have claimants, Second Tithe has no claimants. Rebbi Jonah asked, that is following him who said, it is not his property. But for him, who says it is his property, what is the difference between dedications and Second Tithe? Rebbi Yose said, the reason has already been explained, dedications have claimants, Second Tithe has no claimants.

The Temple treasurer has an organization dedicated to collect monies due the Temple; Second Tithe is a matter purely between the farmer and Heaven. In the Babli, Baba Mezi'a 54a, R. Eliezer holds that the fifth never precludes redemption but the Sages hold that the fifth always precludes redemption and R. Johanan decides with R. Eliezer for dedications because of the reason given here by R. Hila. In the Tosephta (4:5), Rebbi holds with R. Eliezer for Second Tithe on the Sabbath but not on weekdays. The argument shows that according to everybody, the position of the Sages only represents a rabbinic institution.

"He who redeems his own Second Tithe adds a fifth, whether it was his own or was given to him as a gift." Our Mishnah is Rebbi Meir’s since Rebbi Meir says, a gift is not like a sale. Rebbi Jonah said, it is the
opinion of everybody, explain it with produce still \textit{tevel} for tithes\textsuperscript{71}. But did we not state\textsuperscript{72}: "He who redeems his own fourth-year tree adds a fifth, whether it is his own or was given to him as a gift"? Can you say that this speaks about produce still \textit{tevel} for (Second Tithe? We have stated)\textsuperscript{69} "fourth-year tree!" That means the fourth-year tree itself! So here, you will end up saying "tithe"\textsuperscript{73}.

\textsuperscript{69} Missing in Rome ms., probably correctly.

\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Ma\textsuperscript{\textunderscore}serot} 5:1, Note 5. If a gift were a moneyless sale, the produce would not be his and be free from the fifth.

\textsuperscript{71} Since it was his property at the moment the Second Tithe became due, even without the Mishnah we would have known that he has to add the fifth.

\textsuperscript{72} Mishnah 5:5. \textit{Lev.} 19:23-24 requires that the fruit of a newly planted tree not be eaten for the first three years. In the fourth year, "all its fruit shall be holy as a praise to the Eternal." The rules of this holiness are given in the next Chapter. Fruits far from Jerusalem have to be redeemed but, being intrinsically the Eternal's, they are not subject to heave and tithes and can never be \textit{tevel}.

\textsuperscript{73} Since the wording in Mishnah 5:5 speaks about produce to be redeemed, the parallel language in the Mishnah here must also speak about tithe, not \textit{tevel}, and the Mishnah must be R. Meir's.

\textit{Maschit D}: מַעֲרַכְיָה על מַעֲרַכְיָה שָׁנֵי כִּישָׁה אָזְמֵר אָזְמֵר לְחֵבִיָּה לְבָנָה. (fol. 54c)

לְבָנָה נְדוֹלָיָה לְעֱבָר לְעַשְּפָהָה נְעָבְרִים הִילָל מְעָתָה נְעָבְרִים נָעָבְרִים לְעַשְּפָהָה נָרָה מַעֲרַכְיָה. אֲבֵל לָא אֶזְמֶר לָא לָא לְבָנָה לְעַשְּפָהָה לְעַשְּפָהָה

הָקְנַנְיָה מְפַּלְלִי אָזְמֵר כָּלָה.
Mishnah 4: One may circumvent about Second Tithe. How is this? A person may say to his neighbor, his adult son or daughter, his Hebrew male or female slave: Take these coins and redeem this tithe for yourself. But he should not say so to his minor son or daughter or his Canaanite male or female slave because their hand is like his hand.

74 Circumvent the payment of the fifth.
75 This rule is purely theoretical since the institution of Hebrew slavery was intrinsically bound to the land distribution by Joshua and automatically disappeared with the destruction of the first Temple, never to be re-instituted. The male Hebrew "slave" is not a slave but a servant indentured for six years (Deut. 15:18) and remains a legal person. The female Hebrew slave is necessarily a minor and supposed to be married by a member of the master's family.
76 They are not Canaanites but originally Gentile slaves or their offspring who became semi-Jewish by circumcision and/or immersion in water. If manumitted, they will automatically become full Jews but as slaves they have no independent legal standing.

Halakhah 4: Rebbi Abun said, Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Yose bar Hanina disagree. One said, why may one circumvent it? For "blessing" is written about it. The other said, why is it redeemed at a cheap rate? For "blessing" is written about it.

77 Deut. 14:24, "because the Eternal, your God, will bless you." This is taken as authorization to be lenient in several respects.
How do we hold? If he said to him, go and redeem for me, he is his agent\(^{78}\); go and redeem for yourself, they are the other's property\(^{79}\). But we have to hold that he said to him, redeem for me of your property, or redeem for yourself of my property. We have stated thus: "Redeem for me of your property, or redeem for yourself of my property, he does not add a fifth." Rebbi Johanan said, for any tithe, where neither it nor its redemption money is his, he does not have to add a fifth. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Hanina, the reason of Rebbi Johanan (Lev. 27:31): "If a person goes to redeem of his own tithes, his own fifth he shall add to it;" both it and its redemption money must be his.

\(^{78}\) The status of the agent is the status of his employer; a fifth is due.  

\(^{79}\) A fifth is due for the gift as stated in Mishnah 3.
How do we hold? If she\textsuperscript{81} is an adult, she acquired [her freedom] by the signs [of puberty]\textsuperscript{82}; if she is a minor, may a minor acquire? Rebbi Yudan bar Shalom said before Rebbi Yose, explain it following him who said, a minor may give heave\textsuperscript{83}. He said to him, even following him who said, a minor may give heave, may a minor acquire? Following the opinion of the rabbis there\textsuperscript{84} it is acceptable since there, they say in the name of Rav Nahman bar Jacob: One to whom one gives a nut and he throws it away, a pebble and he keeps it, what is found in his hand is as if found on a garbage heap; a nut and he keeps it, a pebble and he throws it away, what is robbed from him is robbed because of communal peace; a nut or a pebble he takes, hides them, and produces them later, what is robbed from him is total robbery. He can acquire for himself but not for others\textsuperscript{85}. Rav Huna said, just as he can acquire for himself so he can acquire for others. Everybody agrees\textsuperscript{86} that his gift is not a gift since it is written (\textit{Ex.} 22:6): "If a man give." The gift of a man is a gift, but the gift of a minor is no gift, the words of the Sages. Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi in
the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan, robbing from him is not total robbery unless he grew two pubic hairs. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, that is, to recover from him by a law suit, but to have to bring a sacrifice for [a false] oath only if he grew two pubic hairs\(^87\). But following the rabbis here, Rebbi Yose asked that even for himself he should not be able to acquire since it is written (Ex. 22:6): "To his neighbor", until he be like his neighbor. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Samuel ben Rav Isaac explained it by the method of small children. As we have stated there\(^88\): "For school children, their buying is buying and their selling selling, for movables." But did we not state\(^89\): "He cannot make them acquire through his minor son or daughter or his Canaanite male or female slave, because their hand is like his hand." The rabbis of Caesarea say, here a minor with knowledge\(^90\), there a minor without knowledge.

80 Missing in the Rome ms. and the parallels in Eruvin 7, fol. 24c, Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)in 5:9, fol. 47b.

81 The female Hebrew slave who when she becomes an adult either is a wife or a free adult; cf. Note 75. The Babli (Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)in 65a) restricts the female Hebrew slave to redeeming heave of produce not grown in the soil (in a flower pot without a hole). This answer is very questionable for many reasons.

82 It is argued (Mekhilta Mi\(\text{\textit{s}}\)pa\(\text{\textit{t}}\)im 3) that the verse (Ex. 21:7) which gave the father the right to sell his daughter also restricted her servitude to the period in which the father had this right, before she became an adult.

83 Cf. Terumot 1:1, Notes 56-58.

84 In Babylonia.

85 In the Babli, Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)in 65a, the formulation (by Rava, student of Rav Nah\(\text{\textsc{man}}\)) is: "There are three stages for minors. If he throws away a pebble and takes a nut, he can acquire for himself but not for others; for school children, their buying is buying and their selling selling, for movables; if they reached the time of vows (cf. Terumot, Mishnah 1:3, Note 105) their
vows and dedications are valid; but to sell inherited real estate (without permission of the court) one must be 20 years old."

86 The Babli, *Baba Qama* 106b, concurs.

87 The minor, or an adult representing him, can successfully prosecute the robber from a minor in court but if in the course of the proceedings the accused swears falsely that he did not take anything, he is not obliged to bring (or, if he has a guilty conscience, he is barred from bringing) a guilt sacrifice since his robbery was forbidden by police law, not biblical law.

88 Mishnah *Gittin* 5:9. The quote here shows that \( \pi \) and \( \kappa \) were both silent.

89 Mishnah *Eruvin* 7:6. In order to turn a dead-end street into a private domain for the purpose of carrying on the Sabbath, one has to affix to it a symbolic gate and then all residents of the dead-end street have to contribute to the food for a common meal. It is acceptable that one person designate the food, e.g., a wine barrel, and then appoints somebody to acquire for the other dwellers their part for this Sabbath. The qualifications in that Mishnah are the same as in the Mishnah here, with the same questions about the qualifications of the female Hebrew slave. (Since the devices of participation and eruv are ascribed to King Solomon, the mention of the Hebrew slave can be justified in that case.)

90 It seems that a "minor with knowledge" is a minor who reached the time of vows, cf. *Tosaphot Sanhedrin* 68b, s. v. קש.

91 There, we have stated:\(^92\) "If somebody borrows a cow and [the lender] sent her to him through his son, his slave, or his agent." Does this not say that a slave is able to transfer rights from his master to another
person? Rebbi Eleazar said, explain it about a Hebrew slave. Rebbi Johanan said, you can even explain it for a Canaanite slave, it he told him, open the gate for her and she will go by herself, as we have stated: If he led her, drew her, called her and she followed him, he is required to pay as a borrower.

91 Parallels to this paragraph and the next are in Eruvin 7, Qiddušin 1:3, fol. 60a.

92 Mishnah Baba Mezi'â 8:4; Babli 98b. If the borrowed animal dies, the borrower is liable to pay. Therefore, it is important to determine the exact time at which the obligation of the borrower starts. This is the moment in which disposal of the cow is transferred from lender to borrower. The Mishnah states that if the borrower asks that the cow be brought to him by the lender's slave, he becomes liable as soon as the slave goes on his way. But this seems to contradict the Mishnah here; if the slave's hand (in the legal sense) is his owner's then the cow should not leave the lender's domain until she is handed over to the borrower since nobody doubts that if the owner himself drives the cow to the borrower, the latter's responsibility starts only at the moment of delivery, not during the trip.

93 In the Babli, Baba Mezi'â 99a, the position of R. Eleazar is Samuel's, that of R. Johanan is Rav's.

94 In the Babli: Hit her with a stick.
Rebbi Zeira understood it from here: "But he cannot make them acquire through his minor son or daughter or his Canaanite male or female slave, because their hand is not like his hand." Does this not imply that a slave is not able to transfer rights from his master to another person? Explain it following Rebbi Meir since Rebbi Meir makes the hand of the slave the hand of his master. But did we not state "his wife"? Rebbi Meir holds that the hand of the wife is the hand of her husband! Rebbi Hananiah said in the name of Rebbi Phineas, explain it following the Tanna who stated: "His wife cannot redeem Second Tithe for him. Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says in the name of Rebbi Meir, his wife can redeem Second Tithe for him." For that Tanna, Rebbi Meir makes the hand of the slave the hand of his master but not the hand of the wife the hand of her husband!

95 Everywhere in the Mishnah. The baraita denies legal standing to minors and slaves.
96 Mishnah Eruvin 7:6; cf. Note 89. In the list of people empowered, the wife is noted together with the adult children since her husband cannot make an eruv for her without her consent.
97 Tosephta 4:7. In the Babli, Rava restricts the statement of R. Simeon ben Eleazar to the case that the wife inherited Second Tithe. Since R. Meir holds that Second Tithe is Heaven's money, the Second Tithe does not become part of the estate. If the wife now redeems the tithe with household money, the money is the husband's but the tithe is not; therefore, no fifth is due. The Babli rejects the conclusion of the Yerushalmi here.
Mishnah 5: If somebody was standing on the threshing floor and no coins were in his hand, he says to a friend, this produce is given to you as a gift; then he goes on and says to him, it is redeemed by coins in the house.

If the coins were in his hand, he could give them to another person and let him redeem the Second Tithe without paying a fifth. Since now the produce is not his own, he does not have to pay the fifth. For what has to be formally given to the neighbor, cf. Note 54.

Halakhah 5: In earlier times, they were doing so with coins. They took them and fled. They instituted that one does it with produce. Nevertheless, they took and ate it. They instituted that he should give him the right to one in ten on the ground.

The farmer gave coins to a third party as a gift that the recipient should redeem his Second Tithe.

In the Tosephta (4:3), R. Joshua ben Qorha reports that the practice was discontinued since many people did not give the coins as gifts.

The procedure explained in the Mishnah.

As explained in Peah 3:8, a square inch of ground can be given to the recipient and the ownership of the produce transferred with it. In that case, ownership can be transferred without the produce actually coming into the hands of the second person who, therefore, cannot eat it. This sentence is not in the Tosephta.
Rebbi Inaya bar Sisai\textsuperscript{104} came to Rebbi Jonah and said to him, shall I redeem for you with that tetradrachma\textsuperscript{105}? He said, if you want to take it, take it. Then he took it back from him. Rebbi Jonah said, I had judged his opinion that if I took it back he would not say anything; therefore I gave it to him\textsuperscript{106}.

\textsuperscript{104} He is R. Hanina bar Sisai; cf. \textit{Berakhot} p. 493.

\textsuperscript{105} With R. Jonah's coin, in the style of earlier times, as given in the previous \textit{baraita}.

\textsuperscript{106} If there was no danger that the other person would run away with the money, the earlier practice is preferable to that of the \textit{Mishnah}.

\textit{Mishnah 6}: If [somebody] took from [another] tithe in the value of a tetradrachma\textsuperscript{107} and did not pay to redeem it until it became worth two, he gives him a tetradrachma, gains a tetradrachma, and the Second Tithe is his. If [somebody] took from [another] tithe in the value of two and did not pay to redeem it until it became worth one tetradrachma, he gives him a tetradrachma of profane money and a tetradrachma of his Second Tithe [money]\textsuperscript{108}. If he is a vulgar, he gives him from his \textit{demay}\textsuperscript{109}.
107 A takes from B Second Tithe produce with the understanding that he will pay B one tetradrachma which will become tithe money and which B will be obliged to take to Jerusalem and spend there. As far as the civil contract is concerned, the act of taking concludes the contract and the monetary obligation is fixed. But the verse Deut. 14:25 decrees that redemption of Second Tithe is the giving of money. Therefore, the redemption is carried out only at the moment of payment and an additional tetradrachma from the buyer should become tithe money for the buyer, not the seller. Then the Second Tithe becomes profane in the hand of the buyer but not before. (Explanation of the vocalization follows the Yemenite tradition) and the first explanation of R. Simson. Since tithe money may not be delivered to a vulgar, the second coin due has to be profane or from money reserved from demay tithe. The second explanation of R. Simson reads חכמיו (with the corrector of the ms. "from his money" and requires that the vulgar be paid 100% in profane money where only one coin becomes tithe money.

108 The situation is essentially the same as before but, since it was stated in Halakhah 3 that Second Tithe cannot be redeemed for more than its market value, only one tetradrachma can be tithe money but naturally he has to fulfill his contract and pay two tetradrachmas. Therefore, the buyer must give at least one tetradrachma of profane coin which becomes tithe money; the other coin he may pay either in profane money and it remains profane or in tithe money which remains tithe money and has to be taken to Jerusalem.

109 This reading is the Maimonides tradition (the vocalization follows the Yemenite tradition) and the first explanation of R. Simson. Since tithe money may not be delivered to a vulgar, the second coin due has to be profane or from money reserved from demay tithe. The second explanation of R. Simson reads חכמיו (with the corrector of the ms. "from his money" and requires that the vulgar be paid 100% in profane money where only one coin becomes tithe money.

Halakhah 6: The Mishnah does not follow Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel, as we have stated110: "Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, always the taking up of Second Tithe is its redemption."
110 In the Tosephta, 4:14, this is the majority opinion: "The redemption of Second Tithe is its sale. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel and R. Ismael ben R. Johanan ben Beroqa say, also for a dedicated thing, its being taken up is its redemption." For these authors, the matter of payment is purely an affair of civil, not religious, law between the parties.

Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: One does not add a fifth to the second tetradrachma\(^{111}\). Rebbi Eleazar\(^{112}\) stared at him. He said to him, why do you stare at me? Rebbi Hila also agrees with it, following what Rebbi Johanan said, for any tithe, where not it and its redemption money is his\(^{113}\), he does not add a fifth.

111 The one which remains in the hand of the buyer in the first case.
112 This name tradition, found in both mss., is impossible since R. Eleazar, the originator of the rule in question, died before R. Yose's time. "Staring" is always a sign of disapproval.
113 While in this case the Second Tithe was acquired by being handed over by the seller to the buyer, this acquisition is not counted for the Second Tithe which may not be sold except for redemption. It follows that by biblical standards, the tithe at the moment of its redemption by A was still B's tithe, even if it was not B's property.
**Mishnah 7:** If somebody redeemed Second Tithe and did not give it a name\(^{114}\), Rebbi Yose says it is sufficient, Rebbi Jehudah says he has to be explicit. If a man was talking with a woman about her bill of divorce or her preliminary marriage and gave her [the valuable for] preliminary marriage and did not spell it out\(^ {115}\), Rebbi Yose says it is sufficient, Rebbi Jehudah says he has to be explicit.

114 He thought to redeem the tithe but did not voice his intention.
115 The usual interpretation is that he gave the valuable and said, take this to be married, but not: take this to be married to me. While in general it is required that the person should be named, if it is clear from the context, one may dispense with it following R. Yose.

**Halakhah 7:** How must he be explicit? "This is your bill of divorce, or this is for your preliminary marriage," and here: "This is for redemption of Second Tithe."

116 Reading of the Rome ms., confirmed by the Leyden ms. in the quote of this statement in the next paragraph. Leyden and Venice here: "In the Babli, *Qiddusin* 6a, the statement is in the names of Samuel and R. Hoshia."
Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Rebbi follows Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Nathan Rebbi Jehudah, as we have stated there: “I cannot accept that you accept it for her, but here you have it and give it to her, if he wants to take it back, he may take it back.” The Mishnah is Rebbi’s, as it was stated: “If she said, bring me my bill of divorce, but he said to him, your wife said, accept my bill of divorce for me. ‘Bring it to her, give it to her, acquire it for her, receive it for her’, if he wants to take it back, he may not take it back, the words of Rebbi. Rebbi Nathan says, ‘bring it to her, give it to her,’ if he wants to take it back, he may take it back; ‘acquire it for her, receive it for her’, if he wants to take it back, he may not take it back.” Rebbi says, in any of these cases he may not take it back except if he says, "I cannot accept that you accept it for her, but give it to her." It is difficult for Rebbi, "here you have it from my word", 118
if he wants to take it back, he may not take it back. It is difficult for Rebbi Nathan, "here you have it from her word", if he wants to take it back, he may not take it back. Rebbi Huna said, he becomes his and her agent. Assi said, everywhere we have stated "his and her agent", she is divorced and not divorced.

He said to him, what do you have in your hand, did not Rebbi Zeira, Hyya bar Abun, Abba bar Taḥlifa, say in the name of Rebbi Hoshia, when do they differ? If they thought about other things but if they still were at the same theme, it is a bill of divorce.

The parallel to this and the next paragraph is in Gitin 6:1, fol. 47d.

Mishnah Gitin 6:1, referring to the delivery of a bill of divorce if husband and wife are at different places. Since the verse decrees (Deut. 24:1): "He shall write her a bill of divorce and give it into her hand," a divorce is not valid unless the bill of divorce is written on the order of the husband and delivered into the hand of the wife. If she appoints an agent, all depends on the instruction of the agent. If he is appointed to receive the bill in her stead, she is divorced the moment the agent receives it. If he is appointed to bring her the bill, she is divorced only when the bill is delivered into her hand. In the second case, it is the majority opinion that the husband may change his mind and annul the divorce anytime the bill has not yet been delivered. Cf. Peah 4. Note 119; Demay 4, Note 83.

In the case mentioned here, the husband refuses to recognize the commission of the agent to receive the bill but appoints him his own agent to deliver the bill. Since the wife's commission was explicitly refused, the agent is now exclusively the husband's agent; there are no legal complications. The complications arise if either the agent does not exactly repeat his instructions to the husband or if the husband appoints him his agent without explicitly repudiating the wife's commission.

Tosephta Gitin 6:1. The opinion ascribed in the Yerushalmi to
R. Nathan is reported in the Tosephta as that of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. But the baraita quoted in the Babli, Gittin 63a, is the same as the text in the Yerushalmi. The Babli also notes that Mishnah Gittin 6:1 states Rebbi’s opinion.

121 The last two sentences are R. Haggai’s argument: If he says, "here you have it from my word," is that not invalidating the wife’s commission? In that case, "give it to her" is also invalidating the wife’s commission and he should be able to change his mind. For R. Nathan, the argument is the opposite: "bring it to her, give it to her," can be read as accepting the wife’s commission; he should not be able to change his mind.

122 In the Babli, Gittin 63b, this is the opinion of Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Huna in the name of Rav.

123 The Babli explains that in this case, it is doubtful which commission the agent executes and, therefore, whether his action is legal.

124 Reading of the parallel in Gittin.

125 She cannot remarry without a second bill of divorce and, if she is childless and the husband dies before executing the second bill, she cannot marry her brother-in-law.

126 This is now R. Yose’s (the Amora) response to R. Haggai, that the situation described in the Mishnah here is not comparable to that in Gittin 6:1.

127 Rebbe Ezra asked before Rebbe Mana: Is it the same for a gift? Can a person appoint an agent for something that is not his? He said to him, there the Torah gave her the right to a bill of divorce and she appoints an agent to receive what rightfully is hers. Can you say in regard to a gift...
that a person can appoint an agent for something that is not his? In addition, from what Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan said, if somebody said to give a gift to another and he wants to take it back, he may take it back. Rebbi Yose stood near to Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi and said to him, is that a just "yes"? They said, at the moment he said it, it was a just yes.

Are the rules of agency for receiving a gift the same as for receiving a bill of divorce. The husband cannot divorce her without handing her a bill of divorce.

From here to the end of the Halakhah, the text is also in Sevi'it 10:9, Notes 133-134.

Mishnah 8: He who put aside an as and ate for half of its worth, then went to another place where it is worth a dupondius, has to eat another as for it. He who put aside a dupondius and ate for half of its worth, then went to another place where it would be worth an as, has to eat another half. He who put aside an as of Second Tithe eats for it 11 as and \( \frac{1}{100} \) of an as; the House of Shammai say, 10 in total, but the House of Hillel say, if it is certain and for demay 10.
He put aside a profane as to redeem Second Tithe and ate from his redeemed Second Tithe but it was worth only half an as, then half of the as is still profane. If now he goes to a place where his copper coin is worth a local dupondius, or 2 as, then half the coin there is worth a full as and he has to eat another as's worth of Second Tithe since it was stated in Halakhah 4:3 that Second Tithe cannot be redeemed for more than its wholesale value. (Explanation of Maimonides's first version, R. Simson, and R. Isaac Simponti.)

By the same argument as before, he has to redeem Second Tithe in the worth of half the coin, which now is half an as.

Maimonides reads אוכל עלין "he eats $11/10$ of an as." This is not the reading of the Leyden ms. of the Yerushalmi, the Mishnah in the Babli ms. Munich, and the Cambridge and Kaufmann mss. of the Mishnah. Therefore, it seems that one has to explain the Mishnah following R. Simson and R. Isaac Simponti, that this part of the Mishnah speaks about tithe money which is spent in Jerusalem. The produce is bought from a vulgar who was seen to have separated (unprepared, therefore pure) Second Tithe but who then put the Second Tithe back into his profane produce since he is in Jerusalem. If the fellow then buys from him, nine parts are presumed to be profane and one Second Tithe. Since $1/9 = .\overline{1}$, an infinite decimal, in order to turn the as into profane coin, he has to buy for $10/9$ as. This means that "11 as and $1/100$ of an as" has to be read as "11 as and 11 times $1/100$ of an as".

The House of Shammai always, and the House of Hillel in the case of demay, do not believe that the vulgar separated First Tithe. Therefore, he has separately to give $1/10$ as First Tithe.

They mean, 11.1.

Halakhah 8: Rebbi Hiyya stated, two as equal a dupondius. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah says so: "He who put aside an as and ate for
half its worth, went to another place where the coin is worth a *dupondius*, has to eat another *as* for it."

135 In the military anarchy and known.

later, *as* and *dupondius* had long vanished from circulation and their relationship was no longer generally

Samuel says, you cannot state that; when he takes one in ten, he has to take one in a hundred. When he takes one in a hundred he has to take one in a thousand, when he takes one in a thousand he has to take one in ten thousand.\(^\text{137}\)

137 He refers to the statement of argument and a similar text is in the House of Hillel who quote only 11.11111... The same

The House of Shammas\(^\text{138}\) say, if it is certain 11\(^\text{134}\) and for *demay* 10. Bar Qappara stated, both for *demay* and for certain 11. Rebbi Yudan ben Rebbi Shalom taught what Bar Qappara had stated. The House of
Shammai follows Rebbi Eliezer, since Rebbi Eliezer said, he who is trustworthy for the Second is trustworthy for the First. Rebbi Yose said, everybody agrees, they made it like additions to First Fruits. Just as additions to First Fruits are eaten in purity and are free from *demay*, so this is eaten as Second Tithe and is free from the First. Rebbi Hananiah confirmed in the name of Rebbi Issi: it is Rebbi Eliezer’s.

It is possible that this is an error for "The House of Hillel". Since both mss. have the same reading, the error must already have been in the common Vorlage. It is more likely that this is a baraita which disagrees with the Mishnah.

From here to the end of the paragraph, the text is from Demay 4:5, Notes 60-62. Since the text there reads: "The baraita follows R. Eliezer," one has to accept that the text discussed here is a baraita.

Mishnah 9: All found coins are profane, even gold denars with silver or change. If one found with them a potsherd reading "tithe", it is tithe.

Mishnah 10: If one finds a vessel inscribed "sacrifice", Rebbi Jehudah said, if it was pottery it is profane and its contents sacrifice, but if it was metal it is sacrifice and its contents profane. They said to him, people do not put profane in sacrifice [vessels].
Mishnah 11: If one finds a vessel inscribed $ it means sacrifice, שׁ tithe, ד demay, ש tevel, for heave since in times of danger one wrote ש for heave.144 Rebbi Yose says, all these are people's names.145 Rebbi Yose said, even if he found an amphora full of produce and inscribed "heave", these are profane since I say last year it was full of tithe produce but he emptied it.

Mishnah 12: If somebody said to his son, "Second Tithe is in that corner" but he found it in another corner, that is profane.146 "There is a talent" but he found 200, the remainder is profane. "200" and he found 100, all is tithe.

140 The Maimonides autograph Mishnah and the Cambridge codex of the Galilean Mishnah add: "in Jerusalem". But in Jerusalem during the holidays, all coins found are considered tithe money, and the rest of the year coins found in the animal market are presumed to be tithe money since the main use of tithe money is for well-being sacrifices; Mishnah Segalim 7:2. Therefore, the text here is preferable and the meaning is that coins found anywhere, except in Jerusalem in the few instances enumerated in Segalim 7:2, are to be considered profane.

141 Here one could argue that silver and change are the tithe exchange for the gold coin which was the original tithe money.
A clay pot is too cheap to have been dedicated to the Temple. Therefore, only its contents are dedicated. The Sages do not oppose this statement.

Everybody agrees that metal vessels are valuable enough to be dedicated. Therefore, the vessel has to be considered Temple property (it cannot be a sacrifice). R. Jehudah holds that without further evidence, the contents of the vessel have to be considered profane, but the anonymous Sages hold that nobody uses a dedicated vessel to store profane material.

This proves the status of anything in the vessel. Again "sacrifice" means "dedicated to the Temple".

Everybody agrees that metal vessels are valuable enough to be dedicated. Therefore, the vessel has to be considered Temple property (it cannot be a sacrifice). R. Jehudah holds that without further evidence, the contents of the vessel have to be considered profane, but the anonymous Sages hold that nobody uses a dedicated vessel to store profane material.

We assume the tithe was removed and what was found in another corner is other produce. Since 100 denar (a talent) are a part of 200, one assumes that 100 was taken and 100 remains. On the other hand, 100 cannot grow to 200; 100 must be new money.

Halakhah 9: That you should not say, since people do not usually act like this, one has to say "profane".

The second part of Mishnah 9; it is not usual that people use an ostracon in a money bag.

It was stated: Alef dalet het tet mem tav heave. α "first", ρ "demay". η "its fat", η "its best". δ "beginning", ν "heave".
"Second Tithe"\textsuperscript{151}, ש"ב "Second Tithe"\textsuperscript{152}. מ"ש\textsuperscript{153} "tithe". Tithe for the City\textsuperscript{154}, redemption. Those on the name of Yose, on the name of Simeon, to take it up to eat in Jerusalem, are profane; I am saying contributions\textsuperscript{155} they arranged among themselves.

148 Cf. Tosephta 5:1: If one found a vessel inscribed \textit{alef dalet res tav}, it is heave. \textit{Yod mem} is tithe. \textit{Pe shin} is Second. But the Sages say, all of them are people's names.

149 Heave is called "beginning" in \textit{Num.} 18:12.

150 An expression for heave in \textit{Num.} 18:12, 29.

151 Either א for 2\textsuperscript{nd} or ש for 3\textsuperscript{rd}.

152 א for šerēk or מ"ש "redemption". In that case, the vessel should contain coins of the redemption money (or produce in Jerusalem).

153 י, numerical value 10, stands for 10%.

154 In Talmudic texts, "City" stands for Jerusalem, not Byzantion.

155 Greek συμβολή.

So far new ones\textsuperscript{157}. Old ones, I am saying yesterday it was full of heave but he empties it, like this: Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose were partners in a cellar of (wine)-barrels. When Rebbi Jonah died, Rebbi Mana\textsuperscript{158} said to Rebbi Yose: Any barrel on which is written "Rebbi Jonah" is mine. He said to him, yesteryear is was yours, this year it is mine. But if he found that on the lid was written "tithe", it is tithe\textsuperscript{159}.

156 Reading of the Rome ms.; required by the following. Leyden and Venice: ל"י.

157 Containers with markings on them.

158 R. Jonah's son.
Since the lid is easily one that said "tithe", exchanged, he would not have reused.

Were these exchanged? We have stated there: "If he prepared black ones and found white, white and found black, two and found three, they are forbidden, three and found two they are permitted." Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Assi, this is Rebbi's, as we have stated: "Two hundred and he found a talent, a talent was taken, the word of Rebbi, but the Sages say, it is profane." He turned around and said, this is everybody's opinion since pigeon chicks usually start to fly. But did not Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul state: The same rule applies to pigeon chicks and to eggs. Therefore, it is Rebbi's. There, he put it there and he found, here, his father put it there, did his father find it? Rebbi Abun bar Cohen said before Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Aha: Rebbi Abba bar Zavda taught according to Rebbi for Second Tithe.

159

160 Here starts the discussion of Mishnah 12. Why do we assume that what was found was what was deposited?

161 Mishnah Bezah 1:4. From here to the end of the paragraph, the text is found in Bezah 1:5, fol. 60c.

164 It is a rule that on holidays, only food
may be prepared that was designated as holiday food before the start of the day; cf. *Ḥeviʿit* 9:1, Note 24. The Mishnah deals with pigeon chicks in one's dovecot which cannot yet fly. The problem is that he designated some of these chicks to be taken the next day to be slaughtered and cooked and now on the holiday he finds others.

The last clause, that 2 from 3 is permitted. 

Tosephta 5:7 and Babli *Bezah* 10b, in slightly changed wording.

164 In the Babli, *Bezah* 10b, this opinion is attributed to R. Johanan and R. Eleazar and is the final statement. The next *baraita* is not in the Babli sources.

165 If he designated eggs in his chicken coop without taking them before the holiday.

166 To show that there is comparison between the cases in *Bezah* and here. The text in *Bezah* reads: "there, his father put it there, he found it."

167 Somebody was worried about his father's monies; it appeared to him in a dream that they were so and so much and at place X. This case came before the rabbis who said, dreams do not improve or detract. Rebbi Jonah asked: He is worried and you say so? Rebbi Yose said, is it not reasonable that it does not apply to somebody who is not worried but sees; but here, what the person is he sees. Rebbi Avin said, whoever wants to act, should act following Rebbi Yose

167 In the Rome ms: If somebody was worried about tithe monies. In the Tosephta, 5:6, the text is: Somebody was worried about his father's Second Tithe; the dream spirit appeared to him and said, they are so and so much and
at place X. This happened in a case; they found monies there and asked the rabbis who said, they are profane for dreams do not improve or detract. In the Babli, Sanhedrin 30a: If somebody was worried about the monies his father left him, the dream spirit appeared to him and said, they are so and so much, at place X, and are of Second Tithe. This case came before the rabbis who said, dreams do not improve or detract.

168 Dreams are of importance if they are unconnected to the daily activities of the dreamer. A similar statement in the name of the early R. Jonathan is in Babli Berakhot 55b. This is the introduction to the next section, dealing with the importance of dreams and their interpretation. The fact that all interpretations are given in Aramaic seems to indicate that only for scholars are dreams unimportant.

A man came before Rebbi Yose ben Halaphta and said to him, I saw in my dream that it was said to me, go to Cappadocia and you will find your father's property. He asked him, did the father of this man ever go to Cappadocia? He said to him, no. He said to him, go and count 20 rows in your house and you will find your father's property, κόππα δοκία 171.

169 In the parallel sources δοκία "beams" (δοκίαν, τό, "plank").
170 The main parallel of this and the following paragraphs is Midrash Qohelet Rabbati 1(18), Berakhot 56b.
171 "κ (kappa, the Alexandrian notation for 20) beams"
A person came to Rebbi Yose ben Halaphta and said to him, I saw in my dream that I was wearing a crown of olives. He said to him, you will rise to greatness in the future. Another person came and said to him, I saw in my dream that I was wearing a crown of olives. He said to him, you will be whipped. He said to him, to the other man you said you will rise to greatness and to me you say you will be whipped? He said to him, that other was at blossoming, you at hitting [time].

The Rome text is: "That one saw at the time of blossoming and this at the time of hitting." The time the tree is shaken and its branches hit is harvest time. This story has no Babylonian equivalent.
A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that I was watering an olive tree with oil. He said to him, the spirit of that person should be blown away, he made love to his mother.

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that my eye kissed its companion. He said to him, the spirit of that person should be blown away, he made love to his sister.

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that I had three eyes. He said to him, you are an oven maker; your two eyes and the opening of the oven.

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that I had four ears. He said to him, you are filling [amphorae]; your two ears and the two ears of the amphora.

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that people got out of my way. He said to him, you are carrying thorns and everybody gets out of your way.
A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that I was wearing a wooden notebinder with twelve tablets. He said to him, the stone bench of this person has twelve tatters\textsuperscript{177}.

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that I swallowed a star. He said to him, the spirit of that person should be blown away, he killed a Jew as it is written \textit{(Num. 24:17)}: "A star went out from Jacob."\textsuperscript{178}

A person came before Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream the vineyard of this man grow bitter lettuce. He said to him, all your wine will be sour and you will bring bitter lettuce and dip it in the cups\textsuperscript{179}.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{173} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati} and Babli \textit{Berakhot}, the author is always R. Ismael.
\item \textsuperscript{174} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, one eye swallowed the other and the interpretation was that his children slept with one another. In the Babli, this and the preceding paragraph speak of the same person.
\item \textsuperscript{175} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, a baker with the glowing opening of his oven.
\item \textsuperscript{176} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, this and the preceding paragraph are amalgamated to an unintelligible whole.
\item \textsuperscript{177} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, the cover of his donkey has 12 tears.
\item \textsuperscript{178} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, the proof is from \textit{Gen. 15:5}. In the Babli, \textit{Berakhot} 56b, he is accused of selling a Jew into slavery.
\item \textsuperscript{179} In \textit{Qohelet Rabbati}, all people will come to buy his vinegar to pickle the bitter lettuce.
\end{itemize}
A person came to Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and said to him, I saw in my dream that it was said to me, throw your fingers, descend. He said to him, give me my fee and I shall tell you. He said to him, I saw in my dream that it was said to me, blow with your mouth. He said to him, give me my fee and I shall tell you. He said to him, I saw in my dream that it was said to me, straighten your fingers upwards. He said to him, did I not say to you, give me my fee and I shall tell you! When it was said to you [first], [the rain] dripped down on your wheat. When it was said to you next, they became swollen. When it was said to you next, they sprouted  

180 In Qohelet Rabbati 1(15), the same story is much more wordy, finding R. Ismael in competition with a Samaritan interpreter of dreams. In the Babli, Berakhot 56a/b, there is a story about a Babylonian interpreter who took money and came to a bad end.

A Samaritan said, I shall make fun of this elder of the Jews. He went to him and said, I saw in my dream four cedars, four sycamores, a stand,
the skin of a cow\textsuperscript{181}, and this man sits and steps on it. He said to him, the spirit of that person should be blown away, this is no dream! Nevertheless, you should not go away empty-handed. The four cedars are the four sides of his bed, the four sycomores the four legs of his bed, the stand with a skin, the basis for straw, and the rows the fingers. And this man sits and steps on it: this man lies on them, he cannot live and cannot die. And that happened to him\textsuperscript{182}.

\textsuperscript{181} This is then interpreted as a pun, reading "row", Hebrew שָׁרָה, or of "ox, cattle", Hebrew לְאִשָּׁה, or of קַלָּמִית "row", Hebrew קַלָּמִית.

\textsuperscript{182} The text in \textit{Qohelet Rabbati} 1(16) is quite different.

\begin{verbatim}
... \end{verbatim}

A woman came before Rebbi Eliezer. She said to him, I saw in my dream the pillar\textsuperscript{184} of the house breaking. He said, you will give birth to a male child. She went and gave birth to a male. After some time she came and asked for him. His students said, he is not here. They asked her, what do you want from him? She said to them, this woman\textsuperscript{185} saw in my dream that the pillar of the house was breaking. They said to her, you will give birth to a male child\textsuperscript{186} and the husband of that woman\textsuperscript{187} dies. When Rebbi Eliezer came, they told him what happened. He said to them, you killed a person for the dream goes only after its interpretation as it is...
said (Gen. 41:13): "It was just as he had interpreted it for us, so it happened."

183 The original story is in Qohelet Rabbati 1(19); a text parallel to the Yerushalmi in Gen. rabba 89(10).

184 The unexplained word אשתа is translated following the text in Gen. rabba which has אשתה.

185 I. e., I.

Rebbi Johanan said, all dreams follow their interpretations except for wine. There is one who drinks and it is good for him and one who drinks and it is bad for him. A scholar drinks and it is good for him, a vulgar drinks and it is bad for him188.

188 This is the end of the story of R. text, R. Abbahu dissents and states that Eliezer in both Qohelet Rabbati 1(19) dreams do not improve or detract. and Gen. rabba 89(10). In the latter
A person came to Rebbi Aqiba and said to him, I saw in my dream my foot shrinking. He said to him, holiday is coming but you will not eat read meat. Another person came and said, I saw in my dream my foot swelling. He said to him, holiday is coming and you will have plenty of red meat. A student of Rebbi Aqiba was sitting making a queer face. He said to him, why is that? He said to him, I saw in a dream three hard things: In Adar you will die, Nisan you will not see, and what you will sow you will not collect. He said to him, all three are good. In the glory of the Torah you will be lifted, wonders you will not see, and what you will sow you will not collect, what you will have born to you you will not bury.

In Qohelet Rabbati 1(17), the author is R. Johanan. The last story, of the student, is told in the Babli, Berakhot 56b, of Bar Qappara and Rebbi. A holiday of pilgrimage, which in biblical Hebrew is called "foot". As Sifry Deut. 141 explains, the biblical command of rejoicing on a holiday can only be fulfilled by the consumption of meat from animals acceptable as holiday sacrifices. A pun of נד ר א ד and ס נ א ר is possible only if נ has lost all sound. In Qohelet Rabbati and Babli Berakhot, "you will not undergo temptations".
Mishnah 1: One marks a fourth-year vineyard with lumps of earth, one of 'orlah with potsherds; graves with whitewash which is thinned and poured. Rebbi Simeon ben Gamliel said, when has this been said? In a Sabbatical year. But discreet religious persons set aside some coins and say, what is taken from here is exchanged for these coins.

1 The fruits of newly planted trees, including vines, are forbidden for all use during the first three years; this is called 'orlah. In the fourth year, the fruits are (Lev. 19:24) "holy exultation for the Eternal", they have to be eaten under the rules of Second Tithe in Jerusalem or be redeemed and the redemption money treated under the rules of tithe money.

The anonymous Tanna requires that such a vineyard be marked so that people would not inadvertently take from its fruits and sin. For him, one marks the fourth-year vineyard with temporary markings but 'orlah, which extends over a few rainy seasons, with markers that remain after the rains. Rabban Gamliel holds that we are not responsible for thieves, cf. Demay 3:5, Note 135; therefore, it is only necessary to mark forbidden orchards or vineyards in the Sabbatical where everybody has the right to take the fruits.

2 Single graves in an agricultural area must be made easily recognizable so that Cohanim can avoid them.
3 If the fourth year of the vineyard is a Sabbatical, the obligation of redemption is not lifted. In that year, scrupulous followers of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel nevertheless take precautions lest people sin inadvertently. In that case, the vineyard does not have to be marked.

Halakhah 1: Zenon asked Rebbi: How should we state, fourth-year vineyard or fourth-year orchard? He said to them, go out and ask Rebbi Isaac the Elder with whom I checked the entire Mishnah. He said to them, the first ones fourth-year vineyard, the second ones fourth-year orchard. Rebbi Zeira complained about the old people from the time of Rebbi Isaac the Elder, that they did not check all Mishnaiot with him.

4 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "receives".

5 A Tanna of the fourth generation, companion of R. Nathan, older than Rebbi.

It was stated: One marks a fourth-year vineyard with lumps of earth because it is temporary, one of ‘orlah with potsherds because it has to last longer; graves with whitewash because it has to last still longer. Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: If [the ‘orlah trees] were isolated, one hangs amphora handles on them.
Rebbi Zeira asked, why do we not enumerate all for what they are: As we have stated: "A dedicated tree one colors with vermilion, houses of idol worship one blackens with charcoal, a leprous house one indicates by burned ashes, the place of a slain person by blood, the place where the neck of a calf was broken by a stone enclosure." Is one not afraid that it will be said it is a tree which sheds its fruits? Did we not state: "If a tree sheds its fruits, one colors it red with vermilion, loads it with stones, and frightens it into producing." They said, there that it should not loosen its fruits, here that it should start to produce. Rebbi Jonah asked: Why do we not teach "a line", like the vermilion line as remembrance of the altar, as we have stated there: "A vermilion line is like a belt in the middle to distinguish between upper and lower blood." Rebbi Hiyya stated, one writes on it with vermilion: "dedicated."

---

6 Tosephta 5:13.
7 To atone for an unsolved murder case, Deut. 21:1-9. The place is permanently forbidden for agricultural use, v. 4.
8 The tree painted vermilion; one might come to profanely use its fruits.
9 Sevi'it Chapter 4, Notes 65-69; cf. Babli Šabbat 67a, Ḥulin 77b.
10 This sentence is copied from
11 Mishnah Middot 3:1, describing the altar in the courtyard of the Temple. The blood of burnt offerings and animal purification offerings has to be poured on the upper wall of the altar; the blood of all other sacrifices goes on the lower part. The borderline is indicated by a red line, one cubit below the walkway around the altar.

R. Jonah proposes to make the dedication mark narrow in contrast to the coloring of a misbehaving tree.

Both Rebbi Yose and Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said the same thing. Just as Rebbi Yose said, we are not responsible for the dishonest, so Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, we are not responsible for the dishonest. It is reasonable that Rebbi Yose will agree with Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel; Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel will not agree with Rebbi Yose. Rebbi Yose will agree with Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel that we are not responsible for the dishonest. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel will not agree with Rebbi Yose, because it is not fitting for a haver that anything not in order should leave his house.

This is from Demay 3:5, Notes 135-136, where R. Yose states that one does not have to give tithes to save the nonobservant from sin. The statement of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel is in the Mishnah here.

This is quoted in the Babli (Erubin 32a, Pesahim 9a) in the name of R. Hanina (there called R. Hanina from Khusistan.)
17From where about marks? Rebbi Berekhiah, Rebbi Jacob the son of the daughter of Jacob\(^{18}\), in the name of Rebbi Onias from Hauran. Rebbi Yose said it in the name of Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Onias from Hauran. Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Uziel the son of Rebbi Onias from Hauran in the name of Rebbi Onias from Hauran (\textit{Lev. 13:45}): "impure, impure, he shall call out;" the impurity itself has to call out and say to you: go away! Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman (\textit{Ez. 39:15}): "The emissaries shall crisscross the land; if one sees a bone of a human he builds a sign near it." [\textit{A bone,}] from here that one makes signs for bones. \textit{A human}, from here that one makes signs for spine and skull. \textit{He builds}, from here that one makes signs on fixed stones. If you say on loose ones, it would move and make other places impure. \textit{Near it}, on a place of purity. \textit{A sign}, from here the marks.

\(^{15}\) Reading of the Rome ms. and \(^{16}\) Here the quote is missing;
17 This and the following two paragraphs are also in *Seqalim* 1:1, fol. 46a; *Mo'ed Qatan* 1:1, fol. 80b/c. Similar arguments, in the name of different authorities, in Babli *Mo'ed* Qatan 5a. The discussion is about the note in the Mishnah that graves have to be marked.

18 A third generation Galilean Amora.

It was stated\(^\text{20}\): If one found a single marked stone, even though one should not keep it so, if somebody forms a tent over it he is pure; I say a compressed corpse\(^\text{21}\) was under it. If there were two, he who forms a tent over any one of them is pure; between them he is impure. If between them was a ploughed strip they are single stones, between them the area is pure and around them\(^\text{22}\) impure.

19 Reading of the parallels. Text here: "stingy", but in the ms. the reading \(\tau\) is in doubt.

20 Tosephta *Seqalim* 1:5. This Tosephta follows the Yerushalmi, against the Babli, *Mo'ed Qatan* 6a, which reads "impure" in the first sentence.

21 A corpse buried with its head between the legs, so it fitted under the stone. This is not a Jewish burial custom. If the body is not that of a Jew, a person standing over him and forming a "tent" (*Num. 19*) with his body does not become impure (Babli *Yebamot* 60b-61a). If only one stone was needed, the corpse must be under it and cannot be Jewish since the previous baraita explained that the mark must be on a pure place. But then at least two markers are needed to define the impure spot.

22 Any place the whitewash was splashed on the earth around the stone.
It was stated\(^{23}\): One does not mark flesh, for perhaps it will decompose\(^{24}\). Rebbi Justus bar Shunem asked before Rebbi Mana: Will that not cause pure food to be retroactively made impure\(^{25}\)? He said to him, it is better that these should become unusable for a limited time than that [the earth] become unusable forever.

\(^{23}\) In Tosephta Sequalim 1:5, the reading is: One does not mark flesh or bones which do not induce tent-impurity.

\(^{24}\) Then it is no longer impure.

\(^{25}\) If the carrier of pure food learns that he has crossed a place where human flesh (without a bone) was buried.

The colleagues said, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says it correctly, it is difficult for the rabbis! Does one not mark for the day, does he not steal in the night\(^{26}\)? Rebbi Mana said to them, following what Rebbi Hanina\(^{27}\) said (Job 24:16): "He dug in the darkness under houses, by day they designated for them, they did not see light\(^{28}\)." That is what the generation of the flood did, they were making signs with balsamum\(^{29}\) resin and came to steal in the night. So did Rebbi Hanina preach in Sepphoris; there were 300 houses undermined.
26 What use is marking forbidden fruit if they are stolen in the dark of night.

27 In the Babli, Sanhedrin 109a, the explanation is by the Babylonian Rava and the sermon by R. Yose the Tanna. In Gen. Rabba 27, the explanation is anonymous, the sermon by R. Hanina.

28 In the masoretic text, εἰριξε ὕπω τοῦ ἄνθρωπου, ἵνα οὐκ ἐρωτήσῃ αὐτὸν τὸ ἤμην. In both Talmudim, the version ἐποβάλοσιν τὸ, "juice of the balsam-tree".

30 Why can't he mark? If it [his vineyard] is marked, how can he be called discreet?

31 This refers to the last statement everybody may take the fourth-year fruits, that discreet people in the Sabbatical put coins aside so that everybody may take the fourth-year fruits.

Rebbi Johanan said, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel parallels him who says "in the evening", as we have stated: "Rebbi Dosa says, 'everything the poor will collect between the sheaves shall be abandoned', it is abandoned.
Rebbi Jehudah says, in the evening. But the Sages say, a declaration of abandonment under duress is not an abandonment, for we are not responsible for tricksters." But he is not parallel to him who says "in the morning". Can one abandon anything if it is standing on the ground? Rebbi Jeremiah said, it is even parallel to him who says "in the morning". Is it not Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel's? In addition, he holds that taking Second Tithe is its redemption. Rebbi Yose said, is that (Lev. 27:19): "It shall be his"? If somebody saw a loaf floating in a river and said, that loaf shall be dedicated, did he say anything? Rebbi Jeremiah said, before you ask all these questions regarding "in the morning", ask them regarding "in the evening!" He answered him, he who holds "in the evening" does not have all these questions.

31 Tosephta Peah 2:5: "R. Jehudah says, in the morning the farmer has to say: Everything the poor did collect (ms. Erfurt: will collect) from the sheaves shall be abandoned; R. Dosa says, in the evening. But the Sages say, a declaration of abandonment under duress is not an abandonment, for we are not responsible for tricksters." Since the rules for collecting single stalks are rather restrictive, RR. Jehudah and Dosa hold that the farmer should declare that anything the poor take in excess of what is legal shall be abandoned to them to protect the poor from sin. The Sages hold that we can only force all the poor to strictly follow the rules if they have to fear sinning when they overstep the legal bounds.

The parallel discussion to this paragraph is in Babli Baba Qama 69 a/b. There are major differences between Yerushalmi and Babli. The name tradition of the Tosephta is that of the Babli, the opposite of the Yerushalmi. In the text, the main (Vienna ms.) text, "will collect", is the original reading of the Babli, the Erfurt text is the (conditionally) corrected reading of the Babli and the original reading of the Yerushalmi. The Babli (in the name of R. Johanan) rejects the notion that the "discreet religious ones"
follow Rabban Simeon, the position implied by R. Johanan’s statement in the Yerushalmi.

32 "In the morning" means before the day’s harvest. Then the grain is still standing and no stalks lie on the ground that it should be possible to define what can be abandoned. Since the farmer does not want to abandon the field, his declaration is void.

33 Chapter 4:6. Even if the declaration by the farmer in the morning is legally invalid, it becomes activated once the stalks are taken up if we hold that the rules of Second Tithe and abandoned stalks are identical.

34 He thinks that the entire declaration is unnecessary; but if somebody wants to do it out of religious scruples, he may put aside something of value for people to take.

35 (Lev. 27:19): "If the person dedicating his field will redeem it, he shall add a fifth of its value and it shall be his." This verse clearly ties the transfer of title to the property to the payment of money. If we hold that the rules of redemption are the same for dedicated property and Second Tithe, then taking up the tithe cannot be its redemption.

36 Since he cannot dispose of the loaf, he cannot dedicate it. Similarly, he cannot dedicate stalks to the poor if it is totally unknown which ones they will be.

37 Since in the evening all grain has been cut for the day and bound in sheaves, it is now well-defined what is there for the poor and the owner can make any declaration he wishes. The same holds for the discreet religious ones who can redeem the well-defined fruits of their fourth-year vineyard or orchard.
Mishnah 2: [Grapes from] a fourth-year vineyard have to be brought to Jerusalem from a distance up to a day’s march. What is this? Eilat from the South\(^\text{38}\), Aqrabeh from the North, Lydda from the West, the Jordan from the East. When the fruits increased\(^\text{39}\) they decreed that they might be redeemed [even] close to the city wall. There was a condition made that anytime they decided, they could return to the previous situation\(^\text{40}\). Rebbi Yose says, this condition was introduced when the Temple was destroyed, \textit{viz.}, that one would return to the previous situation if the Temple would be rebuilt soon, in our days\(^\text{41}\).

38 An unknown place somewhere South of Hebron. One has to assume that the distance between Jerusalem and Eilat was approximately the same as the distance between Jerusalem and Aqrabeh, SE of Nablus.

39 And ruined the trade in fruits on the markets in Jerusalem.

40 Usually a rule imposed by a rabbinic assembly could be nullified or amended only by an assembly more prestigious than the first. This rule is explicitly waved in the present case.

41 For R. Yose, no exemption for a future rabbinical assembly is created; the original assembly already fixed the terms for the disestablishment of the rule.

Halakah 2: Rebbi Hila said, at the start they made wine in purity for Temple libations and grapes\(^\text{42}\) were rare. They decreed that it\(^\text{43}\) had to be brought to Jerusalem from a distance up to a day’s march. They used to
distribute it to relatives, neighbors, and acquaintances, and a small quantity adorned the market.

42 Eating grapes.
43 The yield of fourth-year vineyards.
44 Since the buyer knew that they were fourth-year grapes, the price would be depressed and the grapes could as well be distributed. (Explanation of S. Lieberman.) In the Tosephta, 5:14, R. Simeon restricts the rule to vineyards in the sense of the formal definition (Mishnah Kilaim 4:6); the yield of single vines should always be redeemed and the redemption money used under the rules of tithe money.

45 This implies that in contrast to Second Tithe, the grapes from a fourth-year vineyard may be redeemed in Jerusalem proper, which makes the grapes profane and marketable. The reason given by R. Hila is attributed in the Babli (Bezah 5a, Roš Hašananah 31b) to R. Johanan or R. Joshua ben Levi.

This disagrees with Nukai. Nukai was community servant in Magdala of the dyers. Every Sabbath eve, after preparing his candles, he went up, rested in the Temple, and went down to light them. Some say, he was the Torah reader. Every Sabbath eve he went up, prepared his reading in the Temple, and went down for the Sabbath in his home.

Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: אברים

Since together with "Matthew", appears as name of one of the disciples of Jesus, one might identify together with Lucas by a change in liquids. The story is also in Ekhâ Rabbati on Thr. 3:9; there, the person is only identified by his occupation, not by name. The following stories, except...
that of Mahalul, are also in that source. 48 Probably a quarter of Magdala, N. of Tiberias. In Ekhâ Rabbati, the place is simply called Magdala.

The cap maker\(^{50}\) of Malul\(^{51}\) went up to observe the Sabbath in the Temple but nobody got up\(^{52}\) for his fig trees before him.

50 Arabic مورد "pointed cap".  51 In lower Galilee.  
[Perhaps also cf. late Latin triturator 52 Sunday morning.  
"thresher", tritor "grinder" (E. G.).

The daughters\(^{53}\) of Sepphoris went up, kept the Sabbath in the Temple, but nobody got up\(^{52}\) for their fig trees before them. The daughters of Lod were kneading their bread dough, went up, prayed, and descended before it became sour\(^{54}\).

53 The unmarried women. sentence in Ekhâ Rabbati also is in  54 It seems that in Lod one never Hebrew. spoke Aramaic. The parallel to the
A person was ploughing. His cow broke away before him and started running. He ran and ran after her until he found himself in Babylonia. They asked him, when did you leave? He answered, today. They asked him, by which [road] did you come? He answered them, by this one, come and see it. He went out, wanted to see it, and did no longer recognize it.

In the Rome ms: quite different and not connected with "on which road". instant travelling of long distances.

In Ekhā Rabbati, the story is

From here, that they disagree. Even if you say it does not disagree, there were tunnels and they were hidden. That is what is written (Thr. 3:9): "He fenced my way with ashlar, my paths he destroyed."

Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Zeira: Even a vineyard reaching to the wall was redeemed.

Rebbi Aha said, this implies that the Temple will be rebuilt before the kingdom of David's dynasty as it is written (Deut. 32:14): "From the blood of a grape you will drink as wine". And you say so!

This explains what "outside the walls" means in the Mishnah.

Since the decree, according to R. Yose, mentions only the rebuilding of the Temple and not the coming of the Messiah, it implies that the two events
are independent of one another.

59 This is an allusion to the explanation of this verse, describing the plenty induced by the Temple, either in Sifry Deut. 317: You will not have to work to press and make wine, but bring it in on a wagon, put it in a corner, and drink from it as from a barrel; or in Babli Ketubot 111b: It teaches you that each grape will produce 30 barrels of wine; read (following a pronunciation which has the same sound for - and -) inn as iah (30 seah); cf. Peah 7:4.

61 Mishnah 3: A fourth-year vineyard, the House of Shammai say, is not subject to a fifth and is not subject to removal; but the House of Hillel say, it is. The House of Shammai say, it is subject to single berries and gleanings and the poor redeem for themselves, but the House of Hillel say, all goes to the winepress.

61 The entire Halakhah is from 99-145. Peah 7:6; explained there in Notes.
Halakhah 3: It was stated: Rebbi says, the House of Shammasi said this only for the Sabbatical year, but in all other years of the Sabbatical cycle, the House of Shammasi say that it is subject to a fifth and subject to removal. According to that Tanna, they learned the rules of the fourth-year orchard only from Second Tithe; since you say that there is no Second Tithe in the Sabbatical year, so there is no fourth-year orchard in the Sabbatical year. But then should there be no holiness in it? Its holiness comes from the verse (Lev. 19:24): "Holy for praises," it has the status of those holy fruits over which praises are said. And should it be permitted to the fresh mourner? It is stated: This implies that it is forbidden to the fresh mourner. And should it be subject to removal? Following Rebbi Simeon, since Rebbi Simeon frees it from removal. And should it be redeemed while still connected to the ground?

Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel stated: Both in the Sabbatical year and in the rest of the years of the Sabbatical cycle, the House of Shammasi say, there is no fifth and no removal. According to that Tanna, they did not at all learn the rules of the fourth-year orchard from Second Tithe. But then should there be no holiness in it? Its holiness comes from the verse (Lev. 19:24): "Holy for praises;" it has the status of those holy fruits over which praises are said. And should it be permitted to the fresh mourner? It is
stated: This implies that it is forbidden to the fresh mourner. And should it be subject to removal? Following Rebbi Simeon, since Rebbi Simeon frees it from removal. And should it be redeemed while still connected to the ground?

Rebbi Zeîra asked before Rebbi Abbahu: From where that it needs redemption? (Lev. 19:24) "Holy for praises," holy for redemption. The rabbis never refrain from explaining מ by מ.

Rebbi Ayvu bar Naggari stated before Rebbi La following Rebbi Ismael (Lev. 27:31): "If a man redeems part of his tithes, he should add their fifth to it." That excludes the fourth-year orchard; one is not obligated by it for a fifth. Then he turned around and stated: There are two terms of redemption, one for the Second Tithe and one for the fourth-year orchard.
There we have stated: Rebbi Jehudah says, there is no vineyard in the fourth year for the Gentile, but the Sages say there is. Rebbi Eleazar said, so says the Mishnah: There is never a vineyard in the fourth year for the Gentile. Rebbi Bibi said before Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: According to the opinion of Rebbi, the statement of Rebbi Jehudah turns out to be like the statement of the House of Shammai. Since the House of Shammai said that they learned the rules of the vineyard of the fourth year only from Second Tithe; since you say that there is no Second Tithe in the Sabbatical year, so there is no fourth-year orchard in the Sabbatical year. Similarly, Rebbi Jehudah said that they learned the rules of the vineyard of the fourth year only from Second Tithe; since you say that there is no Second Tithe in Syria, so there is no fourth-year orchard in Syria. He said to him, look what he said! He said only, it is not subject to a fifth and is not subject to removal, hence, it is subject to all other rules; Rebbi Jehudah says, there is no vineyard in the fourth year for the Gentile in Syria.

Samuel bar Abba asked: Since the House of Shammai said that they learned the rules of the vineyard of the fourth year only from Second Tithe; since you say that there is no Second Tithe in the Sabbatical year,
there is no fourth-year orchard in the Sabbatical year. Similarly, in the third and sixth years of the Sabbatical cycle, since there is no Second Tithe, there should not be any fourth-year orchard. Rebbi Yose said, even though there is no Second Tithe in the third and sixth years, there are the tithes. In the Sabbatical year, there are no tithes at all.

Heipha asked: Since Rebbi Jehudah said that they learned the rules of the vineyard of the fourth year only from Second Tithe; since you say that there is no Second Tithe in Syria, there is no fourth-year orchard in Syria. Similarly, they learned the rules of the heave of the thanksgiving sacrifice only from the heave of the tithe; since you say that there was no heave of the tithe in the desert, will it follow that there was no heave of the thanksgiving sacrifice in the desert? Rebbi Yose said, they learned from it only in regard to quantities.
It was stated: Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah said, Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon said, Israel did become obligated for the fourth-year orchard only after 14 years, seven during which they conquered and seven during which they divided up the land. Rav Hisda said, it turns out that the argument of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah is identical with that of his father Rebbi Jehudah. Just as Rebbi Jehudah said that they learned the rules of the fourth-year orchard only from Second Tithe, since you say that there is no Second Tithe in Syria, so there is no fourth-year orchard in Syria. Similarly, Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah said that they learned the rules of the fourth-year orchard only from Second Tithe, since you say that they did become obligated for the fourth-year orchard only after 14 years, similarly there was no fourth-year orchard until after 14 years. Rebbi Yose said, he follows his son's argument; Syria was inferred from "after 14 years;" "after 14 years" was not inferred from Syria.

It is written (Lev. 19:25): "In the fifth year, you shall eat its yield to add for you, etc." Rebbi Yose the Galilean says, here one adds the fruits of the fifth to the fruits of the fourth year. Just as the fruits of the fifth year are for the proprietors, so the fruits of the fourth year are for the proprietors. Rebbi Zeïra, Rebbi Yasa, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It turns out that
Rebbi Yose the Galilean argues like Rebbi Jehudah. Just as Rebbi Jehudah makes it his property, so Rebbi Yose the Galilean makes it his property.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: According to those who declare it his property, should it not be subject to tithes? He said to him, according to what Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, as Rebbi Abin said in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, not only this practice, but in any practical question which is weak in court and you do not know how to decide, go out and see how the public acts, and act accordingly. And we see that they do not give. Rebbi Mana said, that is, if the practice would follow the House of Shammai. But is there any public that acts according to the House of Shammai? Rebbi Abin said, they learned the rules of the vineyard of the fourth year only from Second Tithe; just as you say that Second Tithe is not subject to tithes, so the yield of the fourth year is not subject to tithes.
Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: A dough of Second Tithe in Jerusalem, following Rebbi Meir, is free from hallah, following Rebbi Jehudah it is subject to hallah. Rebbi Jonah said, they said this only for Jerusalem, but not for the countryside.

Rebbi Abba bar Cohen asked before Rebbi Yose: Does he who declares it obligated for single berries also declare it obligated for hallah? He said to him, is that not Rebbi Jehudah? And it is our opinion that in all this practice, Rebbi Jehudah follows the House of Shammai.

Mishnah 4: How does one redeem a fourth-year orchard? He puts a tetradrachma before three [experts] and asks, how much does a person redeem for himself for a tetradrachma when all expense is on him? Then he puts down the money and says, all that is collected under this is exchanged for this money; so and so many baskets per tetradrachma.
Mishnah 5: In a Sabbatical, he redeems its full value\(^{65}\). If all of it was abandoned\(^{66}\), he has only the cost of harvesting. He who redeems a fourth-year orchard adds its fifth whether it was his or was given to him as a gift\(^{67}\).

63 Most Mishnah mss. read הבasket" but in addition to the Leyden ms. the reading here is in a ms. of the Babli and in a Mishnah ms. from the Geniza. Therefore, it does not seem permissible to treat the reading here as a scribal error.

64 The entire expense for growing this year’s yield.

65 Since there is no agricultural work, no costs accrue that could be deducted.

66 In a non-Sabbatical year, the amount invested before it was abandoned is not deductible by the person who acquires the ownerless property; he may only deduct his own expenses of harvesting.

67 Following the House of Hillel, Mishnah 3. If it was given as a gift it becomes the recipient’s property only if delivered before the time of heave and tithes since later the yield is Heaven’s property.

Halakhah 4: To redeem for a tetradrachma [means] he buys for himself for a tetradrachma. "He has only the cost of harvesting" including the cost of removing the pedicles\(^{68}\). Rebbi Hoshia took three wholesalers\(^{69}\) [?] and redeemed on their word.
68 And any post-harvest processing needed.
69 Jastrow reads שטרו for Buxtorf and Mussaphia read אסתרו. Buxtorf and Mussaphia read αστυνόμονεσ "street police"; R. M. Margalit reads "asthenics" who in his view are vegetarians and know the price of fruits.

Mishnah 6: The removal was on the day before the first day of Passover in the fourth and the seventh year [of the Sabbatical cycle.]
What is the removal? One gives heave and heave of the tithe to its recipients, First Tithe to its recipients, tithe of the poor to its recipients. Second Tithe and First Fruits are removed on the spot. Rebbi Simeon says, first fruits one gives to the Cohanim like heave. A cooked dish the House of Shammai say one has to remove, but the House of Hillel say it is as if removed.

70 The removal is the same as for Sabbatical produce (Sevi'it 9:8); no produce may remain in the hands of the owner. (Maimonides holds that the leftovers have to be burned.)
71 This is the reading of both Yerushalmi mss. and a majority of the Mishnah mss. However, the Cambridge ms. of the Galilean Mishnah as well as the Maimonides autograph read "last" day; and this reading is necessary in Halakhah 7. In Sifry Deut. 302, the mss. are divided about evenly between "first" and "last". One might speculate that the reading "first" is derived from some mss. in which yei ṣeviḥa  ṣeferi was
Halakhah 5: It is written (Deut. 14:28): "At the end of three years you shall take out all tithe of your produce, in that year, and deposit it in your gates." I could think that once in a Sabbatical cycle you have to distribute the tithes including the tithe of the poor⁷⁶. The verse says "at the end of three years," once in three years and not once in seven; i. e., in the third and the seventh⁷⁷, twice in a Sabbatical cycle. Do I understand at New
Year's Day, that on New Year's Day you have to distribute the tithes including the tithe of the poor? The verse says "at the end of three years." "At the end" means at its conclusion you remove, you do not remove on New Year's Day. If it is at the end of the year, I could understand that at the beginning of the fourth you have to remove the tithes including the tithe of the poor; the verse says (Deut. 26:12): "If you have finished tithing [all tithe of] your produce," when you have tithed all your fruits. If it is when you have tithed all your fruits, could I understand even on Hanukkah? It says here, "at the end of;" it says further (Deut. 26:12): "At the end of seven years, on the fixed time of the Sabbatical year, on the festival of booths." Since "at the end" there means at a fixed time, so here also at a fixed time. Since there "at the end" means the holiday of booths, does it here also mean the holiday of booths? The verse says "if you have finished tithing all tithe of your produce," when you have finished tithing all of your fruits? On Passover of the fourth year.

76 The tithe of the poor is mentioned separately since the paragraph in question introduces the tithe of the poor.
77 This formulation is inconsistent. It must either be the 3rd and the 6th year for the obligation of tithes, or the 4th and the 7th which are finally determined to be the times of delivery.
78 In the masoretic text, missing in the quote.
79 From here on, including the tannaitic parts of the next two paragraphs, a similar text is in Sifry Deut. §109; in very shortened form also §302. 
80 Since Hanukkah is not connected with the agricultural year and is not a biblical holiday, its mention does not make much sense, in particular because the tithing year for trees and their fruits ends only on the 14th of Ševat, more than a month and a half after the start of Hanukkah. The 15th of Ševat is mentioned as "New Year of trees" in Mishnah Rosh Haššana 1:2; in the opinion of the House of Shammai it
is the first of Ṣevat. This indetermination in itself disqualifies the New Year of trees as a biblical date. The discussion of the date is in Ros Haššanah 1:2 (fol. 57a), Babli 14a.

In the biblical text, the first biblical holiday after the end of tithing fruits of the preceding year.

In the Sifry, this sentence refers to a later discussion which in the Yerushalmi is purely amoraic.

Since the vegetable belongs to the following, not to this year.

The declaration in the Temple that he fulfilled all his duties for tithes, Deut. 26:13-15.

Since the declaration is for all tithes, a declaration for part of the vegetables of a year is unacceptable.

For the colleagues the declaration is a lie since not all tithes of the fourth year are included; for R. Hila it is incorrect but the inclusion may be disregarded. The problem does not arise for the tithes of the sixth year since the Sabbatical is exempt from tithes.
"In that year" you take it out from impure for pure but in other years you do not take it out from impure for pure. Rebbi Eleazar said, so is that baraita: "'In that year' you have to take it from an impure place to a pure but in other years you do not have to take it from an impure place to a pure." This statement of Rebbi Eleazar follows the opinion that one does not give tithe to Cohanim. In the days of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi they wanted to vote not to give tithe to Cohanim. They said, why should we come to Rebbi Joshua ben Levi since he will help the Levites. He came and helped the Cohanim and said: In 24 places are Cohanim called Levites and this is one of them (Ez. 44:15): "The Cohanim Levites, the descendants of Zadoq."
other years it should not be given to the Cohen together with the heave. This is also his argument in Babli Yeabamot 86b, Ḥulin 24b.

Rebbi Binjamin bar Gidul and Rebbi Aha were sitting together and saying, is it not written (Neh. 10:39): "The Cohen, descendant of Aaron, will share with the Levites in the Levite’s tithe"? To give him heave of the tithe. But is it not written (Neh. 10:39): "The Levites shall bring [the tithe of] the tithe"? Rebbi Ḥuna and the colleagues, one of them said "to the descendants of Levi". Why does the verse say (Num. 18:21): "And to the descendants of Levi"92? From here that one gives tithes to Cohanim. The other said, even if it were only written "to the descendants" one would give tithes to Cohanim. If somebody would say, my son X shall take property Y [before distribution] and the rest of my properties my sons shall inherit, does he not participate with them?

91 From the masoretic text, missing in the quote, but carrying the essence of the proof. The first argument was that the verse associates Cohanim with Levites in receiving tithe. This was countered by the argument that Cohanim always receive the heave of the tithe and, therefore, are always getting part of the Levi’s tithe. That argument is disproved since the heave of the tithe is explicitly mentioned in the second part of the verse, "the Levites shall bring the tithe of the tithe to the Temple."
This establishes that the right of Cohanim to take tithe was part of the constitution of Nehemiah. This is the accepted doctrine of the Babli (Yebamot 86b) which only discusses the reason behind the decree but does not deny that the right of Cohanim to tithe is purely rabbinical. The Yerushalmi denies this since it continues to find the pentateuchal basis for the rights of Cohanim.

92 "And to the descendants of Levi I gave all tithes in Israel as inheritance." The first argument is that the beginning "and" also includes the Cohanim. The second argument notes that the verse declares tithes to follow the laws of inheritance. If somebody in his will gives some special part to a son before the general distribution, that son is not excluded from taking part in the division of the inheritance. Therefore, the fact that the Cohanim got heave and the heave of the tithe does not exclude them from the ranks of "descendants of Levi". If the verse had been addressed instead to "the Levites", the Cohanim would have been excluded.

Rebbi Jonah gave his tithes to Rebbi Aha bar Ulla, not because he was a Cohen but because he studied Torah. What is the reason? (2Chr. 31:4) "He said to the people, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, to give the part of the Cohanim and the Levites, so they should be strong in the Torah of the Eternal." Rebbi Huna did not take tithe, Rebbi Aha did not take tithe. Rebbi Hyya bar Abba instructed himself to go outside the Land, not to take tithe. A person asked Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman who asked...
Rebbi Jonathan, may one take? He said to him, take, what fell to your tribe fell to you.

93 The circumstances are narrated 94 Who was a Cohen.

Rebbi Yannai ordered his relatives, when you lease a field, lease only from lay people since even if you say one does not give tithes to Cohanim you have to agree that one does not take his own out of his hand. What is the reason? (Num. 18:26) "If you take from the Children of Israel the tithe which I gave you from them as your inheritance, you should lift from it the heave of the Eternal, a tithe of the tithe." From the Children of Israel you take out but not from those contracting with Cohanim or Levites. It parallels what Rebbi Eleazar said, "if you take the tithe from the Children of Israel," from the Children of Israel you take out but not from the Gentile.

95 The Leyden ms. has רכש "to lease", the Rome ms. and the Venice print רכש "to connect". In view of H. L. Fleischer's discussion (in Levy's Dictionary, Vol. 2, p. 204b) of the original meaning of the Aramaic / Arabic root רכש as "keep tight, hold together, hold back" (in modern Arabic only "to hoard") there is no difference of meaning involved.
The tithe but not heave, cf. Peah Chapter 1, Note 291.

If needed, by a court order.

He holds that the produce of the Gentile farmer in the Land is exempt from heave and tithes. Since this is a matter of dispute between Tannaim, cf. Peah Chapter 4, Notes 131-134, one might read the statement here to say that tithe voluntarily given by a Gentile cannot be obtained from him by a court order; he may give to you but you cannot take from him.

Rebbi Abbahu said, Rebbi Joshua ben Hananiah and Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah disagreed. Rebbi Joshua ben Hananiah said, one does not give tithe to Cohanim but Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah said, one gives tithe to Cohanim. Rebbi Joshua ben Hananiah objected to Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah: Is it not written (Num. 18:31): "You shall eat it everywhere", come and eat it by a grave! He said to him, what means "everywhere"? In the courtyard of the Temple. He retorted, but is it not written (Num.
18:31): "You and your house"? Does a woman enter the courtyard of the Temple? Rebbi Abba understood it from the following occasion: Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah was used to take tithes from a certain garden. That garden had two exits, one to a place of impurity and one open to a place of purity. Rebbi Aqiba went to him and said, open this one and lock the other one. If he will come, tell him to come by that way. He also said, if he sends a student, tell him "you" is written. Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah heard this and said, that is Aqiba ben Joseph's whip. At that moment, Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah returned all tithes he had taken.

Rebbi Isaac bar Eleazar said, for dinner one has to fill up completely with wood fibers; any coal which does not cause a burn at the beginning will not cause one.

99 A Levite. In the Babli, Yebamot 86a/b, the opponent of R. Eleazar ben Azariah is R. Aqiba at all stages.

100 A Cohen, direct descendant of Ezra.

101 A place forbidden to Cohanim.

102 He must mean the courtyard of the priests since women are invited to enter the women's courtyard and may enter the men's courtyard for ceremonies required for sacrifices.

103 The expression "house" often is used to represent someone's wife.

104 A cemetery.

105 The owner of the vegetable garden. He persuaded him to leave only the cemetery door open and to lock the other.

106 Cf. Demay 6:1, Note 8, that an emphasis on "you" means one personally unless an expression of inclusion is added; Terumot 1:1 Note 76, Babli Qiddusin 41b.

107 This remark, establishing the practice that tithes are not for Cohanim, is missing in the Babli which holds strongly that tithes should be given to Cohanim in preference to Levites.

108 To make a point one has to take strong action immediately; later it is useless. The text is doubtful; the proverb appears three times; for נמד here one reads נמד in Bezah 2:3 and נמד in Hagigah 2:3.
Mishnah 7: He who had produce\textsuperscript{109} in this time and the year of removal came, the House of Shammai say he has to exchange it for money; the House of Hillel say, either money or produce.

Mishnah 8: Rebbi Jehudah said, in earlier times they sent to the rural farmers, speed up your produce before the time of removal, until Rebbi Aqiba came and taught that any produce which did not reach the time of tithing is exempt from removal\textsuperscript{110}.

Mishnah 9: If somebody’s produce was far from him\textsuperscript{111}, he has to give it a name. It happened that Rabban Gamliel was on a ship with the elders when Rabban Gamliel said, a tenth which I shall measure in the future is given to Joshua and its place is rented to him\textsuperscript{112}; another tenth which I shall measure in the future is given to Aqiba\textsuperscript{113}; he should distribute it to the poor, and its place is rented to him. Rebbi Joshua said, a tenth\textsuperscript{114}
which I shall measure in the future is given to Eleazar ben Azariah and its place is rented to him. They paid the rent to each other.  

109 Of Second Tithe. Since there is no Temple, the tithe cannot be eaten in Jerusalem. The House of Shammai hold that Deut. 14:25 requires that any tithe produce which cannot be eaten in purity in the holy precinct has to be exchanged for money. Since that money cannot be used it must be destroyed or safely buried. The House of Hillel, the authors of Mishnah 1:5, hold that either the coins must be destroyed or the produce left to rot.

110 If it is exempt from removal, the fact that the farmer has untithed produce does not prevent him from reading the declaration of tithes (Deut. 26:13-15). The fact that R. Aqiba had to rule on the matter supports Maimonides (Ma’aser Šeni 7:4) that the declaration should be made even if there is no Temple.

111 At the time of removal he has to tithe and transfer ownership of his tithes in order to be able to make the declaration.

112 Real estate can be rented in the way it is acquired, by contract, payment, or taking actual possession. If real estate is acquired, movables on it can be acquired with it. Therefore, the future tithe is acquired by payment of the rent. Cf. Babli Qiddusin 26b/27a, Baba Mezi’ai 11a, and Rashi’s commentary there.

113 He was overseer of charities and as such could receive the tithe of the poor due at the time of removal.

114 The heave of the tithe given by the Levite to the Cohen.

115 R. Eleazar ben Azariah to R. Joshua, RR. Joshua and Aqiba to Rabban Gamliel.

Halakhah 6: Everybody agrees that bread and oil have to be removed, wine and spices are as if removed. Where do they disagree: A cooked
dish the House of Shammai says one has to remove, but the House of Hillel say one does not have to remove.

This is the discussion of the last sentence of Mishnah 6. A profane dish containing tithe oil is subject to removal, one containing tithe wine or spices is not since these are not recognizable. A dish made from tithe vegetables is not subject to removal since cooked vegetables are not the same as raw ones, according to the House of Hillel.

What is the reason of the House of Shammai? (Deut. 14:25): "Bundle" only "the money in your hand." What is the reason of the House of Hillel? Even if he exchanges, what good does it do?

This is the discussion of Mishnah 7.

Since the following injunction of the verse, to bring the money to the Holy Precinct, cannot be fulfilled, the entire verse becomes inapplicable.

Is it not tevel? Rebbi Hila in the name of Samuel: This implies that tevel is called holy.

This is the discussion of Mishnah 8. Since the declaration reads: "I removed the holy produce from the house", meaning heave and tithes as well as fourth-year growth, why should untithed produce be subject to removal and hinder the declaration?

R. Aqiba agrees that tevel must be brought in order but he counsels not to bring new produce to the state of tevel.
Rebbi Jehudah said, it happened that Rabban Gamliel and the elders were sitting on the steps of the Hall on the Temple Mount and Johanan, the Cohen, their scribe, was sitting before them. They said to him, go and write:

To our brothers of Upper and Lower Galilee, may you have much peace. We inform you that the time of removal is approaching; take out tithes from the ripening vats of olives.

To our brothers of Upper and Lower South country, we inform you that the time of removal is approaching; take out tithes from the sheaves of grain.

To our brothers of the diasporas of Babylonia, Media, Greece, and all other diasporas of Israel, may you have much peace. I am informing you that the lambs are young and the young pigeons small, so it is good in my eyes and the eyes of my colleagues to add thirty days to this year.

The text of the letters is also in Midrash Haggadol Deut. (2 ed. S. Fisch, Jerusalem 1975), pp. 597-598. There is an Introduction, a discussion between R. Neḥonia bar Haqanah and R. Joshua, whether the expression "I removed the
holy produce from the house" implies that potentially titheable produce outside the house does not preclude the recitation of the declaration. R. Joshua replies that he never heard anything about it but he remembered Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel (I, later the president of the revolutionary government in the first war against the Romans) and Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai writing the letters in which they required tithing of unfinished produce, in accordance with R. Jehudah’s description of the earlier practice.

While this is the text in both Talmudim and the Tosephta, and the Babli explicitly identifies this Rabban Gamliel with the head of the Synhedrion at Jabneh, for historical reasons the only acceptable reading is that of Midrash Tannaim: Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel I (ben Simeon ben Hillel).

A vat in which olives were stored before pressing and where they softened. On the basis of Arabic one might translate "soaking vat".

Neither unthreshed grain nor unpressed oil olives are subject to heave and tithes in normal years. In Midrash Tannaim, Rabban Simeon writes as excuse that he has to write because it is an old established practice.

In the parallel sources, "it does not look like spring". This letter is not in Midrash Haggadol since its subject is not tithes.

That means that one does not give tithe to Cohanim. There is a difference, since Rebbi Joshua ben Hananiah was there. Rebbi Hananiah said, it means that Rabban Gamliel had to transfer. Rebbi Joshua said, for produce standing on the ground. Even if Rabban
Gamliel's box were standing in Rebbi Joshua's house and he would say, he should acquire its tithe, would he have done anything if he did not label it?

126 Here starts the discussion of Mishnah 9. Why did Rabban Gamliel choose the complicated way of giving to the Levite, could he not have given everything to the Cohen who would not have had to rent space for his heave of the tithe?

127 A poor Levite is preferable to a very rich Cohen under any circumstances.

128 The Mishnah requires only "to give a name". But Rabban Gamliel actually transferred property rights.

129 An Amora whose identity cannot be determined. The editors of the Leyden ms. suggest to read "הן יהלץ" "he has to transfer the produce to R. Joshua (ben Hanania)."

130 It was not yet in orderly heaps.

131 Goods in a vessel of the giver (or seller) in the house of the recipient (or buyer) cannot be acquired by proxy unless their place is exactly described. If Rabban Gamliel's grain had been in orderly heaps, he could have said the Northernmost 10% are First Tithe, the Southernmost 10% tithe of the poor. But in the situation he was in, he could only rent out ground for future use. This remark leads to the consideration of right of acquisition.

Rebbi Redifa said, Rebbi Jeremiah and Rebbi Yose disagree. One says, he who may take may acquire; the other says, he who may give may acquire. He who says "he who may take" certainly includes him who may give. He who says "he who may give," excludes him who may take.
The question is about the power of a person to acquire property for a third party. The text from here to the end of the Halakhah is also in *Peah* 4:6 and explained there, Notes 113-125.

The following Mishnah disagrees with him who says that he who may take may acquire, since we have stated: "Give this divorce document to my wife," because he may receive the divorce document of his minor daughter. "And the document of manumission to my slave," since he may receive his own document of manumission. But did we not state: "Receive this divorce document for my wife or bring this divorce document to my wife; if he wants to change his mind . . . he may do so." Is a slave empowered to bring a divorce document? Explain it by different cases contained in the Mishnah.

A Mishnah disagrees with him who says that he who may take may acquire, since we have stated there: "One tithe that I will measure in the future is given to Aqiba ben Joseph that he should let the poor acquire it, and its place is rented to him." But is Rebbi Aqiba entitled to take? Explain it, before he got rich. And even if you say, after he became rich,
when he was an administrator, and the hand of the administrator is equal to the hand of the poor.

The word of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi is that he who may take may acquire, since Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said: They disagree about a rich owner. But in the case of a poor owner, since he has the right to take it, the other person acquired it.

Mishnah 10: In the afternoon of the holiday they made the declaration. How was the declaration? (Deut. 26:13) "I removed the holy produce from the house," is Second Tithe and fourth-year growth. "I gave it to the Levite," is the Levite's tithe. "Also I gave it," includes heave and heave of the tithe. "To the sojourner, the orphan, and the widow," is the tithe of the poor. "From the house," is hallah. "Following Your entire Commandment which You commanded me;" therefore, if he gave Second
Tithe before the First he cannot make the declaration. "I did not transgress Your Commandments," I did not give from one kind for another, not from the harvested on the standing or from the standing on the harvested, not from new for old or from old for new. "And I did not forget," to praise and mention Your Name over it.

Mishnah 11: (Deut. 26:14) "I did not eat from it in my deep mourning;" therefore if he ate from it in deep mourning\(^{134}\) he cannot make the declaration. "I did not remove any of it in impurity;" therefore if he separated it in impurity he cannot make the declaration. "I did not give from it to the dead," I did not buy from it a casket or shrouds for a dead person nor did I give it to other deep mourners. "I listened to the voice of the Eternal, my God," I brought it to the Selected House\(^{135}\). "I did all You commanded me," I enjoyed and gave joy to others with it\(^{136}\).

133 This is the text in the Mishnah mss. of the Yerushalmi and Maimonides traditions, unspecified between first and last days of Passover. However, the Halakhah seems to presume a reading of "last day".  
134 Cf. Demay Chapter 1, Note 70.  
135 A standard name for the Temple.  
136 Fulfilling part of the commandment (Deut. 16:14) "enjoy your holiday" with festive meals.
Halakhah 7: Could he not make the declaration on the first day of Passover? So he should have something to eat for the holiday. Could he not make the declaration in the morning? While he is commanded to eat.  

Since the declaration can only be recited if no Second Tithe, tithe well-being sacrifices during the holiday, if he would make the declaration early, he could not eat his fruits or buy money, and fourth-year growth are left, if he would make the declaration early.

It was stated: "And First Fruits." Who stated "First Fruits"? The rabbis. Who did not state "First Fruits"? Rebbi Simeon. As we have stated: "They are subject to removal but Rebbi Simeon frees them."

In the list of holy offerings that were removed before the declaration (Mishnah 10).

"I gave it to the Levite," from here that one does not give tithe to Cohnim.

This is the final word of the Yerushalmi in this matter.
Rebbi Jonah said, this means that if his tevel was burned he cannot make the declaration. Some Tannaim say, all commandments in the Torah prevent him; some Tannaim say, all commandments in the paragraph prevent him. Rebbi Aha bar Pappos asked before Rebbi Zeira, even if he put on head phylacteries before phylacteries on his arm? He said to him, that is also what I am thinking.

141 If he had tevel, he is required to give heave and tithes. If the produce was burned before he gave, he cannot fulfill the condition "I gave it to the Levite" and is disqualified. If his produce was burned before it became obligated, he never was under an obligation and may make the declaration for his other produce.

142 A literal interpretation of the text "I did not transgress Your Commandments."  

143 A Babylonian, student of Rav Huna, known in Babylonia as "the long Rav Aha", who immigrated into Galilee in the times of R. Immi and R. Abbahu.

144 This is the proverbial description of a minor infraction, disregarding a positive commandment which is inferred from the structure of the text. The commandment to carry the words of the Torah on one’s hands and head is spelled out four times (Ex. 13:9, 16; Deut. 6:8, 11:18). In each of these verses, hand is mentioned before head. It is inferred that putting them on the hand must precede putting them on the head.

אֵם רֶבֶּב יְסִיר בֵּי רֶבֶּב בֵּית נַרְקָר לֹא יֶרְמֶר חַלָּה עַל נְבִירוֹת עַל חַלָּה. לָלֵי מַשׁ הַמֲּעָיִית. מְמִינוּ לֹא נַשֶּׁה כָּלָה דָּעֶה שִׁפְיוֹר מְקַשֵּׁת.וּכְלֹמֹד לֹא יֵרְמֶר מַרְאָשִׁית לְאַלַּרַבְּשִׁית.

Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, he must say "hallah for all," "heave for all." "To YHWH," that is the particular Name. From where that he did not do anything until he left some [as profane]? The verse says (Num. 15:21): "Of the beginning" and not all the beginning.
145 The main place of this paragraph is at the end of the first Chapter of Hallah. It is inserted here as another example of rules to be followed to be able to make the declaration. It was established in the first Chapter of Terumot that heave may be given only from produce whose location is exactly pinpointed. Therefore, in taking heave one must declare all produce that should be freed by this heave. Hallah is called "heave" in Num. 15:19-20; it has to follow the rules of heave.

146 It is written about hallah (Num. 15:19): "Lift a heave to YHWH." About heave, it is written (Num. 18:12): "Their first gifts which they will give to YHWH." It is inferred that in separating heave of hallah, God may not be addressed as Elohim (which in absence of a definite article or other identifier only means "extraordinary power"), but only as YHWH (in its substitute pronunciation) which is His particular Name.

147 This refers to Mishnah Hallah 1:9: He who says, everything on my threshing floor shall be heave, all my dough shall be hallah, did not say anything unless he leaves a [profane] remainder.

148 From where that he would transgress a positive commandment? Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Simai (Deut. 26:14): "Nor did I give from it to the dead." Where do we hold? If it were to bring a casket and shrouds for him, that were also forbidden for a living person! If something is forbidden for the living, not so much more for the dead? What is something which is permitted for the living but prohibited for the dead? That is anointing!
HALAKHAH 8

148 This is from Chapter 2, Notes 34-35 and refers to the prohibition to use any tithe or tithe money for funeral rites.

Mishnah 12: (Deut. 26:15) "Look down from Your Holy Abode, from Heaven," we did what You decided for us, You also do what You promised us: "Look down from Your Holy Abode, from Heaven, and bless Your people Israel" with sons and daughters, "and the land You gave us," with dew, winds, rain and young of the domestic animals, "that You had sworn to our forefathers, a Land flowing with milk and honey" to give taste to the fruits.

149 This use of רוח is in the sense of Biblical Hebrew "to cut" in the meaning of קָטַב (judicial) decision; not the rabbinical כָּרַב cf. Demay 1:2, Note 89.

150 The verse is the continuation of the declaration. The commentary is a paraphrase of Deut. 28:4.

Halakah 8: Rebbi Huna bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Alexandros: Come and see the power of those who keep the Commandments because...
all "lookings down" in the Torah are curses but this one is in the language of blessing. Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, not only that but it is written (Deut. 26:16) "this day," the condition of every day.

151 He is not otherwise known.

152 Gen. 18:16, 19:28 (Sodom), 26:8 (Abimelekh and Rebekka), Ex. 14:24 (Egyptians on the Sea). This refers only to hiph'il of שקָחַ.

153 Starting words of the next paragraph guaranteeing instant response.

Rebbi Judah bar Pazi started with this: (Ps. 71:16): "I shall come in strength, Eternal, God." It is written (Zach. 4:14): "These are the two oil-sons who stand over the Lord of all the earth." Rebbi Abbahu said, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagree. One says, these are the ones who come in novitiate before the Holy One, praised be He. The other one says, these are the ones who come by the power of [kept] commandments and good deeds before the Holy One.

154 Started a sermon.

155 While the verse is quite clear: "When I reach old age, o Master, Eternal, I shall remember only Your justice!", it is taken here out of context to note that it seems to be possible to come in strength before the Eternal.

156 From Latin tiro, -onis "novice, recruit" to mean "come without accumulated merit before the Eternal. (The commentaries and dictionaries all derive the word from Greek τυράννις, because of a similar homily in the next paragraph using ביאר בורוכ בת זכאות סופים, "being
Rav had flax which was blighted. He asked the elder Rebbi Hyya, may one slaughter a bird and mix its blood with flax seed? He said, a cadaver. Why did he not say to him, a torn one? Because of Rebbi Meir, for Rebbi Meir said [the blood of] a torn [bird] must be covered. But did not Rebbi Immi say in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: From the time when they came from the diaspora, flax was never blighted and wine never became vinegar; they considered this to be due to the merit of the Great Rebbi Hyya and his sons. But Rav is like (Is. 46:12): "Listen to me, mighty of heart, who are far from charity!" Rebbi Abbahu said, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagree. One says, all the world depend on charity but these on strong arms. But the other one said that all good things and consolations come to the world in their merit but they themselves do not profit at all. For example Mar Zutra who prayed and fasted for others but for himself he never fasted.
In the Babli, *Hulin* 85b-86a, the story is told of R. Hiyya and Rebbi. There, the decision goes against R. Meir.

He could not use the blood of a regularly slaughtered kosher bird since that has to be covered with earth (*Lev. 17:13*). It seems that his agricultural practice did not allow using the blood of a non-kosher bird.

A kosher bird regularly slaughtered but which was found to have a bodily defect which made it forbidden. In Mishnah *Hulin* 6:2, the anonymous majority (which in the Babli is identified as R. Simeon and his followers) free the blood from the obligation of covering since the bird is not to be eaten but R. Meir requires covering.

How could Rav’s flax be blighted when his uncle’s merit should have shielded it.

In the Babli, *Berakhot* 17b, the explanation is by either Rav and Samuel or R. Johanan and R. Eleazar.

Since Rav only trusted his own merit, he was not shielded by another’s merit.

According to the Babli, no flax in all the Land of Israel was blighted in the times of R. Hiyya except his own.

He seems to be identical with Mar Zuṭra Ḥasida mentioned in the Babli, whose time cannot be ascertained. What is told here of the Babylonian Mar Zuṭra is told in the Babli (*loc. cit.*) of the Palestinian R. Hanina ben Dosa.

It was stated: They were given to be distributed, the words of Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Yose said, they were given as dwellings. It turns out that Rebbi Jehudah holds with Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Meir follows his own opinion as we have stated: “They were paying rent to the Levites, the words of Rebbi Jehudah; Rebbi Yose says they were not paying rent.”
165 The origin of this paragraph is in Makkot 2:7 (fol. 32a); the statement is alluded to in Sota 9:2 (fol. 23c). Here, it refers to the disagreement between R. Yose and R. Meir on the status of Levites and Cohanim, whether they may read the declaration which refers to "the land You gave us." If the Levitical cities and the cities of refuge were parcelled out to their inhabitants, then they own land given by God. But if the cities were tribal property and the houses given to the inhabitants as living quarters by the tribal council, not as property, then individual Levites and Cohanim never obtained land and cannot read the declaration.

166 The name tradition is garbled. In Makkot 2:7, the text reads: It turns out that Rebbi Yose holds with Rebbi Jehudah. The reference is to the statement of R. Yose in the next Mishnah, which parallels R. Jehudah's opinion in Makkot 2:7. Mishnah Makkot 2:15 (Babli 2:8) reads: "They were paying rent to the Levites, the words of Rebbi Jehudah; Rebbi Meir says they were not paying rent." Therefore, the text of the preceding sentence must be: R. Meir says, they were given as dwellings.

167 In all old sources, the verb is in the feminine 3rd person plural. The object of the Mishnah are homicides which by the court in whose jurisdiction the crime was committed were sentenced to exile in a city of refuge. Rashi explains that the question was whether the homicide's home town has to pay rent in the city of refuge (presumably to be charged to the criminal's family). R. Jacob Ettlinger (Arukh leNer Makkot 13a) notes that Rashi is forced to explain this because "city" is feminine. It is assumed here that the explanation is that lodging a criminal in a private home clearly requires payment but if the cities of refuge were given as tribal property subject to a lien that they had to accept all homicides, then no extra rent is due. Rava in the Babli, Makkot 13a, holds that in a city of refuge no rent can be due; the only question was about the other 42 Levitic cities which might give temporary refuge to the homicide between crime and trial. This cannot be the position of the Yerushalmi.
Mishnah 13: Because of this\(^\text{168}\), they said that Israel persons and Mamzerim\(^\text{169}\) may make the declaration but not proselytes and freed slaves who have no part in the Land. Rebbi Meir says, also excluding Cohanim or Levites who did not receive any part of the Land. Rebbi Yose says, they have their cities with surroundings\(^\text{170}\). The High Priest Johanan disestablished the declaration of tithes. He also eliminated the arousers and the hitters\(^\text{172}\). Up to his days the hammer was hitting in Jerusalem\(^\text{173}\) and in his days nobody had to ask about demay.

168 The statement "the land You gave us" in the declaration.

169 Children born from adultery or incest who are forbidden to marry regular Israelites (Deut. 23:3). Since the disability is hereditary, R. Tarphon in Mishnah Qiddusin 3:14 counsels male bastards to live with a non-manumitted slave girl and at the birth of a child (which is his biologically but not legally) manumit the child which by this act automatically becomes a full Jew free of his father's disability. Today he would have to marry a non-Jewish woman and convert the child at birth.

170 This was discussed in the preceding paragraph.

171 From here it is also Mishnah Sotah 9:10. The historical identity of this High Priest cannot be determined. [Cf. Eliahu Katz, "Who was Johanan the High Priest?" Sanah bešanah 1979, pp. 368-373 (Hebrew).] In the Babli (Yoma 9a) it is reported that he acted as High Priest for 80 years; an assertion of doubtful accuracy like most historical stories in the Babli. According to a possible interpretation of Tosephta Sotah 13:6, he was the Hasmonean Johanan Hyrkanos; cf. Notes 188,189.

172 This will be discussed in the
metal work is very noisy, and Jerusalem was full of holiday pilgrims at these times, he decreed that, in Jerusalem only, noisy work should not be performed.

Halakhah 9: Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Our Mishnah\(^{174}\) after the people were suspected of giving tithe to Cohanim. There is support for Rebbi Johanan in one and disagreement with him in one. Disagreement with him as we have stated\(^{175}\): "Similarly, the daughter of a Cohen [married] to a Levite should eat neither heave nor tithe." We understand that she should not eat heave\(^{176}\). But tithe any way you take it, if she is a Cohen’s daughter she should eat, if she is a Levite’s wife she should eat. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Johanan: [It follows] him who says one does not give tithe to Cohanim. That means, he himself\(^{177}\) says one gives heave to Cohanim.

\(^{174}\) Which states that Johanan the High Priest abolished the recitation of the declaration. He held that people who do not follow the rules cannot make the declaration and giving tithe to Cohanim breaks the rules. In order not to be inquisitive he let nobody recite.

\(^{175}\) Mishnah Yebamot 9:6. In the interpretation of the Yerushalmi, one
speaks about the daughter of a Cohen preliminarily married to a Levite, who has lost her Cohen status and not yet acquired Levitic status. In the interpretation of the Babli (Yebamot 86a) which holds that tithes should regularly be given to Cohanim, the Mishnah is explained away: The daughter of a Cohen married to a Levite may eat tithes but she cannot receive tithes from an Israel as a precaution since an Israel woman married to a Cohen should not accept heave or tithe from an Israel since we are afraid her husband might die without issue and then she would be barred from heave and tithes.

176 Since legally she is married; cf. Peah 6, Note 46.

177 If R. Johanan considers the Mishnah contrary to his position, he must hold that Cohanim may receive tithe according to biblical law.

It supports him because he says it is all praise, as Rebbi Johanan said:178, Johanan the High Priest sent and checked in all localities of Israel and found that they separated only Great Heave. But First and Second Tithes some were separating and some did not. He said, since [omitting] First Tithe is a deadly sin and [omitting] Second Tithe [implies] the sin of tevel, a person should give a name to heave179 and heave of the tithe and give them to the Cohen; Second Tithe he exchanges for coins. About the remaining tithe of the poor, he who has a claim on another person must bring proof.
Tosephta Sotah 13:10; a slightly different text Babli Sota 48a. The passage is explained in the Introduction to Tractate Demay.

This must be the instruction to the farmer, not the buyer who can be sure that heave was taken. The ms. evidence of the Tosephta does not permit deleting the reference to heave.

Rebbi Hila said, he causes anger before the Omnipresent by saying "I did" when he did not. If it is so, he who separated should make the declaration, he who did not separate should not make the declaration, as we have stated: "Up to ‘Look down’ they were saying it in an undertone, from ‘Look down’ onwards in a high voice."

Why should the necessity of introducing demay lead to the disestablishment of the declaration? The remedy indicates that the not too religiously scrupulous could omit the incriminating passages without anybody noticing, which shows that Johanan’s order was not followed in subsequent generations.

The arousers. Those who were saying (Ps. 44:24): "Be roused, why do You sleep, o Eternal, please awake, do not abandon forever." Does
there exist sleep before the Omnipresent? Has it not already been said (Ps. 121:4): "Lo, He will not slumber nor sleep, the Guardian of Israel!"

Why does the verse say (Ps. 78:65): "Like a sleeper awoke the Eternal, like a hero exhilarated by wine." But in a symbolic way it is as if sleep were before Him when Israel is in trouble and the other peoples are at ease. So it says (Job 17:2): "When they apostasize, My eye will rest."

181 According to Babli Sota (loc. cit.) and Tosephta Sotah 13:9, this was a daily song of the Levites in the Temple.

"The hitters." Those who were hitting the calf between its horns. Johanan the High Priest said to them, how long will you feed torn animals to the altar? He went and made them rings. Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Jehudah: He made rings for them, rings wide below and narrow at the top.

182 In the Rome ms.: "in its depression." To stun the animal before slaughter. According to Tosephta Sotah 13:10, this was usually done with animals brought to pagan slaughter.

183 If the membrane covering the brain is torn, the animal is forbidden food.

184 To immobilize the neck of the animal to be slaughtered. The word in parentheses is not in the Rome ms.
"Up to his days the hammer was hitting in Jerusalem," up to his early days. "And in his days nobody had to ask about demay" because he sent out teams

Who made the rounds through every farmer tithed.
all agricultural areas and saw to it that

The word of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi implies some are censure and some praise. Since Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Tanhum bar Hiyya, Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Tanhum bar Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, originally tithe was split into three parts. One third to his acquaintances among Cohanim and Levites, one third to the public treasury, one third to the poor and the fellows in Jerusalem. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, a person who went to court in Jerusalem, up to three letters he paid for himself, from there on from the public treasury. When Eleazar ben Pahora and Judah ben Patora came, they took it by force and it would have been in his hand to stop this but he did not but disestablished the declaration of tithes, and this is for censure. But the arousers for praise and the hitters for praise.
186 Of the recorded actions of the High Priest Johanan.
187 Summons to the opposing party to appear before the court.
188 In the Babli (Qiddusin 66a) he is called Eleazar ben Po'era, described as a Sadducee, and placed in Alexander Yannai's time.
189 In the parallel in Soṭah 9:10 he is called ב צהריה. They might have been Cohanim and taking the tithe by force for themselves but more likely were royal officials who took all for the public treasury.
190 Since the tithe was taken by force, the biblical rules could not be kept. If the identification of this High Priest with Johanan Hyrkanos is true, he himself would have been a beneficiary of the corrupt system.

עד ימיו היה פסיש מקה ירושלים ז Highlands קמי. רבי חסידא ישאל לרביה
היא נתנארה זו סחי של קמי. אם וליה קמי אמא סבר ו
"Up to his days the hammer was hitting in Jerusalem," up to his early days. Rebbi Hasida asked Rebbi Hizqiah, is it not reasonable to the end of his days. He said, I also am of that opinion.

191 In that case, he would be praised for stopping the practice. If he tolerated it and only his successors abolished it, he would be mentioned for censure.
192 A fourth generation Amora, asking not only R. Hizqiah but also R. Yose.

[What means] demay? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi: Maybe he put in order, maybe he did not put in order.

193 Cf. Introduction to Tractate Demay, p. 348.
Introduction to Tractate Ḥallah

The Tractate explains the verses Num. 15:17-22: "The Eternal spoke to Moses, saying: Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them: At your coming to the Land to which I am bringing you, it shall be that for your eating from the bread of the Land you shall lift a heave for the Eternal. The first of your kneading-troughs you shall lift hallah as a heave. Just like the heave from the threshing floor so you shall lift it. From the first of your kneading-troughs you shall give heave to the Eternal, for your generations." The verses make it quite clear that the duty of hallah is restricted to bread dough (defined in Chapter One), to the Land (whose definition from Sevi'it is repeated in Chapter Four), and has to follow the rules of heave as developed in Tractates Terumot and Ma'serot. The detailed application of these rules to bread dough is not without complications, as explained in Chapters Two and Three. The Tractate ends with a discussion of the obligation of heave and hallah in the regions surrounding the Land and a general rejection of public displays of religious behavior unsupported by general rules.

For the interpretation, as always the main guides are Maimonides and R. Simson of Sens. In addition, for this Tractate, the extended commentary on the Mishnah by Menahem Meiri (edited by A. Sofer, Jerusalem 1960) is very valuable. Of the Eighteenth Century
commentators, the most useful is R. Eliahu Fulda; the least useful are R. Moses Margalit (מַרגוֹלָט), R. Eliahu Kramer of Wilna and, from the Twentieth Century, R. H. Kanievski, all of whom tend to emend away the difficult portions and the disagreements with Babylonian tradition. Similarly, the preliminary translation and explanation by Jacob Neusner (Chicago, 1991) heavily depends on the emended Wilna text and a presumed but untenable identification of the Tosephta underlying the Yerushalmi with the Tosephta in our hands. Of modern commentaries, R. Saul Lieberman’s Tosefta ki-fshutah (New York, 1955), R. Y. Qafeh’s commented edition and translation of Maimonides’s Commentary, and Ozar Mefarshe Hattalmud (Jerusalem 1993) are most useful.
Mishnah 1: Five kinds are subject to hallah: wheat, barley, spelt, foxtail, and oats. These are subject to hallah and combine with one another. They are forbidden as new grain before Passover and may not be cut before the omer. If they formed roots before the omer, the omer permits them; otherwise, they are forbidden until the next omer.

1 For the determination of these grains, see Kilaim 1, Notes 2-3. In current practice, ps'is is interpreted as rye, following Rashi. Flour made from these and only these grains qualifies as bread flour. All other flours are cake flours; bread made from them is legally cake.

2 Mixed dough is subject to hallah if the volume of flour used is at least that specified in Mishnah 2:6.

3 Lev. 23:14.

4 The omer is the sheaf of barley cut first in the spring harvest and brought to the Temple (Lev. 23:10), in rabbinic interpretation on the second day of Passover, the 16th of Nisan.

5 While the first harvest is that of barley, all other grains, including wheat, are immediately permitted for profane use. Only for the Temple is new wheat forbidden until the Festival of First Fruits, Lev. 23:16.
Halakhah 1: "Five kinds are subject to hallah", etc. It is written (Num. 15:19): "It shall be when you eat of the bread of the Land you shall lift a heave for the Eternal." I could think that everything is subject to hallah; the verse says "of the bread" and not all bread. If "of the bread" and not all bread, that might be only wheat and barley. From where spelt, foxtail, and oats? The verse says (Num. 15:20,21) "the first of your dough," this includes. Does it include everything? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Simeon: Rebbi Ismael stated this.

6 This and the next paragraphs are also in Pesahim 2:4 (fol. 29b).
7 This is hallah which follows the rules of heave.
8 Since can also mean "food", cf. Gen. 47:12.
9 Since bread is usually made from these.
10 The expression is emphasized by repetition. One has to include every grain usable for making dough.
11 According to this argument, rice and millet for example should also be included.
12 This must be R. Simeon ben Lakish. R. Yose asserts that R. Ismael accepted the inference as valid; "dough" includes every bread-dough made from grains similar to the bread grains wheat and barley.
Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Ismael. Rebbi Mana said, I went to Caesarea and heard Rebbi Aḥava ben Rebbi Zeira\(^\text{14}\), but my father said it in the name of Rebbi Ismael\(^\text{15}\): "Bread" is mentioned for Passover\(^\text{16}\) and "bread" is mentioned for hallah\(^\text{17}\). Since bread mentioned in a discussion of Passover is something that can be either mazzah or leavened, bread mentioned for hallah must be something that can be either mazzah or leavened. They checked and found that only the five kinds can be either mazzah or leavened; all others cannot be mazzah\(^\text{18}\) or leavened but would spoil.

---

13 Reading of the parallel in Pesahim. Here: XT»» 'Τ ΠΠΝ Ί
14 The son of R. Zeira who had been a baraita teacher in his father's academy. The father of R. Mana was R. Jonah.
15 A similar text Sifry Num. 110.
16 Deut. 16:2.
17 Num. 15:19.
18 Rice cakes, while unleavened, cannot be called mazzah since rice bread (not containing gluten) does not qualify as leavened bread. If left standing with leavening it will not rise but spoil.
It was stated\(^1\): "Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, *qeramit\(^2\) is obligated for hallah."

Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, it can be either *mazzah* or leavened, but the rabbis say, it cannot be either *mazzah* or leavened. Let them check! They disagree about the outcome of the checking. Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, they checked and found it can be either *mazzah* or leavened, but the rabbis say, they checked and did not find that it can be either *mazzah* or leavened.

\(^1\) Tosephta 1:1; cf. Tosephta *Pesahim* 2:17; Babli *Pesahim* 35a.


There\(^2\), we have stated: "If a mashed apple is added to dough which soured, [the dough] is forbidden" It was stated: Rebbi Yose says, it is permitted. Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: They disagree when it becomes sour from the juice [of the apple]. But if it becomes sour from its solid substance it is permitted according to everybody. Rebbi Yose stays with his opinion; just as he says there, its cooking is not clearly cooking, so he says here, its souring is not clearly souring.
And just as you say only the five kinds can become mazzaah and leavened, so only wheat and barley can be dragged with anything\textsuperscript{22}. Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, we have only stated: "He who makes dough from wheat and rice;" only wheat can be dragged in.

\textsuperscript{22} They can be dragged to be subject to hallah even if only a small part of the dough is grain and the rest is filler. The reference is either to Mishnah 3:6 or Tosephta 2:1, a cake made from rice and wheat is subject to hallah if it tastes like bread. The question is whether "wheat" stands for any grain or only for wheat itself and the grains closely related to it.

Is one guilty because of new grain\textsuperscript{23} when it is roasted? Rebbi Zeira said, it is written (Lev. 23:14): "Bread, parched or fresh grain you should not eat." Anything for whose bread you would be guilty because of new grain you are guilty for parched grain because of new grain; but anything for whose bread you would not be guilty because of new grain you are not guilty for parched grain because of new grain.
New grain is forbidden until the sheaf of barley is brought to the Temple on Passover; Lev. 23:9-14. It is stated here that the definition of “bread” established for Passover and hallah is valid for the prohibition of new grain also.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: One mixed four qab and made them leavened, and another four qab separately and mixed them. Then at the moment of their obligation for hallah can they become mazzah or leavened? [He said to him, its kind becomes mazzah or leavened.] Rebbi Jonah parallels Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Yose parallels Rebbi Zeira. Rebbi Jonah parallels Rebbi Jeremiah, just as Rebbi Jeremiah says, only if it is called bread, so Rebbi Jonah says, only if it is called bread. Rebbi Yose parallels Rebbi Zeira, just as Rebbi Zeira said only if its kind is called bread, so Rebbi Yose said only if its kind is called bread. Rebbi Yose parallels Rebbi Hila even though he disagrees with him.

Reading of the Rome ms., sentence missing in Leyden ms. and Venice print.

Since Mishnah 2:6 states that dough made from \( \frac{5}{4} \) qab of flour is subject to hallah, it is clear that one has to read here "quarter qab" instead of qab. The leavened flour by itself is not enough to induce an obligation of
Another \(\frac{5}{4}\) qab of rice, millet, or pea flour which cannot be leavened and which by themselves never induce an obligation of hallah.

27 After he mixed the leavened dough with the non-grain flour, he now has 2 qab which potentially are obligated for hallah.

28 If the leavened flour were more than the unleavened, the unleavened could be disregarded and all would be subject to hallah but when is it evenly split it does not satisfy our criteria.

29 He says in Halakhah 3:6 that there can be no obligation of hallah unless more then 50% is bread flour and the finished product tastes like bread. R. Zeira in that Halakhah is quoted as stating that R. Hila got the names of the Tannaim wrong in his baraita.

Rebbi Samuel ben Nahman understood it from the following verse (Is. 28:28): "He puts wheat, šorāh, barley; nismān and spelt are its limit." "He puts wheat", that is wheat\(^{30}\). "Šorāh" is foxtail and why is it called šorāh? Because it is made in a line\(^{31}\). "Barley", that is barley. "Nismān" is oats. "Spelt" is spelt. "Its limit", bread: So far the definitions of bread. Does one infer anything from tradition\(^{32}\)? Rebbi Simon said, since it is written (Is. 28:29): "He instructs in the law, his God will teach him,\(^{33}\)" it is as if it were a word of the Torah\(^{34}\).

30 The rabbinic equivalents to the biblical Hebrew names are given for all five kinds.

31 The expression "ripe wheat", cf. Accadic šer'u "ripe grain". All expressions are
explained here as names of grains. The 
interpretation of מוע as מוע shows 
that in Talmudic times in Galilee, ג was 
heard as ג, under the influence of 
Greek. Cassuto in his biblical 
commentary accepts the interpretation 
as genuine.

32 The common name for Prophets 
and Hagiographs. These are sources of 
moral teachings but have no standing 
as books of law.

33 This interpretation, in contrast 
to that of the next paragraph, follows 
the masoretic division of the text.

34 But the next paragraph 
immediately contradicts this statement; 
there is no source of biblical law other 
than the Torah. {Prophets and 
Hagiographs are used as basis for 
rabbinic decrees.}

Rebbi Simon said, those women who say: we shall not send our sons to 
the communal school; if he is good at learning he will learn [by himself]; 
they do not act well, but (Is. 28:29): "He shall be instructed in his God’s 
law, it will teach him."

Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: This35 is from 
Rebbi Ismael the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa, as Rebbi Johanan
stated; "Rebbi Ismael the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa said, I could think you could bring spelt, foxtail and oats. But is it not logical: If wheat which is usable for all other cereal offerings is not acceptable for the ‘omer offering, spelt, foxtail and oats which are not usable for any other cereal offerings certainly are not acceptable for the ‘omer offering. No; you might say about barley from which the offering of the straying wife is brought; what can you say about spelt, foxtail and oats which are not usable for the offering of the straying wife? Wheat is excluded by the verse; spelt, foxtail and oats are excluded by a reasoning a minore ad majus."

35 The Mishnah which forbids harvesting any of the five kinds of grain before the ‘omer. The statement of R. Ismael ben R. Johanan ben Beroqa is in Sifra Wayiqra Parsha 13(5). The problem is Lev. 2:14-16, speaking of the cereal offering of first fruits. The verse cannot speak of individual first fruits (Deut. 26:1-11) since no cereal offering is connected with these. For any other cereal offering, the flour is specified. It is always wheat except for the ‘omer sheaf (Lev. 23:9-14) and the offering for the wife suspected of infidelity (Num. 5:15). Lev. 2:14 does not specify the kind of cereal for the offering. The cereal offering of first fruits is identified as the ‘omer offering; this determines the flour as barley flour.

36 In Sifra, the second argument also refers to the ‘omer.

37 The nature of the grain cut for the ‘omer is not specified in Lev. 23:9-14. But since the "new grain" for the cereal offering of the 50th day is specified as fine wheat flour, the earlier offering cannot possibly be wheat.
Rebbi Yose said, who would think that Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi could think that the cereal offering of the ‘omer could come from spelt, foxtail, or oats? If somebody said, black figs are [forbidden] to me, is he not permitted white ones? But "black ones" he said, "white ones" he did not say. And here, "milky white barley" was said\(^\text{38}\), "milky white foxtail" was not said.

\(^{38}\) Ex. 9:31. The first-grain cereal offering is described in Lev. 2:14 as "milky white, parched in fire." The argument shows that the Mishnah can be the opinion of everybody. A similar argument is attributed in the Babli, Menahot 68b, to R. Eliezer.

But for the rabbis they are three kinds! Oats are a kind of spelt, foxtail are a kind of barley\(^\text{39}\). The rabbis of Caesarea asked: Did we ever state: Five species? No, five kinds. Two times two kinds are one species.

\(^{39}\) In Mishnah Kilaim 1:1, oats and spelt, barley and foxtail, are described as "not kilaim one with the other."
There\textsuperscript{40}, we have stated: "What means one species with itself? Wheat does not go together with anything but spelt. Barley goes together with everything except wheat." Rebbi Yose said it without attribution, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Johanan: "There if it bites\textsuperscript{41}, here if it was mixed\textsuperscript{42}. Rebbi Hiyya stated: All those which he mixed as grains, flour, or dough, go together." If he mixed the ends of doughs together? Rebbi Yose said, is biting not like mixing together? You say they do not go together, so here they do not go together\textsuperscript{43}.

\begin{itemize}
\item[40] Mishnah 4:2, which seems to contradict the statement of the Mishnah here that the five kinds of grains can be added together for the minimal amount needed for the obligation of hallah.
\item[41] If different doughs are placed together so they touch one another and, if separated again, small parts of one dough will cling to the other. Then all pieces together form one dough for hallah if made from compatible flours.
\item[42] If there is only one dough made from mixed flour, it is subject to hallah as if it were of homogeneous flour.
\item[43] Since biting is a weak form of mixing, the rule of the Mishnah here applies only if the entire doughs are mixed, following R. Hiyya (the elder).
\end{itemize}
Can they whip because of their hallah as a biblical law? Rebbi Jonah in the name of Samuel, Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: one cannot whip because of their hallah as a biblical law. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish stays with his opinion, as they differed: If somebody ground and mixed piggul and leftover [sacrificial meat], Rebbi Johanan said they do not cancel one another, but Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said they do cancel one another. Rebbi Yose said, the cases are not similar. There, one says this is forbidden and that is forbidden. But here, two kinds are more than the third and cancel it; they cancelled it before it became forbidden. If one made five doughs from five different kinds and then mixed them, if Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish would say that one cannot whip because of their hallah as a biblical law, then the argument would be correct.

44 If somebody made a dough from different kinds of flour that cannot be combined according to Mishnah 4:2 and ate from the bread without taking hallah following Mishnah 1:1, he ate level. Can he be convicted and sentenced to be whipped on the testimony of two eye witnesses?

45 Mishnah 4:2 is the biblical, Mishnah 1:1 the rabbinic standard.

46 Also quoted Babli Zebahim 75a. The Babli states that R. Simeon ben Laqish must hold (a) that different prohibitions are not cumulative but competing and (b) that criminal intent can only be proved by a warning that specifies the exact paragraph of the penal code the perpetrator was warned about; cf. Kilaim Chapter 8, Note 9. Here, R. Yose argues only about point (a), not (b).

47 From the verse Lev. 19:6-7 it would seem that "soft, mushy" refers to sacrificial meat left after the time allotted for its consumption. However, since leftover
meat already is forbidden in *Lev. 7:17-18*, מזון is defined as meat from sacrifices which were slaughtered with the intention of eating them outside the holy precinct. Similarly, "leftover" does not really denote leftover meat but meat from sacrifices slaughtered with the intention of eating them after the allotted time. Eating מזון is a deadly sin, eating leftover meat a sin, and both invalidate the sacrifice. If the sacrifice was slaughtered correctly, then an accidental leftover or piece outside the precinct is still forbidden but does not invalidate the sacrifice.

48 If somebody makes chopped meat out of *piggul* and leftover in approximately equal amounts and then eats the volume of an olive of the mixture, for R. Johanan he ate a punishable amount of forbidden meat and committed a crime. For R. Simeon ben Laqish, he ate less than an olive-sized piece of either *piggul* or leftover and cannot be punished for either one.

49 It is possible that R. Johanan agrees with R. Simeon ben Laqish about ָhallah.

50 Eating from dry flour is not forbidden. The prohibition comes only with the obligation of ָhallah, with the production of dough ready to be baked. Therefore, the case here involves no competition of laws. However, if the dough is large enough that one single kind already would induce the obligation of ָhallah, then everybody agrees that eating the bread without taking ָhallah is a criminal act.

51 Each one large enough to induce the obligation of ָhallah.

"Hillel the elder used to make a sandwich of all three together."52 Rebbi Johanan said, they disagreed with Hillel the elder53. But did not Rebbi Johanan make a sandwich of *mazzah* and bitter herbs54? There in Temple times, here not in Temple times55. Even if you say here and there
in Temple times, two kinds are more than the third and cancel it. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Just as forbidden things do not cancel one another, so commanded things do not cancel one another.

52 Also quoted in the Babli, Pesahim 115a, Zebahim 79a. It is written about the Passover sacrifice (Ex. 12:8): "They shall eat the meat in that night, roasted on the fire, and mazzot, on bitter herbs they shall eat it." Similarly, it says about the second Passover (Num. 9:11): "They shall eat it on mazzot and bitter herbs." Hillel held that this means one has to eat of meat, mazzah, and bitter herbs together in one bite.

53 The Babli, Pesahim 115a, explains R. Johanan to say that in Temple times, when all three commandments are biblical, one has the choice to follow Hillel or eat the three ingredients separately. This cannot be the position of the Yerushalmi since then the discussion would not even start.

54 In the Babli, Rav Ashi (who lived after the compilation of the Yerushalmi) rules that one eats twice, once each item singly and once as a sandwich. Naturally, there cannot be any meat mentioned here; cf. the author's The Scholar's Haggadah (Northvale NJ, 1995) pp. 332-338. Since R. Johanan here is accused of inconsistency, he cannot have followed the custom established by Rav Ashi.

55 In the absence of a Temple, only mazzah is a biblical commandment since it is prescribed separately from any Temple service, Ex. 13:6-7. Bitter herbs are mentioned only as accessory to the sacrifice; therefore, today one eats bitter herbs purely as a remembrance of the Temple as rabbinical ordinance. R. Johanan must hold that a rabbinic ordinance cannot interfere with a biblical commandment. Therefore, it is possible to eat mazzah and bitter herbs together. But he holds that in Temple times, each of the three ingredients must be recognized by its taste. This position is the opposite of that of the Babli.

56 This explains the rejection of Hillel's position in Temple times. Since there are three biblical obligations, they cancel one another and none of them is fulfilled.

57 Babli Zebahim 79a. R. Eleazar supports R. Johanan's position against...
R. Simeon ben Laqish and his making a sandwich in the manner of Hillel. He must hold that R. Johanan reports that

Rabbi Yehudah berotemah bein hashata meshashat ha-minim (hefer) hashata meshashot halot.

The first dough is made from five kinds of flour. But Mishnah 4:2 states that if dough is made from wheat and barley then all other kinds of grain add to the dough and cannot be treated separately (spelt adds to wheat and all except wheat add to barley). Therefore, the questions can be asked only about wheat and barley but not about the other three kinds. "Wheat" has to be interpreted as "wheat and..."
spelt" and similarly for barley.

The first dough is subject only to rabbinic hallah as explained above, Notes 44-45. The other doughs are too small to be subject to hallah by themselves. If they are taken together, does the wheat in the "rabbinic" dough prevent the pure wheat dough to be counted as biblically obligated?

59 The answer to the preceding question is obviously "no". 60 The five doughs are all subject to hallah. Since they were obligated before being mixed, that obligation cannot go away, cf. Note 50.

61 These doughs are not subject to hallah before being put in contact with the large one.

62 The question is not answered but since the preceding question was answered in the negative, it is implied that this one also is answered in the negative.

“They are forbidden as new grain before Passover." Some Tannaim state: before Passover; some Tannaím state: before the 'omer. He who said "before Passover" supports Rebbi Johanan; he who said "before the 'omer" supports Hizqiah. As Rebbi Jonah said in the name of Hizqiah: If there is sacrifice, the sacrifice permits; if there is no sacrifice, the day permits. Rebbi Yose in the name of Hizqiah: If there is sacrifice, the sacrifice permits. Hizqiah agrees that if there is no sacrifice, the day permits. Rebbi Johanan said: Whether there is sacrifice or there is no sacrifice, the day permits.
Lev. 23:14 reads: "Bread, parched and green grains you shall not eat until that day proper, until your bringing of your God’s sacrifice, a permanent rule for your generations in all your dwelling places." *Sifra Emor, Parašah* 10(10) points out that the sacrifice must be the ‘omer, the sheaf of barley brought to the Temple. If it would refer to the accompanying sacrifice (v. 13), then "doing" would be used instead of "bringing (in from the outside)". Since the two conditions, the day proper (the morning light) and the ‘omer, are formulated in parallel, rather than sequential, it is not clear which one is determining when there is a Temple. If there is no Temple, the day is determining by default. The position of Ḥizqiah seems to follow the simple meaning of the verse. Contrary arguments are detailed in the next paragraphs.

When there is a Temple.

The difference between R. Jonah and R. Yose is purely in the formulation. According to R. Yose, if there is no sacrifice the meaning of the verse is clear and does not need rabbinic interpretation. In the Babli (*Menahot* 68a), the position of Ḥizqiah is that of his cousin Rav and of Samuel.

In the Babli, *Menahot* 5a/b, 68a, R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish.

Rebbi Hila said: The reason of Rebbi Johanan is (*Lev.* 23:14): "until that day proper," teaches that the day permits. I could think, even if there is sacrifice? The verse says, "until your bringing of your God’s sacrifice." I could think, until it is actually brought? The verse says, "until that day proper." How is that? Allow for the time needed for bringing⁶⁷.

Even R. Johanan will agree that new grain is not permitted early in the morning of the day after Passover. The Babli, *Menahot* 5a/b, holds that R,
Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish hold that dawn is "the day proper" and new grain is permitted immediately.

Rebbi Johanan agrees that it is forbidden. How is it forbidden?

Rebbi Jeremiah said, it is forbidden from the Torah. Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose both say, it is forbidden from their words. Rebbi Yose said, the words of the rabbis support us, we have stated there: "One may not bring cereal offerings, first fruits, and cereal offerings accompanying animal sacrifices before the 'omer and if he brought they are invalid."

And Rebbi Joshua the Southerner, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Immi said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, they taught that only for the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth. Therefore, on the sixteenth if he transgressed and brought, it is acceptable. If you would say it is forbidden from the Torah there should be no difference; whether he brought on the thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, or sixteenth, if he transgressed and brought, it should be invalid. In addition from the following, as Rebbi Zeira said: Since Rav grew up with the opinions of the sons of the elder...
Rebbi Hiyya\textsuperscript{74}, he holds with them. If you say that it is forbidden from the Torah, he would follow\textsuperscript{75} Rebbi Johanan!

Since the verse stated two conditions for permission to use new grain and in Temple times at dawn of the 16th of Nisan only one condition is satisfied, he holds that new grain still is forbidden, but not as a criminal act, until after the 'omer was brought.

As rabbinic decree.

Mishnah Menahot 6:10, Babli Menahot 68b.

This can only be the cereal offering of the suspected wife (\textit{Num.} 5:15), which is barley flour. All other cereal offerings are of wheat flour and these cannot be from new harvest until Pentecost (Rashi).

These are always from wheat flour and cannot be from new grain even after the 'omer. They are mentioned here only because of the next sentence in the Mishnah, not quoted here, that they may not be brought from new wheat before Pentecost but if brought are not invalid.

Jehudah and Hizqiah, his cousins and fellow students of their father.

Of Nisan.

Also follow. There would be no disagreement left.

Did we not state\textsuperscript{76}: "When the Temple was destroyed, Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai instituted that the entire day of elevation\textsuperscript{77} should be forbidden." If you say it is forbidden from the Torah, it is fine\textsuperscript{78}. If you say it is forbidden from their words, is there an institution after an institution\textsuperscript{79}? Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, because of those far away\textsuperscript{80}.

\textit{Mishnah Menahot} 6(10):5; \textit{Sifra Emor Par\'asah} 10(10); cf. \textit{Mishnah Sukkah} 3:13, \textit{Ro\'sh Ha\'\text{"a}\text{"a}nah} 4:3.

\textit{The day of bringing the 'omer.} The language is from \textit{Lev.} 23:11: "He shall \textit{elevate} the sheaf before the
Eternal for acceptance in your behalf; on the day after the Sabbath the Cohen shall elevate it."

78 As the Babli, Menahot 68b, puts it: Maybe the Temple will be rebuilt instantaneously by a miracle on the second day of Passover and then new grain will be forbidden by biblical law until the 'omer can be brought.

79 As a matter of principle, there should be no "fence" to guard against infringements of rabbinical decrees.

80 They will not know when the 'omer was presented and, since in classical times longitudes could not be determined with any degree of confidence, were not able to convert Jerusalem local time into their own local time.

Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya: Whether there is sacrifice or there is no sacrifice, the day permits. Rebbi Huna said, a baraita of Hizqiah disagrees with him (Lev. 23:14): "Until that day proper," which teaches that the day permits. I could think, even if there is sacrifice? The verse says, "until your bringing of your God's sacrifice." And we have stated: "When the Temple was destroyed, Rabban Johanan [ben Zakkai] instituted that the entire day of elevation should be forbidden." Rebbi Jonah said, this objection came before Rebbi Jeremiah 81 and he said, possibly Hizqiah thinks like Rebbi Jehudah 82, since Rebbi Jehudah said it is forbidden by the Torah.
81 The objection from the previous paragraph that the institution of Rabban Johanan makes sense only if the prohibition of new grain on the day of the 'omer is biblical.

82 Mishnah Menahot 6(10):5; Sifra Emor Parašah 10(10). R. Jehudah interprets הָיָם הָיָם as: "including the essence of the day", meaning the entire day in the absence of the Temple (Rashi). The Babli, Menahot 68b, holds that Rabban Johanan agrees with R. Jehudah and, therefore, he did not institute a rabbinic decree but decreed the correct interpretation of the biblical law.

There, they were apprehensive to have the great fast for two days. Rav Hisda said to them, why do you bring yourselves into that great uncertainty. One may trust that the Court is never lazy. The father of Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac was apprehensive for himself and fasted two days; his intestines split and he died.

83 Reading of the parallel text in Roš Haššanah 1:4 (fol. 57b). Text here: בְּרֵי אביו "son of his father". The paragraph might have been inserted here to indicate that the "16th of Nisan" to be counted in the diaspora is the 17th.

84 Since all holidays in the diaspora are two days, originally because the exact calendar dates could not quickly be transmitted from the Synhedrion to the diaspora. The Babli, Roš Haššanah 21a, reports that some rabbis in Babylonia fasted two consecutive days; the same is reported from early Medieval German rabbis. The "great uncertainty" is what in the Babli is called "possible danger to one's life".

85 Since up to now it never happened that the first of Tishre was not the 30th of Elul (cf. Șeviit 10:2, p. 639), if it should happen the Synhedrion would immediately have sent signals to that effect.
"If they formed roots before the 'omer, the 'omer permits them." Rebbi Jonah said, before presentation. Rebbi Yose said, before cutting. Rebbi Jonah said, presentation permits bringing, cutting permits to cut. Rebbi Yose said, cutting permits bringing and cutting. Therefore, Rebbi Yose gave his opinion: If he cut for the public and it became impure, private persons are again forbidden.

87 The summer grain must have formed roots before the presentation of the 'omer in the Temple. Rebbi Yose requires that the roots already be formed at the time of the harvesting of the barley sheaf, usually on the preceding evening.

The Babli, Menahot 70b, quotes this tradition and the switched one in the inverse order of the Yerushalmi.

88 He agrees that a private person may start harvesting the moment the sheaf has been cut for the Temple. Though usually one may not perform agricultural work on the intermediate days of a holiday, cutting new grain for the enjoyment of the holiday is permitted since it was impossible to do so before the holiday. But the Temple will not accept a barley cereal offering from new grain before the presentation of the 'omer. If the barley cut for the Temple became impure before presentation, it cannot be used and its cutting retroactively is invalid. [While the barley and its flour never became wetted, putting the flour in a Temple vessel prepares it for impurity.]
Rebbi Jonah said, before presentation. Rebbi Yose said, before cutting. Rebbi Jonah said, Cahana’s word supports me, as Cahana said (Lev. 214): "If you bring a cereal gift of first fruits to the Eternal." This one is first fruit, the others are not first fruit. Think of it, even if it were only grasses or only roots the ‘omer comes and permits it. Do we not hold before cutting? In addition, from the following which was stated: "If somebody weeds on the thirteenth and a stalk remains in his hand, he should replant it in a moist spot but not a dry one." Here you have the 13th, the 14th, the 15th, and part of a day is counted as whole.

89 This is the sheaf of barley, cf. Notes 35, 63.

90 As usual, the argument is from a part of the verse which is not quoted explicitly: "If you bring a cereal gift of first fruits to the Eternal; milky white roasted in fire, farina from soft kernels you should bring as cereal offering to your God." The verse prescribes that the barley after cutting must be threshed, roasted, and milled before presentation. But the expression "milky white" specifies which plants are sufficiently ripened to be candidates for cutting. Therefore, the verse must speak of the time of cutting.

91 In the Babli (Pesahim 55a), the baraita is in the name of R. Jehudah who states in Mishnah Ševi‘it 2:6 that any transplant which does not form roots in three days will not survive.

92 If the action of the ‘omer would be counted from presentation, then replanting on the 14th would still leave three days, part of 14th, 15th, part of 16th, to form a root. Since the baraita specifies the 13th as last day for replanting, it follows that the operative time of the ‘omer is early in the night of the 16th, the time of cutting the barley.
Rebbi Yose said, the word of Rebbi Abinna supports me, since Rebbi Abinna said, explain it following this baraita: "In a place where one does not usually work on the 14th, but not in a place where one is used to work on the 14th." If it is cut; maybe also when it is standing? It was found stated: "In a place where people are used to work on cut produce, one may work even on standing grain."

Mishnah Pesahim 4:1 states: "In a place where one is used to work in the morning of the 14th [of Nisan], one may work; in a place where one is not used to work in the morning of the 14th [of Nisan], one may not work." If work on the 14th is forbidden, it is obvious that the 13th is the last day for weeding and the baraita quoted in the preceding paragraph does not prove anything about the 'omer. Since it is stated that one may replant on the 14th, it follows that only the presentation of the 'omer is relevant.

An objection by R. Jonah. Maybe agricultural work, while permitted on the morning of the 14th, is restricted.

Tosephta Pesahim 3:18: "In a place where one is used to work on standing grain on the 14th until noon, one may do so."
'Otherwise, they are forbidden until the next ‘omer.” Rebbi Eleazar asked, may they be used to bring [next year’s] ‘omer? It is impossible to say so: Old and new produce, one does not give heave and tithe from one for the other, and you say so? They objected, are there not the other kinds which are dependent on the ‘omer but cannot be used for the ‘omer? No, what you said is for the other kinds which are never usable for the ‘omer; what can you say about barley which can be used for the ‘omer? The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: (Lev. 23:10) "The first of your harvest," not the last of your harvest. Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: (Lev. 2:14) "First fruits," these are not first fruits. What is the difference between them? If somebody transgressed and brought. In the opinion of the colleagues it is disqualified. In the opinion of Rebbi Zeira it is acceptable. The words of the Sages, Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rabin bar Ḥiyya. That is only if it was one third ripe before New Year’s Day. But if it only was one third ripe after New Year’s Day, the ‘omer comes from it.

96 If it is barley.
97 In this version, nothing sown before the New Year can be used for the ‘omer.
98 All grains which are not barley.
99 It is explained in Sifra Way-yiqra Pereq 15(1) that "first fruits" is a requirement that is waived if no ripe barley is found in the fields by Passover. Since it can be disregarded under certain circumstances this cannot be an absolute requirement.
100 He is R. Abin bar Ḥiyya, student of R. Zeira.
Mishnah 2: If somebody eats the volume of an olive of mazzah from them\textsuperscript{101} on Passover\textsuperscript{102}, he did his duty, the volume of an olive of leavened [bread], he is subject to being cut off\textsuperscript{103}. If one of them is mixed with other kinds\textsuperscript{104} one transgresses on Passover. He who takes a vow not to use bread or produce\textsuperscript{105} is forbidden them, the words of Rebbi Meir; but the Sages say, he who takes a vow not to use flour is only forbidden these\textsuperscript{106}. They are subject to hallah and tithes\textsuperscript{107}.

\textsuperscript{101} The five kinds mentioned in Mishnah 1.

\textsuperscript{102} More exactly, the first night of the holiday as spelled out in Ex. 12:18: "In the evening you have to eat mazzah." The remaining days of Passover, leavened bread is forbidden but mazzah is not required; one might live without bread.

\textsuperscript{103} Ex. 12:19. The punishment of "being cut off" is divine punishment, not of the earthly court.

\textsuperscript{104} It is sinful to keep on Passover any leavened mixture made from flour of one of the five kinds mixed with other edible material.

\textsuperscript{105} In the talmudic vocabulary, only means "grain." But as shown in Halakhah 3, in biblical language the word means "any agricultural yield."

\textsuperscript{106} This is a shortened version of Mishnah Nedarim 7:2: "He who takes a vow not to use flour is forbidden even dry Egyptian bean, the words of R. Meir; but the Sages say, he is only forbidden the five kinds. R. Meir says, he who takes a vow not to use grain is forbidden only the five kinds."

\textsuperscript{107} As a matter of biblical law.
Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi said, this means that one whips because of their hallah as a word of the Torah. Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba, explain it if it contains the volume of an olive of any one of them. Rebbi Yose said, you might even say one volume of an olive of all of them. It is different since the category of "leavened" applies to all of them. The argument of Rebbi Yose seems inverted. There, he says two kinds are more than the third and cancel it; here, he says so! Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, so is the Mishnah: "Either the volume of an olive from this one or from another."

The language of the Mishnah, "the volume of an olive of mazzah from them", seems to mean that a mazzah made of mixed dough is acceptable on Passover and subject to biblical hallah. This contradicts R. Simeon ben Laqish (Note 51) who held that different kinds, each of which measures less than the necessary volume, cannot be taken together to be subject to biblical hallah.

The argument is accepted; the Mishnah permits mixed mazzah on Passover only if at least one kind of grain is present in a sufficient amount for an acceptable mazzah by itself.
Halakhah 3: Therefore, is he who makes a vow not to use bread or produce forbidden everything according to the rabbis? Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, so is the Mishnah: "He who makes a vow not to use flour is only forbidden these." How do we hold? If he uses "bread" in the biblical sense then also if he says "produce" it is meant in the biblical sense. He should be forbidden everything since it is written (Deut. 22:9): "The produce of the vineyard." If he simply says "bread"; only from wheat or barley is it simply called "bread". Rebbi Yose said, I confirmed it, at a place where one eats bread from all [kinds], only from the five kinds it is simply called "bread".

110 Here begins the discussion of have to be called spelt-bread or oatmeal-bread but never "bread" without a qualifier.

111 Everything vegetal.

112 Spelt or oatmeal bread would

Mishnah 3: The following are subject to hallah but exempt from tithes: Gleanings, forgotten sheaves, and peah, as well as abandoned property, First tithe of which its heave had been taken, second tithe and dedicated [grain] that were redeemed, the excess of the 'omer, and grain not yet one-third ripe. Rebbi Eleazar said, grain not yet one-third ripe is exempt from hallah.
113 Cf. Peah 4, Note 97. Since the poor may sell the grain collected as gleanings, etc., the flour from these grains is subject to all rules of regularly harvested grain. The detailed arguments for exemption are in Ma'aserot 1, Notes 18-23.

114 Cf. Peah 6, Note 1, for the exemption from heave and tithes.

115 This is purely profane; there is no reason why it should not be subject to hallah. The statement which is needed is that flour made from first tithe taken before the great heave becomes profane upon separation of the heave of the tithe (its heave, in the language of the Mishnah) without any great heave.

116 But unredeemed second tithe in Jerusalem is free from hallah for R. Meir who holds that it is Heaven's property; cf. Ma'aser Seni 4, Note 67.

117 The flour from the barley cut for the 'omer presentation which was not needed in the Temple. This was redeemed and sold by the Temple as profane.

118 According to the majority opinion, dough made from flour of green kernels, not yet one-third ripe, can become leavened and therefore is subject to hallah; cf. Notes 15-20.

Halakhah 4: Rebbi Hoshaiah asked Cahana: From where that these are subject to hallah but exempt from tithes? He said to him, do not tell me (Num. 15:19): "you shall lift"; (v. 20) "so you shall lift." He came back and said, from 14 [years]. Just as in the 14 years they were subject to hallah but exempt from tithes, so these are subject to hallah but exempt from tithes.

119 "It shall be when you eat from the bread of the Land, you shall lift a heave for the Eternal. The first of your doughs, hallah you shall lift as heave, as the heave of the threshing floor so you shall lift it."
glance, the second verse seems to imply that anything exempt from great heave should be exempt from hallah. Cahana assumes that R. Hoshiaiah's question was, why should the items enumerated in the Mishnah ever be subject to hallah?


121 Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: This is one of three well-explained verses in the Torah (*Deut*. 14:27): "The Levite shall come, for he has neither part nor inheritance with you." You must give him from what you have but he has not. This excludes ownerless property where your and his hands are equal. There is no difference between gleanings, forgotten sheaves, *peah*, and abandoned property.

121 *Terumot* 1, Note 159. irrespective of their tribal affiliation.

122 All poor are entitled to these,
"First tithe of which its heave had been taken;" since its heave was taken, is it not like profane? Explain it if he gave it early, from ears, as Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: First tithe given early, from ears, is free from [the obligation of] great heave. Rebbi Yose said, it is written (Num. 18:29): 'From all its best, the holy part from it;' not its best and the best of another person. Rebbi Yose said, it is written (Num. 18:26): 'You shall lift from it the heave of the Eternal, tithe of the tithe,' but not heave and tithe from the tithe. When he made a heap and then gave its heave of the tithe. But if he gave heave of the tithe and then made a heap this does not apply. When he gave from itself for it, but if he gave from another place this does not apply.

123 Babli Berakhot 47a, Sabbath 127b, Eruvin 31b, Pesahim 35b, Bezah 13b, in the name of R. Simeon ben Laqish; Yerushalmi Bikkurim 2:3, 2:4 (fol. 65a).
124 The two verses quoted are written about heave of the tithe. The MT of 18:28 reads יִתְנָה אֱלֹהִים בְּתֵית הָעֵשֶׂה עַד הַמַּעֲמָל בְּשֵׁם רְבֵּי אֲבֵנָרָי דָּמָה חַד כָּא. מֵעַשֶּׁר עַשָּׁה יֵשָׁרֵעָם בֵּשֵׁמָה יָשֵׁר בְּשֵׁמָה יָשֵׁר בֵּשֵׁמָה יָשֵׁר (fol. 57d)
125 The Levite who threshed the ears given to him as tithe.
126 This starts the obligation of heave which then must be given. In the Babli, this is an observation ascribed to Abbaye.
127 This is permitted but then it is not "from it"; the verses do not apply.

"Second Tithe and dedicated [grain] that were redeemed". Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Assi, Rebbi Hama bar Uqba, Rebbi Hillel ben Vales argued in the name of Rebbi Jehudah from the following: "First tithe given early, from ears, is free from [the obligation of] great heave."
The name appears as אברא מך. The Mishnah states that redeemed second tithe is obligated for hallah but free from tithe. How can tithe be free from tithe? It must be that it is not free from tithe but from heave which is subsumed under the name of tithes.

Rebbi Jonah asked: Following him who holds that it is not like his property\textsuperscript{116}; but following him who holds it is like his property he must be obligated\textsuperscript{130}. He\textsuperscript{131} said to him, I also am of this opinion. For second tithe, since everybody agrees that it is like his property, he is obligated, there is a disagreement. For him who holds it is obligated\textsuperscript{132}, even its heave is obligated. For him who holds it is free\textsuperscript{133}, even its profane part is free.

\textsuperscript{116} If second tithe is the farmer's property even before redemption, then redemption should make no difference in the obligation of hallah. This means that the Mishnah is R. Meir's; it cannot follow R. Jehudah.

\textsuperscript{130} An unidentified person; probably it is R. Jonah's usual partner R. Yose.

\textsuperscript{132} While everybody agrees that early first tithe preempts heave, nothing has been said about second tithe given early. If early second tithe is subject to heave, any dough made from it is subject to hallah, including what still has to be given as heave.

\textsuperscript{133} The only second tithe that possibly is free is unredeemed second tithe consumed in Jerusalem. For him who holds it is Heaven's property, any second tithe dough in Jerusalem is exempt from hallah.
For him who holds it is obligated\textsuperscript{134}, if he used it as heave of the tithe for some other produce, how do you treat it? Like a heap of sheaves which became dema\textsuperscript{135} or like a dough which became dema\textsuperscript{136}? A heap of sheaves which became dema\textsuperscript{136} you say is obligated, a dough which became dema\textsuperscript{136} you say is free! Rebbi Tanḥuma in the name of Rebbi Ḥuna: Concerning a heap of sheaves which became dema\textsuperscript{136} if he transgressed and gave heave before it became obligated, is it not heave\textsuperscript{137}? A dough which became dema\textsuperscript{136} if he transgressed and gave hallah from it before it became obligated\textsuperscript{138} is not hallah as we have stated there\textsuperscript{139}: "If somebody gives hallah from flour it is not hallah and will be robbery in the hand if the Cohen.\textsuperscript{140}"

\textsuperscript{134} Early Second Tithe obligated for heave. It was established in Terumot 2:1 that heave of the tithe may be given from one batch for an unrelated batch.

\textsuperscript{135} Profane mixed with heave; cf. Terumot 3:2.

\textsuperscript{136} Which is exempt from hallah, cf. Mishnah 4.

\textsuperscript{137} The Constantinople print (Benvenist) has this as a declarative sentence: "It is heave." The heap of sheaves is not processed but if heave is given, automatically all tithes are also due.

\textsuperscript{138} A (sufficiently large) bread dough is potentially obligated for hallah the moment it is no longer dry flour.

\textsuperscript{139} Mishnah 2:5.
The two cases have been explained but the original question was not answered.

"The excess of the 'omer." The Mishnah is not Rebbi Aqiba’s since Rebbi Aqiba makes it liable for heave and tithes.141

Mishnah Menahot 10(6):4; Babli Menahot 66b-67a.

"And grain not yet one-third ripe." What is the rabbis’ reason? "Bread" is mentioned in connection with Passover and "bread" is mentioned in connection with hallah. "Bread" mentioned in connection with Passover includes all that may be mazzah or leavened, [therefore] also "bread" mentioned in connection with hallah includes all that may be mazzah or leavened15-18,118. What is Rebbi Eleazar’s reasoning? (Num. 15:20) "You shall lift it like heave from the threshing floor." Since heave from the threshing floor is only from produce at least one-third ripe142, that also is only from produce at least one-third ripe. Does Rebbi Eleazar not have "bread, bread"? It was found stated in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: It is not subject to hallah and nobody can use it to fulfill his duty on Passover.
142 Cf. Ma'serot 1:3, Note 78.

143 If there is an established tradition that the word "bread" means the same in both cases, R. Eleazar also must agree that the same standard applies in both cases.

144 Bread or dough made from flour milled from grain not yet one-third ripe.

145 Is one guilty for bread from it because of new grain? Rebbi Yudan said, it is written (Lev. 23:14): "Bread, parched or fresh grain you should not eat." Anything for whose parched grain you would be guilty because of new grain you are guilty for bread because of new grain; but anything for whose parched grain you would not be guilty because of new grain you are not guilty for bread because of new grain.

146 This formulation is exactly the inverse of the same argument in Halakhah 1, Note 23.

146 Rebbi Zeira said: It is written (Deut 14:22): "You shall certainly tithe all your seed-yield." Anything which will grow when sown; this excludes seeds less than one-third ripe which when sown will not grow.

146 Ma'serot 1:3, Note 78.
It is obvious: For the rabbis, that "less than a third" is not dragged in concerning the matter of tithes. Rebbi Hiyya bar Josef asked: According to Rebbi Eleazar, is it dragged in in the matter of hallah like a rice dough? Samuel bar Abba asked: How does one treat old and new for hallah? Two fields, one one-third ripe, one less than one-third ripe, are one for hallah and two for tithes. One less than one-third ripe and one of grasses are two for hallah and one for tithes. One one-third ripe and one of grasses are two both for hallah and tithes.

147 Since grain less than one-third ripe is not subject to tithes, if such grain is mixed with ripe grain, only the ripe grain is subject to heave and tithes. The green kernels cannot become subject to tithes. Cf. Note 22. On the other hand, it is stated in Mishnah 3:6 that if a dough made from rice and grain tastes of grain, the entire dough is obligated for hallah and the bread baked from it is acceptable for Passover.

149 It is forbidden to give heave from the new harvest for last year’s. Since hallah is called heave, how does one treat dough made from flour which is a mixture of last year’s and this year’s grain? No answer is given; it seems obvious that one does not have to investigate the origin of the flour one buys on the market.

150 According to the rabbis, flour from both fields is subject to hallah when made into a dough but only the riper one is subject to heave and tithes.

151 The grain seeds are somehow used to make flour. That flour cannot be measured in the minimal amount needed for hallah (Mishnah 2:6). But as human food it is subject to (rabbinic) tithes.
Mishnah 4: The following are obligated for tithes but free from hallah: Rice, millet, poppies, sesame, legumes\textsuperscript{151}, and less than five quarter [\textit{qab}] of grain\textsuperscript{152}. Bismarcks\textsuperscript{153}, honey cakes\textsuperscript{154}, roasted cakes\textsuperscript{155}, pancakes\textsuperscript{156}, and \textit{dema}\textsuperscript{157} are free from hallah.

\textsuperscript{151} Anything from which a kind of flour can be extracted, other than grasses. The main examples are peas and beans.

\textsuperscript{152} A dough made with more than this volume of flour is subject to hallah; Mishnah and Halakhah 2:6.

\textsuperscript{153} The traditional spelling pronunciation is \textit{צפוגים} but better Mishnah sources write the word without \textit{i}, derived from Greek \textit{σπόγγος}, Armenian and Syriac \textit{spung} "sponge". According to \textit{Arukh}, they are what in Arabic is called \textit{يسفنج}, spherical spongy cakes fried in oil. In modern Hebrew, the word is used in the feminine: \textit{ספוגית}.

\textsuperscript{154} Defined in the Halakhah as "milk and honey". The readings of the Kaufmann ms. of the Mishnah, הירביעים, or of the Munich ms. of the Babli, הירביעים, are preferable.

\textsuperscript{155} Greek, [\textit{άρτος}] έσχαρίτης, o, "[bread] baked over the fire".

\textsuperscript{156} Cf. 2S. 13:9.

\textsuperscript{157} Profane and heave mixed together, forbidden to all but Cohanim.
Halakhah 4: What are the rules "in between"?158 Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "In between" follows the rules of the first state.159 Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "In between" follows the rules of the final state. What means "in between"?160 If somebody makes dough from tevel, its hallah is obligated for heave and its heave for hallah. From where that hallah is obligated for heave? Rebbi Isaac in the name of Rebbi Samuel ben Martha in the name of Rav: (Num. 15:20) "Hallah you shall lift heave," from hallah you shall lift heave. From where that heave is subject to hallah? From our difficulty to explain that verse, the one where it is written: "Beginning . . . you shall lift hallah"161.

158 In between obligations, if dough is made from flour that is not totally profane.
159 All prior obligations also fall on the hallah taken from the dough.
161 The full verses read: "The beginning of your doughs, hallah you shall lift heave; like heave of the barn, so you shall lift it. From the beginning of your doughs you shall give a heave to the Eternal, for your generations." The second verse states that hallah is due as a heave from the moment the kneading of the dough starts. But then the first "beginning" is redundant; it is taken to refer to actual heave which is called "beginning" in Num. 18:12. Then the second clause of the first verse is read not "hallah you shall lift [as] heave" but [from] hallah you shall lift heave."

Bismarcks are tracta.162 Honey cakes μελίγαλα163. Ἕσχαρίτης are bake-meats164 of the market, pancakes dumplings in water.
Latin tractum, tracta, Greek τρακτόν, τό, "long piece of dough drawn out in making pastry" (Liddell & Scott). Mentioned in Apicius (De re coquinaria, Ed. M. E. Milham, Leipzig 1969) Bk. IV iii as used in serving fish, Bk. Vii using "three small tracta balls" for pultes tractogalatae.

"Honey-milk" baked goods.

The root of "hallah" seems to be Arabic اِلْهَل. "Baked from a mixture of lentils, peas, and farina." The Babli, Pesahim 37a, defines אֶלֹהָה as "non-commercial שְׁפֵר"; a better opposite to "commercial שְׁפֵר" of the Yerushalmi.

The Babli, Pesahim 37b, also defines hallah as "dough cooked by pouring boiling water over it" in contrast to מַכָּר "dumpling" made by dropping lumps of dough into boiling water but the Yerushalmi (Halakhah 7) switches the meanings of both terms.

Rebbi Johanan said, tracta is subject to hallah, one recites for it "He Who produces bread from the earth," and one may satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, tracta is not subject to hallah, one may not recite for it "He Who produces bread from..."
the earth," and one may not satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it. Rebbi Yose said both together: Rebbi Johanan said, *tracta* is subject to *hallah*, one recites for it "He Who produces bread from the earth," and one may satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, *tracta* is not subject to *hallah*, one may not recite for it "He Who produces bread from the earth," and one may not satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it. Rebbi Yose said another [statement] (Rebbi Yose): Rebbi Johanan said, everything\textsuperscript{168} under which the fire burns is subject to *hallah*, one recites for it "He Who produces bread from the earth," and one may satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, anything under which the fire burns is not subject to *hallah*, one may not recite for it "He Who produces bread from the earth," and one may not satisfy one’s Passover obligation with it. Rebbi Johanan said, only in a fluid\textsuperscript{169}.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{165} The obvious contradiction to the Mishnah is resolved in the next paragraph.
\item \textbf{166} The benediction required for bread and bread alone; *Berakhot* 6:1.
\item \textbf{167} To eat *mazzah* defined as unleavened bread; cf. Note 15.
\item \textbf{168} Every dough baked in an oven.
\end{itemize}

Their ovens were shaped as conical frustums, where the dough was clinging to the inclined wall directly over the fire.

\textbf{169} Dough baked in a pan whose bottom is filled with liquid (including oil) cannot become bread.
The Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "Bismarcks, honey cakes, roasted cakes, pancakes, and dema' are free from hallah!" He explains it for Bismarcks made on the fire: One does not fulfill one's obligation with Bismarcks baked by the sun; one may fulfill one's obligation with Bismarcks baked on the fire. Does this not disagree with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish? He explains it if the fire extends to the sides.

170 He restricts the Mishnah to that unlikely case; this is accepted in the Babli, Pesahim 37a.

A Genizah text has a more complete version: מרח לוכספנין שחש חמה. ותים
כן ורכזים כספנין שחש בוחר ואין רכזים כספנין שחש חמה "He explains it for Bismarcks baked by the sun. It was stated thus (Tosephta Pisha 2:19): One may fulfill one's obligation with Bismarcks baked on fire but one may not fulfill one's obligation by Bismarcks baked in the sun."

171 Since the oven is much larger at the bottom than in the upper part where the bread is baked, the heat comes from all sides. R. Simeon considers baking with heat coming just from one direction as cooking, not baking. In the Babli, Pesahim 37b, R. Simeon defines as cooking anything prepared in a vessel in the oven; he accepts as baking only what is in the oven without any vessel. This may be the same as his opinion explained here.
The words of the rabbis disagree. Cahana asked Samuel: Is it not reasonable that the dema' which we stated here contains mostly heave? He said to him, that is also my opinion, but when you go to the Land of Israel do ask about this. When he went, he heard what Rebbi Assi said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, even one seah that fell into 99 [which were] profane. Rebbi Abbahu said, thus did Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish answer Rebbi Johanan: That one seah frees everything? Is a fig cake among fig cakes such a sure thing that heave came up in his hand? But you must say it is [to be taken] lightly; here also it is [to be taken] lightly. Could he not have objected: Is it different with fig cakes which already are disregarded? Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose, both in the name of Rebbi Zeira: Even wheat and wheat he may grind and lift.

This paragraph appears, with minor spelling differences, in Terumot.
possible *dema*\(^{174}\) and is eaten because of *dema*\(^{175}\). Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Abuna, when has this been said? For more than five quarter \([qab]\), but for exactly five quarters it is exempt from *hallah*.

173 This is implied by the Mishnah which exempts only volumes strictly less that \(\frac{5}{4}\) *qab*, against the opinion of R. Yose (Mishnah *Idiut* 1:2) who requires strictly more than \(\frac{5}{4}\) *qab*.

174 If there were two boxes and heave fell into one of them but it is not known into which, the contents of both must be eaten by Cohanim but are not exempt from *hallah*.

175 It seems that in the text one should read ספכ מודעי ליכל מספר as in Tosephta *Hallah* 1:5, *Terumot* 7:8.

Mishnah 5: Dough intended for Bismarcks and made into Bismarcks is free from *hallah*.\(^{176}\) If it was started as bread dough but made into Bismarcks, or started as Bismarck dough and used as bread dough, is obligated for *hallah*. Similarly, *qenubqa’ot*\(^{177}\) are obligated.

176 According to Maimonides, only if baked in the sun. clibanicus (viz., *panis*) "bread baked in a *clibanus*, an earthen or iron vessel for baking bread; oven, furnace" (Lewis & Short) (E. G.).

177 A word of unknown etymology, cf. Note 182. (Perhaps cf. Latin
Halakhah 6: A woman asked Rebbi Mana: Since I want to make itry in my kneading-trough, may I take from it so that it should be free from hallah? He said to her, why not? He went to ask his father. He said to him, it is forbidden; maybe she would change her mind to use it as bread dough.

178 Cf. Greek ἱτριον "a kind of cake;" in later usage, any cake (L.&S.). In Modern Hebrew, אסרייריות are "noodles"; cf. Arabic اسيرة "vermicelli".

179 While the total dough in the trough is more than the minimum for hallah, the dough taken to make bread will be less than the minimum. This should be exempt from hallah.

180 R. Jonah.

181 More than the minimum for hallah.

Similarly, qenubqa'ot are obligated. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, Zwieback. Rebbi Hananiah ben Agul in the name of Hizqiah said boqrlta. That you should not say that because in the end it will be turned into a kind of farina it should be free from hallah. Rebbi Abba bar Zavda said, dough for the sick is obligated for hallah, that you should not say that because in the end it will be turned into a kind of farina it should be free from hallah.
J. N. Epstein [Tarbiz 1(1929) p. 124-125] identifies οὐσίας as Greek κράμβιτας "Zwieback" [cf. Greek κραμβαλέος "dried, parched, roasted" (E.G.)] and καρλέτα (in the Peterburg fragment as καρλέτα) as Greek βούκκελα [really from the Latin bucella (E.G.)] "small loaf"). The following is the text of Or Zaru'a (R. Isaac from Vienna, 13th Cent.; §219):
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רבי אמר עיסת חלתה מבירה. אמר רבי בן שמעון חלמך לעשותה חרכה

לבקנה. אמר רביток טנא אראני ינאי מקרויין אייניאי דאיבד以下の דאיבד

ולו פהוות מלקשיטיאו דיאמות סברין שליה פטורוה ויהיו מיינכְת.

Rav said, dough for kutah is subject to hallah. Rebbi Abun said, perhaps she will change her mind to make it white Zwieback. Rebbi
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Mana said, we have to announce publicly that those who make ‘abisin should make less than the measure since they think it is exempt but it is obligated.

183 A Babylonian specialty cheese for which the active bacteria come from mold growing on bread. If the bread is never intended to be eaten, it should be exempt from hallah. In the Babli (Berakhot 37b/38a), R. Hyya is quoted that such dough is exempt. The statement is then explained away because if one makes bread to grow mold, it is subject to hallah but if the mold is grown on a kind of porridge it is exempt.

184 In the Babli, Arabic baked starch with milk and dates.

Mishnah 6: The House of Shammai free parboiled dough but the House of Hillel obligate it. The House of Shammai obligate dumplings but the House of Hillel free it. The loaves for a thanksgiving sacrifice and those needed by the nazir, if he made them for himself they are exempt, to sell on the market obligated.

185 In both cases, the dough will be baked in the end. In the Babli, Pesahim 37b, the definition of מִשְׁנַה is switched; the Babli essentially follows the Yerushalmi here. The disagreement of the Houses of Hillel and Shammai is also quoted in Mishnah Idiot 5:2.

186 Lev. 7:12.

187 Num. 6:15.

188 Since they are dedicated when baking they are exempt as sacrifice.
It was stated\textsuperscript{189}: "Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose said in his father's name: What is parboiled? If one adds hot water to flour. Dumpling, flour into hot water."

\textsuperscript{189} Tosephta 1:1. The Babli quotes and insists that the water be not just this in the opposite way (cf. Note 164) hot but boiling.

Come and look: If it is completely parboiled, the House of Shammai obligate, not completely parboiled, the House of Shammai exempt\textsuperscript{190}? Rebbi Assi in the name of Hizqiah, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Hosaia: Two students stated this\textsuperscript{191}. Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: For this matter I went to the elder Rebbi Hosaia to Caesarea\textsuperscript{192} and he said to me, two students stated this.

\textsuperscript{190} Flour dumped into boiling water can become cooked and edible; if boiling water is poured over flour, the dough needs baking. It would be reasonable to require hallah in the second case; why do they require it only in the first?

\textsuperscript{191} The Mishnah is composed of two incongruous pieces. There is no difference in the rules between parboiled flour and dumplings, but one student holds that the House of Shammai forbids and that of Hillel permits (both for נו"ע and נ'ט) while the other holds that the House of Hillel forbids and the House of Shammai permits.

\textsuperscript{192} Caesarea Philippi.
Continuation of Tosephta 1:1. Shammai.


What is certainly parboiled? Rebbi Zeira said, everything the fire burns under. Rebbi Yose said, even if the fire burns under it, since he will use it as dough in the future it is obligated for hallah. Roasted flour which he used as flour is obligated for hallah. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Only if he baked it.

If it was cooked in boiling water, it is exempt from hallah.

Anything that may be used in a bread dough, even if baked completely as, e.g., matzah meal, is subject to hallah when first made.

"The loaves for a thanksgiving sacrifice and those needed by the nazir, if he made them for himself they are exempt," for it is written "the first of your baking troughs;" "to sell on the market he is obligated", it does not depend on his intention but on that of his customers. Maybe he will find a customer; therefore, it becomes tevel immediately.
HALAKHAH 8

197 *Num.* 15:20. The sentence as addressed to the people, not to the priests of the Temple all whose food is dedicated.

198 The same argument is found in *Ma’aserot* 1:5, cf. there, Note 115, 125.

Mishnah 7: A baker who made sour dough for distribution is obligated for hallah. But women who gave to a baker that he should make sour dough for them are free from hallah if no individual gave a full measure.199

This Mishnah was explained in *Ma’aserot* 5:6. The following Halakhah 8 is identical with Halakhah *Ma’aserot* 5:6 and was explained there, Notes 95-109. It is presupposed that the baker made sour dough for retail sale from more than 5/4 qab of flour.

199 (fol. 57a)

לゥשוהת לום שיאר אם ימין של האת ממק מ欤וע מפוור מות מקלות.

Mishnah 7: Baker who made sour dough for distribution is obligated for hallah. But women who gave to a baker that he should make sour dough for them are free from hallah if no individual gave a full measure.199

This Mishnah was explained in *Ma’aserot* 5:6. The following Halakhah 8 is identical with Halakhah *Ma’aserot* 5:6 and was explained there, Notes 95-109. It is presupposed that the baker made sour dough for retail sale from more than 5/4 qab of flour.
Halakhah 8: If somebody made a heap [of somebody’s grain] without the latter’s knowledge: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish. Rebbi Johanan said, it is tevel, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, it is not tevel. Rebbi Johanan objected to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, did we not state: "And similarly women who gave to a baker to make sour dough for them, if none of them had the required amount it is free from hallah." (But what if all of them had the required amount?) He said to him, because if somebody makes dough in order to distribute it, the dough is exempt from hallah. But we have stated: "A baker who made sour dough for distribution is obligated for hallah." He said to him, do not answer back about a baker. For a baker, it does not depend on his opinion but on the opinions of his customers; maybe he will find a customer and will make bread dough for him. He said to him, but was it not stated: "The holes of ants which were overnight near an obligated heap are obligated," therefore, near an exempt heap they are exempt. Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Because of resignation. Samuel ben Abba said, only [if they dragged tips of] ears.
Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish objected to Rebbi Johanan: Did we not state: "But if he dedicated it before it was finished, the treasurer finished it, and then the owner redeemed it, it is free." Is not the treasurer a different person and you say what he did is valid? He said to him, this follows him who says the treasurer has the status of owner and goes against Rebbi Yose since Rebbi Yose said, the treasurer is a different person.

Rebbi Hananiah the colleague of the rabbis asked: And even if one of them was of full measure it should be like something not completely processed, since Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, even what is in a flask did not become tevel, in case it was not fully processed, since he would in the end return it not fully processed.

200 From the text in Ma'aserot and a Genizah fragment; not in the Leyden ms. and the Venice print. 201 This is slightly different from the text in Ma'aserot but does not change the meaning.
Mishnah 8: A dog biscuit, if the shepherds eat from it, is obligated for hallah\textsuperscript{202}, one may use it for eruv and participation\textsuperscript{203}, one may recite the blessing over it\textsuperscript{204} and one invites\textsuperscript{205} for it, it may be made on a holiday\textsuperscript{206}, and a person may fulfill his duty with it on Passover\textsuperscript{207}. If the shepherds do not eat from it, it is not obligated for hallah, one may not use it for eruv and participation, it may not be made on a holiday, and no person may fulfill his duty with it on Passover. In any case it can become impure in the impurity of food\textsuperscript{208}.

202 Since it is written (Num. 15:19): "When you eat from the bread of the Land", to exclude bread as animal feed from the obligation of hallah (Sifry Suta Selah 21).
203 To allow carrying on the Sabbath in a common courtyard or dead-end street, cf. Demay 1, Notes 192-193.
204 The blessing "Who produced bread from the earth" appropriate for bread; Mishnah Berakhot 6:1.
205 To recite grace in a group, which is done only for a meal with bread; Mishnah Berakhot 7:1.
206 Since only human food may be cooked or baked on a holiday, Ex. 12:16. This rule is not unchallenged; R. Aqiba holds that animal feed also may be cooked on a holiday, Yom Tob 1:11 (fol. 61a), Babli Bezah 21b.
207 If it is unleavened and from the approved five kinds of flour, it is counted as bread.
208 Animal feed may be human food in an emergency; it is susceptible to impurity even if there is no intent to use it as human food.
Halakhah 9: What is dog biscuit? Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, any with coarse bran mixed in.

The Mishnah said: “if the shepherds eat from it.” Maybe sometimes the shepherds will not eat from it. Rebbi Johanan said, any he made into cracknels. We also have stated so: “Any he made into cracknels is obligated; if he made it connected it is free.” Rebbi Abba in the name of Samuel, Rebbi Ammi in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya, even if he formed it as rolls. But did we not state, “if the shepherds do not eat from it?” Explain it if he made it from the start [thinking] that the shepherds should not eat from it.

---

209 Arabic كَمِك "ring-shaped pastry; pretzel"; definition of Arukh based on Gaonic sources. R. Johanan disagrees with R. Simeon ben Laqish and holds that the composition of the bread does not define its legal status, only the intent of the baker as expressed in the shape he is baking.

210 Tosephta 1:6, in the name of R. Jehudah, reading of the Erfurt ms.

211 Several loaves connected together; from a Hebrew root בצק "to connect", cf. S. Krauss’s Note to Arukh s. v. בצק.

212 Greek κόλλις; cf. Berakhot 6, Note 103.

213 It is obvious that a shepherd will eat a small cake which he does not have to share with his dog but even from a large loaf he may cut a piece for himself before giving the remainder to the dog. It is difficult to see why the shape of the loaves should have any influence on their legal status.
One disagrees with R. Simeon ben Laqish but also with R. Johanan. The status of the bread is determined by the intent of the baker.

"It may be made on a holiday." The Mishnah is Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar's, as it was stated\(^{215}\): "One does not make [food] on a holiday for use after the holiday." Also, it was stated: "A woman may fill a pot with meat even if one eats only one piece from it, a water pot\(^{216}\) with hot water even if one drinks only one cup from it. But baking, she should bake only what she needs." For it is stated: "Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, a woman may fill the entire oven with bread because the bread turns out well if the oven is filled."\(^{217}\)

---

\(^{215}\) Tosefta Yom Tob 2:3, reading of the Erfurt ms. and the Yerushalmi Yom Tob 2:1 (fol. 61b). The Babli (Bezah 17a) and the Vienna ms. read און עליה אוחה "one does not bake". In all Tosephtha sources, the second quote is formulated in the masculine but even the Babli quotes it as speaking of a woman cook.

\(^{216}\) Latin cucuma, ae, f., "kettle".

\(^{217}\) Since the Mishnah here is anonymous and permits the preparation of dog biscuits unconditionally, it determines practice following R. Simeon ben Eleazar [Yom Tob 2:1 (fol. 61b), Babli Bezah 17a.]
It was stated: It is forbidden to recite a benediction over a robbed mazzah\textsuperscript{218}. Rebbi Hosaia said, because of (Ps. 10:3): "He who recites the blessing over a piece of bread blasphemes."\textsuperscript{219} Rebbi Jonah said, that is, originally. But in the end, does he not incur a monetary obligation\textsuperscript{220}? Rebbi Jonah said, no sin can be a good deed\textsuperscript{221}. Rebbi Yose said, no good deed can be a sin\textsuperscript{222}. Rebbi Hila said, (Lev. 27:34): "These are the commandments." If you did them they way they were commanded they are a good deeds; otherwise they are not good deeds\textsuperscript{223}.

\textsuperscript{218} The parallel is in Sabbath 13:3 (fol. 14a); in the Babli (Sanhedrin 6b, Baba Qama 94a) and in Yerushalmi Sanhedrin 1:1 (fol. 18b) this is a tannaic statement. Here, the argument is that a religious obligation, like eating mazzah on Passover, cannot be fulfilled in a sinful way. The Babli insists that not even the regular benedictions before and after eating can be recited if the food is stolen or robbed.

\textsuperscript{219} Usually, the verse is read to mean: "Certainly, the wicked one praises his own desires; he who blesses unlawful gain standsers the Eternal!"

The Tosephta (Sanhedrin 1:2) explains the verse as referring to judges who do not follow the rules.

\textsuperscript{220} The robber certainly cannot recite a benediction for robbed food, but after he ate it he acquired the food (or if he robbed flour he acquired it by baking) and is no longer required to return the robbed piece but has to pay. In that stage, the robber seems to be in the same position as a buyer who is slow in paying and one does not understand why he should not recite grace.

\textsuperscript{221} A good deed done by immoral means is no good deed at all and no religious obligation can be satisfied in this way. He declares his first argument faulty.

Mishnah 9: Hallah and heave. About them one is liable to death, and a fifth, they are forbidden to laymen, are Cohen’s property, can be lifted in need washing of the hands (and feet) and sundown, are not taken from pure for impure but only from what is earmarked and completed. He who says, all my threshing floor is heave or all my dough is hallah did not say anything unless he left out a small amount.

Most of these rules have been spelled out for heave in Tractate Terumot; the sentence spells out that hallah is not only called “heave” but actually follows all rules of heave.

Lev. 22:3.

Lev. 22:10. Since this rule is mentioned after the penalties, it must mean that consumption by laymen of quantities too small to merit judicial attention is still forbidden.


An extension of the injunction Ex. 30:17-21.

A scribal error in the ms. and some sources dependent on it; cf. The Mishnah with variant readings, Zera’im II (Jerusalem 1975), p. 325, Note 74.
Terumot 1:1, Note 6. 1.

Completely processed; Ma'serot

Halakhah 10: Rebbi Judah bar Pazi, Rebbi Hanin in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac, hallah might be profane\(^{245}\), I would say it is permitted to wait\(^{246}\) with it. Therefore, it was necessary to say: "Hallah and heave. About them one is liable to death and a fifth".

One might think that the root of the word נַפְלָה is (rabbinic) הָלָה (Arabic حَلَّ) "to be permitted, to be profane". Since hallah is invalidated by impurity, it should be delivered to a Cohen at the first opportunity.

Ten commandments does a person fulfill before he eats a piece of bread: Do not plough\(^{247}\), do now sow\(^{248}\), do not muzzle\(^{249}\), gleanings\(^{250}\), forgotten sheaves\(^{251}\), and peah\(^{252}\), heave, first tithe, second tithe, and hallah. Before Rebbi Isaac went to dinner, he spread out his ten fingers and said, I kept ten commandments.


"Hallah for all, heave for all." "To YHWH," that is the particular Name. From where that he did not do anything until he left some [as profane]? The verse says (Num. 15:21): "Of the beginning" and not all the beginning.

This paragraph is a truncated quote from Ma'aser Šeni Chapter 5 and is explained there, Notes 145-147. The paragraph should start: Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, he must say "hallah for all," . . .
Mishnah 1: Foreign produce imported into the Land is obligated for hallah. If it was exported, Rebbi Eliezer declares it obligated but Rebbi Aqiba declares it free.

Halakhah 1: "Foreign produce," etc. It is written (Num. 15:17) "To the Land into which I am bringing you." There you are obligated, you are not obligated outside the Land. It was stated: These are the words of Rebbi Meir. But the words of Rebbi Jehudah² are: Foreign produce imported into the Land, Rebbi Eliezer declares it free but Rebbi Aqiba declares it obligated. What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? (Num. 15:18) "From the Land’s bread," not foreign bread. What is the reason of Rebbi Aqiba? (Num. 15:17) "To the Land into which I am bringing you." There you are obligated, both for produce of the Land and foreign produce."
"When you come into the Land into which I am bringing you, (v. 18) it shall be that on the occasion of your eating from the bread of the Land you shall lift a heave for the Eternal."

Who is a better authority than R. Meir. The same statement in *Sifry Num.* 110. In *Maseoret* 5:4 (Note 83), R. Jehudah’s interpretation of the position of R. Aqiba is presented as genuine.

How does Rebbi Eliezer explain the reason of Rebbi Aqiba, (*Num.* 15:17) "To the Land into which I am bringing you?" The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: So did Rebbi Aqiba object to Rebbi Eliezer: Do you not agree that when Israel entered the Land and found there coarse and fine flour that this was subject to *hallalah*? Did it not grow while exempt? He accepted that. Rebbi Yose said, I am wondering how could Rebbi Aqiba object to Rebbi Eliezer and how could the latter accept it? There, before they entered they had inherited it retroactively, as Rebbi Huna said in the name of Rebbi Samuel ben Nahman: It is not written "to your posterity I shall give" but (*Gen.* 15:18): "to your posterity I gave", I already gave it.
3 R. Simson and R. Solomon ben Adrat read: "(coarse) flour and doughs". This is from a textual tradition different from our mss.; it is very likely a late change since (a) in talmudic Hebrew, נָפַל means only "coarse flour"; the re-emergence of the biblical meaning "flour" (irrespective of quality) is definitely Medieval rabbinic; (b) only R. Aqiba (later in this Halakhah and in Mishnah 3:5) moves the obligation of hallah from kneading the dough to baking it. It is unreasonable to expect R. Eliezer to accept this position.

4 As seen later, without giving up his interpretation of the verses for current practice.

How does Rebbi Aqiba explain the reason of Rebbi Eliezer, (Num. 15:18) "From the Land's bread?" About a ship which entered the Land. If it made a crust in the oven inside the line it is obligated, outside the line it is exempt. In the opinion of Rebbi Aqiba, the same rule applies to a ship, Gentile's dough, and their entry; everything depends on forming the crust in the oven. The Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba when it enters the Land that everything depends on forming the crust in the oven. This is implied by what Rebbi Aqiba objected to Rebbi Eliezer and the latter accepted it.

5 The imaginary line drawn from the Northernmost point on the coast of the Biblical Land of Israel to the Southernmost, which defines the territorial waters of the Land according to the majority opinion; cf.
Rebbi Jonah asked before Rebbi Jeremiah: When Israel entered the Land and found there green grain standing, would that have been forbidden as new? He said to him, why not? So far green, even dry? He said to him, even dry, even cut. Then even grain in storage! So I am saying, Israel should not have eaten 

mazzot in the Passover nights. Rebbi Jonah said, after I left there, I wondered that I did not say to him, it is different because a positive commandment overrides a prohibition. In the opinion of Rebbi Jonah who said, a positive commandment overrides a prohibition even if it is not written next to it, it is understood. But
according to Rebbi Yose who said, a positive commandment overrides a prohibition only if it is written next to it\textsuperscript{10}? What Gentile traders sold them, or following Rebbi Ismael, since Rebbi Ismael said, any "coming"\textsuperscript{11} mentioned in the Torah means after 14 years, seven of their conquest, seven of the distribution\textsuperscript{12}. Rebbi Abun bar Cahana objected: Is it not written (Jos. 5:11): "They ate from the produce of the Land the day after the Pesah," on the sixteenth! Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yose objected before Rebbi Yose: Is it not written (Num. 33:3): "The day after the Pesah, the Children of Israel left with raised hand before the eyes of all of Egypt." Not on the fifteenth\textsuperscript{13}?

7 Before the 'omer, cf. Chapter 1, Notes 3-5.
8 But they observed Pesah on the 14th (Jos. 5:10); how could they have fulfilled the commandment to eat the meat "with mazzot and bitter herbs" when all grain was forbidden as new since the preceding year there could not have been any 'omer and, according to the argument of the preceding paragraph, the laws were applicable retroactively?
9 This is the position accepted everywhere in the Babli where, however, the principle is severely restricted (Yebamot 3b/4a).
10 The disagreement between Rebbis Jonah and Yose is also discussed Yom Tov 1:3 (fol. 60b, bottom) and commented upon by Or Zarua' vol. 2, #234. The position of R. Yose is not mentioned in the Babli. As Tosaphot note in Qiddušin 38a (an opinion attributed by Or Zarua' to R. Jacob ben Meir of Provins), the argument of R. Jonah is weak since even according to him, only the first bite of mazzah would be permitted as a positive commandment; all further consumption of new bread would have been sinful.
11 Any commandment introduced with the remark: "When you come to the Land."
12 Cf. Ṣevī'it 6, Note 10. The statement of R. Ismael is discussed at length in Babli Qiddušin 37a-38a; it is quoted in Yerushalmi 'Orlah 1:2 (fol. 60d), Sotah 7:4 (fol. 21c), 9:1 (fol. 23c).
13 Pesah in Biblical texts is only the sacrifice of the afternoon of the
14th of Nisan. Only in rabbinic texts does Pesah stand for the holiday of unleavened bread, usually called Passover, starting on the 15th. The objection of R. Abun bar Cahana is anachronistic.

"If it was exported, Rebbi Eliezer declares it obligated but Rebbi Aqiba declares it free." They said, Rebbi Eliezer [is explained] from his quote, Rebbi Aqiba from his quote. Rebbi Eliezer from his quote; what is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? (Num. 15:18) "From the Land’s bread," wherever it may be. What is the reason of Rebbi Aqiba? (Num. 15:17) "To the Land into which I am bringing you;" there you are obligated; you are not obligated outside the Land.

Mishnah 2: [Growth of] earth from outside the Land which came to the Land in a ship is under the obligation of tithes and Sabbatical. Rebbi Jehudah said, when is this? When the ship touches the ground. Dough
kneaded with fruit juice is subject to hallah which can be eaten with unclean hands\(^{15}\).

15 Pure fruit juice, without addition of water, does not make food susceptible to impurity (cf. Demay 2, Notes 136-137.) Therefore, hallah from such a dough cannot become impure and may be eaten by a pure Cohen without washing of his hands (cf. Berakhot 8, Note 46).

Halakhah 2: The rabbis of Caesarea in the name of Rebbi Hanina:
The disagreement: (Deut. 11:24) "Any place\(^{16}\) your foot will tread on shall be yours," the general statement contains only the detail\(^{17}\), and following Rebbi Jehudah\(^{18}\). They object to Rebbi Jehudah: If this is about the boundaries of the Land of Israel, is there not written: (Jos. 1:4) "From the prairie and this Lebanon up to the great river, the Euphrates, all the land of the Hittites\(^{19}\) and to the great ocean at sunset shall be your borders." If it\(^{20}\) cannot deal with the border regions of the Land of Israel, consider it for the border regions outside the Land\(^{21}\). Then, what David was conquering in Aram of the rivers and Aram Zova should be subject to hallah! There is a difference, because David was neglecting the border regions of the Land of Israel and conquering the border regions outside the Land\(^{22}\).
16 In the masoretic text: nipan
mpn "7D is in the parallel Jos. 1:3 which
cannot be the verse quoted here.
17 The full verse reads: Any place
your foot will tread on shall be yours,
from the prairie and the Lebanon, from
the river Euphrates to the Western Sea
shall be your border region. It is a
hermeneutic principle (Sifra, Intro-
duction, 7) that a general statement
followed immediately by a clarification
means only what is intended in the
clarification. Therefore, "Any place"
means only the region described here
in general terms and in detail in Num.
34:1-12; "river Euphrates" here can only
mean the region of Dura Europos,
nearest to the Mediterranean.
18 Who defines the Western Sea as
the Atlantic Ocean (at the Straits of
Gibraltar) rather than the Mediter-
ranean; cf. Ševiṭ 6, Note 93.
19 The Hittite settlement in the
region after the disappearance of the
Hittite empire in central Anatolia.
20 The general statement "any
place".
21 That, if conquered, would
become part of the Land of Israel.
22 The Northern part of the Land,
the region of Phoenicia, as described in
Num. 34:1-12 never was part of David's
empire. Therefore, he was not author-
ized to conquer the regions East of the
promised Land. The argument appears
in greater detail in Sifry Deut. 51.

They wanted to say, according to him23 who said, there it is obligated,
also here it is obligated; according to him24 who said, there it is exempt,
also here it is exempt. Even according to him who says, there it is
exempt, here it is obligated for when Israel entered they became
It is written (2K. 14:25): "He reestablished the borders of Israel from Lebo-Hamat to the sea of the Arabah, following the word of the Eternal, the God of Israel, which He had said through Jonah ben Amittai, the prophet from Gat-Hepher." Rebbi Hananiah and Rebbi Mana, one said that all that Joshua had conquered this one conquered. The other said, more than Joshua had conquered this one conquered. Rebbi Sidor stated, in support of Rebbi Mana: Few days only did Israel hold on to this land.

Rebbi Hananiah (Haninah), who later in the paragraph holds that all the land conquered by Jeroboam II has the status of land conquered by Joshua.

Even R. Mana will agree that under Joshua, the Land became obligated immediately upon being taken.

Lebweh in the Beqaa valley in Lebanon, the Northernmost city in Solomon's kingdom.

An early Galilean Amora, perhaps called Isidor, possibly a student of Jehudah, the son of the elder R. Hiyya.

Which, therefore, did not acquire the status of "Land of Israel." Since R. Mana is identified as "the other", R. Hananiah (Haninah) must be the author of the first opinion.

Earth from outside the Land which came into Syria becomes like Syria. Coming from there to here it becomes obligated.

The land temporarily conquered by David outside the biblical borders; cf. Peak 7, Note 119. Since most agricultural rules of the Land held in Syria by rabbinic decree, Syria is not "outside the Land." But it is not part of the Land either.
Rebbi Jehudah said, when is this? When the ship touches ground.

Rebbi Haggai said, Rebbi Jehudah follows his opinion since Rebbi Jehudah exempts water, as it has no consistency. Rebbi Abin said, it is more reasonable to assume his opinion changed; if the ship does not touch ground, would it not be as if the ship touched ground? If the ship does not touch ground, its tithes are of practice; one tithes from it for a flower pot without hole and from a flower pot without hole for it, as it was stated: "The tithes from a flower pot without hole are of practice, its heave does not create dema' and one does not owe a fifth for it." Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If somebody acquires a flower pot with a hole in Syria, even if he did not acquire the earth under it or the ground on which it stands, he acquired it to be obligated for tithes and the Sabbatical, even if it sits on two pegs. Even Rebbi Jehudah will agree with this. What is the difference between this case and that of a ship? A ship rises and falls, this [flower pot] rests in its place.
30 In the Babli it is held that if R. Jehudah asks in the Mishnah, when is this?, he does not disagree with the anonymous Tanna but explains the latter's position (*Eruvin* 81a-82b, *Sanhedrin* 24b). This is not the position of the Yerushalmi; cf. *Seviḥ 7*, Note 90.

31 *Mishnah Beizah* 5:4: "If somebody borrows vessels before the holiday, they follow the feet of the borrower, on the holiday, the feet of the lender. Similarly, if a woman borrowed from another spices, water, or salt, they follow the feet of both of them. Rebbi Jehudah exempts water, for water has no consistency." If both the borrower and the lender made an *eruv* (cf. *Peah* 8, Note 56), the borrowed things can only be moved inside the territory accessible to both of them. R. Jehudah exempts water since it is permitted on a holiday to drink water from a brook; that water was outside the permitted domain when the holiday started.

32 In this interpretation, the water is disregarded and the wooden ship is considered as lying on the ground.

33 According to R. Haggai, the condition that the boat touch ground seems unintelligible.

34 *Kilaim* 7:6, Note 84.

35 Without any biblical basis. The flower pot is of clay which may be impermeable. Plants growing in a flower pot are considered growing on the ground only if the flower pot has a hole letting the earth in the pot absorb moisture from the ground. A wooden ship touching ground can always be said to be connected to the earth under it; it might only be compared to a flower pot with a hole.

36 The flower pot with a hole permanently fixed on pegs above ground is obligated, the ship anchored but not touching ground is exempt.
Halakhah 337: Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina said, this is the opinion of Rebbi Eleazar ben Jehudah from Birtota, as we have stated there38: "Rebbi Eleazar ben Jehudah from Birtota says in the name of Rebbi Joshua, he made everything unusable. But Rebbi Aqiba says in the latter’s name, he made unusable only the place where he touched." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, when do they disagree? When it was prepared for impurity and after that was kneaded, when fruit juices clearly do prepare. But if it was kneaded and after that only prepared, fruit juices are not clear to prepare39. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is everybody’s opinion. Even though Rebbi Aqiba says there that fruit juices have no clear connection with impurity, he agrees here that fruit juices are clearly for hallah40.

37 The Halakhah discusses the statement of the Mishnah: "Dough kneaded with fruit juice is subject to hallah which can be eaten with unclean hands".

38 Tevul Yom 3:6: "Dough which was prepared by fluids and kneaded with fruit juice, if a tevul yom touches it, Rebbi Eleazar ben Jehudah from Birtota . . ." The Mishnah deals with heave in case the grain or the flour was prepared for impurity by contact with one of the fluids that activate impurity (cf. Demay 2, Notes 136-137). The tevul yom (cf. Terumot 5, Note 68) makes heave unusable by his touch; he has no influence on the purity status of profane food.

39 Fruit juice clearly does not prepare for impurity according to everybody. According to R. Simeon ben Laqish, R. Eleazar ben Jehudah holds that fruit juice keeps the dough together and it becomes unusable if part of it is unusable. R. Aqiba holds that fruit juices cannot have any
influence on the status of purity; one disregards the fact that the dough now forms a solid mass.  

For hallah, R. Aqiba holds that anything used as bread falls under the rules of bread.

Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: Nothing is clear except the seven fluids. Rebbi Yose asked: Was this said for hallah or for impurity? If you say for hallah, so much more for impurity. If you say for impurity, then not for hallah. It is obvious for Rebbi Jonah that it had been said for hallah, so much more for impurity. Rebbi Jonah sticks to his opinion, for Rebbi Jonah stated from Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai; Rebbi Joshua ben Levi stated in Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai's name, as Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai stated: Rebbi Ṭarphon said, it is stated here hallah, and it is stated there, a hallah of oil cake. Since the hallah mentioned there is prepared with oil, so the hallah prepared here must be prepared with oil. And oil is one of the seven fluids.

41 The 7 fluids enumerated in Mishnah Makkāshirin 6:4: Dew, water, wine, oil, blood, milk, bee's honey.
42 Does R. Joshua ben Levi disagree with the Mishnah and hold that only dough kneaded with one of the 7 fluids is subject to hallah?
43 Num. 15:20.
Lev. 8:26. About the theory of 8, Note 4.

44 invariable meaning of words, cf. Kilaim

45 Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Sabbatai and Rebbi Ḥiyya in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: For hallah and for washing one's hands, he has to walk up to four mil. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina: That is, going forward; but one does not bother him to return on his way.

45 From here to the end of the 8:2; explained there in Notes 52-71. Halakhah, the text is from Berakhot

How does one treat watchmen in gardens and orchards, as before them, as after them? Let us hear it from this (Mishnah Hallah 2:3): "A woman may sit down naked and separate her hallah" Is that woman not sitting inside her house and you say that one does not bother her? Also here, one does not bother him.
It has been stated: "Water before the meal is conditional, after the meal it is obligatory. Only that for the first one he takes and interrupts; for the second he takes and may not interrupt." What does he interrupt? Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, he takes and repeats. Rebbi Samuel bar Isaac asked: "He takes and interrupts" and you say it is conditional? One requires four mil and you say it is conditional?

Reading of the Rome ms. and the text in Berakhot. Venice text: עַבְּקָא.

Rebbi Jacob bar Idi said: Because of the first, pork was eaten. Because of the second, a woman had to leave her house; some say, three persons were killed because of it.

Mishnah 3: A woman may sit down naked and separate her hallah because she can cover herself, but a man may not. If somebody cannot make his dough in purity he should make single qabim and not make it in impurity. Rebbi Aqiba says, he should make it in impurity and not
make it single qabim, since just as he names the pure one, he names the impure. But single qabim have no named hallah⁴⁹.

47 And pronounce the benediction needed; cf. Berakhot 8:2, Note 60.
48 Each separate dough being made from less than the minimum amount subject to hallah. (The mss. of the Maimonides tradition, including the autograph ms., read 'two qab'. This forces Maimonides to declare that the measures of qab mentioned in this Tractate are non-standard.)
49 The first Tanna would abolish any mention of hallah in impurity since he holds that it is sinful to cause food to be burned just for the formal observance of a commandment (Tosephta 1:9). In Halakhah 3:1, the Yerushalmi decides practice following R. Aqiba.

Halakhah 4: This means that buttocks are no sex organs. That is, for benedictions⁵¹, but to look at them⁵² in any way is forbidden. As it was stated: He who looks at a woman's heel is as if he looked at her genitals and he who looks at her genitals is as if he had intercourse with her. Samuel said, a woman's voice is a sex organ. What is the reason⁵³? (Jer. 3:9) "From the sound of her whoring the land became polluted, etc."

50 Similar statements in Babli Berakhot 24a.
51 Benedictions and prayers may not be said in an indecent state. But since a woman may sit down flat on the ground with her legs tightly together, she may recite the benediction for hallah while naked. There is nowhere a prohibition for a woman to nurse her baby while others are present.
52 Except one's own wife.
53 The Babli quotes here Cant.
2:14: "For your voice is sweet and your verses prove what is required, looks refreshing." Neither of the

Rav Huna said: A person may stand near excrement and pray, on condition that his flesh not touch the excrement. If he sat down and did not cleanse himself, it is forbidden. Rebbi Mana said, even though Rebbi Yose did not say this, he said something equivalent. As Rav Huna said: A person may stand near excrement and pray, on condition that his flesh not touch the excrement. If he sat down and did not cleanse himself, his flesh touches the excrement.

54 In Berakhot (Babli 25a/b, Yerushalmi 3:5) it is stated that the Sema' may not be recited within 4 cubits of any excrement. There are no separate rules there for prayer.

55 To defecate.
How is this\textsuperscript{56}? Less that four \textit{mil} he should make it in purity, four \textit{mil} he should make single qabim, or four \textit{mil} he should make it in purity, more than four \textit{mil} he should make single qabim? Let us hear from the following, since Rebbi Hyya bar Abba said, for example Caesarea\textsuperscript{57}. Is Caesarea not four \textit{mil}? That means, four \textit{mil} he should make it in purity, more than four \textit{mil} he should make single qabim. Rebbi Ammi instructed in Kefar Sammai\textsuperscript{58} to make a large dough in impurity. Is that not less than four \textit{mil}? Since a brook interrupts it is as if there were four \textit{mil}. This teaching follows Rebbi Aqiba since Rebbi Aqiba says, he should make it in impurity and not make it single qabim. It was a large dough and it would have been easier for him to walk a distance than to make it single qabim\textsuperscript{59}.

\textsuperscript{56} This refers to the statement in Halakhah 3 (Note 44) that for \textit{hallah} one does not have to go more than four \textit{mil} (about one hour) to immerse himself in a \textit{miqweh} to remove one's impurity.

\textsuperscript{57} This is difficult to understand since Caesarea (Philippi) is on the Jordan. Probably it means that from the farthest outskirts of the city to the \textit{miqweh} it might be four \textit{mil}.

\textsuperscript{58} Also called Kefar Simai, on the road from Sepphoris to Acco. Since this is reported as an actual instruction given in the third generation of Amora\text{im}, in the middle of the third Century, it follows that people were careful to remove any impurity on their bodies before making dough even if they could not remove the impurity caused by contact or closeness to the dead, in the absence of ashes of the red heifer.

\textsuperscript{59} The instruction of R. Ammi does not prove that practice follows R. Aqiba.
The arguments of Rebbi Aqiba are switched. There, he says one takes hallah from a qab, and here he says so? There after the fact, here before the fact.

Mishnah 4:4: "If somebody took hallah from [a dough being only] one qab, R. Aqiba says it is hallah, but the Sages say it is not." Here, he declares that a dough of one qab is exempt.

Mishnah 5: If somebody gives hallah from flour it is not hallah and will be robbery in the hand if the Cohen. The dough itself is subject to hallah; the flour, if it is a full measure, is obligated for hallah and forbidden to laymen, the words of Rebbi Joshua. They said to him, it happened that a layman rabbi grabbed it. He said to them, he destroyed himself and put others in order.
61 The different loaves touch one another in the oven.
62 The baked loaves cling to one another and cannot be cleanly separated.
63 If the basket contains more than $\frac{5}{4}$ qab of bread from one bake run, it is obligated for hallah.
64 The flour given as hallah measures more than $\frac{5}{4}$ qab.
65 כבש stands for כ ense showing that the ֜ had lost its guttural sound. He took and ate it without it being given to him to show that it had no holiness.
66 He sinned.
67 Others who follow his teaching will not sin since they would follow rabbinical instructions; their sins in this matter will all be charged to the rabbi who gave the wrong instructions.

Halakhah 5: Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan; Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Only if they were biting.

There are Tannaim stating: The bag combines them together but not the oven, and there are Tannaim stating: The oven combines them together but not the bag. Rebbi Johanan said, one follows Hilfai: If they bite in both places they are combined together, if they do not bite in both places they are not combined together. The Mishnah applies, e.g., to Babylonian bread.

68 In the Babli, Pesahim 48b, this is the position of R. Joshua ben Levi explaining Mishnah 4.
69 In the Babli, loc. cit., this may be the position of R. Eliezer and the other position that of R. Joshua.
70 Rashi explains in Pesahim 48b that they are large and circular; they will always bite in the oven and have to be broken apart to be put into a bag.
"He said to them, he destroyed himself and put others in order." He destroyed himself by eating and exposed himself to punishment; he put others in order since they eat and unload [their sin] on him. Some Tannaim state: He put himself in order and destroyed others. He put himself in order since anyhow he ate. But he destroyed others since they tend to say it is free when it is obligated.

**Mishnah 6:** Five quarters\(^71\) of coarse flour\(^72\) are obligated for *hallah*; including hulls and bran it is obligated by five quarters. If the bran was sifted out and later returned\(^73\), it is free.

\(^71\) The measure involved is discussed in the Halakhah.

\(^72\) The same holds for fine flour which never contains bran. It is stated here that milled grain is called "coarse flour" before being sifted.

\(^73\) Usually the bran is sifted out before the flour is used for bread dough. Since normally bran is not returned, the rules for flour mixed with bran are like those for flour mixed with rice flour.
Halakah 6: Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Yannai: A Tiberian qab is obligated for hallah\(^74\). A maker of fried food asked Rebbi Johanan: He said, go, make four, and separate\(^75\). Could he say to him, three and separate\(^76\)? Rebbi Zeira said, in their places, qabim in their places are measured by quarters\(^77\). Could he have said to him five minus a little bit? That there should not be any doubt of obligation of hallah.

74 Which is larger than the standard qab of the Mishnah. Mishnah *Idiut* 1:2 states that originally the amount was fixed at 1.5 qab. Tosephta *Idiut* 1:2 reads: "The Sages estimated 7 + something qabim which are 5 quarters in Sepphoris or 1.5 qab in Jerusalem." According to Rashi (*Pesahim* 48b), Maimonides and R. Abraham ben David (*Idiut* 1:2) the argument is the following: Since Num. 15:21-21 speaks about "the beginning of your doughs," the reference is to the size of the doughs made in the desert, which was 1 'omer of manna. The 'omer is defined in Ex. 16:36 as a tenth of an ephah which is 3 seah or 18 qab, 72 quarter qabim. This makes the 'omer 7.2 biblical quarter qabim. The Jerusalem small measure is defined as \(\frac{1}{6}\) larger than the biblical, the Sepphoris \(\frac{1}{6}\) larger than the Jerusalem. This makes the ephah 60 Jerusalem quarters and 50 Sepphoris ones and the amount subject to hallah is 7.2 biblical quarters = 6 Jerusalem quarters = 5 Sepphoris quarters.

Maimonides defines the qab (Sepphoris) as \(4 \times 4 \times 10.8\) digits. The digit is \(\frac{1}{24}\) of a cubit normally taken to be 55 cm; this makes the qab 2101 cm\(^3\) = 2.1 liter and the amount of dry flour so that a dough made from it should be subject to hallah equal to 2.65 liter. A Jerusalem qab would then be 2.52 liter and it is possible that the Tiberian measure was equal to the Jerusalem one and R. Yannai's statement errs on the side of caution, in the spirit of the last sentence of this paragraph.

75 Make batches of 4 quarters of dough and separate the batches so they will never touch. Since fried dough is
not subject to *hallah* by biblical law, it is preferable to prepare the dough so the question of *hallah* should never arise.

76 Why did he say "make four" without saying what he meant? Could it be four *qabim* or three *qabim* or maybe three quarters of a *qab*?

77 In his place, the *qab* was never used as a commercial measure; the standard was the quarter of about 0.5 liter.

78 Rebbi Johanan said, they taught the way dough is made. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, it follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel, since Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said it is never subject to *hallah* unless it contain the full measure of grain. The students of the elder Rebbi Hiyya, Bar Lolita in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, it is the opinion of everybody. Rebbi Mana said, even though my teacher Rebbi Yose did not say this, he said something equivalent: that Rebbi Johanan said, they taught the way dough is made. In this case, since the bran was removed and then put in again, it is not the way dough is made.

78 This refers to the last sentence of the Mishnah.

79 As noted at the end, mixing the bran in again was not usually done in talmudic times.

80 Tosephta 2:1: If somebody makes dough from grain and rice, it is never subject to *hallah* unless it contain the full measure of grain. For R. Simeon ben Laqish, bran has the status of non-cereal.

81 He is not otherwise mentioned.
Mishnah 7: The rate\(^8^2\) of hallah is one in 24. If somebody makes dough for himself or his son’s wedding feast, one in 24. A baker who makes to sell on the market, and also a woman\(^8^3\) who makes to sell on the market, one in 48. If the dough became impure\(^8^4\) by error or accident, one in 48. If it became impure intentionally, one in 24 so the sinner should not be rewarded.

\(^8^2\) If a dough is subject to hallah, the amount to be taken is \(\frac{1}{24}\) by rabbinic decree. Since hallah is a heave, it has no lower limit in biblical law. The rabbinic amount is more than twice the rabbinic rate of heave which is one in 50.

\(^8^3\) In contrast to the baker she has no store but bakes at home to sell out of her basket on the market.

\(^8^4\) In this case, the hallah must be burned and there is no reason to give the Cohen a larger portion. Today, when all dough is impure, these rabbinic rules have been disestablished and biblical law reinstated.
It was stated: "Rebbi Jehudah said, why did they say the private person one in 24 but the baker one in 48? Because the baker is generous with his dough but the private person is stingy with his dough. But the Sages say, not because of this category or reason, but (Num. 18:28): "You shall give from it the Eternal’s heave to Aharon the priest;" they should be given to the priest in his status as priest. The baker makes a large dough with enough to make a gift to the Cohen but the private person makes a small dough that would not be enough to make a gift to the Cohen.

85 Missing in the Rome ms., resulting in a smoother text.
86 A different text in Tosephta 1:7. In Sifry Num. 110 there is another version, based on Num. 15:21, not mentioning R. Jehudah but incorporating his argument in the version: A man is generous but a woman stingy. This is the version which Maimonides follows in his Commentary. In Sifry, R. Simeon ben Ioḥai allows hallah to be treated as heave, with a minimum gift of $\frac{1}{60}$.
87 This is the text of both mss.; both Tosephta mss. and R. Simson switch the places of "stingy" and "generous". The text of the Tosephta makes better sense but the principle of lectio difficilior speaks for the Yerushalmi. It is possible that Maimonides bases himself on Sifry to avoid choosing between Talmud and Tosephta.

In the interpretation of Maimonides of the Yerushalmi text, one prescribes $\frac{1}{24}$ for home-baked bread in the hope that at least $\frac{1}{48}$ will be taken whereas the baker calculates his selling price including the full cost of the hallah which he has to give to the Cohen to keep his standing of kosher baker in the community.

88 Compare Terumot 5, Note 22.
89 The percentages given to the Cohen must be larger than the percentages fixed for heave since dough is perishable and hallah must be delivered immediately whereas heave of agricultural produce can be accumulated until it reaches the required amounts.
But did we not state: "If somebody makes dough for himself or his son's wedding feast\(^{90}\), one in 24?" Not to make a distinction in doughs of a private person. But did we not state: "And also a woman\(^{91}\) who makes to sell on the market, one in 48?" When she makes it for herself, she is stingy\(^{87}\) with her dough; when she makes to sell on the market she is generous\(^{87}\) with her dough. Rabbi\(^{92}\) said, the Mishnah speaks about one\(^{93}\) used to give one in 48, but about one who is used to give one in 24, we should state that "the sinner should not be rewarded\(^{94}\)".

\(^{90}\) Then he bakes a large quantity and the argument of the Sages does not apply.

\(^{91}\) She bakes at home and by the preceding argument should not change her rate of 1 in 24.

\(^{92}\) Probably a name is missing.

\(^{93}\) The woman selling bread on the market gets the baker's rate only if she regularly bakes for the market. If she does it only occasionally, she is held to the rate of 1 in 24 in accordance with the explanation given for the infrequent wedding feast.

\(^{94}\) If she works only occasionally for sale, she should not be invited to give less for her domestic bread.
Mishnah 8: Rebbi Eliezer says, it may be taken from pure for impure. How is this? With pure and impure dough, he takes the amount needed for hallah from dough from which hallah was not yet taken and gives less than the volume of an egg in the middle so he should take from the earmarked. But the Sages forbid it.

95 This is forbidden for heave, Terumot 2:2.

96 Since food less in volume than an egg cannot transmit impurity (Terumot 5:1), the two doughs can be put in the same vessel to be earmarked for heave together (Terumot 2, Note 6). The Mishnah is quoted in Babli Sotah 30a/b; there a version is quoted which has "gives the volume of an egg". The explanation is that the impure dough is impure in the first degree (cf. Berakhot Chapter 8, Note 46). It makes the dough in between impure in the second degree. The pure dough, while tevel, is under the rules of profane food for which no third degree exists. Therefore, the dough in the middle cannot transmit impurity to the pure dough irrespective of size. This is the position taken by Maimonides in his Code (Bikkurim 7:12).

Halakhah 8: Does the house not combine them together? Things which one objects to being mixed the house will not combine together; if one would not object to their being mixed the house will combine them. The status of impure and pure dough is that one is assumed to object to their being mixed.
Why does R. Eliezer need the expedient with food less than the volume of an egg? Could one not say that the house is a container which earmarks the two doughs together?

If the dough is hallah\textsuperscript{98}. But a dough of secondary [impurity] has no [invalidating] touch for tevel\textsuperscript{99}.

R. Simson and R. Isaac Simponti read: "if the dough is [impure in the] first degree." This proves that tevel goes under the rules of profane food; cf. Note 96.
It was stated: "Rebbi Illai says in the name of Rebbi Eliezer: For food in fluids, one gives heave from pure for impure. How is this? If somebody pickled olives in impurity and wants to give heave in purity, he brings a funnel whose opening is less than [the width of] an egg, fills it with olives and puts it on top of the amphora; it turns out that he gives heave from what is earmarked." Why does it have to be less than [the width of] an egg? Are these not single pieces? It is only that not many olives should become impure. "They said to him, the only food fluids called fluid are wine and olive oil." How is that? One beam for two pits or two beams for one pit. [One understands one beam for two pits, but two beams for one pit?] Is it not that if it is partially impure it is totally impure? Rebbi La in the name of Rebbi Assi: Explain it, if he had intended to process it in one batch, and he changed his mind to make it in two batches. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, this applies if it became impure after he siphoned off [the froth] and [the seeds] formed lumps. But if it became impure before lumps were formed and he siphoned off, it does not apply. Rebbi Tabi, Rebbi Joshua in the name of Rebbi Yannai: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia followed Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Practice does not follow Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun, Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel: Practice does not follow Rebbi Eliezer. There came a case before [Rebbi Immi] and he did not decide; he said there are two against two. They said to him, but Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman agreed! Nevertheless, he gave no opinion.

100 This paragraph is from Terumot 2:1 and explained there, Note 35-44. 101 This sentence is in Terumot and here in the Rome ms., missing in the
Leyden ms.

102 In *Terumot*: "Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Hoshia: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer." In view of the penultimate sentence, the formulation here is preferable.

103 From the *Terumot* text; name missing here in both mss.
Mishnah 1: One may eat a snack from the dough until it was rolled if wheat dough or compacted if barley dough. After it was rolled if wheat dough or compacted if barley dough, one who eats from it commits a deadly sin. After she added water she may lift its hallah on condition that there be five quarters of flour.

1 Without taking hallah.
2 After kneading it was shaped ready to be baked. This is the end of preparation of dough and, as for all heave, the completion of processing induces the obligation of heave.
3 Barley dough does not hold together well and after shaping it has to be squeezed together to close the holes.
4 While the obligation of hallah starts only with completion of the dough, the possibility of giving hallah legally exists from the moment the preparation of the dough has begun. In Pesahim 3:3 (fol. 30a), R. Yose ben R. Abun notes that it became customary to give hallah from pure dough at the earliest possible moment, to protect it from possible impurity during processing.
5 This is the reading of the Yerushalmi mss., the Munich ms. of the Babli, and a number of good Mishnah mss. In this version, at least 5 quarters of flour have to be wetted before the possibility of giving hallah starts. The Maimonides autograph, a number of important Mishnah mss., and an Amora in the Halakhah read: on condition that there not be five quarters of flour, meaning that the flour which is still
dry cannot be of the minimal volume which triggers an independent duty of hallah since in that case, the hallah taken would not free the dough made later from the dry flour. The early Medieval authors all report that there are two conflicting readings, both of which seem to be genuine.

Halakhah 1: "One may eat a snack from the dough", etc. Rebbi Haggai said, they taught only as a snack, but as a meal it is forbidden since he would use a subterfuge to free it from hallah. Rebbi Yose said, if that were the reason, one could not infer anything since even if he takes from it two or three pieces of dough, since he will return the remainder to something not fully processed; it is permitted following what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Zeira, [Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira] in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, even what is in a flask did not become tevel, in case it was not fully processed, since he would put it back in the end.

6 Using the mixture of flour and water as a cereal for a sit-down meal.
7 The reference is to Ma’serot 4:3, Notes 61 ff. where in a similar case it is stated that taking food not fully processed will never create an obligation of heave if the remainders can be returned to be processed further.
8 Reading of the Rome ms. and the text in Ma’serot. Missing in the Leyden ms.
But that means, he who cannot process in purity, because he is unable. Therefore, if he is able this does not apply. This means that it is forbidden for a person to make his dough qab sized.

This does not refer to the Mishnah here but to Mishnah 2:3 which is formulated: If somebody cannot make his dough in purity. This implies that if he is able to make the dough in purity he may not make it in small loaves.

Unless the total volume of the flour used for all loaves is less than the minimum 5 quarters.

For all other things one goes after compacting. If one made a dough from wheat and rice, after what do you go, after rolling or after compacting? Rebbi Hoshiaiah stated: hallah in a form, after it was rolled for wheat flour or compacted for barley flour. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaiah, after if was well formed. Do they differ? One is for practice, the other for study matters.

All flour other than wheat and barley.

This translation is tentative since only here. The meaning is guessed from rabbinic Arabic جبل "to form".

Since none of the authors of religious codes quotes this paragraph, it is difficult to ascertain which opinion is the one that should guide practice.
It was stated: Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathyra says after it was made into separate cuttings\textsuperscript{14}. What is Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathyra’s reason? (\textit{Num.} 15:20) "You shall lift it like the heave of the threshing floor." Since heave of the threshing floor is taken after the end of processing, so this also is taken after the end of processing. Then after it was baked? Rebbi Mattaniah: It is compared to heave only for doughmaking\textsuperscript{15}.

\textsuperscript{14} Tosephta 1:12, speaking of a convert who accepts Judaism while making a dough.

\textsuperscript{15} Since \textit{Num.} 15:20 defines \textit{hallah} as "start of your doughs" and not "start of your breads".

Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: This\textsuperscript{16} is Rebbi Aqiba’s, as we have stated there\textsuperscript{17}: "If somebody took \textit{hallah} from a single \textit{qab}, Rebbi Aqiba says it is \textit{hallah}, but the Sages say it is no \textit{hallah}.

Rebbi Aqiba said that only for the past, maybe for the start\textsuperscript{18}? Here we deal with the start. Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, they followed the manner of Rebbi Aqiba\textsuperscript{19}.

\textsuperscript{16} This refers to the last statement of the Mishnah, that legal \textit{hallah} can be taken as soon as the flour is moistened.

\textsuperscript{17} R. Simeon ben Laqish must read with Maimonides that \textit{not} 5 quarters are still dry. The Mishnah then does not imply
that 5 quarters of flour are already moistened; one might object that then there is no obligation of hallah.

17 Mishnah 4:4.

18 If R. Aqiba validates hallah which was taken against the rules, it does not mean he will accept that one may start with the intention of giving hallah as long as the dough does not contain five quarters.

19 Mishnah 3:1 cannot be derived from 4:4 but the Sages who declare hallah from less than 5 quarters invalid cannot accept Mishnah 3:1 (in the Maimonides version.)

Rebbi Johanan said, it is everybody’s opinion since when she starts pouring the water it is (Num. 15:20) "the beginning of your doughs," as it was stated 20: 21Tevel tithe that was mixed with profane food makes it forbidden 22 in the minutest amount. If it can be taken care of from another place, one gives in proportion 23. Otherwise, Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh says he should give a name to the heave of the tithe and lift it by 101 24. Rebbi Jacob from Jabul 25 in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Practice
follows Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh. Rebbi Johanan said, what they taught the Cohanot implies that practice does not follow Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh. What did they teach the Cohanot? "This is hallah for this dough, and the sour dough in it, for the flour contained in it, and for the flat bread under it. If all these are counted together the amount in my hand shall be dedicated as hallah except what might be impure in it." She says, except what might be impure! Could it not be lifted by 101? Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Samuel from Cappadocia and one of the rabbis said in one case there is enough to lift, in the other case there is not enough to lift; since it would have been expected to be lifted it is as if care might be taken of it from another place.

The Rome ms. reads 'an instead of 'נ. In that case, the Tosephta is not quoted by R. Johanan to bolster his case but by the editors in order to question his argument. Then one should read "... your doughs." It was stated...

Tosephta Terumot 5:15, quoted in Demay 7:9, Note 137.

To laymen.

Since heave of the tithe does not have to be earmarked, if the Levite has other tithe from which heave of the tithe was not yet taken, he can include the heave for the mixed tithe in the heave he gives from his other tithe and make the mixture profane.

Heave cannot be removed unless declared as such, even if only implicitly by saying, for example: Heave shall be in the Northern part of the grain heap. "Lifting" a replacement of the impure heave was explained in Terumot 4, Note 62.

An Amora of the second generation, living near Bet Shean.

Wives or unmarried daughters of Cohanim. Since they had to watch over purity in their homes, they were called to take hallah in purity for lay wives.

From the text of the declaration it is clear that hallah is taken at the very first moment, when there still is some flour not moistened, the sour dough not thoroughly worked in, and
some pieces being separated. Flatbread in Arabic is ﺟُرْس.
28 If practice would follow R. Eleazar ben Arakh, the Cohenet should lift an amount corresponding to the impurity and then take pure hallah.
29 He said the same as R. Samuel from Cappadocia but did not mention the latter’s name.
30 Then one follows R. Eleazar ben Arakh.
31 Then one formulates the declaration following the Cohanot.
32 One has to follow the Cohanot since in this case even R. Eleazar ben Arakh would not permit taking from the dough without their special declaration.

Rebbi Yose said, the statement is reasonable on Sabbath eves; since everybody is bringing, it is as if she separated from what is obligated for what is obligated. But on weekdays, while they instituted that hallah may be taken from pure for impure and not earmarked, but from what is exempt for what is obligated\(^{33}\) Rebbi Jonah said, it is only reasonable on weekdays, but on Sabbath eve she would have to say "all, including the impure." Why? Since [some dough] is taken before all is one mass, when all is made into one mass the former is sanctified as hallah. If one would
say "except the impure contained in it", it would turn out that impure tevel is mixed with hallah\textsuperscript{34}. If you say "all, including the impure," it is impure profane; therefore, it is better to give from what is exempt\textsuperscript{35} for what is obligated to avoid impure tevel mixed with hallah. Rebbi Samuel ben Eudaimon said, does it not become dedicated retroactively? Since it is dedicated retroactively, it is as if one gave from what is obligated for the obligated\textsuperscript{36}.

33 Fridays every woman will bake more than the minimal amount. Therefore, at the moment the Cohenet takes the dough for hallah, it becomes hallah. But during the week, if the amount barely is obligated, the piece taken by the Cohenet is exempt because it is less than 5 quarters. Therefore, if all flour is kneaded and the obligation of hallah established, designating now that extra piece as hallah would be satisfying one's obligation with exempt food and this is forbidden for all types of heave.

34 Since the declaration by the Cohenet excludes any impurity in the dough taken for hallah, that part remains tevel. Since it is impure and a small quantity, it makes the hallah dough forbidden for everybody, including the Cohen.

35 A part carefully made in purity by the Cohenet. R. Jonah must hold that the prohibition to give heave from exempt food is purely rabbinical and can be voided if there is no other way out.

36 R. Samuel ben Eudaimon disagrees with the entire discussion, both by R. Yose and R. Jonah. Since at the moment of declaration nothing happens, all remains tevel at this moment. If the kneaded dough reaches critical mass, the hallah becomes dedicated retroactively; there is no tevel and no exempt dough remaining. Therefore, the declaration of the Cohenet is valid both on a regular weekday and on a Friday.
Why "on condition that there not be five quarters of flour"?" Rebbi said, the Mishnah was formulated before they instructed the Cohanot.

This is Maimonides's reading in the Mishnah. Since we have decided that hallah can be given conditionally, the unmixed flour mentioned by the Cohanot should not be limited.

Either a name has disappeared from both mss. or this is Rebbi's reason to change the prior formulation of the Mishnah to the text transmitted in both Talmudim.

Mishnah 2: If the dough became dema before it was rolled it is exempt since dema is exempt from hallah. If a doubt of impurity arose before it was rolled it may be processed in impurity but after it was rolled it must be processed in purity.

Heave fell in the dough and there is not enough profane dough to lift the heave. Then the entire dough may be eaten only by Cohanim (cf. Demay 4, Note 27).

If the dough later becomes obligated for hallah, the possible impurity already exists while the entire dough is profane. There is no prohibition to cause impurity to profane food (Babli Niddah 6b). The hallah will be forbidden and has to be burned, as if it were certainly impure.

At the moment the obligation of hallah was created, the dough and its hallah were pure. If later hallah is taken, it is hallah which may be
impure. It is forbidden to the Cohanim make it impure (cf. Pesahim 1:7).

but it is also forbidden to directly

Halakhah 2: Rebbi Jonah said: The elder Rebbi Hiyya stated two contradictory things, that tevel is counted with profane food and that every doubt invalidates heave and disables profane food from becoming heave. This is difficult; if tevel is counted with profane food why should it disable profane food from becoming heave? That means, it is counted with heave! Rebbi Jonah said, we also have stated both statements! We have stated there: "If tithe food was prepared with a
fluid and a *tevul yom* or unwashed hands touched it, one still may in purity take heave of the tithe from it because it is of the third degree." This implies that *tevel* is counted with profane food. But every doubt invalidates heave and disables profane food from becoming heave, as we have stated there: "If a doubt of impurity arose before it was rolled it may be processed in impurity but after it was rolled it must be processed in purity." Rav Sheshet said, this follows Rebbi Aqiba, since Rebbi Aqiba said, he should make it in impurity and not make it single *qab*. Rebbi Zeira said, it is the opinion of everybody that in a case of doubt he should make single *qabim*. Rebbi Hiyya bar Abun objected before Rebbi Zeira, did we not state: "This applies also to other kinds"? Can you say she should make single *qabim* in cases of doubt? Rebbi Zabida said, I asked that. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila: It is the law that a person may make his *tevel* impure by biblical standards as it is written (Num. 18:8): "I put on you the watch over my heaves." Heave has to be watched, *tevel* does not have to be watched. How do I confirm (Num. 18:28): "You should give from it the Eternal's heave to Aaron the priest?" You have to give it to Aaron in his quality of priest, but here, since you cannot give it to a Cohen in his quality of priest, you may make it impure.

43 The difference between profane food and heave in matters of ritual impurity is that profane food can be impure in the first and second degrees but heave also in the third (cf. *Berakhot* 5, Note 19). It is stated that *tevel*, produce under the obligation of heave, cannot become impure in the third degree.

44 If there is a doubt that *tevel* may contain impurity in the second degree, it can no longer be a source of heave. Then the remainder of the profane food should be of third degree, i. e.,
pure and acceptable for heave.

45 Reading U’aa instead of una; originally the left stroke of a was very short. The Rome ms. has a shorter and better version: אָם פָּסַל אָתָּה יָ֣הוּדִ֔ים מִלַּעַשְׁתָּה הָֽרֹמָה יָּ֣וָהּ מִרְמָ֖הוּת "If it invalidates profane food so that it cannot be made into heave, it should be counted as heave."

46 Mishnah Tevul Yom 4:1.

47 Cf. Terumot 5, Note 68. A Tevul Yom, a formerly severely impure person after immersion in a miqweh but before sundown, is impure in the second degree by biblical standards. Unwashed hands of an otherwise pure person are impure in the second degree by post-biblical, rabbinic and Sadducee, standards.

48 Here, in Mishnah 2.

49 Mishnah 2:3. Rav Sheshet holds that the Mishnah here is R. Aqiba's but not the Mishnah Tevul Yom 4:1.

50 Tosephta 1:11: "If a doubt of impurity arose before it was rolled it may be processed in impurity but after it was rolled it must be processed in purity; its hallah is suspended (it cannot be eaten since it may be impure, and it cannot be burned since it may be pure.) What kind of doubt are we talking about? Doubt for hallah (involving third degree impurity which is inactive for profane food.) Similarly, produce for which a doubt of impurity arose before it was fully processed (before any obligation of heave) should be processed in impurity but after it was fully processed it must be processed in purity; its heave is suspended. What kind of doubt are we talking about? Doubt for heave."

51 The amount is irrelevant for heave. Therefore, R. Ze'ira's argument is irrelevant.

52 He claims priority over R. Hiyya bar Abun.

53 The priest is obligated to consume heave in purity. Since the heave in question may not be consumed, it is not destined for the priest.
HALAKHAH 3

If she dedicated her dough and redeemed it before she rolled [the dough], it is obligated. If she dedicated before she rolled, the Temple treasurer had it rolled, and then she redeemed it, it is exempt since at the moment of obligation it was exempt. Parallel to this, if somebody dedicated his produce before the time of tithes and redeemed it, it is obligated; after the time of tithes, it is obligated. But if he dedicated it before it was fully processed, the treasurer finished it, and then the owner redeemed it, it is free since at the time of obligation it was free.

This second part of the Mishnah is also in Mishnah Peah 4:5; the principle is explained there, Notes 76-81. Since Temple property is common and not individual property, the duties of hallah and heave, addressed to individuals, are not existing for the Temple.

And why is it stated twice? Rebbi Huna, Rebbi Hiyya, Rebbi Joshua ben Levi in the name of Rebbi Pedaiah: One for smoothing, one for one third. Rebbi Yose said, Rebbi Abba and the colleagues. The colleagues say, one for smoothing, one for one third. Rebbi Abba explains: At Hallah for smoothing, at Peah for one third.
Our Mishnah is from Rebbi Aqiba since Rebbi Aqiba said that you go after the first third. And they differed: A field that was one-third ripened in the possession of a Gentile, and a Jew bought it after that time, Rebbi Aqiba said the additional growth is free, but the Sages say he is obligated for the additional growth. How is that? Explain it either for Rebbi Aqiba in a disagreement, or according to everybody if he harvested immediately.

55 The entire Halakhah appears correctly: Bar Pedaiah. Also in Peah 4:5, Notes 82-96.

Mishnah 4: A dough which a Non-Jew gave to a Jew to make is exempt from hallah. If he gave it as a gift before it was rolled it is obligated, after it was rolled it is free. If somebody makes dough in partnership with a Non-Jew, it is exempt from hallah if the Jew’s part is less than the measure.

57 Flour or dough not fully mixed. 58 If the Jew contributed less than 5 quarters of flour.

Property of the Non-Jew is not subject to Jewish ritual law.
Halakhah 4: What is the difference between this and a dough of *annona*? Is the latter not obligated for *hallah*? There it is in the possession of the Jew until the Gentile decides to take it. But here it depends on the latter's opinion.

59 Tosephta 1:4: "An *annona* dough (which has to be delivered to the army; cf. *Peak* 1, Note 85) is obligated since one is responsible until it is delivered." The Babli (*Pesahim* 6a) considers the possibility that delivery of *annona* may be replaced by a cash payment. In that case, the *annona* dough is clearly the Jew's and is not necessarily made exclusively for the Gentile government. This seems not to be the position of the Yerushalmi; it might indicate a difference between Roman and Persian administrative practices.

60 Medieval authors (e.g., R. Simson, R. Asher ben Iehiel, R. Nissim Gerondi) read: "Maybe the Gentile decides not to take it." It is also the reading of the ms. of R. S. Cirillo; this leads one to suspect that the reading is an attempt at harmonization with the Babli (Note 59).

In a second opinion, the Babli holds that *hallah* of the *annona* is purely rabbinical since people might think that the person baking does not give *hallah* for his own bread. This is not the Yerushalmi's general attitude; cf. *Kilaim* 2, Notes 34-40.

Rebbi Jehudah stated: "If the inventory belongs to a Jew but Gentile workers make it, it is subject to *hallah*. If the inventory belongs to a Gentile and Jewish workers make it, it is not subject to *hallah.*"
Yose said, we also have stated this: "A dough which a Non-Jew gave to a Jew to make is exempt from hallah."

61 Tosephta 1:3, an anonymous statement.

Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Zeïra: Even if the Jew’s was a full measure, can it not be considered like a qab here, a qab there, and a Gentile’s qab in the middle? Rebbi Zeïra told him, is it not mixed by Gentiles?

62 Why should the dough of a Jew made in partnership with a Gentile ever be subject to hallah? In Mishnah 4:3 it is stated that if a dough is made in three parts of one qab each, two of wheat and one of rice, and the rice dough separates the two pieces of wheat dough, there is no obligation of hallah since the exempt rice prevents the two wheat doughs from being counted together. Similarly, the exempt flour belonging to the Gentile should prevent the Jew’s flour from being counted as an entity.

63 The analogy is invalid; well-mixed dough made of two parts wheat flour and one part rice is subject to hallah. Even if the Gentile mixes, the Jewish parts will be connected and are subject to hallah.


**Mishnah 5**: If a proselyte became Jewish while he had dough, if it was made before he became Jewish it is exempt, after he became Jewish it is obligated. In case of doubt it is obligated but one does not owe a fifth because of it. Rebbi Aqiba says, all goes after forming a crust in the oven.

While he was undergoing the conversion ceremony, his servants made dough in his house.

As penalty if the hallah was misappropriated; cf. Mishnah Terumot 6:1.

The question is whether Rebbi Aqiba disagrees with all preceding statements that designate rolling (of wheat dough, or compacting of barley dough) as final processing or he holds that only baking is final processing for the proselyte.

---

**Halakhah 5**: There, we have stated: "If a proselyte became Jewish while he had a cow, if she was slaughtered before he became Jewish he is free, after he had become Jewish he is obligated. In case of doubt he is free because the burden of proof is on the claimant." There you say in doubt he is free, here you say in doubt he is obligated. Rebbi Abba said, this was challenged before Rebbi Ammi and he said, who would tell me that he takes its value from the tribe! Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi, Rebbi
Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, he takes its value from the tribe. Why can he not put aside there and take its value from the tribe? Rebbi Yose said, hallah which is tevel and a deadly sin he puts aside and does not take its value from the tribe since the burden of proof is on the claimant.

Mishnah Hulin 10:4. The chapter deals with the obligatory gifts to the Cohen from profane slaughter: forearm, jawbone and first stomach (Deut. 18:3). These gifts are totally profane; no holiness is attached to them at any moment. Therefore, a Cohen who claims these gifts would have to prove by legal standards that the gifts are due. Because of the nature of the doubt, this proof is precluded.

Since the duty of hallah is questionable, he suggests that the proselyte sell his hallah to a Cohen.

There is no problem whatsoever; the same rules apply in both cases. The Cohen’s share in a profanely slaughtered animal is profane; therefore, all rules of civil claims apply. Hallah is separated because of religious scruples; no money can be collected since the proselyte cannot prove that he is not obligated.

Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said: Two Gentiles who made a dough of two qabim, split, and then each of them added to it, are obligated because they never were potentially obligated but exempted. Two Jews who made
a dough of two qabim, split, and then each of them added to it, are exempted because they were potentially obligated but exempted. A Jew and a Gentile made a dough of two qabim, split, and then each of them added to it, it is clear that the Jew’s part is obligated. What is the status of the Gentile’s part? Would the Gentile’s part not be obligated only because of the Jew? The Jew’s part is obligated, the Gentile’s is exempt.

The Gentiles made a dough which, if made by a Jew, would have been subject to hallah. They split the dough in two and converted to Judaism. Then each of them took his part, made from less than 5 quarters of dough, and added to reach the threshold of hallah. This then are new doughs and obligated.

The entire paragraph is based on the anonymous opinion that forming the dough for baking causes the obligation of hallah. For Rebbi Aqiba, the questions are irrelevant.

One has to explain with R. Joseph Caro that they made the dough with the explicit understanding that they would split before the final shaping. Then the obligated dough would become exempt at the time of splitting. If they make the dough in common and only later decide to split, it is not different from smaller breads taken together in a basket where the basket combines them, cf. Mishnah 2:4.

R. Abraham ben David (Note to Maimonides, Bikkurim 7:9) declares the sentence to be meaningless.

This is more or less the case treated in the Mishnah.

R. Abraham ben David reads: Would the Jew’s part not be obligated only because of the Gentile? This reading is accepted by R. Joseph Caro who explains that without the Gentile’s flour the Jew’s dough certainly would be exempt. But if the Gentile becomes Jewish and is now obligated for hallah, the question makes sense the way our text is written.

Maimonides (Bikkurim 7:10) takes this as a declarative sentence. R. Joseph Caro points out that Maimonides goes out of his way to spell out that the Jew and the Gentile make the entire dough in partnership,
implying that at the start they did not intend to split. Therefore, had the Gentile already been Jewish the dough would have been obligated when kneaded.

R. Abraham ben David declares that

the sentence makes sense only if read as a rhetorical question: "The Jew's part is obligated, can the Gentile's be exempt?", which implies that both doughs are obligated.

"Rebbi Aqiba says, all goes after forming a crust in the oven." The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages that rolling the dough of a layman makes it tevel. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages that rolling the dough by the Temple exempts. Cahana said, the words of Rebbi Aqiba imply that shaping the heap by the Temple does not exempt. Rebbi Jonah said, that of Rebbi Cahana disagrees with that of Rebbi Eleazar. He who says rolling exempts, [says] shaping exempts. And he
who says rolling does not exempt, [says] shaping does not exempt. But according to the rabbis, rolling exempts in the Gentile’s power, shaping does not exempt in the Gentile’s power. It is difficult for the rabbis, if rolling exempts in the Gentile’s power, why does shaping not exempt in the Gentile’s power? There is a difference since it is written (Lev. 27:30): "All tithe from the Land from the seed of the Land." But is here not written (Num. 15:19): "From the bread of the Land?" From the bread, not all bread. Rebbi Hanina the son of Rebbi Hillel said, from the rabbis we infer that Cahana’s statement does not disagree with Rebbi Eleazar. Just as the rabbis say, rolling exempts in the Gentile’s power but shaping does not exempt in the Gentile’s power, so Rebbi Aqiba says, rolling does not exempt in the Gentile’s power and shaping does not exempt in the power of the Temple.

76 In R. Eleazar’s opinion, R. Aqiba accepts Mishnah 3:3 without change. R. Eliahu Fulda notes that "layman" is mentioned only as contrast to "Temple". This seems to contradict the statements in Halakhah 2:1, Notes 5-6.

77 Shaping the heap is the end of grain processing, which triggers the obligation of heave and tithes. R. Aqiba states in Mishnah Menahot 10:4 that leftover flour made by Temple personnel from barley for the ‘omer offering is obligated for tithes. Since the cut grain has to be cleaned before milling, that cleaning process is the equivalent of shaping the heap in a regular harvest. The anonymous majority holds everywhere that all Temple grain is exempt from heave and tithes.

Everybody in that Mishnah agrees that dough made from this flour is subject to hallah.

78 This argument is brought without a dissenting voice in Babli Menahot 67a.

79 The Babli, Menahot 67a, holds that this is not biblical but purely rabbinic.

80 The ethnicity of the farmer is not mentioned. The questioner, and the rabbis quoted in the last sentence, must
hold with R. Meir that possession by a Gentile does not remove the obligations imposed on produce of the Land; cf. Peah 4, Notes 129-131.

81 In the laws of hallah.

82 If this מ is partitive, there is no reason why in Lev. 27:30 it cannot be partitive also. The argument of R. Jonah is rejected.

83 It is implied that in the matter of grain grown by a Gentile in the Land, R. Meir reports the position of R. Aqiba.

A Genizah text reads "Rebbi Aqiba says, rolling does not exempt in the Temple's power and shaping does not exempt in the power of the Temple". This may be the better text.

Mishnah 6: If somebody makes dough from wheat and rice, if it has the taste of flour it is subject to hallah and a person may satisfy his Passover obligation with it. If it does not have the taste of flour it is not subject to hallah and a person may not satisfy his Passover obligation with it.
Halakhah 6: The Mishnah follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel since\(^\text{85}\) "Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says it is never obligated unless it contain the measure of grain." Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Practice follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi Hila said, both following the rabbis here or the rabbis there, they say not unless the greater part be grain and the taste that of grain. Rav Huna said, the taste of grain even if the greater part is not grain. A baraita disagrees with Rav Huna: If he mixed other kinds in, not unless the greater part be grain and the taste that of grain. He explains it for other kinds\(^\text{86}\). A Mishnah\(^\text{87}\) disagrees with Rebbi Hila: "If somebody takes sourdough from grain dough and adds it to a rice dough, if it imparts the taste of grain\(^\text{88}\) it is subject to hallah, otherwise it is exempt." Because it was stated after that\(^\text{89}\): "Tevel is forbidden in the most minute amount in its own kind. Not in its own kind if it can be tasted."

---

84 Reading of a Genizah fragment. The two mss. read מָמַם, a Babylonism.
85 Tosephta 2:1. Since, in general, "imparting taste" needs only minute quantities (as discussed in Terumot 10), it is stated here that in the Mishnah a substantial amount is needed and "having the taste" does not mean "it tastes like rice cake but an admixture of wheat is noticeable" but "it actually tastes like wheat bread." Since Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel is the only author reported to have quantified this statement, we have to follow him.
86 Other than rice and millet which substitute for grain.
87 Mishnah 3:8.
88 Sourdough is used in small quantities.
89 The problem addressed is that of active sourdough taken from dough subject to hallah but of which hallah...
was not yet taken. That sourdough is tefel for hallah and subject to more restrictive rules. In this case, "can be tasted" means the minute amounts discussed in Terumot 10, Halakhot 7-10; the quote is irrelevant for the discussion here.

Rebbi Yose was supporting Rebbi Zeira. He heard the voice of Rebbi Hila who was sitting and stating: Rebbi Hyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: the taste of grain even if the greater part is not grain; Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The greater part grain and the taste of grain. He said, he got it wrong: we had a note that Rebbi Assi teaches like Rav Huna.

90 Reading of the Genizah fragment. In both mss, ניא is missing but is required by the next sentence. Similarly, only the Geniza ms. reads יבש in the next sentence but even it reads יבש in the last. But even there, one must read יבש יבש for the last two times. R. Zeira must have been very old when he was walking supported by his student's student R. Yose while he himself was mainly a student of R. Assi's contemporary R. Hyya bar Abba.
Mishnah 7: If somebody takes sourdough from a dough from which no hallah was taken and adds it to dough from which hallah was taken, if he can provide for it from another place he should take in proportion; otherwise he should take hallah for everything. Similarly, if harvested olives were mixed with plucked olives, or harvested grapes with gleanings, if he can provide for it from another place he should take in proportion; otherwise he should take heave and heave of the tithe for everything but the remainder of tithe and Second Tithe in proportion.

Mishnah 8: If somebody takes sourdough from grain dough and adds it to a rice dough, if it imparts the taste of grain it is subject to hallah, otherwise it is exempt from hallah. Then why did they say tevel is forbidden in the most minute amount? In its own kind; not in its own kind if it can be tasted.

91 This is now tevel for hallah but most of it is exempt from hallah.
92 From a third dough which is obligated for hallah. Since hallah as a heave must be given from what is earmarked, the Tosephta (2:2) requires that one make a new dough and put it in the same place as the problematic tevel dough to earmark it and take there the full hallah for the new dough.
and a proportionate amount for the offending sourdough. Maimonides in his Commentary follows the Tosephta but in his Code (Bikkurim 7:11) he requires simply that the second dough be subject to hallah. The latter is the reasonable interpretation of the Mishnah.

93 He must take hallah from the tevel dough in the required amount, \( \frac{1}{24} \) of the entire dough. Even though in general it is forbidden to give heave from what already is freed from the obligation, it is stated in the next Mishnah that the dough in question is only rabbinically tevel; for biblical standards the sourdough has disappeared in the dough whose obligation was already satisfied. Therefore, the tevel extended to the entire dough is rabbinic in character and the rabbinic obligation of hallah overrides the, in this case rabbinic, requirement to give from obligated dough.

94 Olives are harvested by shaking the trees and are subject to heave and tithes; plucked olives are collected by the poor after the harvest and are exempt. Similarly, harvested grapes are obligated and gleanings exempt.

95 Including the poor people's part since not giving heaves is a deadly sin and it is not clear whether what he takes is actually obligated or free.

96 Since the exempt olives or grapes were mixed with the farmer's, it is assumed that the farmer bought them from the poor. If not, he has to buy them now so he may take out the tithe. Technically, the farmer has to take full tithe in order to give heave of the tithe but then he may retain the part attributable to the exempt fruits for himself.

97 This is a rabbinic prohibition; by biblical standards tevel disappears in a majority of permitted food. If the prohibition were biblical, tevel sour dough in rice cake would have to be treated according to the previous Mishnah.
Halakhah 7: Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Zeïra: If a cereal offering was mixed with profane flour, may [the Cohen] take a fistful and permit the remainder to be eaten? Do I read for this (Lev. 2:3): "The remainder of the offering is for Aaron and his sons?" He said to him: If tevel was mixed with profane, do I read (Num. 18:28) "you shall give from it the Eternal's heave to Aaron the Cohen"? He answered him, did I say to you that he cannot take from itself for itself and not from it for another place? If it is clear to you that he cannot take from it for another place then even from itself for itself he should not be able to take! The Mishnah said that he can take from itself for itself as we have stated: "Otherwise he should take hallah for everything".

98 Reading of the Genizah fragment. Mss.: שליה.
99 Reading of the Genizah fragment. Mss.: זרת.
100 In the Rome ms. "R. Yose ben Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya"; this is unlikely to be correct.
101 On the face of it, it would seem that the question does not even start since if the two kinds of flour are mixed it seems impossible to take out a fistful of the offering and burn it on the altar since it is forbidden to burn profane material on the altar. On the other hand, the remainder may be eaten only after the fistful was brought to the altar (Lev. 6:9). Even the explanation by R. H. Kanievski, that at some place the original offering is still recognizable, does not work since the fistful may be taken only out of the Temple vessel in which the offering was dedicated. One must conclude that the question of practical use is considered a technicality which can be left to the Sages at the time of the Messiah.

Since flour offerings before the lifting of the fistful are forbidden to everybody, Cohen and layman, it is reasonable to compare the laws of these offerings to those of tevel,
Mishnah 7 states clearly that in absence of other produce, the tevel mixed with profane flour can be put in order by taking the heave from itself.

They said, Rebbi Zeïra’s is no answer to Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya’s question. What is the difference between him who takes from itself for itself and him who takes from it for another place? When he takes from itself for itself, since this tevel is not qualified to become heave for anything similar, the profane admixture makes it disappear. When he takes from it for another place since this tevel is qualified to become profane for something similar, it cannot disappear. Rebbi Yose said, that means that if tevel was mixed with heave, since this tevel is qualified to become heave for something similar, it cannot disappear.

As explained in the Mishnah, if the amount of tevel in the profane is small, it has disappeared by biblical standards and it is not legally tevel. In this case, tevel and profane, even if consisting of similar material, are considered two distinct kinds and the rules of annulment apply. The requirement to give heave from the entire heap is purely rabbinical; any reference to a biblical source is inappropriate.
If a minute amount of it fell into heave, it would fall into its own kind and could not disappear.

In the Genizah fragment, the cases have been telescoped into one: "קמשה השאה מзначא קמעה עליית ה práctica אורח ומסוב ראמר. The scribe left out from ממערת אל לא בטל. This is the inverse case, in which a minute amount of heave fell into tevel. Since part of tevel is going to be heave, this also is falling into its own kind and no part of it can be disregarded.

לולית חוטא ברברי בבא הגניה על ברbery יאירה. מה נשפק אום שלמה. בטל אום שלמה כל. אום שלמה לע כבל אום שלמה לבר כבל שבבר קדרש.

But Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya’s is no answer to Rebbi Zeira. As you take it, if the upper disappears then the lower has disappeared. If the lower did not disappear, neither did the upper since it was already sanctified.

107 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden, Venice, and the Genizah fragment take this word together with the first of the next paragraph and read ירתשנה.

108 The case introduced by R. Abun bar Hiyya must be that profane flour fell onto a flour offering that was in a Temple vessel. Flour dedicated for an offering but not yet placed in a Temple vessel is not yet a flour offering. Since flour is not fluid, we have to assume that the offering is at the bottom and the flour on top with an unrecognizable boundary in between. If the upper flour is assimilated to the lower then there is no offering since the upper flour was not dedicated. If the lower part remains an offering then the upper becomes suspended unusable since it was sanctified by the Temple vessel but is not an offering because it is not dedicated. Therefore, the entire flour is invalid for any use.
It was stated\textsuperscript{110}: Otherwise, he brings four quarters and makes it bite. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Zeira: This means that one quarter of sour dough which became \textit{tevel} at its place makes four other quarters \textit{tevel}.

109 Word missing in Rome ms. but necessary for the text.

110 This refers to the first case in the Mishnah, \textit{tevel} sour dough in a dough which already is fully profane. A similar statement is in Tosephta 2:2: "If somebody takes sourdough from a dough from which \textit{hallah} was not taken, he brings flour from another place and adds to obtain four quarters to make it obligated in proportion." In the formulation of the Halakhah, the \textit{tevel} dough is made from exactly one quarter. Therefore, if one makes a new dough of exactly one \textit{qab} which is made to "bite" the profane dough, one has a total of 5 quarters of obligation and may take only \textit{hallah} of the obligated, not from the already exempt. This means in general that if the amount of sour dough is \textit{x}, the amount needed to avoid giving \textit{hallah} for everything is (5 quarters - \textit{x}). In this way, neither does one take \textit{hallah} from another place nor does one have to take \textit{hallah} for everything.
This means that biting is biblical\(^{113}\). Rebbi Immi said, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish differ. Rebbi Johanan said, biting is biblical. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, biting is not biblical\(^{114}\). Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba switches the traditions\(^{115}\). They asked before Rebbi Yose, what did you hear about Rebbi Johanan? He said, I did not hear anything but let us explain the words of the rabbis from their own words, as we have stated there\(^{116}\): "If somebody collects loaves in order to separate [hallah] and they bit, the House of Shammai say it is a connection for a tevul yom but the House of Hillel say it is not a connection." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, since we stated it is no connection, that means that nobody can become guilty under the heading "impure person eating pure [food]\(^{117}\). Rebbi Johanan said to him, that is different for a tevul yom because for him is written both pure and impure\(^{118}\); pure for profane food during daytime hours and for heave after dark. That identifies Rebbi Johanan as the one who said that what is not a connection for the tevul yom is biblical\(^{119}\). Therefore, he says biting is biblical. And Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is he who says it is not biblical since he says biting is not biblical. But did we not state: "Otherwise, he brings four quarters and makes it bite?" Rebbi Hoshaia said, explain that it was part of the dough which was bitten\(^{120}\).

\(^{111}\) Reading of the Geniza fragment. Mss.: ומש.
\(^{112}\) The Geniza fragment here has an additional אֵחָא which seems to be a duplication.
\(^{113}\) The baraita (or Tosephta)
quoted in the previous paragraph, that
a dough prepared from 4 quarters if it
bites a dough with 1 quarter of tevel
produces dough obligated for hallah.
114 He has to declare all of
Mishnaiot 7-8 as purely rabbinical.
115 R. Johanan says not biblical, R.
Simeon ben Laqish says biblical.
116 Mishnah Tevul Yom 1:1. The
loaves cannot be baked yet; the Tanna
must hold that tevel does not have the
status of profane food. The Tevul Yom
(Chapter 2, Note 37, Terumot 5, Note
68) is almost pure; his touch disables
heave but has no influence on profane
food. According to the House of Hillel,
the touch of a Tevul Yom disables the
hallah-heave in one loaf only.
117 This refers to Lev. 22:7. The
Tevul Yom may eat of the loaves even
before sundown (after hallah was
taken). This is obvious for those who
hold that tevel is like profane in
matters of contamination with impurity.
119 Since the exceptional status of
the Tevul Yom is based on biblical
verses, for all other forms of impurity
the rules of the Tevul Yom do not
apply; biting for them is a conduit of
impurity.
120 If the sour dough only became
tevel because of another dough biting
the one it was taken from, the tevel is
only rabbinical and nothing can be
inferred about the biblical status of
biting (R. Eliahu Fulda).
Rebbi Zeira asked: Do Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish differ if it bites by itself but if he made it bite with his hand everybody agrees that biting is biblical? Even if you say that the disagreement arises if he made it bite with his hand, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish sticks with his opinion since Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said in the name of Hizqiah: *tevel* disappears in a plurality. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Nahorai said, *tevel* disappears in a plurality. Rebbi Johanan said, *tevel* does not disappear in a plurality. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal and Rebbi Hila brought a case before Rebbi Assi; they wanted to say that two form a majority against one. They had not heard that Rebbi Simon said in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi that *tevel* does not disappear in a plurality. But did we not state: "Otherwise, he takes from one for all"? Rebbi Yose said, everybody agrees that he separates. Where do they differ? To worry about a second taking. For him who says *tevel* disappears in a plurality, if one lifted it out but if fell into another place, he does not worry to take it out a second time. For him who says *tevel* does not disappear in a plurality, if one lifted it out but if fell into another place, he worries to take it out a second time.

---

122 This must refer to a *baraita* in the style of the Mishnah, probably dealing with several doughs in one vessel where for all of them there is a
doubt and *hallah* cannot be taken from another place. This can only happen if the *tevel* is a small part of the entire dough; in all cases of the Mishnah there is a plurality of profane matter.

123 If heave was taken from a mixture of *tevel* and profane food, with more profane than *tevel*, and that heave was then mixed again (as minority component) with profane food, according to R. Simeon ben Laqish there is no doubt that the second mixture never can be biblical *dema'* even in a time when all agricultural commandments in the Land are biblical. Since, in principle, rabbinic ordinances are valid only as "fences around the Law", there can be no reason to take heave a second time.

For R. Johanan, if all agricultural commandments in the Land are biblical the second mixture is *dema’* and the heave has to be lifted.

Rebbi Abba said: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish differ about *tevel* by biblical standards. But for *tevel* which is *tevel* only by rabbinic decree, everybody agrees that *tevel* disappears in a plurality.

Rebbi Abba bar Cahana objected before Rebbi Yose: Did we not state: "Similarly, if harvested olives were mixed with plucked olives, or harvested grapes with gleanings," is that not *tevel* only by rabbinic standards\(^\text{124}\)? Rebbi Mana said, I confirmed it: If oil from harvested olives was mixed with oil from plucked olives!
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124 Biblical heave is due only for grain, wine, and olive oil.

Rebbi Johanan objected to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "A person may take his hallah from a dough from which hallah was not taken to have it available in purity to separate from it. After most of it became hallah, should not the remainder disappear in the plurality? He answered, when he notes it. You should know that this is so since we have stated there: "He who wants to separate heave and heave of the tithe together." Why does he have to define its place? Is it not that it should not disappear in a plurality? Rebbi Isaac bar Eleazar said, that he should not say the heave of this and that heap should be in this one. Rebbi Isaac bar Eleazar changed his mind and said, I did not say anything! Is it not Rebbi Johanan who said, if somebody said the heave of this and that heap should be in this one, at the place where the heave of the first ended, there the second also ends.

126 To watch this piece in purity while he may make more dough, possibly in impurity. It is assumed that the grain is demay since from demay flour hallah may be taken from the pure for the impure.


128 Which still is tevel and
according to R. Simeon ben Laqish should disappear in whatever the plurality is.

129 He makes a physical sign to mark the part which is now hallah. Then the remainder cannot disappear in the hallah.

130 Mishnah Demay 5:2. He is required to declare exactly the amount taken and indicate its place in the heap from which it is going to be taken.

131 This is discussed in Terumot 3:5, Note 60. The rabbis require that the places of heaves and tithes should be indicated in detail.

132 Since R. Johanan implies that the designation is automatic, there is no objection to R. Simeon ben Laqish's explanation.

132 Tosephta Terumot 5:1. He puts one pumpkin aside to watch in purity for heave of the harvest of an entire field.

133 This would prove that there is disagreement also for heave which is purely rabbinical.

134 According to Rebbi, he has not only to make a physical sign on the pumpkin but he has to cut off the
heave part and deliver it to a Cohen on Rabban Simeon, he may wait until the entire pumpkin is heave.

If he had to give heave for four or five amphoras in a cistern, he lifts the first one to the mouth of the cistern and says, this is heave. The same for the second and third, the words of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi says, he lifts all of them to the mouth of the cistern and says, this is heave." They wanted to say, for him who says he lifts the first one to the mouth of the cistern, tevel disappears in a plurality but for him who says he lifts all of them to the mouth of the cistern, tevel does not disappear in a plurality. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: They differ about earmarking. For him who says he lifts all of them to the mouth of the cistern, he has to give from what is earmarked but for him who says he lifts the first one to the mouth of the cistern he does not have to give from what is earmarked. Rebbi Samuel, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan switches: For him who says he lifts the first one to the mouth of the cistern, he has to give from what is earmarked but
for him who says he lifts all of them to the mouth of the cistern he does not have to give from what is earmarked. Rebbi Zeira said to him, is it not united by sinews?  

135 Continuation of Tosephta Terumot 5:1. The language is difficult. One would assume that amphoras full of wine are in a ηπι, a wine cellar, not in a ραβ, which is either a cistern or the vat into which the pressed grape juice flows and where it is turned into wine. In addition, one has to separate the prospective heave from the amphora before turning it into heave, otherwise it would diffuse in the entire amphora and turn everything into dema'. Since the statement is the continuation of the one about pumpkins, one has to say that an amount of tevel wine sufficient for the entire cistern was first taken out, put in a separate vessel, but not declared to be heave. Then the wine in the cistern is taken out by filling it into amphoras one by one. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel, who in the first part did not require that the place of heave be indicated, permits here successive declarations that a certain part of the separated wine should be heave. Rebbi, who in the first part did require that the place of heave be indicated, permits only giving heave for all together since in a fluid no parts can be indicated.  

137 All commentators, from R. Eliahu Fulda to R. S. Lieberman, note that one has to switch the places of "disappear" and "not disappear", against the evidence of both mss. As has been noted before, the two mss. have a common source which already must have contained the error. The problem is for Rabban Simeon who permits giving heave piecemeal, when it is unavoidable that at some point most of the contents of the vessel will be heave.  

138 One puts the vessel containing the potential heave in the middle of all amphoras to be put in order.  

139 That seems to be an impossible statement since heave has to be given from what is earmarked (Mishnah 1:9). The meaning is that giving piecemeal, even if the amphora to be put in order touches the vessel containing the potential heave, might not be considered earmarked since the wine which becomes heave is undefined.  

140 One might put a thread around
all amphoras. But this seems to be unnecessary, cf. Note 137 and the end of Halakhah 4.
Mishnah 1: If two women each made a qab and they touched one another, even if they are of the same kind they are exempt. But if both belong to the same woman and are of the same kind they are obligated, different kinds are exempt.

1 They separately made bread dough and now are baking it together in the same oven. Separately, the doughs are exempt but both together are obligated since $2 > \frac{5}{4}$.

2 If the doughs touch or are on the same baking sheet.

3 This is defined in Mishnah 4:2.

Halakhah 1: "Two women who each made," etc. Rebbi Johanan said, usually for women, one does not mind, two do mind. They gave to one woman who minds the status of two women, to two women who do not mind the status of one woman. If she does not mind, why does she make...
it at two different places? Rebbi Jonah said, because she has not enough space to knead. The word of Rebbi Jonah implies that if she had enough space to knead but she\(^6\) makes it in two portions, she does mind. Clean and coarse \([\text{flour}]^7\), she does mind. Rebbi Lazar said, they gave two different habits the status of two women\(^8\). Samuel bar Abba asked, even if they come to agree\(^9\)?

4 According to Maimonides \((Bikkurim 7:1)\), followed by the later law codes, there is no difference between men and women in this matter. According to R. M. Margalit, the Mishnah specifies women because women are neat and insist that their bread be separate from that of others while men usually do not care. The later statement of R. Lazar seems to support R. M. Margalit but the uncertain gender in the text of the Halakhah might support Maimonides.

5 If for some reason she insists on keeping the two loaves strictly separated.

6 This may be read as "he".

7 One loaf of white flour, the other one of whole wheat. This is counted as two different kinds.

8 According to R. M. Margalit, this now speaks of two men. As R. Meir notes \((Sotah 1:7, \text{ fol. } 17a; \text{ Babli Gittin } 90a)\) men have different standards of cleanliness. Some men will not drink any more from a cup of wine in which they found a fly, others will take the fly out and drink the remainder. A man adhering to a higher standard of cleanliness will insist to keep his bread as separate as women do.

9 What is the status of the bread if the women kneaded their doughs separately but at baking time they decide to have them together? The answer depends on one's position regarding R. Aqiba's opinion in Halakhah 3:5.
Certain situations are connections for hallah but not for a tevul yom\textsuperscript{12}, [others] for a tevul yom but not for hallah. A connection for hallah as we have stated: "But if they belong to the same woman the same kind are obligated, different kinds are exempt." They are not obligated for a tevul yom as we have stated there\textsuperscript{13}: "If somebody collects pieces of hallah in order to separate them again, the House of Shammai say it is a connection for a tevul yom, but the House of Hillel say it is no connection for a tevul yom." We also stated there\textsuperscript{14}: "Sanctified meat on which the sediment\textsuperscript{15} congealed." Therefore, in all other cases congealed sediment is a connection\textsuperscript{16} even if at the end one will remove it. But one is not obligated for hallah; as Rebbi Johanan said\textsuperscript{17}, if somebody makes dough in order to distribute it, the dough is exempt from hallah.

\textsuperscript{10} Reading of a Genizah text. Leyden and Venice: ויבר.
\textsuperscript{11} Reading of the Mishnah Tevul Yom 2:5 and a Genizah text here. Reading of the Leyden ms. and Venice print: שקדש, of the Rome ms. שקדש, showing that the misreading ר-ס was already in the common source of the two mss.
\textsuperscript{12} The touch of a tevul yom makes heave (including hallah) unusable and sacrifices impure (Demay 6:6, Notes 138,140). But since the tevul yom has been purified, only his immediate touch is damaging, not the touch by an intermediary object. Therefore, if the tevul yom touches a loaf of hallah, he makes the hallah inedible, including everything connected with it. It is now stated that the rules of connection regarding the obligation of hallah are not identical with the rules governing an eventual disqualification of the hallah taken.
13 Mishnah Tevul Yom 1:1, dealing with a Cohen who collects hallah from several households to carry home in one basket but does not intend to eat the different morsels together.

14 If the tevul yom touches one piece of hallah, that piece is unusable but all the others are unimpaired.

15 Mishnah Tevul Yom 2:5: "Sanctified meat on which the sediment congealed; if a tevul yom touched the sediment, the pieces are permitted. If he touched a piece, it and all that clings to it are connected. Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri says both are connected to one another." "Sediment" are the remainders of spices, single fibers from the meat, and assorted mater which usually clings to the sides of the cooking pot. Since any such sediment will be scraped or washed off before the meat is eaten, it is considered separate.

16 Separate pieces of sediment on one piece of meat are considered as one; in the case of hallah they would not be considered one as indicated by the next statement by R. Johanan.

17 Chapter 1:8, first paragraph.

Mishnah 2: What is the same kind? Wheat combines with nothing but spelt. Barley combines with everything except wheat. Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, the remaining kinds all combine with one another.

18 Cf. Chapter 1, Notes 40 ff.
Halakhah 2: Was is left\(^19\)? Rav Huna said, if you say that oats are a kind of spelt, they combine with wheat; foxtail is a kind of barley which does not combine with wheat! "Rebbi Joḥanan ben Nuri said, the remaining kinds all combine with one another." There are Tannaɪm who state: "All kinds combine with one another.\(^20\)" In the opinion of that outside Tanna, what is the difference between bitten and mixed? Rebbi Yudan, the father of Rebbi Mattaniah said, when he split and then added; it is obligated when biting\(^21\), exempt when mixed.

---

19 What is left in the statement of the anonymous Tanna that R. Joḥanan ben Nuri could disagree with? It was stated in Halakhah 1:1 (Note 39) that oats are a kind of spelt, foxtail a kind of barley. Since the Mishnah here, in contrast to Mishnah Kilaim 1:1, combines spelt and wheat, there are only two kinds as far as the rules of hallah are concerned and the statement of R. Joḥanan ben Nuri seems to be meaningless.

20 In this formulation, the difference between the anonymous Tanna and R. Joḥanan ben Nuri is clear but then one has to ask what is the difference between Mishnaiot 1:1 and 4:2.

21 Since by Mishnah 1 the doughs of two different owners never were obligated, if one of them increases his dough to \(\frac{5}{4}\) qab the obligation of hallah is new and valid. The exemption of the mixed dough is explained in Chapter 3, Note 72.
Mishnah 3: Two qabim and a qab of rice or heave between them do not combine. If a thing of which hallah was taken is between them, they do combine since already they are subject to hallah.

22 Reading of the Rome ms. and the Constantinople print: א_read herem: this probably is a gloss.

23 Two loaves made of bread flour each of which is too small to be subject to hallah are both touching an exempt dough (which is either from material intrinsically exempt or from flour exempt because of its status of sanctity) cannot become obligated since the exempt dough acts as a barrier as if it were of iron. But a dough which is not exempt cannot separate, even if it now is no longer subject to hallah.

Halakhah 3: Should one have stated "rice" but not "heave"? If we had stated "rice" but not "heave", we would have said that rice does not combine because it is not of that kind, but heave, which is of that kind, should combine. It is necessary to state "heave." If we had stated "heave" but not "rice", we would have said that heave does not combine because it is not dragged in, but rice, which is dragged in, should combine. It is necessary to state "rice" and "heave".

24 Rice dough is never subject to hallah.

25 Of bread dough.

26 Dema' dough containing heave.
flour is exempt from hallah (Mishnah 3:2). Dough containing rice is subject 

28 A qab of rice does not combine; a qab of dema’ does not combine, a qab of heave does not combine. A Gentile’s qab does not combine. A qab of another kind combines. A qab of new grain combines. A qab of something of which hallah was taken in the middle does combine." Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked: Does a qab of hallah combine? Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: "A dedicated qab does combine, a qab of hallah does not combine." What is the difference between dedicated [dough] and hallah? Dedicated [dough] may be redeemed and made obligated, hallah cannot be redeemed and made obligated.

28 In different formulation, Tosephta 2:3-4.
29 In the Tosephta, for wheat dough this is restricted to spelt which can combine both with wheat and with barley. The Tosephta follows R. Johanan ben Nuri in the Mishnah; the Yerushalmi baraita in the Leyden version follows the Tanna of the reformulated statement (Note 19); the Rome ms. reads ויאתי מצעיר "it does not combine"; possibly following the anonymous Tanna in Mishnah 2.
30 The two doughs at the two sides are made from last year’s grain harvest, the one in the middle is from this
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year's grain; cf. Mishnah 4.  

31  This is a case of the Mishnah.  

32  One could have argued that hallah is a heave; then R. Abun bar Hyya's question is answered in the Mishnah.

33  A qab of wheat, a qab of barley, a qab of spelt: He takes from what is needed.  

34  A similar text in Tosephta 2:4:

Halakhah 4: "Half a qab of wheat, half a qab of barley, half a qab of spelt: He takes from spelt for what is needed. A qab of wheat, a qab of barley, a qab of spelt, he takes heave from each one for what is needed. He said only, a qab of wheat, a qab of barley, a qab of spelt, therefore this is not about a qab of wheat, a qab of barley, and a qab of spelt in the middle. Rebbi Abun bar Hyya said, Rebbi Hanina the colleague of the rabbis asked: what is the difference whether spelt or barley is in the middle? Rebbi Cohen in the name of the rabbis of Caesarea: Spelt combines with wheat not because it is the same kind but because it looks similar. Since it is far from it, it does not look similar.

33  Tosephta 2:5. There, the reading is: "He takes from the spelt." The meaning is the same as in the baraita here, that the entire heave is taken from spelt since that combines with both wheat and barley.

34  A similar text in Tosephta 2:4: "A qab of wheat, a qab of barley, a qab of spelt do combine. If he takes heave, he takes from each one separately since one does not give heave from one species for another." In this version,
the rules for hallah and heave are different; the discussion shows that this is not the position of the Yerushalmi. It follows that the baraita represents a tradition different from the Tosephta. It is not necessary to assume with Maimonides that the qab here is a larger measure, equal to $\frac{5}{4}$ standard qab which causes separate obligations of hallah. As R. Eliahu Fulda explains, the barley in the middle is also subject to hallah; it is not different from dough of which hallah already was taken. Therefore, the obligation of hallah exists and has to be satisfied following the rules of heave.

Rebbi Jonah asked: Is it the same for animal tithe? As you say there, if he had five obligated ones in Kefar Hananiah, five obligated in Kefar Othnay, and five free ones in Sepphoris? As you say there, if something of which hallah was taken is between them, they do combine; is it the same in this case? If you say that hallah is different since there it bites, are these 16 mil not as if it did bite? We find hallah from practice, we do not find animal tithe from practice.

35 Reading of the Rome ms. and the parallels in Babli Bekhorot 55a, Tosephta Bekhorot 7:3. Leyden and Venice: , an unidentified place. Kefar Othnai was near the location of ancient Megiddo.

36 Lev. 27:32; from the verse it is clear that the minimum number of newborn animals subject to tithe is 10. The Mishnah (Bekhorot 9:7) states that animals are close to one another to be counted together for tithes if they are within grazing distance of one another; this is fixed at 16 mil. It is stated that the distance from Kefar Hananiah to Sepphoris is 16 mil, from Sepphoris to
Kefar Othnai also 16 mil. Tosephta (Bekhorot 7:3) and Babli (Bekhorot 55a) state that there is an obligation of animal tithe if the total number of newborn animals of a single owner in Kefar Hananiah, Sepphoris, and Kefar Othnai is at least ten with at least one being at Sepphoris. R. Jonah now asks whether it is sufficient that the owner had animals at Sepphoris which were in the past counted for tithe, similar to the situation described in Mishnah 3.

37 The rule of Mishnah 3 is rabbinic; for animal tithe only biblical standards apply. R. Jonah’s question is answered in the negative.

Mishnah 4: If a qab of new grain and one of old bit one another, Rebbi Ismael says one should take from the middle but the Sages prohibit this. If somebody takes hallah from a single qab, Rebbi Aqiba declares it to be hallah but the Sages say, it is not hallah.

Mishnah 5: If hallah of two qabim was taken separately, when he then combinrd them together into one dough, Rebbi Aqiba exempts but the Sages obligate; it turns out that the severity becomes a leniency.

38 While two doughs together are obligated for hallah as noted in the previous Halakhah, it is forbidden to give heave from one year’s harvest for another year’s (Mishnah Terumot 1:5). Everybody agrees that hallah must be given from both kinds of grain; the question is only how this has to be done.

39 Of R. Aqiba who treats hallah from less than the minimal volume as genuine hallah.
Halakhah 5: Is Rebbi Ismael not correct? Spelt and wheat are two species. Since they are similar, you say they combine; new and old not so much more? Rebbi Hila said, the reason of the rabbis is that spelt and wheat are two species and people will not err to say that one may give heave and tithes from one for the other. New and old are one species and if you say so, one will think that one may give heave and tithes from one for the other.

40 Terumot Mishnah 2:4.
41 This is forbidden, Terumot Mishnah 1:5. It follows that the prohibition of the rabbis is rabbinic, not biblical. R. Eliahu Fulda points out that the argument is weak since even R. Ismael requires that hallah be taken in such a way that dough from both sides is taken; the difference between him and the rabbis is only whether hallah can be taken together or must be taken separately.

Rebbi Aqiba compares it to not fully processed produce; if one transgressed and gave heave from it it is heave. But the rabbis compare...
it to produce not yet one-third ripe; if one transgressed and gave heave from it it is not heave\textsuperscript{43}. They had second thoughts and said, it is similar neither to not fully processed produce nor to produce not yet one-third ripe\textsuperscript{44}! But Rebbi Aqiba compares it to the case of him who says, this is heave for these fruits when they will be taken, and they were taken; but the rabbis compare it to the case of him who says, this is heave for these fruits when they will be taken\textsuperscript{45}.

\textsuperscript{42} Mishnah \textit{Terumot} 1:10.
\textsuperscript{43} Mishnah \textit{Hallah} 1:3, following R. Eleazar.
\textsuperscript{44} Since it also must follow the majority opinion in Mishnah \textit{Hallah} 1:3.
\textsuperscript{45} Everybody agrees that produce tentatively designated as heave cannot be heave if there is nothing it can be given for. Similarly, they will hold that \textit{hallah} tentatively designated for the case the dough will reach critical size cannot be \textit{hallah} if no obligated dough is available at the time of designation.

They wanted to say what Rebbi Aqiba said, \textit{hallah} may be taken from a \textit{qab} from practice, not as a biblical standard. Since we have stated: "Rebbi Aqiba exempts but the Sages obligate," this implies that it is by biblical standards\textsuperscript{46}.

\textsuperscript{46} Since the combined dough of 2 \textit{qab} is subject to biblical \textit{hallah} in everybody's opinion, R. Aqiba must declare \textit{hallah} from a single \textit{qab} as biblical \textit{hallah}.

In R. Aqiba's statement, "one \textit{qab}" must be taken literally; it is not an expression meaning "less than $\frac{5}{4}$ \textit{qab}" since in Mishnah \textit{Idiut} 1:2, Shammai is reported to fix the obligation of \textit{hallah} at one \textit{qab} (and Hillel at 2 \textit{qabim}). R. Aqiba must hold that any amount...
which is declared *hallah* in any tradition must be recognized as biblical *hallah* (Maimonides in his Commentary.)

"It turns out that the severity becomes a leniency." Some Tannaim state: "The leniency becomes a severity". He who says the severity becomes a leniency, [refers to] Rebbi Aqiba; he who says the leniency becomes a severity, [refers to] the rabbis.

*Mishnah 6*: A person may take for *hallah* from a dough prepared in purity and from which *hallah* has not yet been taken, to use it continuously for *hallah* of demay until it decays, since *hallah* of demay may be taken from pure for impure and from what is not earmarked.

47 It is not very clear what "*hallah* of demay" is since *hallah* has the status of Great Heave which everybody is supposed to have given. It seems, with R. Simson, that "*hallah* of demay" is *hallah* taken for bread bought from an untrustworthy baker, as described in Mishnah Demay 5:1. According to Maimonides, in his Code and the later version of his Commentary, "*hallah* of demay" refers to any *hallah* whose status as biblical obligation is in doubt.

48 Since dough or bread bought from an untrustworthy person always has the status of ritual impurity, the pure dough set aside for *hallah* cannot be combined with the impure for which it is designated. Therefore, the
procedure described here is restricted hallah) does not have to be earmarked, to the case where the heave (i. e.,

Halakhah 6: What means "until it decays"? That it is no longer human food or until it is unfit as dog food? Let us hear from the following:

"If it decayed and no longer is human food it is impure by the impurity of food and one burns it in impurity." It is impure by the impurity of food and you say until unfit as dog food? It must be as human food.

50 No food prohibitions do apply to anything unfit as dog food.
51 Another version is in Tosephta Terumot 9:10: "Rebbi Hananiah the Second of the Cohanim says: Heave which is no longer human food but is dog food is impure by the impurity of food and one burns it in its place." Since there is a name attached to this statement, it is implied that the majority will deny that anything which is not human food can become impure in the impurity of food. The Babli ( Pesahim 15b, 45b) quotes a similar but anonymous baraita. It follows that the Babli decides with R. Hananiah the Second of the Cohanim but the Yerushalmi against him. Maimonides (Hilkhot Tum'at Okhlin 2:14) follows the Yerushalmi, against the protests of R. Abraham ben David.

52 One burns it immediately as impure; one does not treat it as suspended as would be required if the status of impurity were in doubt.
This means\textsuperscript{53} that one may give heave from bad for good. It parallels what Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Nahman said in the name of Rebbi Jonathan, one gives heave from the leaves of carrots\textsuperscript{54} for carrots at a place where [the leaves] are eaten. This happened with Gamliel the twin who had forgotten to put his carrots in order. He came and asked Rebbi Johanan who said to him: Is there greenery? Give heave from the greenery!

\textsuperscript{53} The Mishnah which permits dough.
\textsuperscript{54} Cf. Demay 2, Note 63.

It was stated: "Heave of the tithe of \textit{demay}\textsuperscript{55}." Come and see, since certain heave of the tithe may be taken from pure for impure\textsuperscript{56}, heave of the tithe of \textit{demay} not so much more? Rebbi Yose said, we deal with a doubt of Great Heave when it is not sure whether Great Heave was taken or not\textsuperscript{57}. As you say, "from certain produce for \textit{demay}, it is heave that should not be eaten unless heave and tithes were taken for it;"\textsuperscript{58} he asserts that from \textit{demay} for \textit{demay} it is the same. Rebbi Simeon ben Karsana\textsuperscript{59} said, there\textsuperscript{60} he wants to eat it, here he wants to burn it.
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55 Quote from an otherwise unknown baraita. From the text one may understand that the baraita stated that heave of the tithe of demay follows the same rules as hallah for demay dough as spelled out in the Mishnah.

56 Mishnah Bikkurim 2:5; cf. Terumot 2, Note 9.

57 But in general, the term demay implies that Great Heave was taken and only tithes and heave of the tithe are questionable. This supports the interpretation that also in the Mishnah, demay is used in a loose, non-technical way.

58 Demay 5:10, Note 144.

59 Also called R. Simeon ben Barsana.

60 The baraita is needed; its contents cannot be derived from the Mishnah here since the heave of the tithe is to be eaten whereas in the Mishnah the dough reserved for hallah has to be burned in the end when it becomes inedible.

Mishnah 7: Jews were sharecroppers for Gentiles in Syria; Rebbi Eliezer obligates their produce for tithes and the Sabbatical but Rabban Gamliel exempts them. Rabban Gamliel says there are two hallot in Syria but Rebbi Eliezer says one hallah. They took the leniency of Rabban Gamliel and the leniency of Rebbi Eliezer but then returned to follow Rabban Gamliel in both cases.

61 The parts of David’s kingdom not conquered by the 12 tribes under Joshua; cf. Peah 7, Note 119. R. Eliezer holds that the laws of the Holy Land extend to Syria but Rabban Gamliel holds that Syria is essentially outside
the Land and only selected laws of the Land are extended to apply there.

62 As explained in Mishnah 8. Biblical law restricts the duty of hallah to the Land (Num. 15:18-19). Rabbinic practice extends the obligation to the rest of the world but, since the soil outside the Land is intrinsically impure, any hallah outside the Land is impure and must be burned. Nevertheless, in order to remind people that the original duty is to give hallah to a Cohen, it was established that some dough should be given to a Cohen. This dough cannot be sanctified, otherwise it would be forbidden to the recipient.

63 He denies that Syrian soil is impure.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Eliezer obligated only hereditary tenants, for example from Hillel to the House of Rebbi. Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: Rebbi Eliezer fined him. Where do they differ? For a temporary sharecropper. For him who says a fine, he is obligated. For him who says hereditary tenants, he is exempt.

64 These have acquired the hereditary right to remain tenants; this is a kind of lien on the real estate.

65 For 200 years in one family.

66 To take away an incentive to leave the Land for more profitable farming in Syria.
"He who buys from a baker in Syria\textsuperscript{67} has to separate hallah as demay, the words of Rabban Gamliel, but the Sages say he does not have to separate hallah as demay.\textsuperscript{68}" Rebbi Hananiah said before Rebbi Mana: Rabban Gamliel said it right, what is the reason of the Sages? He said to him, just as Israel are not suspected in matters of heave in the Land, so they are not suspected in matters of hallah\textsuperscript{69} in Syria.

\textsuperscript{67} Since Rabban Gamliel holds that Syria is essentially a foreign country, he holds that there hallah even in Temple times is only rabbinic in character and the vulgar will not give hallah.

\textsuperscript{68} Tosephta 2:5. This is part of a longer statement by R. Eleazar ben R. Zadoq who explains the position of Rabban Gamliel that the sharecropper is exempt because the grain is processed in the possession of the Gentile but hallah whose obligation starts in the house of the Jew follows exactly the laws of the Land.

\textsuperscript{69} Whose rules are those of the Great Heave.

Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked: Since you said that there are two hallot in Syria, should there not be two heaves\textsuperscript{70} in Syria? Rebbi Haggai said, there comes nothing after hallah\textsuperscript{71} but after heave there comes something. If you would say so, it would turn out that the heave he separates\textsuperscript{72} were tevel for tithes!

\textsuperscript{70} The first to be burned and the second to be eaten.

\textsuperscript{71} Taking hallah makes dough and bread totally profane.
The second one which cannot be burned, real heave or it would have to be burned.

Rabban Gamliel the son of Rebbi wanted to institute *demay* in Syria but Rebbi Hoshiaiah did not let him do it. He said to him, then Cohanim would have to worry about their *hallah*! The argument of Rebbi Hoshiaiah seems inverted. There, he says the fear of sacred things is on him and he will not give to the Cohen anything that is not in order, and here he says so? Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, I am saying that he gave him that of the fire. Rebbi Mana said to him, Rebbi Hoshiaiah only stated: then Cohanim would have to worry about their *hallah*! He who buys from a baker and from a woman who bakes to sell on the market has to separate *hallah of demay*; from a private person and if he is a guest he does not have to separate *hallah of demay*.
for his dough. Rebbi Jonah said, only if they saw him kneading at another’s place. It is a standing assumption that from a private person in Syria one does not have to separate hallah of demay; but if he knows that most of what is in his storage is his own produce, he has to separate hallah of demay. Rebbi Abun bar Hyya asked, does this not disagree with Rebbi Hoshaiah? Rebbi Mana said, here in the Land, there outside the Land.

Against Mishnah Demay 1:3 which restricts demay to the Land of Israel. One may assume that in his time the center of Jewish population had moved from Galilee to Syria.

Since hallah is legitimate only if the dough was made from tithed flour.

Demay 1, Note 172, explaining the statement of the Mishnah that hallah of a vulgar is exempt from the laws of demay.

Since it is burned, the vulgar will not worry if heave of the tithe was not given.

The language of the statement excludes the argument of R. Abun bar Hyya.


I. e., give heave of the tithe and afterwards hallah.

In the Tosephta, "from a private person and his guests." Even if he is the baker’s guest but eats from the bread the baker makes for himself and his family (R. Abraham ben David). The reading of the Rome ms., תוחצרא ותר "from a private person and he is his guest" supports Maimonides (Bikkurim 8:15). Hilkhot Tašbez explains: "If one buys from a private person one has to give extra hallah except if one is his guest or saw him knead for another person."

That other people trust him to give their hallah.

Since in this case, a field in Syria is subject to tithes; Mishnah Demay 6:11.

Since he denies demay in Syria.

Mishnah Demay 1:3 deals only with the Land where all vulgars can be trusted to give hallah as they give Great Heave.
Mishnah 8: Rabban Gamliel says: There are three domains for hallah. The Land of Israel up to Akhzib, one hallah. From Akhzib to the Euphrates or Amanus, two hallot, one for the fire and one for the Cohen. The one for the fire has a measure, the one for the Cohen has no measure. From Euphrates or Amanus inside, two hallot, one for the fire and one for the Cohen. The one for the fire has no measure, the one for the Cohen has a measure but a tevul yom may eat it. Rebbi Yose says one does not need immersion.

---

85 In the biblical Land of Israel.
86 The actual Land of Israel of the Second Commonwealth; cf. Mishnah Shvi'it 6:1, Note 3, for the geographic details.
87 One has to add, with Mishnah Shvi'it 6:1, "any place held by the immigrants from Egypt," i.e., the regions North of Akhzib described as tribal territories in the book of Joshua.
88 The true hallah which cannot be eaten since the impurity of Gentile lands is extended rabbinically to any region not inhabited by Jews. The "measure" is that for hallah of the Land, Mishnah 2:7.
89 A purely symbolic hallah to be eaten in impurity, as a remembrance of the rules to be restored in the times of the Messiah.
90 The rest of Syria, domain of biblical promise; cf. Shvi'it 6:1, Note 3.
91 Both hallot are symbolical since that region was not under obligation of hallah even during the First Commonwealth.
92 He is forbidden true hallah.
93 This also shows that the symbolic hallah is no true heave, cf. Berakhot 1, Note 3.
Mishnah 9: But it is forbidden to people suffering from genital flux, and to women during menstruation or after childbirth. It may be eaten at one table with a layman and may be given to any Cohen.

94 The purely symbolic hallah mentioned last in Mishnah 8. By rabbinic ordinance, it is forbidden for people whose impurity originates in their own body.

96 Lev. 15:19-24.
98 Even a vulgar who cannot be expected to follow all rules of purity.

Rebbi Huna said: So is the Mishnah: "Between Akhzib and Euphrates, between Akhzib and Amanus." It was stated: What is the Land and what is outside the Land? From the slopes of Taurus Amanus inwards is the Land of Israel, from Taurus Amanus to the outside is outside the Land. About the islands in the sea, one looks at them as if a string were drawn from Taurus Amanus to the brook of Egypt; from the string to the inside is the Land of Israel, from the string to the outside is...
outside the Land. Rebbi Jehudah said, all that lies before the Land of Israel is like the Land of Israel since it is said (Num. 34:6): "The Western border shall be for you the Great Sea as border; that shall be for you the sea border." Assuming that a string were drawn from Cephalaria to the Ocean, from the brook of Egypt to the Ocean; inside the string is the Land of Israel, outside is outside the Land.

99 This and the following paragraph are from Ševi‘it 6:1, Notes 90-95.

Rebbi Justus bar Shunem said, when the people of the Diaspora arrive at Taurus Amanus they will sing. What is the reason? (Cant. 4:8) "Sing from the top of Amanah".

100 Some Tannaim state: The Jordan is part of the Land of Israel. Some state, the Jordan is outside the Land. Some state, the Jordan is a boundary by itself. He who says the Jordan is part of the Land of Israel: (Deut. 3:17) "The prairie, the Jordan, and the border." He who says the Jordan is
outside the Land: (Jos. 18:20): "The Jordan shall form its border Eastward." He who says the Jordan is a boundary by itself, if it is in one place. If the Jordan took from one place and gave to another, what it took, it took, and what it gave, it gave." What are we dealing with? If it was from the Land of Israel and became Syria, it already is under the presumptive obligation of tithes and Sabbatical! Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, for claims of possession, removals, and animal tithe. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Only if it removed earth.

100 A similar discussion in Babli Bekhorot 55a. There, the first opinion is declared to be that of R. Simeon ben Iohaï, the second that of R. Jehudah ben Bathya, and the third that of R. Meïr.

101 Tosephta Ketubot 8:4, Baba Qama 10:23, Babli Baba Mezi'a 22a. The argument there is that a change in the river bed is an act of God against which the property owners are powerless; one may therefore assume that the owners have given up hope to recover their land; the part taken by the river now is ownerless.

102 This is a very unlikely scenario. The Jordan is meandering only between the Land of Israel and Transjordan.

103 It is assumed that people do not keep documents for more than three years. Therefore, a person who claims to have legal possession of real estate by sale or inheritance, in the absence of a title can prove his claim by showing undisturbed possession for three years. Such a claim cannot be brought simultaneously for property inside and outside the Land.

104 The required consumption of Sabbatical produce which varies from region to region, Sevi'it 9:2.

105 This is the topic of Babli Bekhorot 55a.
Halakhah 9: "The one for the fire has a measure," for it is biblical.88 "The one for the Cohen has no measure," for it is rabbinical.89 Should he give for the fire and not for the Cohen? That they should not say, we saw pure heave being burned.106 Should he give for the Cohen and not for the fire? That they should not say, we saw impure heave being eaten.107 Since he gives both of them, when he comes here,108 he will ask.

106 The territory of the Land of Israel during the First Commonwealth which was not reoccupied by Jews during the Second Commonwealth is pure by biblical standards, impure only rabbinically. One might have a point considering that heave as pure. The second hallah shows that the obligation is only rabbinical and it is impure only by rabbinical standards.

107 Since it is impure by actual standards.

108 The two hallot are required mainly to make sure that immigrants to the Holy Land inquire about the rules to be followed in the Land.

109 This now refers to the hallah of Syria outside the Promised Land. Since both hallot are rabbinical, why is one subject to a minimum amount but not the other.
Halakhah 10: Even Rebbi Yose\(^\text{111}\) agrees; it is more severe if impurity stems from someone's body.

\(^{110}\) Reading of the Rome ms., confirming the conjecture of most commentators. Leyden and Venice: "ר".

\(^{111}\) In Mishnah 8, he states that purely rabbinic hallah does not need purification of the Cohen by immersion. He agrees with the anonymous Mishnah 9 that persons whose impurity is caused by their bodies are excluded from eating even rabbinic hallah.

Rebbi Abbahu instructed in Bostra that it needs a plurality\(^{112}\). Rebbi Jonah said, it teaches that it is lifted by less than 100 and is not forbidden up to 101\(^{113}\). Rebbi Zeira said, the Mishnah implies even one in one, as we have stated: "It may be eaten at one table with a layman\(^{114}\).

\(^{112}\) The hallah from territories never possessed by the tribes of Israel or the returnees from Babylonia, if mixed with profane food, does not create dema' if the profane is more than the hallah. This is accepted by the Babli for all heave of the Diaspora (\textit{Bekhorot} 21a).

Bostra is a town in Syria just outside the domain settled by the returnees from Babylonia; cf. \textit{Demay} 2, Note 8.

\(^{113}\) The rabbinic hallah, subject of Mishnah 9, does not follow the rules of heave explained in \textit{Terumot} 9. He is not specific about the amounts needed to annul the rabbinic hallah.

\(^{114}\) He disagrees with both R. Abbahu and R. Jonah and holds that foreign hallah never creates dema' since mixing the hallah with profane food cannot usually be avoided if both are on the same table.

The name tradition is confirmed by all written sources but it seems to be
impossible. Either "R. Jonah" is incorrect since R. Jonah was a student of R. Zeira’s student R. Jeremiah and R. Zeira cannot conduct a polemic against his opinion, or instead of "R. Zeira" one has to read "R. Yose".

Rebbi Johanan said, our teachers in the Diaspora used to separate heave and tithes until the youngsters came and dissuaded them. Who are the youngsters? The interpreters. Rebbi Zeira, Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel: For hallah from outside the Land and heave from outside the Land one may eat before one separates. Rebbi Abba in the name of Samuel: They only worried about heave of grain, cider, and oil. Rebbi Hila in the name of Samuel: They only worried about heave, but for vegetables they did not worry even about the Great Heave, as it was stated: Issi ben Aqabiah says that tithes for vegetables are rabbinical.

115 In Babylonia.
116 Those who explain difficult passages. Their identity is unknown. In Gen. rabba 51(12) a R. Hoshaia the Interpreter and in 65(6) a Hizqiahu the Interpreter are mentioned. The time of the first cannot be determined; the second must be later than R. Berekhiah of the last generation of Galilean Amoraim. The Babli does not mention any change of practice.
117 One may eat from what in the Land would be tevel and declare the remainder as hallah or heave. This is quoted in the name of Samuel, as practice, by the Babli (Bezah 9a,
Bekhorot 27a).

118 In Babylonia they only gave Great Heave for grain, wine, and olive oil, but no tithes. This is confirmed by the fact that tithes from outside the Land (including Transjordan and Syria) are never mentioned in either Talmud. Therefore, outside the Land there is no reason to observe heaves and tithes even as a remembrance of the Land.

It was stated\textsuperscript{120}: "Concerning a Gentile’s hallah in the Land and a Gentile’s heave outside the Land, one informs him that it is unnecessary, he might eat it\textsuperscript{121}, and it may be given to any Cohen, be he Fellow or vulgar."

120 The Babylonian version (Tosephta 2:6, Babli Menahot 67a) reads: Concerning a Gentile’s hallah in the Land and a Gentile’s heave outside the Land, one informs him that he is not obligated, the hallah may be eaten by outsiders and the heave does not create dema. The Gentile is a "Friend of the Synagogue", as they are frequently mentioned as donors in Synagogue inscriptions in the Diaspora. Since R. Meir holds that possession of real estate by a Gentile in the Land does not free his property from the duties of heave and tithes (even though this is not practice to be followed), a Gentile’s heave in the Land is heave.

121 Since he dedicated it in error, the dedication is invalid and he may retract it. But if he insists on giving, it must be given to a Cohen. One must assume that in this case also, the heave is forbidden to a Cohen whose body is a source of impurity.
Mishnah 10: The following may be given to any Cohen: hārem-dedications, firstlings, the redemption money for a [firstborn] son, the redemption value of a firstling donkey, foreleg, jawbone, and first stomach, the first shearing, oil to burn, Temple sacrifices, and First Fruits. Rebbi Jehudah forbids First Fruits. Heave vetch follows the dissenting opinion (Arakhin 29a). Rebbi Aqiba permits but the Sages forbid.

122 Irrespective of his level of observance and knowledge of the Law.
123 Num. 18:14. According to most sources, this special dedication is not for the upkeep of the Temple but for the Cohanim [Sifra Behugotay Pereq 12(9), Babli Sanhedrin 88a, Arakhin 28a]. However, Babylonian practice follows the dissenting opinion (Arakhin 29a).
124 Ex. 13:1, Num. 18:15.
125 Ex. 13:1,13, Num. 3:47, 18:15.
126 Ex. 13:1,13.
127 Deut. 18:3.
128 Deut. 18:4.
129 Impure heave olive oil.
130 Deut. 26:1-11.
131 Since they have to follow rules of heave, Mishnah Bikkurim 2:1.
132 This is animal fodder except in times of famine.
Halakhah 11: Some of them are given to the people of the watch; some of them are given to any Cohen. Firstlings and First Fruits to the people of the watch; all others to any Cohen. Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira, from where that ħerem-dedications are for the people of the watch? He said to him: (Lev. 27:21) "Like the ħerem-dedicated field it shall become the property of the Cohen." From where that the property itself should be given to the people of the watch? Because it is written "it shall become the property of the Cohen." (From where that ħerem-dedications are for the people of the watch?) But is it not written: (Deut. 18:3) "He shall give to the Cohen foreleg, jawbone, and first stomach," should it not be for the people of the watch? Rebbi Aḥa, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: (Lev. 27:28) "Every ħerem-dedication shall be most holy to the Eternal." Just as most holy sacrifices are for the people of the watch, so ħerem-dedications are for the people of the watch!

133 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: נזיר "the money". The latter reading cannot be correct since redemption of special dedications would have to refer to movables which in the next paragraph are declared to be for any Cohen.

134 The items listed in the Mishnah.

135 The families of certified Cohanim, admitted to service in the Temple, were divided into 24 sections, each of which was the watch serving in the Temple for one week. Except for the High Priest, no Cohen had the right to officiate in the Temple except during holidays and the week assigned...
to his watch.

136 Unblemished firstlings which are a sacrifice of which the owners receive no part. Blemished firstlings, unfit for sacrifice, may be given to any Cohen locally.

137 Have to be delivered to the Cohen in the Temple.

138 Since the chapter deals with transactions by the Temple treasurer, it follows that a specially dedicated field has to be given by the treasurer to the Cohen officiating in the Temple, i.e., to the watch of the week. The same argument in Babli Sanhedrin 88a, Arakhin 28a.

139 A dittography in both mss.; it must be an old error.

140 If "Cohen" in the first verse means "Cohen of the current watch" then in the second verse it should have the same meaning. But since Deut. 18:3 clearly speaks about profane slaughter, away from the Temple, the meaning of the word must include any Cohen.

The Babli (Arakhin 28b) disagrees and compares "Cohen" in this verse, about which it is written (v. 16) "If... a man declares holy for the Eternal" to the Cohen mentioned in the law about the repentant offender in case the person he injured or defrauded has died heirless, where it is written: (Num. 5:6) "The money must be returned to the Eternal for the Cohen". The latter money is distributed among the people of the current watch.

141 All most holy sacrifices are either totally burned or eaten by Cohanim only.

If this is the case, also movables\textsuperscript{142}? As we have stated: What is the difference between real estate and movables\textsuperscript{143}? Only that real estate is given to the people of the watch but movables to any Cohen. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun, Rebbi Hyya in the name of Rav Sheshet: (Deut. 18:1) "The gifts\textsuperscript{144} to the Eternal and His inheritance\textsuperscript{145} they shall eat." Since the gifts are for the people of the watch, so is the inheritance.
The argument based on Lev. 27:28 cannot be true because herem-dedicated movables may be given to any Cohen but are also called "most holy" in the verse. Referring to herem-dedications. Sacrifices.

The term is used only for real estate; usually only for what was given the family under Joshua.

עשרים ארבעה מחנות יכתנו לאכזרוון骆כתיי. עשר במכה. ארבעה ברכים. עשר בברכלים. אילה כל שבעיםברכלים משאות אישה והרבנן שלמים וברון ועשרת העונותuegos עשרה נוהי שלוש עשרתעשרות שתי חכמיםلقחמהו ושלמי שערי מנחות ומנהרות. אייל כל שבעיםברכלים הנכורתו והרבנן שלמים וברון ועשרת העונותuegos עשרה נוהי שלוש עשרתעשרות שתי חכמיםلقחמהו שלמי שערי מנחות ומנהרות. אייל כל שבעיםברכלים הנכורתו והרבנן שלמים וברון ועשרת העונותuegos עשרה נוהי שלוש עשרתעשרות שתי חכמיםلقחמהו שלמי שערי מנחות ומנהרות. אייל כל שבעיםברכלים הנכורתו והרבנן שלמים וברון ועשרת העונותuegos עשרה נוהי שלוש עשרתעשרות שתי חכמיםلقחמהו שלמי שערי מנחות ומנהרות.

14624 gifts were given to Aaron and his sons, ten in the Temple, four in Jerusalem, and ten in the countryside. These are the ten in the Temple: Purification offering, reparation offering, public well-being offerings, purification offering of a bird, the reparation offering for suspected guilt, the log of oil of the skin-diseased, the two breads, the shew-bread, the remainders of cereal offerings, and the 'omer. These are in Jerusalem: Firstlings, First Fruits, what was lifted from thanksgiving sacrifices and from the nazir’s ram, and the skins of sacrifices. These are in the countryside: Heave, Heave of the Tithe, hallah, foreleg, jawbone, and first stomach, the first shearing, robbery of the proselyte, redemption of the firstborn, redemption of the firstborn donkey, hērem-dedications, and fields of inheritance.
Halakhah Chapter Four

146 Tosephta Hallah 2:7-9, Babli Baba Qama 110b, Hulin 132b, Sifry Qorah #119 ("12 in the Temple, 12 in the countryside"), Midrash Tanhuma Bemidbar 24, Num. rabba 5(1).

147 Lev. 6:19.
148 Lev. 7:7.
149 Lev. 23:19. Even though this sacrifice is labelled "well-being offering", being a public offering it is treated as most holy and must be eaten by Cohanim in the Temple precinct.
150 While there is no separate verse commanding that the purification offering of a bird must be eaten, since the burnt offering of a bird is consumed on the altar it follows that the purification offering must be eaten.
152 Lev 14:10,21. The unused part of the oil becomes property of the Cohen.
153 Lev. 23:17.
155 Lev. 2:3, 6:9-11.
156 Lev. 23:10-11.
157 While these are sacrifices, after the blood was sprinkled on the altar wall the animal was eaten by the Cohen and his family anywhere in the city.
159 In fact, any part lifted for the Cohen from any well-being sacrifice is for the Cohen and his entire family, to be eaten outside the Temple precinct. Cf. Lev. 7:34, Num. 18:11.
159 Only of most holy sacrifices (burnt, purification, and reparation offerings); Lev. 7:8.
161 Deut. 18:4.
162 Num. 5:8. It is assumed that the only person without legal heirs is the proselyte who had no children after his conversion.
163 Ex. 13.
164 Dedicated and not redeemed; Lev. 27:16-21.

"Rebbi Jehudah forbids First Fruits." Rebbi Jehudah follows his own opinion since165 "Rebbi Jehudah says, one gives them only to a fellow for goodwill."
165 Mishnah *Bikkurim* 3:12. The anonymous majority requires them to be given to the people of the watch who have to eat them under the rules of simple sacrifices.

Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Aqiba follows his own opinion since "Rebbi Aqiba says, all its processing is done in impurity". Rebbi Yose said, even if you say that he changed his method; there is a difference because a person usually does not make his animal’s fodder impure.

166 In the Mishnah.
167 Mishnah *Ma'aser Shen* 2:4.
168 Even if he agrees with the House of Hillel that Second Tithe vetch (in a famine) must be cooked in purity, he holds that vetch in a regular year is only animal fodder, is never soaked, never prepared for impurity, and may be handled by any impure person without consequences.

Why did they not decree about *vicia*? On their shoes it came out with them from Alexandria. When did they decree about black vetch? Rebbi Yose says, in a famine; Rebbi Hananiah in the name of Rebbi: In David’s time. They said, both are the same.

169 Why was vetch not included originally in the duty to give heave and tithes from vegetables (cf. *Ma'aserot* 5, Note 136)?
170 In Egypt it is simply a weed.
Mishnah 11: Nittai from Tekoa brought hallot from Baithur but they did not accept from him. The people of Alexandria brought their hallot from Alexandria but they did not accept from them. The people from Hyena Mountain brought their First Fruits before Pentecost but they did not accept from them because of the verse in the Torah: (Ex. 23:16) “The pilgrimage holiday of harvest, the First Fruits of your work from sowing the field.”

172 This place has not been convincingly identified. Possibly it is the place of origin of the family Ben Bathyra, the leading rabbinical authorities in the region of Nisibis on the upper Tigris during the centuries of the Mishnaic period.

173 Since it is impure by coming from outside the Land, the rabbinic authorities of the day forbade any Cohen to accept it.

174 Probably near the place ’Nebi Samue (Neh. 11:34, IS. 13:18), West of Jerusalem.

175 Pentecost.

Mishnah 12: Ben-Atitas brought firstlings from Babylonia and they did not accept them. Joseph the Cohen brought his First Fruits as

מ', משנה י: בנאיסי עשה הכהן בכרות במוכל ולא קבלו ממנה. ישכ חפץ בינא
ביוכריין יני חמשתăm אלא מכלי ממנה. אך הכהן בך בינא ראתי ובינא
לעשנה תפוך חפץ בארץ ישראל והחירות שלא קבעה כלבר לדורות. א NSTATION
новא ביוכריין אם אנו לא קבלו ממנה. מחין שאמרתי הכהנה בכרותא ככלה
בפרוס ברוחמה.
wine and oil and they did not accept them. He also brought his children and members of his household\(^{179}\) to make the second Passover in Jerusalem but they turned him back so as not to create a precedent for the future. Ariston brought his First Fruits from Apamea and they accepted them for they said, he who buys in Syria is like him who buys in the suburbs of Jerusalem\(^{180}\).

176 In the quote Babli Temura 21a Ben Antigonos (Venice print), Ben Eutitas (Responsa R. Salomon ben Adrat vol. 1, #331).

177 In the Temple, since firstlings can only be brought from places from which heave and tithes are obligatory [Sifry on Deut. 14:23 (#106); Babli Bekhorot 53a].

178 A Tanna of the Temple period, mentioned in Mishnah Miqwa'ot 10:1 and several baraitot in the Babli.

179 Women, slaves, and minor children who are exempt from bringing the Pesah sacrifice on the 14th of Iyar if they were unable to bring it on the 14th of Nisan, since it is a positive obligation due at a fixed time. It seems that Joseph the Cohen was sufficiently known for the Temple authorities to be afraid that his example would be imitated and in the end create a baseless obligation.

180 Cf. Mishnah Demay 6:11.

Halakhah 12: Rebbi Hyya\(^{182}\) stated: They decided about these and turned them back to their places of origin. Rebbi Abba bar Zavda said, this is impossible. One may not eat it lest people say we saw impure heave being eaten. One may not burn it lest people say we saw pure
heave\textsuperscript{183} being burned. One may not return it to its place of origin lest people say we saw heave being exported from the Land. What to do? He lets it lie until Passover eve\textsuperscript{184} and burns it.

181 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: מַסְנָה, a text correct by biblical but not rabbinical usage.

182 This is R. Hiyya the elder. The discussion is about the foreign hallah which was rejected by the authorities advising the Cohanim.

183 While the heave/hallah is impure as foreign produce, it did not become impure in the Land and people will not know that it was imported.

184 When all leavened matter, including heave, must be burned. Nobody will notice the special status of this hallah.

Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, I saw Simeon ben Cahana drinking heave wine in Acco\textsuperscript{185}. When he said, this was brought from Cilicia, they decided about him and he drank it on a ship. Would not people say that one imports heave from outside into the Land? Let us say, he did not go into Acco\textsuperscript{186}. Where did he drink it? Outside the string\textsuperscript{187} or inside? Let us say, outside the string\textsuperscript{188}. Rebbi Jonah said, even if you say inside the string, they did not worry about bad appearances on a ship.

185 This in itself is problematic since part of Acco belongs to the Land, part to Syria (cf. \textit{Sevi'it} 6:1, Note 30).

186 Since “they decided”, the rabbinical authorities of Acco must have been asked about the situation. It is reasonable to assume that the question was asked before the wine
was unloaded.

187 The imaginary line defining the territorial waters of the Land; cf. above, Note 99.

188 This is unlikely since the ship would have had to leave port and go far out to sea.

---

When did Simeon ben Cahana live? In the days of Rebbi Eliezer.

Rebbi Simeon bar Cahana was supporting Rebbi Eliezer. They passed by a fence. He said to him, bring me a sliver as a toothpick. He changed his mind and told him, do not bring me anything; if everybody would do that, the fence of this man would be gone. Rebbi Haggai was supporting Rebbi Zeira. A person passed by who was carrying a load of chips. He said to him, bring me a chip as a toothpick. He changed his mind and told him, do not bring me anything; if everybody would do that, the load of this man would be gone. Is not Rebbi Zeira particularly pious? No, he told us that we should observe the words of our Creator.

189 From Demay 3:2, Notes 52-56. Taking somebody else’s property is not a crime as long as the value of the thing taken is less than the smallest coin in circulation.
"The people of Alexandria brought their hallot from Alexandria but they did not accept from them." Rebbi Abba Mari said, is that not also from Rebbi Hyya the elder? He holds that they decided about these and ordered them to be returned.

190 Does R. Hyya (Note 182) simply state a ruling of the Sages of the day in the case of Nittai or does he express a generally valid halakhic statement?

"The people from Hyena Mountain brought their First Fruits before Pentecost but they did not accept from them." There, we have stated: "One does not bring First Fruits as drinks." Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: So says the Mishnah, "one does not turn First Fruits into drinks" even after they became property of the owners. But did we not state: "If he pressed First Fruits as a drink in order to bring them, from where that he should bring them? The verse says (Ex. 23:19, 34:26), ‘bring!’" That is, if he harvested them from the start for this purpose. But here, if he did not harvest them from the start for this purpose.

191 The discussion is not about the Joseph the Cohen who brought his First quote from the Mishnah but about Fruits as wine and oil.
Terumot 11:3. The text of the discussion is also from there, Notes 62-65. The Mishnah states: "One does not bring First Fruits as drinks except for grapes and olives." This text is implied in the discussion here.

But fruits other than grapes and olives may not be made into juice under any circumstances.

Does it follow him who says the Pesah of women is voluntary? It was stated: "A woman may make the First Pesah by herself and the Second joining others, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Yose says, a woman may make the Second Pesah by herself, even on the Sabbath, and certainly the First. Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, a woman may make the First Pesah joining others but does not make the Second."

What is the reason of Rebbi Meir? (Ex. 12:3) "Every man a sheep for the family," if they want "a sheep for the house." What is the reason of Rebbi Yose, "Every man a sheep for the family," a fortiori "a sheep for the house." What is the reason of Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar? "Every man", not woman. How do the rabbis uphold "man"? A man, not a
minor. Rebbi Jonah said, even according to him who says it is an obligation, it is different here since the occasion was news, that it should not become an obligation. Did we not hold: "Before the Two Breads one should not bring but if somebody brought it is acceptable?" It is different here since the occasion was news, that it should not become an obligation. Did we not state: "If they were without blemish they should be sacrificed"? It is different here since the occasion was news, that it should not become an obligation.

That they refused to let Joseph the Cohen bring the Second Pesah for his entire family. The same discussion in Pesahim 8:1 (fol. 35d), Qiddusin 1:8 (fol. 61c); cf. Babli Pesahim 93a, Mekhila R. Ismael Ba 3, Mekhila R. Simeon bar Iohai p. 10.

Tosephta Pesahim 8:10. There, the opinion of R. Meir is attributed to R. Jehudah.

Joining a group of men who are biblically obligated; cf. Note 177.

If the 14th of Iyar is a Sabbath, the sacrifice has precedence over the Sabbath.

Everywhere in rabbinic Hebrew, "house" of a family is the wife.

In the Tosephta (Note 195) the reason they turned back Joseph the Cohen was not that he brought his wife and children but his minor grandson. In that version, there is no place for disagreement or special situation.

If a renowned authority does something, everybody will rush to emulate him and in the next generation it will already be a common standard and acquire the status of "practice of the forefathers from time immemorial". Even R. Yose will agree that in such a situation one should not allow a public display of special devotion. The Babli Pesahim 93a quotes a Tosephta which includes women impure because of childbirth in the list of persons obligated to observe the Second Pesah.

Mishnah Menahot 10:6, Babli Menahot 69a, speaking of First Fruits. There seems to be no reason why the people from Hyena Mountain should not be permitted to bring their first fruits early. The answer is, they would have been permitted had some of them come as individuals. But that the
people from an entire region should come publicly to do what is only tolerated is unacceptable.

"Ariston brought his First Fruits from Apamea and they accepted them." There, we have stated: "One does not bring heave from outside the Land into the Land." Should they be brought as First Fruits? Rebbi Hoshaia said, First Fruits are the responsibility of the owners, heave is not the responsibility of the owners. If you would say so, they would run after it there.

203 Ṣevi'it 6:6. The discussion is there, Note 152.
204 Therefore, the rabbinic prohibition for heave from Syria is reasonable; there is no reason to prohibit First Fruits from Syria which must personally be delivered to the Temple.
Introduction to Tractate 'Orlah

The Tractate explains the verse Lev. 19:23: "When you come to the Land and plant any food tree, you shall treat its 'foreskin', namely its fruit, as foreskin; three years it shall be considered as foreskin by you; it shall not be eaten." Since plants have nothing that could be seen as foreskin, "foreskin" is taken here as symbol of anything that has to be removed for holiness. From this it is deduced in Halakhah 3:1 that the (budding) fruits of the first three years not only have to be discarded but that any use of these fruits is forbidden. This makes the Tractate into a general source of the rules of forbidden usufruct.

The First Chapter deals with the definition of what is a food tree and what is counted as fruit, and also with the definitions of planting and replanting. The other Chapters detail the rules of many cases of forbidden usufruct and the circumstances under which minute amounts of substances may or may not be disregarded, in particular when such substances are chemically active or very valuable.
Mishnah 1: If somebody plants for fences or building logs he is exempt from ‘orlah. Rebbi Yose says, even if he says the inner part is for food, the outer part for a fence, the inner part is obligated but the outer is exempt.

1 A tree planted at the border between an orchard and the public domain. If he intends that the part facing the public is exempt from ‘orlah if he does not intend to harvest its yield in the future. But the inner part which will be harvested is obligated.

Halakham 1: "If somebody plants for fences or building logs he is exempt," etc. It is written (Lev. 19:23): "If you plant any food tree." What is for food is obligated; for fencing, logs, or wood it is exempt. Then the one for food even if he intended it as a fence should be obligated! The verse says, "a food tree."
It says "a food tree", not "a fruit tree" as in the Creation story (Gen. 1:11-12); it must be intended for food; a fruit tree grown for its timber is exempt. A similar argument in Sifra Qedošim Parsha 3(2).

Rebbi Yose understood the text from its beginning, from the meaning of what is said (Lev. 19:23): "Three years it shall be like ‘foreskin’ for you, it may not be eaten." Does this not imply that the verse speaks about a fruit tree? Why does the verse say: "If you plant any food tree"? What is for food is obligated, for fencing, logs, or wood is exempt. Rebbi Jonah understood the text from its end, from the meaning of what is said (Lev. 19:25): "In the fifth year you shall eat its fruit, to increase its yield for you." Does this not imply that the verse speaks about a fruit tree? Why does the verse say: "If you plant any food tree"? What is for food is obligated; for fencing, logs, or wood it is exempt.

Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: יִלְּשָׁם. The Leyden text implies that one discusses the position of R. Yose the Tanna, "R. Yose might understand the text . . ." But the parallel with R. Jonah shows that R. Yose here is the late Amora, colleague of R. Jonah, and both discuss the position of R. Yose the Tanna in the Mishnah. This not only shows that the Rome version is correct but it strongly supports the position of Maimonides (in
his Code, *Ma'aser Sheni* 10:3, and the third version of his Commentary) that R. Yose in the Mishnah explains the rule and is not a lone dissenter.

It was stated⁴: "Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, when has this been said? If he planted for fencing, logs, or wood, kinds appropriate for that use. If he planted an inappropriate kind it is obligated." Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said it correctly, what is the reason of the rabbis? Rebbi Zeira said, if he changed the way it is usually planted⁵: For wood tightly together, for logs cutting off branches, for a fence the location of the fence proves it.

4 Tosephta 1, *Sifra Qedošim Parsha* 3(3).

5 For the majority, a tree bearing edible fruit is exempt only if from the start it is treated so that any passer-by will see that the tree is not intended as fruit tree. In this version, the restriction of the rabbis is rabbinic. For Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel it all depends on the planter's intention, an attitude rejected by R. Simeon ben Iohai in Mishnah *Shevi'it* 2:1.

The Rome ms. does not read then R. Zeira’s is a straight declarative sentence: "The way it is usually planted:..." In this version, the rabbis eliminate the intention of the planter as a matter of biblical law.
It was stated in the name of Rebbi Meir: "All trees can be exempted by intention except olive and fig trees." Rebbi Meir is consistent since he says all trees are futile except olive and fig trees.

6 Mishnah Kilaim 6:6. He holds there that any "futile" fruit-bearing tree may be planted in a vineyard to support the spreading vines without infringing on the prohibition of mixing species in a vineyard.

It was stated in the name of Rebbi Simeon: The only kinds admitting an intention of exemption are three: [buckthorn], sycamore, and caper bush. Are these obligated for tithes? This is a dispute between Rebbi Abba bar Mamal and Rebbi Hila. They differed: If somebody kept his fruit trees for wood, Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said he is obligated, Rebbi Hila said he is exempted. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said he is obligated, from the following: (Deut. 14:29) "The Levite shall come, because he has neither part nor inheritance with you." You are obliged to give him from what you have but he has not. This excludes abandoned property for which your and his hands are equal. Gleanings, forgotten sheaves, peah, and abandoned property are all equal.

7 Reading with R. S. Cirillo (Demay 1:1) by Arabic "buckthorn, for defined by Maimonides Rīmūn." Pomegranate trees (רימך)
have valuable fruits and are not planted for their wood. Cf. Demay 1, Note 4.

8 Which parts of the caper bush may be subject to tithes is the object of Mishnah Ma'aserot 4:6.

9 Ma'aserot 1:1, Note 20.

Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Yose said he is exempt, from the following: "If coriander is sown for its seed, its greenery is free." Coriander is different since it has a different threshing floor. But he says from the following: "If someone keeps cabbage for seeds, his opinion is inoperative; for single stalks it is not inoperative." Rebbi Jonah said, only if he collected greens. But if he did not collect greens, do we say that wood is subject to tithes?

11 Mishnah Ma'aserot 4:5.

12 The seeds. Exempting the greenery is not exempting the entire plant.

13 Ma'aserot 1:1, Notes 32-36. If somebody keeps an entire cabbage patch to grow seeds it does not exempt the patch from tithes even though the seeds are inedible.

14 Fruits from trees grown for their wood are subject to the laws of 'orlah only if they are taken down. Since it is stated later that 'orlah is forbidden for any use, declaring the fruits as wood makes them usable.
Are these forbidden because of robbery? Is wood not also forbidden because of robbery? What is his problem? For example, mulberry trees having no solidity.  

If a mulberry tree visibly is grown for firewood (Note 5), is it permitted for strangers to take mulberries without paying for them since these cannot be used as firewood? The question is not answered. (Explanation of R. Eliahu Fulda.)

A buckthorn planted for buckthorn berries, a myrtle planted for myrtle berries, some Tanna'im stated: obligated, some Tanna'im stated: exempt. Rav Hisda said, he who said "obligated", at a place where most are guarded; he who said "exempt", at a place where the majority do not guard. Rebbi Yose asked, if it is at a place where most do guard why does he have to think, even if he did not think! Are we saying: Olive trees and fig trees only if the thinks about them? But even if one half do guard, one half do not guard! Rebbi Matthew understood this from the final statement: "At a place where the majority do not guard" even if he did not think it is exempt.
16 These trees are not usually planted for their berries. Therefore, at a place where myrtle berries customarily are used in food, the individual’s intent should be irrelevant.

17 The rare places where the berries of these bushes are eaten and valuable. Since these are always guarded and used for their fruit, nobody thinks that they are subject to ‘orlah only if expressly planted for their fruit.

19 In that case, no preponderant use is established.

20 In the Rome ms.: R. Mattaniah.

21 "The majority do not" means "strictly more than one-half".

Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Jozadaq: A vine growing in a copse is exempt from ‘orlah. Rebbi Yose said, even if he planted it. But did we not state: "If it grew by itself it is obligated for ‘orlah"? There, when it was planted in a cultivated place, but here if it was planted in a copse. Rebbi Eleazar said, this means if its yield is not worth its tending but if its yield is worth its tending it is obligated.
Rav Huna asked: If an *etrog* tree was planted for its obligation, is it obligated for *'orlah*? Rav Huna came back and said: An *etrog* tree planted for its obligation is obligated for *'orlah*. Did we not state there: *(Lev. 23:40)* "You shall buy for yourselves" and not from the obligation? There, "you shall buy *for yourselves*" with money, not from the obligation. But here, as you say in the matter of *shofar*, *(Lev. 23:24)* "a day of blasts it shall be *for you*, from anywhere*. And here, *(Lev. 19:23)*: "Three years it shall be like *foreskin* *for you*, it may not be eaten," in any way. What is the difference between this and him who guards his fruits to use as wood? He wants the tree itself just as he wants the fruits. But here, he wants the fruit and is not interested in the tree. In addition, as Rebbi Hanina said, *(Lev. 23:40)* "fruit"; if you say it is part of the tree nobody can acquit himself of his obligation on the holiday! What can be compared to it? An olive tree planted for light on Hanukkah. Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, one is biblical, the other rabbinic! And you say so? What can be compared to it? An olive tree planted to light the candelabrum; then both are biblical.

22 The *etrog* is identified as the "fruit of the splendid tree" *(Lev. 23:40)* to be taken in procession on the holiday of Tabernacles. If *'orlah* did apply, then the fruits of the young tree would not be usable. The question presupposes that the *etrog* is edible, the fruit of *Citrus medica cedrata*, cf. *Ma'aserot* 1, Note 86, but it is not intended to be eaten.

23 The "four kinds", *etrog*, palm fronds, myrtle, and willow twigs, should be acquired for the holiday, not taken from what is already obligated
for religious purposes; in the case of the *etrog* this refers to fruits of Second Tithe brought to Jerusalem for the holiday.

Since "religious obligations are not for usufruct", a *shofar* can be used for blowing even if it is forbidden for usufruct.

An olive tree planted with the idea that its fruits should be used exclusively to produce oil for the candelabrum in the Temple. By the preceding argument, it is subject to the rules of *'orlah*.

Rebbi Simeon ben Yaqim asked before Rebbi Johanan: If he planted the lower part as fence but the upper part for food, or the lower part for food but the upper part as fence? He said to him, one is like the other, whether the upper part for food but the lower part as fence, or the lower part for food but the upper part as fence. How does one know? He brings a string and ties it as a sign: So far as fence, the excess for food.

---

27 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden (corrected) אִישָּר מְדוֹרָה, Leyden uncorrected and Venice מְדוֹרָה "and agrees".

28 The part destined as fence is exempt, the remainder obligated (Maimonides *Ma'aser Shen* 10:4).
Rebbi Zeira asked: One understands if the lower part is for a fence but the upper part for food, but the lower part for food but the upper part as fence? It grows out of something forbidden and you say so? Rebbi Zeira follows his own opinion\(^29\), as Rebbi Zeira said in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: An onion from *kilaim* in a vineyard which he removed from the soil and planted anew is forbidden even if it increases manifold, since growth of what is forbidden can never justify forbidden produce.

\(^{29}\) *Kilaim* 5:7, Note 76.

If he planted as a fence and then thought to use it for food, it goes after his thought. [If he first thought to use it] for food and then thought to use it as a fence, his [intent] cannot be accepted\(^30\). If he planted as a fence the first year and afterwards thought to use it for food, since he thought to obligate it is obligated. But did we not state: "Rebbi Yose says, even if the inner part is for food, the outer part as fence, the inner part is obligated but the outer is exempt"? There, what is for food is always for food, for a fence always for a fence, but here, since he proceeded with a thought of obligation, it is obligated.

\(^{30}\) An obligation can be created by intent; it cannot be removed by intent.
If he planted as a fence for three years, afterwards thought to use it for food, and it grew more? Rebbi Jeremiah said the addition is exempt, Rebbi Abba said the addition is obligated. Rebbi Yose said, the opinion of Rebbi Jeremiah seems to be difficult but it is only reasonable, as we have stated: "If a field became one-third ripe in the possession of a Gentile and a Jew bought it, Rebbi Aqiba says the addition is exempt. But the Sages say, the addition is obligated." In our case the stem is exempt and its addition should be obligated?

31 Ma'aserot 5:4, Note 66. It seems that R. Jeremiah follows R. Aqiba in holding that any branches grown after the first three years are exempt from orlah.

32 This is R. Yose's argument that R. Jeremiah's position is reasonable: Grain one-third grown is only potentially subject to tithes, after harvesting and processing. Since usually grain is not harvested one-third grown, any additional growth after one-third is normally subject to tithes. But after three years, the stem of a tree has totally outgrown any obligation of orlah.
Rebbi Johanan said, the words of Rebbi Ismael: Anything not subject to 'orlah is not subject to the fourth year. Rebbi Johanan asked: Until it was subject to 'orlah for three years? Rebbi Jonah said, he asked about the principle of 'orlah and no principle of 'orlah is less than three years.

Rebbi Yose said, he asked about the principle of the fourth year; anything not having three years is not subject to 'orlah and not subject to the fourth year.

33 The text given here is that of the Rome ms. The text of the first hand of the Leyden ms. is almost identical: אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ליה אוסף רבי וחת עפר' עפר' מקרע ل

34 The year following the three years of 'orlah when (Lev. 19:24) "in the fourth year all its fruit shall be holy for praises of the Eternal."

35 According to R. Jonah, no period of 'orlah less than three years can induce the holiness of the fourth year fruits.

36 According to him, any period of 'orlah which ends at the end of the third year after planting induces the holiness of the fourth year fruits; no plant not surviving a full three years can be subject to 'orlah.
It was stated\textsuperscript{38}: "If a tree is partially planted in the Land and partially outside the Land, since it is partially planted in the Land it is as if completely planted in the Land, the words of Rebbi. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, the part planted in the Land is obligated, the part planted outside the Land is free." Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is as if \textit{tevel} and tithed are mixed together\textsuperscript{39}.

\textsuperscript{37} Reading of the Rome ms., word missing in the Leyden ms.

\textsuperscript{38} Tosephta \textit{Ma'serot} 2:22. A different text in the Babli (\textit{Gittin} 22a, \textit{Baba Batra} 27b; also \textit{Nedarim} 59b) attributes to Rebbi the statement here of R. Johanan. "Outside the Land" excludes Syria, cf. Mishnah 3:9.

\textsuperscript{39} This implies that, for Rebbi, fruits from this tree cannot be used as heave and tithe for other trees, neither can any fruit from this tree be freed from the obligation of heave and tithes by anything but other fruits from the same tree. The reason is that each fruit is both obligated and not obligated; taking from another tree would be potentially tithing from what is obligated for what is not obligated.

Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Johanan: An exempt root exempts. Is that following Rebbi who said roots live off one another? It is the opinion of everybody. Here, an exempt root exempts. When you say that an exempt root exempts, [you deal with] an old root that expanded from its own ground to that of another's\textsuperscript{40}; but if it extended from outside the Land into the Land it\textsuperscript{41} does not apply.
40 If an older fruit tree develops a new stem from an old root, the new stem is exempt from the rules of 'orlah since it is considered a branch of the old tree. This is important for "sinking" branches (Kilaim 7:1, Note 1).

41 The previous argument. An "exempt root" is not one exempt from the start but one that has outgrown its 'orlah status.

An exempt root exempts. But did we not state: "Rebbi Yose says, even if the inner part is for food, the outer part as fence, the inner part is obligated but the outer is exempt"? Should not the outer part make the inner exempt? Rebbi Zeira said it anonymously, Rebbi La in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: He might think about it to obligate it.42

42 The roots are not exempt; part (revocable) intention of the planter. of the tree is exempt by force of the

Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Roots do not count. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Assi, did you hear that explicitly from Rebbi Johanan or did you discuss 'orlah and this came up relating to First Fruits when he said, roots do not count43? Rebbi Zeira said, what we say, roots do not count, if the roots spread from outside the Land into the Land. But when they spread from the Land to outside the Land they do count44.
Since in presenting First Fruits to the Temple the farmer has to declare (Deut. 26:10): "Here I brought the first of the fruits of the land You gave me," one might think that a tree on the farmer's land whose roots extend under the land of another owner would be disqualified for First Fruits. Maybe the statement of R. Johanan means only that any tree on the farmer's land qualifies, without implications for the rules of orlah?

Any tree in the Land is obligated, even if its root started growing outside the Land. Any tree growing on any root which started to grow in the Land is also obligated.

If one bound it to an old tree it is exempt, to [a tree] outside the Land it is exempt. To a dedicated [tree] it is obligated, to the lower or upper part it is obligated. To a dedicated [tree] it is obligated because one might redeem it and make it obligated. To the lower part it is obligated because he might think about and obligate it.

"Binding" is an inexact expression (cf. Mishnah Kilaim 6:9); the young tree is grafted or otherwise made to be fed by the old tree.

The same argument as above, Note 41.

Does Rebbi Yose follow Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel? He might even hold with Rebbi! 'Orlah depends on one's intention, tithes do not depend on his intention.

In the Mishnah, Note 1.

In the Tosephta dealing with heave and tithes from a tree on the border line, Note 37.
Mishnah 2: When our forefathers came into the Land, what they found planted was exempt. If they planted even though they had not yet conquered, it was obligated. If somebody plants for the benefit of the public, it is obligated; Rebbi Jehudah exempts. If somebody plants on public property, the Non-Jew who planted, the robber who planted, and he who plants on a ship, are obligated for 'orlah.

49 But on his private property.
50 This is not discussed in the Yerushalmi. The Babli (Pesahim 23a) explains that R. Jehudah concludes from Lev. 19:21, "it shall be like 'foreskin' for you (plural)" that the commandment is addressed to the individual; a communal obligation would require the collective.
51 If he planted a tree in the Holy Land, its fruits are forbidden for Jews during the first three years. The other cases of the Mishnah are discussed in the Halakhah.

Mishnah 3: If a tree was moved with its lump, if it can survive it is exempt, otherwise obligated. If the lump was partially moved, or the plough displaced it and turned it into dust, if the tree can survive it is exempt, otherwise obligated.

52 Literally "the rock". It means the roots with the earth compacted by them. If the roots are totally contained in the earth moved with the tree, it is
not a new planting and no 'orlah is created. But if the roots are moved without sufficient earth then a new count of 'orlah has to start.

53 Maimonides (autograph), R. Simson, the Cambridge, Munich, and Parma mss. of the Mishnah, as well as the first hand of the Kaufmann ms. and the editio princeps all read "it was repaired with dust", i.e., the hole created when the tree was pushed aside by the plough was filled with earth. If the tree could have survived without the new earth, it is not a new planting. Or zarua' (#215) reads with the Yerushalmi mss. and the corrector of the Kaufmann ms. but explains as if it were written בפוץ.

Halakhah 2: (Lev. 19:21) "When you plant," this excludes what Gentiles planted before Israel came to the Land54. Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Abba, this implies that an exempt root exempts55.

54 Sifra Qedošim Parasha 3(2). before Israel crossed the Jordan is permanently exempt.

"If they planted even though they had not yet conquered, it was obligated." Following Rebbi Ismael who said all "comings"56 said in the Torah refer to after 14 years, seven when they conquered and seven when they distributed? Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Ismael
agrees in the cases of hallah and 'orlah. It was also stated thus: (Num. 15:18) "At your coming," because the verse changed its language, the Sages changed the terms of obligation." Rebbi Jonah asked: Rebbi Ismael is inconsistent. There, he says "being" and "getting" is the same, "breaking" and "smashing" is the same, "redemption" and "deliverance" is the same, and here he takes note of a change in expression!

Any command introduced by the words "it shall be when you come into the Land" applies only after the distribution of the Land to the tribes which by rabbinic tradition was 14 years after the crossing of the Jordan, cf. Seder Olam Chap. 11 (in the author's edition, Northvale NJ 1998, Notes 3-5). Cf. Ṣevi'it 6, Note 10, Hallah 2:1, Note 12. The statement of R. Ismael is discussed at length in Babli Qiddusin 37a-38a; it is also quoted in Yerushalmi Sotah 7:4 (fol. 21c), 9:1 (fol. 23c).

This argument, directly attributed to R. Ismael in Sifry Selah #110, applies only to hallah where the usual form הכהנים is used. The rules for 'orlah start: ירייתם ירושמה וב but it does not say רכ תמא אל זאדר. The corresponding baraiiot in Sifra Behuqqotai Pereq 10 are anonymous.

Two parallel synonymous expressions in Deut. 12:3. In this case, Sifry Deut. #61 disagrees and notes that "smashing" is more than "breaking".

Lev. 27:28,29: two parallel verses.
If he planted for the public benefit, it is obligated; Rebbi Jehudah exempts. The rabbis seem inconsistent. There, they say: "Jerusalem and outside the Land cannot become impure by skin disease," but here, they say so! There (Lev. 14:35) "the owner of the house comes," excluding Jerusalem which was not distributed among the tribes. But here, (Lev. 19:21) "when you plant," in any way.


As explained in the next Note, Jerusalem is public property and any tree planted there should be exempt as planted for public use.

The actual verse referred to is Lev. 14:34: "I shall put skin disease on a house on the Land of your inheritance." This excludes all houses in territory not distributed to the tribes; Jerusalem was conquered by David as capital not belonging to any particular tribe. Sifra Mezora' Parašah 5 proves from the verse that (a) the rules did not apply before the distribution of the Land, (b) a house built on poles, not being a "house on the Land" is also not subject to the rules, (c) houses in Jerusalem (and certainly outside the Land) are excluded.

Rebbi Judah seems inconsistent. There he says, "I heard only the Temple," and here he says so! There, he says "I heard only the Temple" as a tradition, here in his own name.
65 Sifra Mezora' Parashah 5(5), Tosephta Nega'im 6:1, Babli Yoma 12a, Megillah 26a, Baba Qama 82b; referring to the exemption from the laws of skin disease.

66 Since Jerusalem itself is clearly part of the domain of the tribe of Benjamin (Jos. 18:16), but the Temple Mount was bought by David with tax money (2Sa. 24:24, 1Chr. 21:25) and therefore became the property of the entire people.

Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, explain it following Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar, as it was stated67: "Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says in his name, if somebody plants for the public, it is obligated for 'orlah. If it grew by itself it is exempt from 'orlah." 68 If somebody plants for the public, it is obligated, in the public domain it is exempt. If somebody plants for the public, it is obligated as if he planted on his own property. In the public domain it is exempt, if he robbed real estate69. Can real estate be robbed? Rebbi Hila said, even though real estate cannot be robbed, hope for recovery of real estate can be given up.

67 Tosephta 2.
68 R. Jehudah's. R. Simeon ben Eleazar holds that the Mishnah misrepresents R. Jehudah's position.
69 In the Tosephta: "If it grew by itself in the public domain."
70 This sentence, which has no parallel in the Tosephta, is probably part of R. Simeon ben Eleazar's baraita.
71 If somebody took possession of real estate by force and the original owners gave up hope of recovery, the real estate is no longer in the possession of the original owners. It cannot be legally in the possession of the robber since real estate "cannot be
robbed.” Therefore, the legal status of the parcel is that of public property.

Movables are acquired by a robber or thief; the robber or thief is required to pay (eventually with a fine added) for what he took. But real estate is not mentioned in the biblical laws of restitution. There also is no rabbinic provision of monetary restitution for real estate illegally taken since it is assumed that times of lawlessness in which real estate can be taken by force are relatively short and that with the return of civilized society, genuine claims of title can be regained in court.

Rebbi Joshia brought saplings from outside the Land in their earth and planted them in the Land. Rebbi Jona, to gain the years\(^\text{72}\). Rebbi Yose, to gain the fourth year\(^\text{73}\).

---

\(72\) Since *orlah* applies also outside the Land by tradition (Mishnah 3:9), by bringing the saplings in their earth he did not interrupt the years of *orlah*.

\(73\) The saplings were already three years old; R. Joshia brought them in their earth so they should not be subject to the requirement of redemption in the fourth year (*Lev. 19:24*, cf. *Peah* 7, Note 99) which does never, even rabbinically, apply to trees planted outside the Land except vines.
It was stated: "If a Gentile grafted a food-tree on a futile tree, even though a Jew is not permitted to do this, it is obligated for ‘orlah.’ From when does one count ‘orlah’? From the moment it is planted. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, only those for which intent is important; for example carob trees from Zalmon or Gidud; but on a willow it is as if planted in the earth. Rebbi Johanan said, even on a willow. But did we not state: "One does not plant, sink, or graft in the year preceding a Sabbatical year later than thirty days before the New Year; if he planted, sank, or grafted it should be uprooted." According to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish who will explain it by grafting on a willow it is understandable. According to Rebbi Johanan who said even on a willow, why should it be uprooted? There is a difference because they unite in the Sabbatical year. And that is what has been said, "If somebody planted, sank, or grafted 30 days before the New Year, it counts for him as a full year and he is permitted to keep it in the Sabbatical year. Less than 30 days before the New Year, it does not count for him as a full year and he is not permitted to keep it in the Sabbatical year. Truly, they said, the fruits from this planting are forbidden until the fifteenth of Shevat." Rebbi Joshua from Ono stated: There is no "grafted" here. Rebbi Abba Mari
said, even for Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish there is no "grafted" here; for the past, certainly not to start out with.

74 In Tosephta 5: "If a Gentile grafted a food tree on a futile tree, one counts from the moment it was planted." In this version, it is clear that the count starts with the planting of the futile tree, not the grafting of the fruit tree. The Tosephta was not known to the editors of the Yerushalmi.

75 A tree either without edible fruits or whose fruits are not generally objects of trade; cf. Mishnah Kilaim 6:6.

76 The futile stem.

77 Trees whose fruits are usually considered animal feed and only the intent of the grower can give them the status of human food.

78 These places and the kinds of carob referred to have not been identified.

79 "Willow" is taken as example of a tree whose fruits are neither human food nor animal feed.

80 Mishnah Ševi'it 2:6; Note 42. "Sinking" is bending a branch down to the soil to have it grow roots.

81 The forbidden graft is graft of a fruit tree on a willow.

82 מ덱 is usually used for "invisible mending". The two trees unite; this is forbidden agricultural activity in the Sabbatical. It has nothing to do with the rules of orlah.

83 Tosephta Ševi'it 2:3, Roš Haššanah 1:8; Ševi'it 2:6 (Notes 50-52), Roš Haššanah 1:2 (fol. 57a); Babli Roš Haššanah 9b. The Tosephta adds: "If it is orlah it remains orlah, fourth year remains fourth year [until the 15th of Ševai]."

84 An early Amora acting as "Tanna", memorizing baraitot.

85 According to R. Johanan, grafting never creates a problem of orlah.

86 Since grafting a fruit tree on a fruitless tree is forbidden, the Tosephta cannot speak only about somebody coming to ask whether he might graft on a fruit tree before Roš Haššanah. But in that case, R. Simeon ben Laqish agrees that orlah is counted for the root tree. R. Simeon ben Laqish has not stated how he would rule if somebody grafted on a willow and only afterwards came to ask.
Rebbi Isaac bar Haqola in the name of Hizqia: If somebody plants in a flower pot without a hole, it is subject to 'orlah. Rebbi Yose said, because the roots break through it. Rebbi Jonah uses the expression: Clay vessels withstand roots. Rebbi Jeremiah asked: If he planted a gourd in it, since it is as if there were a hole for trees, is it like as if with a hole for vegetables?

87 In the Mishnah, "planting in a ship." Since the ship in question must be in the Land, it is a small river boat, sometimes made of clay. Cf. Hallah 2:2, that the ship is under the agricultural laws of the Land only if it touches the ground. The Tosephta (2-3) in ms. Erfurt has "exempt" for ship and pot without hole; the passage is missing in ms. Vienna.

88 Tree roots cause clay pots to burst.

89 Rebbi Jonah, a generation after R. Jeremiah, gives a negative answer to the latter's question. Clay vessels withstand all roots except tree roots.

Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: A tree planted inside a house is obligated for 'orlah but free from tithes since it is written (Deut. 14:22): "You shall certainly tithe all yield of your seeds which comes from the field." For the Sabbatical it is problematic since it is written (Lev. 25:5): "The Land shall celebrate a Sabbath for the Eternal."
And it is written (Lev. 25:6): "You shall not sow your field nor prune your vineyard."

90 Nowhere is "field" mentioned in the verses defining orlah.

91 Whether the Sabbatical restrictions apply to fruit-bearing house plants.

So is the Mishnah: If it could survive it is exempt, otherwise obligated.

92 This is the discussion of Mishnah 3. If the transplanted tree could survive depending only on the earth transferred with it, without help from the earth surrounding it at the new site, no new orlah is created. Cf. J. N. Epstein, לנים מהמשנה, p. 450.

93 The new growth from the existing root.

94 It must be Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel and a teacher of Rabban Gamliel and teacher of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel; cf. J. N. Epstein, לנים מהמשנה, p. 1199.

95 Definition of Arukh, Maimonides, and R. Simson. The tenter is the frame holding the warp in clothmaking;
the needle is used to stretch the threads. In the Halakhah, the word appears as 'lira. In *Kelim* 13:5, the Gaonim read "to stretch", and explain that the weavers use broken needles to stretch the warp. Buxtorf derives the word from Greek μιτοω "to stretch".

Halakhah 3: Hizqiah asked: Less than that, is it as if torn out? If he worshipped it, is it forbidden? Does one write on it women's bills of divorce? They say, Hizqiah retracted this. Rebbi Jonah said: Hizqiah retracted because Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Yannai, if it is like a tenter's needle it is certain that it is three years old.

96 If the root is not as thick as a tenter's needle. While any object of idolatrous worship is forbidden for usufruct, this excludes the earth and anything permanently affixed to it (Mishnah *Avodah Zarah* 3:5). It is talmudic theory that holy trees are forbidden only because statues are buried between their roots.

97 Since it is written: (*Deut.* 24:3) "He shall write for her a bill of divorce and hand it over to her," one concludes that a bill of divorce may not be written on anything that cannot be delivered immediately after signing, e.g., on a leaf connected to the ground which would have to be cut before delivery is possible (*Sifry Deut.* 269, *Gittin* 3:2, Babli *Gittin* 19b).

98 Who was Hizqiah's student and would not have transmitted a teaching rejected by his teacher.

99 If it is thinner, it is obligated for 'orlah, which means it is planted in the earth.
Hizqiah asked: A third of a needle [means] one year, two thirds two years? The colleagues asked: A needle and a third, is it obvious that it is four years old? If you say, he did not retract, why would he have asked this? Rebbi Jonah said: Hizqiah retracted this, because Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Yannai, if it is like a tenter’s needle it is certain that it is three years old.

100 Is the thickness proportional to the time passed after planting? The negative answer is in Sevi’it 5, Notes 20-21.

101 If a thin root is not in the earth it cannot count for ‘orlah. The second of Hizqiah’s questions cannot be asked if the first is answered in the affirmative.

102 The condition of the Mishnah is sufficient but not necessary to characterize a three-year-old tree.

Rebbi Yose said, even three years old it will not have the thickness of a tenter’s needle. Rebbi Yudan said, a baraita supports Rebbi Yose: "Rebbi says, when they said five, six, or seven years old, for vines five years old, for figs six years old, for olives seven years old." 104 But do we not see the growth of the fig tree come with fruits? Rebbi Yudan said, according to Rebbi Tryphon we throw it on its width.
103 From here to the end of the Halakhah, the text is from Sevi'it 1:9, Notes 72-79. The *baraita* explains the Mishnah defining how long a tree is called "sapling." A tree which is a sapling for seven years cannot have very impressive roots after three years.

104 These two sentences belong to Sevi'it 1:9 and have no meaning here. In any case, the size of the root is no direct indication of a tree's age.

**Mishnah 5:** If a tree was uprooted but it had a sunken branch and now lives off that, the original trunk becomes like the sunken branch. If he sank year after year and it was interrupted, one counts from the moment it was interrupted. Attachment of vines, attachment after attachment, even if he sank them into the earth, are permitted. Rebbi Meir says, where it is in its force it is permitted, where it is weak it is forbidden. A sunk branch which became separated but is full of fruits, if it increased by one twohundredth it is forbidden.

105 A branch of the tree had been bent down to the earth and part of it covered with earth so that it grew new roots from which a new tree started to grow. As long as everything remains connected, the new tree is considered part of the old and is exempt from 'orlah. But if now the original tree is separated from its roots and the new tree must live off the new roots of the sunken branch, it reverts to 'orlah for the next three years.
106 The new parts, no longer connected to the original trunk, become 'orlah.

107 This term covers sinking of shoots of vines and grafting new shoots on branches of an old vine.

108 According to him, repeated grafting exempts the new limb from 'orlah only if the previous graft had become one with the tree before the last graft.

109 Since it was stated at the beginning of the Mishnah that sinking does not create an obligation of 'orlah, the fruits grown before the new roots were separate from the original trunk grew exempt from 'orlah. It now is stated that 'orlah fruits are permitted only if the exempt parts of any fruit are more than 200 times the forbidden; cf. also Mishnah 2:1; Kilaim 5:6.

Halakhah 4: "If a tree was uprooted but it had a sunken branch;" blessing is in it. Rebbi Ḥuna in the name of Rebbi Johanan: There is bēriḵhā in it. Rebbi Mana said, some people are called Bēriḵhā as you say (Gen. 21:31): "Come, the Eternal's blessed."¹¹⁰

¹¹⁰ Both homiletic versions, that sinking branches brings blessing to the farmer, are identical. The Aramaic translation of the phrase from Gen. is י específica דח both in Onqelos (Eastern) and Yerushalmi (Pseudo-Jonathan, Western). The modern Ashkenazic version of the name is Brick, Bruck. Cf. E. and H. Guggenheimer, Jewish Family Names and Their Origins, Ktav, 1992.
Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Hanina; Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hyya, Rebbi Eleazar, Rebbi Hananiah in the name of Rebbi Hanina ben Gamliel: If a young tree was attached to an old one, the young one was cleansed. Rebbi Hyya bar Abba said, the Mishnah says so: "Attachment of vines, attachment after attachment, even if he sank them into the earth, are permitted." Should we not say that maybe the young tree formed roots before it was well connected to the old one? Rebbi Hananiah the son of Rebbi Hillel: This follows Rebbi Jehudah, since Rebbi Jehudah says it connects well more quickly than it forms roots.

111 If an 'orlah twig was grafted on an old vine, it is no longer 'orlah. In the Babli, Sotah 43b, this is a purely Amoraic statement by R. Abbahu. (The Babylonian equivalent of pso is 'sqq.)

112 The term the mishnah usually means mending a tear in a garment so that it looks like new.

113 In case the newly grafted branch was at the same time sunk into the ground.

Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Roots do not count. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Assi, did you hear that explicitly from Rebbi Johanan or from his argument? As Rebbi Johanan said, moreover it was
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stated: "If someone dedicated and then planted, it is exempt from orlah; planted and then dedicated, it is subject to orlah." You wanted to say, dedicated is exempt from orlah, old is exempt from orlah. But this is not comparable! Dedicated things can be redeemed and become obligated since he might think about it to obligate; can you [say] about an old tree that one might think about it to obligate?

114 Cf. Note 42. R. Assi rejects R. Hananiah ben R. Hillel’s solution and holds that, according to R. Johanan, nobody cares whether the healing of the graft or the development of new roots is faster.

115 Tosephta 4.

116 Both the sapling and the ground in which it will be planted are dedicated to the upkeep of the Temple.

117 The Tosephta states that redemption of dedicated plants induces orlah to be counted from the moment of planting. This means that the obligation was latent even in the state of dedication.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: A citrus medica tree which formed flower buds subject to orlah and the fruits grew when it was permitted; if [the tree] was attached to another tree even if [the fruit] grows much it is forbidden because growth of something forbidden cannot lift what is forbidden. Therefore, an attached young twig must be permitted because, if you say it is not permitted, even if it grows much it will be forbidden! Rebbi Zeira in the name of the rabbis: A citrus
medica tree which formed flower buds subject to ‘orlah and the fruits grew when it was permitted; what was attached to another tree even if it grows much is forbidden; one whips for the size of an olive. Its fruits stay on the tree longer than one season; therefore, for ‘orlah the determining factor is the formation of the flower, for tithes the time of collection (Mishnah Bikkurim 2:6). A flower fertilized in the third year cannot produce permitted fruit. Even if the growth after the end of the third year is more than 200 times the volume in existence at the end of the third year, the etrog is forbidden. This explains the Mishnah. This is taken to be another formulation of the reasoning of R. Johanan: If eating the volume of an olive from this etrog (the edible kind, citrus medica cedrata) is criminal then all that grew after the third year must be forbidden by biblical law since otherwise there would not be the volume of an olive of biblically forbidden fruit.

Rebbi Maisha said to Rebbi Zeira: You say two things which contradict each other. Here you say, because growth of anything forbidden cannot lift what is forbidden; there you say one whips for the size of an olive. Should he not be whipped only in the proportion it contains? Rebbi Jonah said, in the first case it lives because of itself, in the second because of the attachment. Then if a citrus medica, which blossomed...
in an ‘orlah year and grew in an exempt year, is attached reciprocally\textsuperscript{126} to a tree of the same kind they will cleanse one another\textsuperscript{127}.

122 One does not say "all growth is forbidden" but "[permitted] growth of something forbidden cannot lift the prohibition inherent in the fruit." Therefore, the essentially forbidden thing is only the fruit as it exists at the end of the ‘orlah period. Then the argument outlined in Note 121 is faulty.

123 If the volume of the fruit at the end of the ‘orlah period is $a$ and the final volume is $b$ (measured in volumes of olives) then using a piece of the fruit is criminal only if the size of the piece is at least $\frac{b}{a} > 1$.

124 No attaching or grafting; in this case the entire fruit is forbidden.

125 The rabbinic argument that "[permitted] growth of anything forbidden cannot lift the prohibition inherent in the fruit" applies only if the ‘orlah tree is attached to an older tree. While the act of attaching lifts the condition of ‘orlah from future fruits of the young tree, it is ineffective for the fruits already growing on the sapling at the moment of attachment.

126 The two trees keep their own roots but two branches, one of each tree, are grafted together.

127 If both of them are ‘orlah, both will be exempt at the moment one of them becomes exempt.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan and Rav Hisda, both say: they differ in the uninformed case. What are we dealing with? If it is certain that it lives off the old tree, everybody agrees it is permitted. If it is certain that it lives off the young tree, everybody agrees it is forbidden. We must be dealing with the uninformed case. How could one know? Rebbi Vivian in the name of Rebbi Hanina: If the leaves are turned towards the young tree one may be sure that it lives from the old one; if the leaves are turned towards the old tree one may be sure that it lives from the young one. Rebbi Yudan bar Hanin said, a sign: He who eats from his neighbor's is ashamed to look at him. Rebbi Yudan, the father of Rebbi Mattaniah said, explain it if the leaves have fallen off.

128 Rebbi Meir and the anonymous majority, whether attaching a young tree to an old one always frees the young one from 'orlah or not.

129 The information required by R. Meir is not available.

130 The 'orlah tree.

131 It remains 'orlah.

132 How could one measure the flow of sap?

133 One of the last authors mentioned in the Yerushalmi, a student of R. Berekhiah.

בריכה שספגה. אמר רבי יוחנן, לא סותר זכר בריכה אלא אפלית אינן אלא. רבי יוסי בנים רבי יוחנן, בן מעתקי שבאי דנויי ושבתייו עמותות כלפי כולה. רבי יוחנן, בן מעתקי שבאי דנויי ושבתייו עמותות כלפי כולה.

בלא תסבוקים מימר אוphalt הק valida,

"A sunk branch which became separated." Rebbi Yudan said, not only a sunk branch but even a tree; as Rebbi Assi said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if an onion which one uprooted and replanted grows roots he has to tithe for everything. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if
an onion which one uprooted and replanted grows roots he has to tithe for everything, but you should not say it applies to here also\textsuperscript{136}.

134 A tree older than 3 years, full of fruits, becomes ‘orlah again if uprooted (with its roots exposed) and replanted, and the fruits will become forbidden if they grow by more than one 200th.

135 Discussed in Sevi‘it 6:3, Note 113. The parallel statement in the Babli (Nazir 54b, Menahot 70a), R. Isaac in the name of R. Johanan, makes it clear that the onion was fully tithed before being replanted.

136 The quote from R. Johanan is correct, the inference is faulty; trees do not have the same rules as onions.

137 Hilfai asked Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon [ben Laqish]\textsuperscript{138}, do condiments forbid with more than 200\textsuperscript{139}? They said to him, condiments are not in more than 200\textsuperscript{140}. But did we not state\textsuperscript{141}: "Anything which sours, spices, or creates dema’?" If you say about 100 or 200, even if it does not sour, spice, or create dema’\textsuperscript{142}? But we deal with grapes\textsuperscript{143}. Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if they were not raisins, but if they were raisins they are condiments in more than 200. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if they were not cooked, but if they were cooked they are condiments in more than 200.
From here to the last paragraph of the Halakhah the text is also in Nazir 6:10 (fol. 55c). It is clear from the later paragraphs that the original place of the text is in Nazir.

Missing here, supplied from the text in Nazir.

The Mishnah implies that orlah does not forbid food if the forbidden part is less than $\frac{1}{200}$ of the total. Does this also apply to spices which might be tasted in smaller amounts?

The $\frac{1}{200}$ rule also applies to condiments.

Mishnah 2:4. The Mishnah states that these ingredients, if from orlah, make everything forbidden. Since no quantities are mentioned one has to infer that there is no minimal quantity below which they are not active.

Defined Demay Chapter 1, Note 175.

Used as condiment for another dish. The 200 rule does not apply to spices proper.

Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi in the name of Bar Pedaiah: [All sources of taste one in a hundred]. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi in the name of Bar Pedaiah: [All sources of taste one in sixty]. Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said to Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: Rebbi Assi disagrees with you and the Mishnah disagrees with both of you: "Anything which sours, spices, or creates dema'? If you say about 100 or 200, even if it does not sour, spice, or create dema'! Therefore,
we hold even more. Rebbi Jeremiah said, explain it for meat in meat\textsuperscript{150}. Rebbi Yose said, meat in meat is the same as all other prohibitions since Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, one estimates as if they were so\textsuperscript{151}.

144 From the parallel in Nazir (Note 137); the text here reads רבי יוסי.
145 From the parallel in Nazir (Note 137); the text here reads רבי סריה. It seems that Bar Pedaiah shared his uncle Bar Qappara's open disdain of the patriarchate which caused him never to be ordained. In the Babli (Hulin 98a), the statement is by R. Joshua ben Levi in the name of Bar Qappara. The opinion of R. Assi is not mentioned there.
146 From the parallel in Nazir, missing in the Rome ms.
147 From the parallel in Nazir and the Rome ms.
148 In the Rome ms., המאתא from the missed previous sentence. This makes it likely that the missing sentence (Note 144) was in the common Vorlage of both mss.
149 A forbidden substance which can be tasted will make food forbidden if it represents more than 1\% (for R. Hyya, more than $1\frac{1}{2}$\%) of the total.
150 He applies the $1\%/1\frac{1}{2}\%$ rule only to forbidden meat cooked with permitted, cf. Terumot 10:9, Notes 106-109. The discussion in the next paragraph centers on this case.
151 "So" are onions and leeks since R. Abbahu said in the name of R. Johanan that all forbidden [food] is estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks (Terumot 10:1, Notes 10-11). Since onions and leeks are used for their taste, it follows that admixtures of spices also follow the same $1\%/1\frac{1}{2}\%$ rule.
How is this? One says, all sources of taste by one in 100; the other one says, all sources of taste by one in 60. For him who says all sources of taste by one in 60, you take the forearm as one in 60 of the ram\textsuperscript{152}. For him who says all sources of taste by one in 100, you take the forearm as one in 100 of the ram. For him who says one in 100, you remove the bones from the forearm. But if you remove the bones from the forearm, remove them from the ram! This you cannot do, as it was stated\textsuperscript{153}: "The waste of heave does not combine with heave to forbid the profane, but the waste of profane combines with the profane to lift the heave." Rebbi Vivian asked: Does the waste of heave combine with profane to lift the heave? Since Rav Huna said, the husks of what is forbidden combine to permit, that means waste of heave combines with profane to lift the heave.

\textsuperscript{152} The entire idea that biblical law permits to disregard minute amounts of forbidden food in otherwise permitted food is derived from the ceremony which releases the nazir from his vow (Num. 6:19). In general, from a well-being sacrifice a hind leg and the breast has to be given to the Cohen to be eaten by him and his family; that part then is forbidden to lay persons (Num. 18:18). But the ram which is the nazir's well-being offering has to be cooked before the Cohen's part, a foreleg, is separated and given to him; the remainder of the sacrifice is permitted to lay persons. From this one
concludes that if in anything cooked the ratio of forbidden to permitted is no greater than that of the forearm to the entire ram, the food remains permitted.

153 This and the rest of the paragraph is from Terumot 5:9, Notes 103-106, and has been explained there. Since the bones of the forearm, being inedible, are not forbidden to lay persons, not only are they not counted as forbidden but they are added to the amount of permitted food.

Rebbi Hyya stated: All I forbade to you at other places I permitted to you here. Since everywhere 100 is a prohibition, more than 100 is permitted, but here even 100 is permitted 154.

154 In Nazir and the Rome ms., the statement is in the name of Hizqiah, R. Hyya's (the elder's) son. The previous argument is not quite conclusive since as a matter of practice we require that the amount of forbidden material should be strictly less than 1% (in the opinion adopted by the Babli, < 1 1/2%). But nobody asserts that the edible part of the foreleg is less than 1% of the entire ram; so one has proved only the requirement ≤ 1%. Therefore, the rule remains one of traditional practice.

(In addition,)155 "if it increased by one twohundredth it is forbidden." Those of the house of Rebbi Yannai estimate by purslain. How does one know? Rav Vivian in the name of Rebbi Haninah: He takes one out and leaves one in [the ground]; what the first one is less, the other did increase.
155 Missing in the text in *Nazir*; the entire paragraph is from *Kilaim* 5, end of Halakhah 6.

**Mishnah 6**: If a sapling of ‘*orlah*’ or vineyard *kilaim* became mixed with [other] saplings, one should not harvest. If he harvested it can be lifted by one in two hundred on condition that he did not have the intention to harvest. Rebbi Yose says, he may intend to harvest; it will be lifted by one in two hundred.

156 Cf. Introduction to Tractate *Kilaim*, that the usufruct of anything sown in a vineyard is forbidden. *Kilaim* also follow the rule that less than $\frac{1}{200}$ is not counted (Mishnah *Kilaim* 5:6).

157 One takes out $\frac{1}{200}$; the remainder is permitted. For this meaning of "lifting" cf. *Terumot* 4:6, Note 62.

158 Since all the rules of lifting and disregarding the forbidden part are only for accidents; it is forbidden intentionally to use forbidden substances with the idea that they should be disregarded.

159 He holds that the lifting is only after the harvest; therefore this case does not fall under the forbidden category. Maimonides in his Commentary rejects the opinion of R. Yose, in his Code he accepts it. According to the Babli (*Gittin* 54b), R. Yose holds that the prohibition of intentional use of forbidden substances is rabbinic and does not apply in a situation that never will happen since nobody will risk losing 45 vines because of one extraneous plant (Mishnah *Kilaim* 5:5). For the explanation of the Yerushalmi see Note 175.
Halakhah 5: "A sapling of ‘orlah or vineyard kilaim." But no saplings are kilaim in a vineyard. So is the Mishnah: "A vegetable bed of vineyard kilaim." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi (the Mishnah: "A vegetable bed of vineyard kilaim." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi) Abun said, if he brought a flower pot and temporarily put it under a vine.

Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Hizqiah: He harvests three bunches and permits. The position of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is
inverted! There\textsuperscript{165}, he said in the name of Rebbi HOSHAIA: If there were before him 150 amphoras which were opened, one hundred are permitted, fifty are forbidden, and the remainder will be permitted if they were opened. Rebbi Zei\text{"}ra said, he said only "if they were opened;" therefore at the start it is forbidden to open them. And here, he says so? There in the name of Rebbi HOSHAIA, here in the name of Hizqiah. They say there\textsuperscript{166} in the name of Hizqiah: He opens three amphoras and permits; one follows Hizqiah here.

164 If he has a vineyard with one forbidden vine whose situation is unknown, he harvests three bunches and considers them to be forbidden as fruits of the forbidden vine. Then the remainder is permitted.

165 \textit{Terumot} 4:8, Note 83. Mishnah \textit{Orlah} 3:7 will explain that amphoras never can be disregarded; if there are 150 amphoras of which one is of \textit{terumah} (which may be lifted by one in 100) that according to HOSHAIA one may open only 100 and lift from them 1\% as heave; the other 50 will be usable only if opened by accident (as R. Zei\text{"}ra explains) because opened intentionally they will be forbidden. Why does he require only three here, not at least 50?\textsuperscript{166} In Babylonia, where no heave is biblical and in every respect one follows the more lenient opinion. While this does not imply anything for practice in the Land, it shows that Hizqiah is consistent and R. Simeon ben Laqish simply reports what others have said.

\textit{ןָהָא מִנָּה לְהָרַי זָה לְא לְכַּלּוֹת. לָשׁוּבָה. חֹא מִנָּה אָמ לְכַּל יֵעֲלָי בֶּאֱלָהְוָיָה. נָלְאוֹתָה. נָמָר רֶבֶּי יְסָב בָּרֶבֶּי בֹּטָם בָּשָׁלָלִיָּה שָׁלְשָּׁה בֹּטָם בָּשָׁלָלִיָּה שָׁלְשָּׁה בֹּטָם בָּשָׁלָלִיָּה שָׁלְשָּׁה בֹּטָם בָּשָׁלָלִיָּה שָׁלְשָּׁה בֹּטָמ.}

But did we not state: "One should not harvest;" after the fact. And we have stated: "If he harvested it can be lifted by one in two hundred." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, in the first case if he harvested three\textsuperscript{167}; in the second case if he harvested all of them\textsuperscript{168}. 
167 They are forbidden for all use,  168 They are lifted by one in 200.  
being 'orlah or kilaim.

It was stated: Pomegranates of Bedan in case of doubt can be lifted,  
if certain cannot be lifted. It is the same on the ground.  A doubt on  
the ground can be lifted, but the ground cannot lift. How is this? If a  
sapling of 'orlah or vineyard kilaim became mixed with [other] saplings,  
(even) a case of doubt on the ground can be lifted, but the ground cannot  
lift. Rebbi Yudan asked: Is it the same for a cadaver? Rebbi Yudan  
turned around and said, a cadaver has no lifting, the ground has a  
lifting.

169 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice have unintelligible  
ישפשק.
170 They are so expensive that they  
never can be disregarded, Mishnah 3:7.  
But this is the rule only if it is certain  
that any of them is present. As Sefer  
Nir points out, if it is not known  
whether a certain pomegranate is of  
the Bedan kind or not, that one will be  
treated as a regular pomegranate  
because it will never fetch Bedan  
prices.

171 The case of the Mishnah, trees  
planted in the ground. [Rashi in Gittin  
54b holds that plants in the ground can  
ever be lifted.]
172 One cannot simply choose a tree  
out of more than 200, cut it down, and  
declare that the problem of 'orlah or  
vineyard kilaim has disappeared.
173 If a piece of cadaver meat (or  
any other piece of forbidden food) was  
not recognizable among similar pieces  
of kosher meat, may one take out one,  
declare it as cadaver meat, and declare
the remainder as kosher. Is this a legitimate deduction from the opinion of R. Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Hizqiah?

174 The only things that can be lifted are heave, 'orlah, and kilaim. All others are either a negligible quantity, where everything is permitted, or not, where everything is forbidden.

"Rebbi Yose says, he even may intend to harvest, it will be lifted by one in two hundred." What is the reason of Rebbi Yose? People are always thinning vines.

175 Following R. Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Hizqiah, the unripe bunches of grapes cut out in thinning can be used to permit the remainder. (One cannot say that "thinning" refers to thinning out vines that were planted too close to one another since then the entire vineyard would still be 'orlah; cf. Or Zarua vol. 1, #320.)

There, we have stated: "If a seah of heave fell into 100 and one milled it and it lost volume, in proportion to what the profane lost, the heave lost, and it is permitted." It was stated: ["One may mill from the start to permit." The baraita is Rebbi Yose's, since "Rebbi Yose said[,] he even may intend to harvest, it will be lifted by one in two hundred". Rebbi Zeira said, Cohanim are used to mill dema' in their houses. What is
the difference between them? *Kilaim* in a vineyard. In the opinion of Rebbi Yose, one mills to permit; in the opinion of the rabbis, one may not mill to permit.

Here, a phrase is missing which appears in *Terumot* 5:9 and has been explained there, Notes 100, 109-111.

Mishnah 7: Leaves, shoots, vine sap, and the flower\(^{178}\) are permitted for 'orlah, the Fourth Year, and a nazir\(^{179}\), but forbidden from a pagan sacred grove\(^{180}\). Rebbi Yose said, the flower is forbidden because it is a fruit. Rebbi Eliezer says, it is forbidden to use 'orlah sap as curd. Rebbi Joshua said, I heard explicitly that one is permitted to use sap of leaves and sap of roots as curd. But the sap of unripe figs is forbidden because that is a fruit.

Definition of Maimonides, Arabic נגanism The same definition may be found in Arukh: "The state between budding of the flower and development of the fruit."

He emphasized that "budding fruit" is forbidden. The

He is forbidden (Num. 6:4) "anything made from the wine-vine".

Anything used in pagan worship is permanently forbidden for all
usufruct except the soil and what cannot be forbidden but everything stands on it. Therefore the grove itself taken from it is.

"Leaves and shoots." Our Mishnah does not follow Rebbi Eliezer, as was stated[^181] in the name of Rebbi Eliezer: \(\text{Num. 6:4}\) "Anything made from the wine-vine, from seeds to skin he shall not eat," that includes leaves and shoots.

[^181]: Nazir 6:1 (fol. 54d), 6:2 (fol. 55a); Babli Nazir 34b.

It was stated[^182]: "Rebbi Yose says the flower is forbidden because it is a fruit." It is difficult! If it is forbidden for the nazir why a fruit[^183]? If it is a fruit it should be forbidden for everybody! The word of Rebbi Isaac implies that it is forbidden for everybody. Rebbi Isaac asked: Who stated[^184] "one does not graft with spathe[^185] of 'orlah'? Rebbi Yose!

[^182]: Nazir 6:2, fol. 55a. There, the text reads "Rebbi Yose says the flower is forbidden for the nazir because it is a fruit." The discussion presupposes this text; the question is whether the Mishnah has to be interpreted in the light of the baraita or whether R. Yose also forbids 'orlah flower and requires redemption in the forth year.

[^183]: Since the rules for 'orlah and the
fourth year explicitly refer to fruits, if a flower is counted as a fruit automatically it would be subject to 'orlah and the Fourth Year. If R. Yose restricts the prohibition of vine flowers to the nazir he must hold with R. Eliezer.

184 Mishnah 9.

It was stated\textsuperscript{186}: You redeem fruit; you do not redeem either unripe grapes or unripe figs. Rebbi Zavida instructed about unripe dates that they should be buried\textsuperscript{187}. Rebbi Jonah asked: If he transgressed and redeemed them, is it not redeemed? And you want to say, it needs to be buried!

\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Lev.} 19:24 declares all fourth-year fruit holy; implying that it must be redeemed. The next verse notes that the rules for the first four years were given so the tree should increase its \textit{yield} starting from the fifth year. The word \textit{yield} is taken in \textit{Sifra Qedo\'sim Para\'\=a} 3(10) to mean that the duty of redemption in the fourth year starts at the point in the ripening of the fruit at which in the fifth year the duty of tithing starts (\textit{Ma\'serot} 1:2); in the case of grapes if there is some sap in the fruit. The two sources seem to contradict one another but Maimonides (\textit{Ma\'aser \=Seni} 9:2) adopts both of them.

\textsuperscript{187} He holds that they cannot be eaten since they cannot be redeemed; they have to be treated like a firstling which died before it could be sacrificed.
Rebbi Pedat, Rebbi Assi, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Simeon follows that of Rebbi Joshua, as we have stated there: “Rebbi Simeon says, balsamum is not subject to the Sabbatical because it is not a fruit.” Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Pedat, since we say there that practice follows Rebbi Joshua, would you have to say here that practice follows Rebbi Simeon? Rebbi Jonah said, are the situations similar? It is the other way: Balsamum is essentially sap, a tree is not essentially in its sap. The holiness of the Sabbatical falls on animal feed, but the holiness of orlah never falls on it. Rebbi Abun said, there is another [difference]: Rebbi Joshua quoted it as a tradition, Rebbi Simeon said it in his own name. Sap may be fruit, unripe fruits may be fruit. If you say that sap has the status of fruit, if he did it with heave it is permitted. If you say that unripe fruits are fruit, if he did it with heave it is permitted. Why? Because usufruct of heave is permitted but usufruct of orlah is forbidden.

188 Text in Ševi‘it and Rome ms., switched from there to here, is in missing in Leyden ms. and Venice print. Ševi‘it 7:7, Notes 102-113.

189 The parallel, references
Mishnah 8: *Anqoqlot*\(^{190}\), the grape skins, the grape seeds, and the afterwine made from them, pomegranate skins and their flowers\(^{191}\), nut shells, and seeds\(^{192}\) are forbidden from *'orlah*, sacred groves, and for a *nazir*\(^{193}\). They are permitted in the fourth year\(^{194}\). Windfall\(^{195}\) is forbidden for all of these.

\(^{190}\) Neither the meaning nor the etymology of this word are known as will be clear from the Halakhah. In the opinion of *Arukh*, the word designates the edible young shoots of the vine; this follows the Gaonic commentary of R. Nathan Av Hayeshivah who reads מיטְיוֹת, or the reading of *Or Zarua*, "hairline sinews" (Babli *Hulin* 92b). This explanation is incompatible with the *Yerushalmi*. In the opinion of S. Krauss, the word is an expansion of עַכֵל to which compare Arabic "عَكَل "to produce grapes". The text of *Sifra* [Qedošim Parasha 3(3)] also shows that עַכֵל are misdeveloped grapes.

\(^{191}\) The remainder of the flower visible at the tip of the outer skin.

\(^{192}\) Of any *'orlah* tree.

\(^{193}\) Only the first four items.

\(^{194}\) Only fruits are forbidden unless redeemed.

\(^{195}\) Of fully formed fruits.

Halakhah 7: "*Anqoqlot* and the grape skins." Rebbi Zeira and one of the rabbis in the name of Rav: Grapes which went bad before they were...
one-third ripe. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, even after they were one-third ripe\footnote{196}. Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada said, it is a stenographic expression: "Grapes becoming bad at a third\footnote{197}.

\footnote{196} In contrast to unripe grape berry", these were spoiled before ripening.

\footnote{197} He must read but there are no Mishnah mss. to back this up.

\textit{Mishnah 9:} Rebbi Yose said, one may plant an ‘orlah shoot but not an ‘orlah nut because the latter is a fruit. Also, one does not graft with spathe\footnote{185} of ‘orlah. 

\textit{Halakhah 8:} "Rebbi Yose said, one may not\footnote{198} plant a shoot." Rebbi Johanan said, if one transgressed and planted, it is permitted; if he transgressed and grafted it is forbidden\footnote{199}.

\footnote{198} This contradicts the Mishnah; the word is not in the Rome ms. However, the formulation of R. Johanan’s statement presupposes this reading; following the text of the Mishnah one would expect: "If one planted, it is permitted; if he transgressed and grafted it is forbidden." The Babli (\textit{Avodah Zarah} 48b) disagrees: "Rav Jehudah said, Rav said that R. Yose agrees that if one planted, grafted, or sank, it is permitted." According to Rashi, that statement refers to both shoot and nut,
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according to Maimonides (Ma'aser Seni 10:20) only to planting a nut.

There is a disagreement in principle between Babli and Yerushalmi. The Babli holds that any growth caused by the common action of a forbidden (‘orlah) and a permitted (the ground or the stem of an older tree) factor is automatically permitted. The Yerushalmi accepts this only if no one factor alone could have caused the result; cf. Chapter 2, Note 126.

It is not clear whether this is a biblical or a rabbinic prohibition.

An ‘orlah walnut which one planted, and similarly, an egg of idol worship which turned into a chick. Rebbi Haggai in the name of Rebbi Josia: Hizqiah and Cahana differ. Cahana said it is permitted, Hizqiah said it is forbidden. In the opinion of Hizqiah it should be impossible for an egg of idol worship to become a chick. What is this about? If someone squashed it, there is no chick. If he brought it inside the lattice enclosure, come and look: If he worshipped it it is not forbidden; because he brought it inside the grating should it be forbidden? Rebbi Yudan the father of Rebbi Mattaniah said, explain it if he used it to fence in the idol.

Reading of the Rome ms. and the parallel in Avodah Zarah. Leyden and Venice: אבותא.
202 Used the egg as a pagan sacrifice. The use of the egg as a pagan symbol was studied by J. J. Bach-ofen, Versuch über die Gräbersymbolik der Alten, Gesammelte Werke Bd. 4, Basel 1954.

203 Latin cancelli; the fence outside the pagan temple.

204 It is Hizqiah's own opinion in Avodah Zarah 3:6 (fol. 43a) that nothing becomes forbidden because of idol worship unless something was done with it. R. Johanan disagrees; for him an egg introduced into a pagan temple becomes forbidden.

205 There was a hole in the wall which was closed by putting an egg into the hole.

If an egg dedicated to the Temple became a chick. Rebbi Assi said, Cahana and Rebbi Johanan disagree about this. Cahana said it is forbidden and Rebbi Johanan said it is permitted. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Assi, since Rebbi Johanan said it is permitted, does he redeem it as from the time it is sown? Rebbi Hanania and Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Cahana: He redeems it as from the time it is sown. Rebbi Hanania in the name of Rebbi Phineas corrects it: Cahana said it is forbidden and he redeems it as it is now; Rebbi Johanan said it is permitted and he redeems it as from the time it is sown.

206 In the Leyden ms. "it flies"; already corrected in the Venice print.

207 The Rome ms. and the text in Avodah Zarah read: does he not
redeem it? Since this is a question, there is no material difference. One does not sow an egg; the reference is to Mishnah Terumot 9:4 which states that growth from dedicated grain is profane but nevertheless it has to be redeemed but only for the value of the seed grain used, not of the harvest. The question then is whether R. Johanan holds that the chick, being different from the egg, is purely profane and needs no redemption or, while being profane, needs redemption for the value of the egg.

208 Reading of the text in Avodah Zarah. The reading here, R. Hanina, is impossible for chronological reasons.
Mishnah 1: Heave, heave of the tithe of demay\(^1\), hallah, and First Fruits are lifted by one and 100\(^2\), they combine with one another\(^3\), and one has to remove\(^4\). ‘Orlah and vineyard kilaim are lifted by one and 200, they combine with one another, and one need not remove\(^5\). Rebbi Simeon says, they do not combine. Rebbi Eliezer\(^6\) says they combine in matters of perceiving the taste\(^7\) but not to forbid.

1 All mss. of the Maimonides tradition and many of the better Mishnah mss. read: Heave, heave of the tithe, and heave of the tithe of demay. This text is understood in the Halakhah. By definition of demay, there is no heave of demay. Since both hallah and First Fruits are called "heave", they follow the rules of heave.
2 Mishnah Terumot 4:7.
3 If, e. g., heave, heave of the tithe, and hallah fell into profane dough, the dough remains permitted for lay people only if the profane was at least 100 times the combined volume of the three "heave" kinds.
4 Before the mixture is permitted to lay people one has to remove a volume equal to that which fell into the profane and give it to the Cohen under the rules of heave. The first hand of the Leyden ms. has: "One need not remove".
5 Since they are forbidden for any use, they have no owners to which the removed part should be given. It is
enough that the forbidden parts are so few that they can be considered non-existent.

6 In most Mishnah mss. and the Halakhah: R. Eleazar. This reading is required since he is mentioned after R. Simeon.

7 As long as the taste of one is recognizable in the other. But if \( \frac{1}{201} \) 'orlah and \( \frac{1}{201} \) vineyard kilaim fall into permitted food everything is permitted since each of the forbidden quantities is less than \( \frac{1}{201} \) of the remaining material.

Halakhah 1: "Heave and heave of the tithe", etc. For whom is this needed? For Rebbi Simeon. Even though Rebbi Simeon says that two different names do not combine, he agrees that all items called "heave" do combine.

8 The statement that all the categories mentioned in the first statement

Who stated "heave of the tithe of demay"? Rebbi Meir, since Rebbi Meir is as strict with their word as with the words of the Torah. Where do we find that Rebbi Meir is as strict with their word as with the words of the Torah? Rebbi Hanina said, the following which we have stated there: "A woman who sees a stain [on her clothes] is out of order and
must consider the possibility of flux, the words of Rebbi Meir. But the Sages say that stains do not imply flux."

9 Since the institution of demay is rabbinic, the rules for heave of the tithe of demay are more lenient than those for biblical heave; cf. Introduction to Tractate Demay. Only R. Meir does not recognize these differences.

10 Mishnah Niddah 6:13. A woman finding a blood stain on her underwear at a time when she does not expect her period does not know when to expect her next period since possibly the stain comes from menstrual blood. A woman is impure by flux if she has episodes for three successive days at a time when menstrual blood is excluded. In that case, she may not enter the Temple without bringing a sacrifice of purification (Lev. 15:29-30). R. Meir requires a sacrifice because of the possibility of impurity but the sacrifice of purification may not be eaten by the Cohanim since possibly it was unnecessary.

11 Since the verse (Lev. 15:25) requires "blood flowing", the impurity of stains is purely rabbinical. In the Babli, Niddah 52b, the position of the "Sages" is also considered a minority opinion, attributable to R. Hanina ben Antigonus. Since the later chapters of the Yerushalmi Niddah are lost, we do not know the position of the Yerushalmi in this matter.

Rebbi Jonah asked: Why did we not also state "hallah of demay" as we did state "hallah"? Should we not state "hallah of demay" as we did state: "Heave, heave of the tithe and heave of the tithe of demay"?
Rebbi Hanania in the name of Samuel: *Demay* does not need *hallah*. Rebbi Hiyya bar Julianus said to him, one takes its value from the tribe. He answered him, that is what Samuel said, one takes its value from the tribe\(^{16}\). Rebbi Mana in the name of Rebbi Yose: One does not take its value from the tribe; tomorrow he will bring certain *hallah* and say it is *demay* in order to take its value from the tribe!

12 This sentence is not in the Rome ms.

13 Reading of the first hand of the Leyden ms., crossed out by the corrector, probably in error.

14 Reading of the Rome ms.; Leyden and Venice: תלחים. Elswhere he is called תלחים (cf. the Italian form Lugliani). A fifth generation Galilean Amora, student of R. Samuel. Therefore, "Samuel" mentioned here is not the first generation Babylonian Samuel but the fourth generation Galilean R. Samuel bar Abba.

15 Which one takes if he buys bread from an untrustworthy baker; *Demay* Mishnah 5:3.

16 This explains the cryptic first statement of R. Samuel. One has to take *hallah* if one buys bread from an untrustworthy baker but one may sell it to a Cohen. Since the Cohen has to eat even the *demay* *hallah* under the rules of purity of heave, he will not pay much for the *hallah*.

Rebbi Johanan asked Gamliel the Twin: Are you used to take *hallah* from *demay*? He answered him, did not Samuel, the brother of Rav Berekhia\(^{17}\), say that from the moment they decreed *demay*, most people separate it in their houses\(^{18}\)? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, it is a condition of the court that *hallah* be in the Northernmost part\(^{19}\).
Galilean Amora of the fourth generation; he is not identical with his contemporary R. Samuel quoted in the preceding paragraph. Elsewhere he is given the title of Rebbi. The Gamliel the Twin who quotes him cannot be the younger contemporary of R. Johanan; he must be the Gamliel who asks a question from the fifth generation R. Yose ben R. Abun (Seqalim 3:2).

Since everybody takes extra hallah from bread he buys from an untrustworthy baker, we certainly do take it.

He disagrees with Gamliel the Twin and asserts that if heave of the tithe is taken from demay in the prescribed way (Demay 5:2, Note 44), one always should take heave of the tithe from the Northernmost part in order to make the procedure routine; then automatically the Northernmost part is hallah if obligated for it. In that way, tithing demay automatically takes care of hallah.

"And are lifted by one and 100". How do you treat it, as beginning of separation or end of separation? If you say as beginning of separation, no minor may lift, no unrelated person may lift, and it does not push away the Sabbath. If you treat it as end of separation, a minor may lift, an unrelated person may lift, and it does push away the Sabbath. There we have stated: "Rebbi Jehudah says, also one may lift dema' by one in
a hundred." On that, it was stated\textsuperscript{24}: "Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, if he wishes he earmarks part of it and eats the remainder." Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Judah treated it as end of separation and Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar treated it as beginning of separation\textsuperscript{25}. Rebbi Yose said, even Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar treated it as end of separation\textsuperscript{26}. Does not Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar agree that it is forbidden to do so with certain [produce]\textsuperscript{27}? How is that? He should never do it on the Sabbath the way he does it on a weekday\textsuperscript{28}.

20 Does it follow the rules of separation of heave (\textit{Terumot} Chapter 1) or more lenient ones?
21 Mishnah \textit{Terumot} 1:1.
23 Mishnah \textit{Sabbat} 21:1. In \textit{Tosephta \textit{Sabbat}} 15:5, but not in the quote Babli \textit{Sabbat} 142b, this is an anonymous statement.
24 \textit{Tosephta \textit{Sabbat}} 15:5. There, and in the quote of the Tosephta in the Babli \textit{Sabbat} 142b, the clause "if he wishes" is missing. In that version, R. Simeon ben Eleazar forbids lifting heave from \textit{dema}' on the Sabbath except by mentally designating the part where the heave has to be lifted and eating the remainder, leaving the actual lifting to the time after the Sabbath.
25 He holds with the Babli that R. Simeon ben Eleazar is restrictive where R. Jehudah is permissive.
26 He reads the Yerushalmi text of the Tosephta as not prescriptive.
27 Since untithed produce is not legally edible, it cannot be used on the Sabbath and cannot be made usable on the Sabbath.
28 R. Simeon ben Eleazar does not disagree with R. Jehudah. R. Jehudah does not tell how \textit{dema}' can be lifted on the Sabbath; R. Simeon suggests a way in which it can be done legally.
There, we have stated: "Rebbi Eliezer says, heave is lifted at the rate of one in 100. Rebbi Joshua says by 100 and more." There, [Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, everywhere where Rebbi taught a disagreement and returned to the problem later and taught it anonymously, practice follows the anonymous opinion. Since we have stated: "A seah of heave which fell into 100" and Rebbi Eleazar said, one cannot say "into 100" but "into 99." As we have stated, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua.

29 Mishnah Terumot 4:7, Note 62.
30 Pesahim 3:3 (fol. 30b); Ta’anit 2:14 (fol. 66a), both in the name of Rebbi Hizqiah. In the Babli, the statement is anonymous (Avodah Zarah 7a, Yeḥamot 42b).

29 From where that they may be lifted? Rebbi Jonah said, it is written (Num. 18:29): "From all its best its sanctifying part from it." Something from which you lift it, so that if this falls into anything it sanctifies it. How much is this? One in one hundred. Rebbi Eliezer says, one adds a seah and then lifts. Rebbi Joshua says one adds a small amount and lifts.
Rebbi Yose ben Meshullam says "and more" is one qab per one hundred seah, one sixth of what makes dema'.

32 This is in Terumot Chapter 4; Notes 64-66.

It was stated33: "Rebbi Simeon says, heave can be lifted in 100 by a conclusion a minore ad majus: If what is forbidden can be lifted from what is forbidden34, so much more what is forbidden from what is permitted35!" Heave, some Tanna'im state "what is forbidden from what is permitted;" some Tanna'im state "what is permitted from what is permitted." He who says "what is forbidden from what is permitted", because heave is forbidden to lay persons. He who says "what is permitted from what is permitted", because heave is permitted to Cohanim. Some explain it all about Cohanim: He who says "what is forbidden from what is permitted", in the case of dema' by impure heave36. He who says "permitted from what is permitted", in the case of dema' by pure heave.

33 A similar, anonymous, text in Sifry Num. 121. In a different formulation, the argument is quoted in Tosephta Terumot 5:8, where, however, it is immediately rejected and proven false.

34 Heave, forbidden to lay people, is lifted from tevel, forbidden to
everybody, to make it profane and
permitted for everybody.

35 Heave taken out from profane food turned into dema'.

36 In this case, what is lifted as replacement heave has to be burned.

It was stated: "A piece of the showbread which was mixed with a hundred pieces of profane [bread], or a piece of purification sacrifice mixed with a hundred profane pieces [of meat], should not be lifted. Rebbi Jehudah says they should be lifted." What is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah? (Ez. 45:15) "One sheep from 200 from the drink of Israel," from what is permitted to Israel. It is difficult! It is written 200 and Rebbi Jehudah says 100. It is written alive and Rebbi Jehudah says slaughtered. What is the difference between alive and slaughtered? Rebbi Hinena said, they considered live ones under the category of what usually is counted.

37 In the verse: הדוד.
38 Tosephta Terumot 8:21, in inverse order and with the position of R. Jehudah and the anonymous majority switched. Tosephta 8:22 deals with the same case but assumes that the pieces are impure. This implies that 8:21 (and the text here) deals with pure pieces.

39 It is not clear whether they cannot be lifted because a kind cannot become negligible in its own kind or whether sacrifices follow specific, more stringent, rules.

Both parts, incompatible with the Yerushalmi, are quoted in Babli Yebamot 81b.
40 The full verse reads: "One sheep, from 200 from the drink of Israel, for cereal offering, burnt offering, and well-being offerings, to atone for them - speech of the Lord, the Eternal."

Rashi explains: "One sheep," a particular one from his flock; and so Moses said, (Deut. 12:11) "the best for your vows," meaning le meilleur. "From 200 from the drink of Israel," Our teachers explained this for the wine offering accompanying sacrifices. If 200 [volume units] were left in the vat one [volume unit] of 'orlah or vineyard kilaim fell into the vat, that they become insignificant by one in 200. "From the drink of Israel," that all sacrifices should be from what is permitted to Israel, where all food is subsumed under the appellation of "drink".

41 This objection is not answered. It seems that the question depends on the definition of "Israel" in the verse. If "Israel" means "some of Israel", then the verse does not deal with the case of heave because that is permitted to Cohanim, it would be "drink of Israel." If "Israel" means "all of Israel", then one would expect that heave also needs 200 for lifting.

42 "A sheep" means a living sheep.

43 These never become insignificant, Mishnah 3:6.

44 Heave is considered Heaven's property given to the Cohen.

45 Sifra Emor Pereq 4(10). There, the reading is שמחה למאשה המאתת "mixtures in less than 100 parts." The paragraph deals with sanctified food.
eaten outside the Temple precinct, the common example of which is heave. 

47 If the forbidden (impure) is more than $\frac{1}{100}$ of the permitted (pure) heave.

46 מ is taken as partitive: some, not all, is permitted the pure Cohen.

48 “Not only heave food in heave food\(^49\); from where heave food in profane food\(^50\), profane food in heave food, heave food in sacrificial food, sacrificial food in heave food, heave drink in heave drink, heave drink in profane drink, profane drink in heave drink, heave drink in sacrificial drink, sacrificial drink in heave drink, sacrificial drink in sacrificial drink? From where? The verse says (Lev. 22:7) ‘From the holy foods\(^51\)’, it adds.”

Rebbi Abin in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Explain it if the log of oil of the skin-diseased was mixed with the excess of the loaves of the gift of the nazir\(^52\); so we have stated, two drinks. Rebbi Hanania said, that means burned offerings in burned offerings; but purification offerings in burned offerings is certainly a prohibition\(^53\).

48 Sifra Emor Pereq 4(11). The explanation follows R. Abraham ben David ad loc.

49 Impure heave in pure heave. An impure Cohen who eats pure heave has committed a deadly sin since it is
said: (Lev. 22:9) "They will die from it because they desecrated it." Impure heave is already desecrated; an impure priest eating it commits a sin but not a deadly one. The impure heave cannot become insignificant in pure since the two are of the same kind.

50 One seah of heave in less than 100 seot of pure (and certainly one seah of pure in less than 100 seot of heave) must all be treated as heave.

51 The plural implies all kinds of sanctified food. The singular is used in v. 10.

52 This explains a possible complication of "sacrificial drink in sacrificial drink". The person healed from his skin disease has to bring a reparation offering together with a log of oil (Lev. 14). Part of the oil is used on the healed person's body; the remainder is for the Cohen under the rules of the reparation offering; it must be consumed by priests in the Temple precincts. The nazir who has completed his vow has to bring sacrifices and a cereal offering consisting of unleavened bread made from flour mixed with oil and unleavened bread anointed with oil (Num. 6:13-20). The officiating Cohen receives one of these as gift added to the nazir's well-being sacrifice; therefore, the loaves may be eaten by the Cohen's family anywhere in the city of the sanctuary. If there is a mix-up of the oils, the anointed loaves can be eaten only by the Cohen in the Temple precinct.

53 A mixture of pieces of elevation and purification offerings cannot be brought to the altar since of purification offerings only the fat and some inner organs are burned. They cannot be eaten since elevation sacrifices are forbidden for any use. They cannot become insignificant because (a) they are of the same kind of meat and (b) they are counted as pieces. Therefore, one has to leave the meat for the next day when all will be forbidden and has to be burned.

הוזין שבר רבי יוחיעם הקב"ה ובר רבי יוחיעם. בר כורב מ созда מעלת יאכילה.

How does Rebbi Jehudah think54, following Rebbi Eliezer or Rebbi Joshua55? Following Rebbi Eliezer he lifts and eats; following Rebbi Joshua he lifts and burns.
54 This refers to the statement above, Note 38, about pieces of showbread or purification sacrifices mixed with profane substances.

55 Their disagreement is in Mishnah Terumot 5:2. R. Eliezer holds that the piece lifted is the piece that fell in; according to the Sages, whose opinion is labelled that of R. Joshua, the nature of the piece lifted is unknown. Therefore, in the opinion of the Sages the nature of the piece lifted is indeterminate between profane and sanctified; it cannot be eaten and must be burned.

Who stated "they combine with one another"? Rebbi Meir, since Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan\(^56\): The word of Rebbi Meir is that all forbidden \([foods]\) combine with one another to whip for them in the volume of an olive since it says: (Deut. 14:3) "You shall not eat any abomination\(^57\)."

---

54 This refers to the statement above, Note 38, about pieces of showbread or purification sacrifices mixed with profane substances.

55 Their disagreement is in Mishnah Terumot 5:2. R. Eliezer holds that the piece lifted is the piece that fell in; according to the Sages, whose

56 Quoted in Babli Avodah Zarah 66a. In the printed version (not in the Munich ms.) "R. Jehudah in the name of R. Meir", a most unlikely text since R. Jehudah was half a generation older than R. Meir.

57 There is one law which covers all forbidden food. Therefore, if somebody is warned not to eat any abomination he can be convicted if he ate the volume of an olive composed of several tiny pieces forbidden for different reasons.
Here, you say one has to lift, but there you say, one does not have to lift! Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, because of robbing the tribe. Also, it was stated thus: "Any heave for which the Cohanim do not care, e.g., the heave of kelesin, carob, and red barley, one does not have to lift."

60 Regarding heave.
61 Orlah and kilaim.
62 Lifting is a rabbinic decree, not to cause damage to the Cohanim, since things become insignificant if they are in amounts less than 1%. Since 'orlah and kilaim are worthless, they do not have to be lifted.
63 A similar text Tosephta Terumot 5:6, in the names of R. Simeon and R. Ismael from Shezur.
64 Cf. Terumot 11:4, Note 60; Ma'serot 2, Note 134.

"Orlah and vineyard kilaim are lifted by one and 200." It is written "the fulness, the fulness." Just as "the fulness" which has been said there is lifted, so "the fulness" here is lifted. Then, as there by 100, so here by 100. Since the verse doubled its prohibition, the Sages changed its obligation. So for vineyard kilaim, what about 'orlah? Just as that is forbidden for all use, so this is forbidden for all use; just as that is lifted, so this is lifted.

65 Heave is called "fulness" in Ex. 22:28, Num. 18:27. In Deut. 22:9, what grows in a vineyard is called "fulness".
66 The change from 100 to 200 is
rabbinitic; it is only based on a biblical hint. "Double the prohibition" is prohibition for Cohanim and laymen, in contrast to heave which only is forbidden to laymen. The position of the Yerushalmi here seems to be that lifting by one in 100 would be a biblical decree if heave were biblical.

So far following Rebbi Aqiba, following Rebbi Ismael. Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Ismael, an argument *a minore ad majus*. If heave which is forbidden to outsiders can be lifted, *orlah* which is permitted to outsiders, not so much more? No, if you said that about heave whose use is permitted, what can you say about *orlah* whose use is prohibited! Rebbi Hinena: "Fruit, fruit" as equal decision.

67 The previous informal derivation is attributed to R. Aqiba; R. Ismael allows only formal derivations based on one of the principles enumerated in the Introduction to Sifra.

58 This is incomprehensible since the next sentence implies that R. Ismael also admits that any use of *orlah* is forbidden.

69 This is a formal argument: If there is a tradition that a certain word can have only one meaning ("decision"), then the rules must be the same any time that word is used. Heave and tithes are from "fruit" (Lev. 27:30), *orlah* refers to "fruit" (Lev. 19:23-24). Lev. 27:30 is written for reference; in the laws of *orlah* the reference to "fruit" is necessary in Lev. 19:23 to define the subject but in Lev. 19:24 it might refer to the rules spelled out for heave. If that is true then R. Ismael must hold that *orlah* and vineyard *kilaim* can be lifted by one in 100 since an "equal decision" cannot be only partially valid.
They combine with one another either to permit or to forbid if one can taste them, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Simeon says, they do not combine. Rebbi Eliezer says they combine if one tastes them, not to forbid.

70 This baraita, not known from another source, begins the discussion of the last part of the Mishnah asserting, as was already established (Note 57), that the anonymous Tanna of the Mishnah is R. Meir, and that R. Meir holds that any forbidden admixture greater than 1% remains forbidden.

Mishnah 2: Heave lifts 'orlah and 'orlah heave. How is that? If one seah of heave fell into 100 and after that fell three qab of 'orlah or three qab of vineyard kilaim, that is the case when heave lifts 'orlah and 'orlah heave.

71 Of profane grain. This makes the amount of heave insignificant; an arbitrary seah can be lifted as replacement of the heave. If then 1/2 seah of something fell in that became insignificant only in quantities of at most 1/2%, it becomes insignificant even if the replacement heave was not yet lifted since different forbidden matters do not combine.
Mishnah 3: ‘Orlah lifts *kilaim*, *kilaim* ‘orlah, and ‘orlah ‘orlah. How is that? If one seah of ‘orlah fell into 200\(^2\) and then fell a little more\(^3\) than a seah of ‘orlah or a little more than a seah of vineyard *kilaim*, that is when ‘orlah lifts *kilaim*, *kilaim* ‘orlah, and ‘orlah ‘orlah.

\(^{72}\) This becomes insignificant. Forbidden matter which becomes insignificant by 1 in 200 is never "reawakened".

\(^{73}\) Since now the permitted volume is 201 seah, the "little more" cannot exceed \(\frac{1}{200}\) seah = \(\frac{6}{200}\) qab.

Halakhah 2: Where do they disagree\(^4\)? If three qab of ‘orlah and three qab of vineyard *kilaim* fell\(^5\). But if three qab of ‘orlah and something additional fell in\(^6\) and three of vineyard *kilaim*, the heap is permitted. Why? The additional "little more" is insignificant in the three qab\(^7\) and three qab are insignificant in a hundred [seah]. If three qab of ‘orlah and three qab of vineyard *kilaim* fell in together, is it as if three
qab of 'orlah and something additional, and three qab of vineyard kilaim fell in\(^78\), or that three qab of vineyard kilaim fell in and afterwards three qab of 'orlah\(^79\)?

74 This refers to the disagreement between R. Meir and R. Eliezer (Note 70) on how different substances which become insignificant by 1 in 200 can combine. The problem is made urgent by Mishnah 3 which postulates that these matters, once they are insignificant, do not "reawaken" anymore.

75 First, 0.5 seah of 'orlah fell into 100 seah of permitted profane matter and later another 0.5 seah of vineyard kilaim fell into the same heap. The next paragraph implies that in the case under consideration here, the owner did not realize what happened until the second batch had fallen in. It is held here that minute amounts are not in themselves insignificant but they become insignificant if the owner, or a responsible worker, know of the accident and determine that the event was insignificant. In our case here, everybody must agree that all is permitted since the kilaim fell into 201 times its volume of other matter. Even for Rebbi Meir, the total volume is then less than \(\frac{1}{100}\) of the whole.

The Rome text here is garbled: 

76 First three qab, later at most 3/100 qab.

77 The language is misleading. Since the three qab became insignificant, \(\frac{3}{100}\) qab now become insignificant in 100.5 seah. The next three qab (0.5 seah) of kilaim now become insignificant in 100.53 seah of permitted matter.

78 In Mishnah Terumot 4:7, R. Eliezer and R. Joshua disagree on the amount which makes heave insignificant. R. Meir, who does not allow more than \(\frac{1}{100}\) of forbidden matter under any circumstance, disagrees with both of them and fixes the limit at \(\frac{1}{100}\). For R. Simeon and R. Eliezer all is permitted.

79 How this could be true for R. Meir is discussed in the next paragraph.
It is obvious that his knowledge permits it. Does the knowledge of a third person permit it? How is this possible? He is not aware of it; another person is aware of it.

80 If the owner of the food realizes that not more than half of a percent of 'orlah or *kilaim* fell into his food, he knows that the amount is insignificant and everything is permitted. This closes the incident. If another mishap occurs, the entire amount of food is considered permitted and profane.

This contrasts with Mishnah Terumot 5:7 which states that heave remains a candidate for potential reawakening of the prohibition; cf. Note 72.

81 Who is not the owner or one of his employees or family members. It is not decided whether the awareness of a third party leads to closure.

Does uncertain knowledge permit like certain knowledge? How is this?

If there were two boxes before him, one containing 200 and one less than 200. If one seah of heave fell into one of them but it is not known into which one it fell and then another seah fell into the second. It was measured and found to be 202. If you say uncertain knowledge permits like certain knowledge, it can be lifted, but if you say uncertain
knowledge does not permit like certain knowledge, it cannot be lifted\(^8\). If there was one chest and there is a doubt whether it contains 200 or not; if one *seah* of heave fell into [some box] but it is not known whether it fell into that box or not, and then a second time something [forbidden] fell into [the box in question]: If you say uncertain knowledge permits like certain knowledge, it can be lifted, but if you say uncertain knowledge does not permit like certain knowledge, it cannot be lifted\(^8\).

82 Meaning: containing at least 200 *seah*.

83 If the box containing 202 *seah* of heave, the heave may be lifted and everything is permitted. But if that box originally contained 202 *seah*, then the two *seah* of heave fell into the box containing less than 200 and that box now is *dema' and forbidden to lay persons. If uncertain knowledge is enough to bring closure of an episode then even the box containing less than 200 *seah* will contain more than 100 and heave can be lifted in all cases.

84 Since the box might contain 2 *seah* of heave and less than 200 of profane food.

Rebbi Curius\(^8\) said, not that heave lifts *orlah* but heave adds to the profane to lift (heave)\(^8\) ['orlah']. One understands that heave lifts *orlah* because pure [heave] lifts the impure\(^8\). "*Orlah* lifts heave", does impure [heave] lift the pure, not for laymen, maybe for Cohanim\(^8\)? But did we
not state: 

"Orlah lifts kilaim, kilaim ‘orlah, and ‘orlah ‘orlah”?

There it is different, both for lay people and for Cohanim.

85 R. Simson quotes him as R. Birias; nothing more is known about him. [Curius is the name of a Roman Gens, but the expression might not be a name at all if it represents Greek κύριος, ὁ, "Lord, master" in the acception of "head, authority". In that case, rebbi kurios would be a composite of two synonymous words in two languages, expressing the idea of "Chief Rabbi" (E. G.).]

86 This is the reading in all mss.; it must mean "‘orlah". That heave is added to the profane is stated in the next paragraph; it was stated in Halakhah 1 (Note 30).

87 Mishnah Terumot 5:3.

88 While it is true that impure heave may be lifted out of pure profane grain as explained in Mishnah Terumot 5:4, impure heave which fell into pure heave makes everything forbidden to Cohanim.

89 The entire argument is rejected. Since for ‘orlah and kilaim the status of purity is irrelevant; no comparison with heave is possible.

CSS = "A seah of heave which fell into 100." Rebbi Eleazar said, it is not "into 100" but "into 99." "A seah of ‘orlah which fell into 200." Rebbi Eleazar said, it is not "into 200" but "into 199."

90 This refers to Mishnah 1; it is quoted from Halakhah 1, Note 30. In all cases, R. Eleazar holds that all that is required to allow a mixture is that the forbidden part not be larger than 1% or .5% of the total.
Mishnah 4: Anything which sours, or spices, or creates dema' from heave, or is 'orlah, or vineyard kilaim, is forbidden. The House of Shammai say, also it transmits impurity, but the House of Hillel say nothing, unless it has at least the volume of a chicken egg.

91 In the most minute amount since its action shows that it is not negligible.
92 No foodstuff, whose impurity is usually created by impure material the volume of an olive; for dead crawling things the volume of a lentil is enough.

Mishnah 5: Dositheos from Kefar Etma was a student of Shammai. He said, I asked Shammai the Elder and he said, nothing transmits impurity unless it has the volume of a chicken egg.

93 In most Mishnah ms., later followers of the House of Yetma in Samaria. Nothing more is known about him. He holds that the founder.
Mishnah 6: And why did they say, anything which sours, or spices, or creates dema', is restrictive if a kind is mixed with its own kind, but permissive or restrictive if a kind is mixed with another kind. How is that? Sourdough from wheat which fell into wheat dough and is enough to make the latter sour, whether it would qualify to be lifted by one in 100 or not qualify to be lifted by one in 100, is forbidden. If it does not qualify to be lifted by one in 100 it is forbidden whether it is enough to make the latter sour or not enough to make sour.

This case is dealt with in the next Mishnah.

The criterion of whether it

The House of Shammai made it as if swollen.

Since the matter makes sour, they add the amount of CO₂ generated to arrive at the volume of a chicken egg. The commentaries read "like an apple", referring to Terumot 10:2. But that Halakhah contradicts the position of the House of Shamai.
There, we have stated: "Dyers’ water disables a miqweh by three log but not by a change in color." Abba, the son of Rav Nahman, said, the words of Rebbi Meir because it is visibly drawn. Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Abba: Rebbi Meir’s parallels that of the House of Shammai. Just as the House of Shammai say because of souring it makes sour, so Rebbi Meir says because it is visibly drawn.

97 Mishnah Miqwa’ot 7:3. The statement there is in the name of R. Yose. The Yerushalmi concludes from there that R. Meir, the presumed author of anonymous statements, disagrees and holds that a miqweh is disabled if colored water changes its appearance, irrespective of the amount poured in. The general rule is that a miqweh must contain 40 seah of natural water and that 3 log (=1/8 seah) of poured water make it ineffective to remove impurity; cf. Terumot 4, Note 112; 10, Note 139.

98 If the color is visible, everybody knows that it is not rain water or water from a spring.

99 The rising dough makes it clear that a souring agent is present.

So far something to which prohibition and impurity apply. What is the rule if impurity applies but not prohibition?

100 Since there is a question only following the House of Shammai and R. Meir but practice follows the House of Hillel and R. Yose, it is not answered.
If he took from it\textsuperscript{101} for another place to make it sour, both are forbidden. If he added to the first [dough] and made it insignificant\textsuperscript{102}, the main object will be derivative and the derivative the main object. "Heave sourdough which fell into a dough and was lifted, if the dough became sour afterwards, is permitted\textsuperscript{103}. Similarly, if a heave fig fell into 100 [figs], one was lifted, and afterwards the heave was recognized, should it be permitted? There, the prohibited [dough] was not identified; here, the prohibited [fig] is identified\textsuperscript{104}.

\textsuperscript{101} From the dough containing heave or 'orlah sourdough.
\textsuperscript{102} He added profane flour in error so that now the heave or 'orlah component is less than the threshold for insignificance, and in addition the sourdough is no longer active; then the original dough will be permitted, the secondary would still be forbidden.
\textsuperscript{103} Tosephta \textit{Terumot} 8:11. The sourdough was inactive when heave was lifted; the scenario does not contradict the Mishnah here.
\textsuperscript{104} Lifting is invalidated if the true heave is recognized.

\textbf{Mishnah 7:} Permissive or restrictive if a kind is mixed with another kind, how is that? If groats\textsuperscript{105} were cooked with lentils, if they can be tasted, whether they would qualify to be lifted by one in 100 or not qualify to be lifted by one in 100, are forbidden. If they cannot be tasted,
whether they would qualify to be lifted by one in 100 or not qualify to be lifted by one in 100, are permitted.

105 Broken grain kernels or broken beans. In our case, these are presumed to be heave, the lentils profane. "Forbidden" and "permitted" refer to laymen who might eat from the cooked dish.

Halakhah 4: Rebbi Jonah asked, why did we [not] state: If groats were cooked with rice? Our Mishnah follows him who holds that what gives a bad taste is permitted. But even he who holds that what gives a bad taste is permitted, here he will agree that it is forbidden.

106 For some reason he thinks that groats enhance the taste of lentils but spoil the taste of rice.

107 He would restrict the Mishnah to cases where the taste of the forbidden admixture is an improvement.

108 In the cases enumerated in Mishnah 4, what makes sour, or spicy, or induces dema', any taste will make forbidden, whether good or bad.
If heave groats fell into profane lentils and can be tasted, if he added\(^{109}\) profane lentils they become permitted. How much does he have to add? A disagreement between Rebbi and Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose. In the opinion of Rebbi, one says until he adds for all of them\(^{110}\). In the opinion of Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose, one says until he adds corresponding to what fell in\(^ {111}\). If groats\(^ {112}\) were cooked with profane lentils and cannot be tasted, if he added profane groats, this kind awakes its own to make it forbidden\(^ {113}\). But this should not be stronger than libation wine! As you say\(^ {114}\) regarding libation wine, you disregard what is permitted; if what is forbidden can be tasted it is forbidden, otherwise it is permitted\(^ {115}\). Here you disregard what is permitted; if what is forbidden can be tasted it is forbidden, otherwise it is permitted. That means, if he added groats, the heave is permitted\(^ {116}\).

---

109 By accident. It is assumed that the dish was cooked again and now the groats cannot be tasted.

110 Lentils and groats.

111 He must have added lentils that the groats could not be tasted had they been cooked with the added lentils alone, in contrast to Rebbi who requires that the new lentils also must obliterate the taste the old lentils had acquired from the groats.

112 Of heave.

113 Since food of one kind cannot become insignificant in its own kind unless the permitted part is 100 (or 200) times the forbidden one, it is assumed that the dish now is dema' if the lentils are less than 100 times the combined, heave and profane, groats.

114 This is detailed in Halakhah 7.

115 Wine used for pagan libations is forbidden for all use; a small libation poured from an container makes the entire contents of the container into libation wine. Then it is ruled that if libation wine fell into a dish which was
prepared with wine, one estimates whether the forbidden libation wine alone would have been enough to impart the taste of wine to the entire dish. If that is the case, the dish is forbidden; otherwise it is permitted even though actually the wine can still be tasted.

If he added profane groats, the original heave groats become insignificant being less than 1 in 100. The Rome ms. reads: That means, if he added heave groats it is forbidden. This is a trivial statement.

**Mishnah 8:** If profane sourdough fell into dough, enough to cause souring, and afterwards sourdough of heave or of vineyard *kilaim* fell into it, also enough to cause souring, the dough is forbidden.\(^{117}\)

**Mishnah 9:** If profane sourdough fell into dough and caused it to become sour when afterwards sourdough of heave or of vineyard *kilaim* fell into it, enough to cause souring, the dough is forbidden but Rebbi Simeon permits it.\(^{118}\)

---

\(^{117}\) Even though the dough also would have risen without the forbidden sourdough, the fact that it could have been used without the profane sourdough activates the rule of Mishnah 4.

\(^{118}\) R. Simeon holds that the forbidden dough does not do anything and should be treated by the 1 in 100 (or
200) rule as if it were inert. The anonymous majority hold that this case is not different from that of the preceding Mishnah.

Halakhah 5: Hanania\(^{119}\) stated in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The first Mishnah also is in disagreement\(^{120}\). Rebbi Jonah said, we hold to say that they disagree when each one is full strength and the profane sourdough fell in first. But if the heave sourdough fell in first, the dough already became sour.

\(^{119}\) He might be R. Hananiah, the colleague of the rabbis.

\(^{120}\) The two Mishnaiot are really one and the statement of R. Simeon refers to both of them.

\(^{121}\) Everything that can be tasted is forbidden, whether it spoils or improves, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Simeon says, if it improves it is
forbidden, if it spoils it is permitted." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, in what do they disagree? If it first improved but then spoiled. But if it spoiled and later improved, even Rebbi Meir will agree. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no difference whether it improved and spoiled or spoiled and improved, it is the disagreement. There, we have stated: "If barley grains fell into a cistern of water, even though they made it stink, the water is permitted." What is the status of that Mishnah? Rebbi Johanan said it is a disagreement; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said it is the opinion of everybody. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said this tradition here: Rebbi Johanan said it is a disagreement; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said it is the opinion of everybody.

121 This is from Terumot 10:2, explained there in Notes 20-25.

Rebbi Jonah said; the statement of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is necessary since we wanted to say that they disagree when each one is full strength and the profane sourdough fell in first. But if the heave sourdough fell in first, the dough already became sour. Even if profane sourdough fell in first, it is considered that first it improved and then spoiled. Rebbi Jonah came back to this and said, that woman will not
make it thoroughly sour\textsuperscript{124}, she will leave a little bit. That little bit should be considered as if it first improved and then spoiled. That is difficult, if it improved and did not spoil, is that nothing\textsuperscript{125}?

122 The anonymous Tanna and R. Simeon in Mishnah 8.

123 In the end, there is too much sourdough which cannot but reduce the quality of the bread.

124 A full portion of sourdough will be at the lower limit of what is necessary to thoroughly leaven the dough.

125 In that case, because of the doubt R. Simeon should agree with the anonymous Tanna that the heave sourdough is active and makes the entire bread \textit{dema}'. Therefore, the opinion of R. Simeon ben Laqish is irrelevant here; the statement of R. Johanan, that R. Simeon also disagrees in Mishnah 8, has to be rejected.

Rebbi Jonah asked: What is the difference if it improved from both of them or spoiled from both of them? If it improved from both of them, it is forbidden\textsuperscript{126}. If it spoiled from both of them, it is permitted. Rebbi Mana said, if it improved from both of them, you consider [the permitted]\textsuperscript{127} as non-existent; the forbidden is enough to make it forbidden\textsuperscript{128}. If it spoiled from both of them, you consider the permitted as non-existent; the forbidden is not enough to make it forbidden.

126 In the Babli (\textit{Pesahim} 27a/b, \textit{Sanhedrin} 80a, \textit{Avodah Zarah} 49a, \textit{Hulin} 58a, \textit{Temurah} 31a) this premiss is questioned and the final determination is that anything caused by two agents, one permitted and the other forbidden, is permitted. In the Yerushalmi, this is accepted only if no agent alone could
have caused the result; cf. Mishnah 11.  128 By Mishnah 5, since it acts to improve.

Missing in the texts but implied by the parallel in the next sentence.

Mishnah 10: Spices, two or three names from one kind, or [one name for] three are forbidden and combine. Rebbi Simeon says, two or three names from one kind, or two kinds of the same name, do not combine.

129 Of heave, ‘orlah, etc. Zarah 66b). Maimonides brings as example different sorts of cardamum which are never sold together.

130 For example black, white, and long pepper (Rashi, Sabbath 89b, Avodah).

Halakhah 6: We understand two names for one kind. But two kinds of one name? Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: They taught this about sweeteners.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, there are three kinds of imparting taste. Anything a common person tastes and says, this dish is not missing anything, if it fell in, it may improve the taste but is permitted\textsuperscript{131}. Even if he says, this dish contains spice x, when it spoils the taste it is permitted. But if a professional tastes it and says, this dish contains spice x\textsuperscript{132}, when it spoils the taste it is forbidden.

\textsuperscript{131} Since the person who is not a professional cook or food taster finds the dish perfect, the later addition of forbidden spice either does not add anything; then it will be permitted if it is less than $\frac{1}{100}$ (or $\frac{1}{200}$) of the whole; or it will spoil the taste and be permitted outright.

\textsuperscript{132} But a non-professional would not taste it and for him the additional spice might improve the taste, the addition is not considered spoiling and is forbidden in the most minute amount.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, all forbidden [food] is estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks\textsuperscript{133}. That is, anything usually estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks. Anything which is not usually estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks, how do you estimate it? How do you estimate cumin?
Rebbi Yudan said, did not Rebbi Abbahu say in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, they taught this about sweeteners? Since sweeteners usually are estimated as if they were onion or leeks, one estimates them as if they were onion or leeks. All other forbidden [foods], since they are not usually estimated as if they were onion or leeks one estimates in their kinds. Cumin one estimates by its kind\textsuperscript{134}.

Rebbi Mana did not say so but: Did not Rebbi Abbahu say in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, they taught this about sweeteners? Since sweeteners all taste the same, they are estimated as if they were onion, as if they were leeks. All other forbidden [foods], since they do not taste the same one does not estimate them as if they were onion, as if they were leeks. Cumin is a problem\textsuperscript{135}.

\textsuperscript{133} Cf. Terumot 10:1, Notes 8-12; Babli Hulin 97b. Any foodstuffs usually estimated as if they were onion, as if they were leeks, are ingredients for cooking. Things not usually estimated as if they were onion, as if they were leeks, such as cumin, are used on top of bread or dishes. The problem is that one may not taste the dish or bread because it contains a forbidden substance and might be forbidden.

\textsuperscript{134} Since usually one does not use forbidden cumin, one will know how much to take to induce the flavor of cumin in the finished product.

\textsuperscript{135} In the absence of standards for judging, it remains forbidden.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One does not whip for anything imparting taste until he tasted the forbidden thing itself. Rebbi Hama bar Yose objected before Rebbi Johanan: There is meat in milk, where he did not taste the forbidden thing itself and you say that he is whipped! He accepted that. What means, he accepted that? Like a person who listens to the argument of the opposing party he accepted it.

From here to the end of the Halakhah, the text is also in Nazir 6:1 (fol. 54d).

A person eating forbidden food cannot be criminally prosecuted unless he ate at least the volume of an olive of the forbidden substance. Taste makes a mixture forbidden but not criminally.

A student of R. Hoshiaia, Amora of the early second generation in Galilee.

If meat is cooked in milk and then the meat is removed, the person drinking the milk is criminally liable even though he did not eat from the meat.

He did not find it necessary to respond since he has his own argument. The question is obviously invalid since the milk is as strictly forbidden as is the meat since milk and meat are treated as parallels in the verses.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One does not whip for anything imparting taste except imparting taste for the nazir. Rebbi Zeira said, one does not whip for anything imparting taste until he tasted the forbidden thing itself except the nazir even if he did not taste the forbidden thing itself. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, for food imparting taste what is forbidden and what is permitted are not combined, but for the nazir forbidden and permitted do combine. A baraita supports one and a baraita supports the other. A baraita supports Rebbi Zeira: If wine in the volume of an olive fell into a dish and he ate from it, he cannot be prosecuted unless he ate the entire dish. In the opinion of Rebbi Abba bar Mamal, if he ate the volume of an olive from it he is guilty. A baraita supports Rebbi Abba bar Mamal: "What do we understand when it is said (Num. 6:3): 'Anything in which grapes were soaked he should not eat'? What did the verse leave out that was not said? But
since it was said (Num. 6:4): 'anything made from the wine-vine, from seeds to grape skins he should not eat;' (Num. 6:3) ‘from wine and liquor he shall abstain.’ Why does the verse say ‘anything in which grapes were soaked he should not eat’? That means that if he soaked grapes and then soaked his bread in that, if it adds up to the volume of an olive, he is guilty. From here you argue about all prohibitions of the Torah. Since for all that comes from the vine, whose prohibition is neither permanent, nor a prohibition of usufruct, and whose prohibition can be lifted, He made taste like the thing itself; is it not logical that for all prohibitions of the Torah, whose prohibition is permanent, is a prohibition of usufruct, and whose prohibition cannot be lifted, that we treat taste like the thing itself? From here, the Sages inferred that everything imparting taste is forbidden.” This is difficult for Rebbi Zeira who says everywhere "unless he tasted", and here he says, "even if he did not taste."

141 Num. 6.
142 R. Zeira takes the statements of R. Abbahu in this and the preceding paragraph as one. A similar interpretation in Babli Pesahim 43b, Nazir 35b.
143 Since nobody can be punished for eating less than the volume of an olive of a forbidden substance, this is his interpretation of the statements of R. Abbahu.
144 A nazir.
145 A shortened version in Sifry Num. 23, a short reference to the argument is in Babli Pesahim 44a/b.
146 The amount of water soaked up by the bread.
147 It is forbidden only for the nazir and only for a period of time specified at the beginning.
148 The vow of a nazir can be annulled just as any other vow can be annulled.
149 At least one of these categories applies to any food prohibition in the Torah.
The principle formulated is divine for the nazir and rabbinic for all other prohibitions.

The forbidden food itself.

Mishnah 10: If profane and heave sourdoughs fell into a dough and neither one alone could have soured it but they combined and made it sour, Rebbi Eliezer said I am going after the last one but the Sages say whether the forbidden fell first or last it does not make forbidden unless it alone could make it sour.

Mishnah 11: Yoezer from Bira was one of Shammai’s students. He said, I asked Rabban Gamliel when he was standing at the Eastern
gate and he said, it does not make forbidden unless it alone could make it sour.

155 Nothing more is known about him. During the first decades of the current era, Hillel's grandson.

156 The head of the Synhedrion during the first decades of the current era, Hillel's grandson.

157 Of the Temple enclosure.

Halakhah 7: There, we have stated: "Libation wine is forbidden and makes forbidden in the most minute amount." Hizqiah said, if somebody mixed a cup from forbidden and from permitted [wine], if the forbidden fell in last it makes it forbidden, permitted at the end makes it permitted. Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, this follows Rebbi Eliezer, as Rebbi Eliezer said, I am going after the last one. Rebbi Jeremiah said,
this is a stringency about libation wine. Rebbi Yose asked, if it were a
stringency about libation wine, even if the permitted fell in last it should
be forbidden! Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If somebody
mixed a cup from forbidden and from permitted [wine], one considers the
permitted as nonexistent; if the forbidden does impart taste it is
forbidden, otherwise permitted. Rebbi Hoshia said, only if the permitted
fell in last. Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Johanan, it does not
make any difference whether the forbidden fell in first and the permitted
last or the permitted first and the forbidden last, even water and wine,
even if it was mixed perfectly from permitted, one considers the
permitted as nonexistent; if the forbidden does impart taste it is forbidden,
otherwise permitted. Rebbi Zeira said, that which you say and everybody
stated, how can this be? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun, Rebbi Abbahu in
the name of Rebbi Johanan, if a flask of libation wine fell into an
amphora of wine and then it fell into a water cistern, one considers the
permitted as nonexistent; if it can be tasted it is forbidden, otherwise
permitted.

158 Mishnah Avodah Zarah 5:11. The entire Halakhah is from Avodah
Zarah 5:11, fol. 45a; the parallel in Babli Avodah Zarah 73a/b.
159 Cf. Note 115.
160 This seems to contradict the Mishnah just quoted.
161 R. Jeremiah's position is impossible.
162 Mixed wine always contains wine and water; the amount of
prohibited wine must be so small as not to give taste to the mixing water.
163 In that case, the prohibited was already insignificant in the water when
the permitted fell in; nothing is changed.
164 If one speaks about mixing cups, it is most unlikely that any ever would
be permitted under these rules.
165 It was immediately fished out; the amphora will be forbidden as
libation wine.

166 The water. In the Babli, *Avodah Zarah* 73a/b, both in the printed version and in the Sephardic ms. published by S. Abramson, the disagreement between Hizqiah and R. Johanan is about libation wine which fell into a water cistern and then a flask of water fell into the cistern and was fished out. The Ashkenazic version of the Munich ms. speaks of libation and permitted wine which fell into a water cistern; a scenario compatible with the statement of R. Abbahu.

So far when they fell in one after the other. What can one say if they fell together? Rebbi Eleazar said, let us hear from the following:167:
"When is the leavened matter of Samaritans permitted after Passover? Of private persons after three weekly bakings, of city bakers after three days, of rural bakers after three baking loads. Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, even when they said of private persons after three weekly bakings, if he was an important personality or he married off his son, if he baked three loads one after the other it is permitted. And even when they said of city bakers after three days, if he was under pressure and baked three loads one after the other it is permitted." It was stated: "Rebbi Simeon says even when they said of rural bakers after three baking loads, it is forbidden at least three days since in the morning he prepares sourdough for the entire day." Does the second dough not become sour from forbidden and permitted? And Rebbi Jeremiah said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, who is the Tanna of the leavened matter of Samaritans? Rebbi Eliezer! And Rebbi Yose said to Rebbi Hanina Eyntanaya: Do you remember that you and Rebbi Jeremiah said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, who is the Tanna of the leavened matter of Samaritans? Rebbi Eliezer! But we do not say so, since Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, they treated leavened matter of Samaritans following Rebbi Eliezer. In addition from the following: Rebbi Hanina said, my father Rebbi Abbahu had a case; he sent to Rebbi Hiyya, Rebbi Assi, and Rebbi Ammi, and they instructed him according to Rebbi Eliezer. Would they instruct according to an isolated opinion? But it is that they treated leavened matter of Samaritans following Rebbi Eliezer.

167 Tosephta Pesahim 2:1. matter which was in the possession of a
168 In current practice, leavened Jew during Passover is forever for
bidden for any use. This is a matter of considerable controversy among talmudic authorities [Pesahim 2:2 (fol. 28d), Babli Pesahim 28a/b]. Since Samaritans are Sadducees, they do not follow rabbinic rules and since for them the prohibition of leavened matter after Passover is not biblical, they do not accept it. A Samaritan might use leavened matter somehow kept from before Passover (even though it is difficult to see how that could be done legally without violating the prohibition contained in Ex. 13:7).

169 Because everybody needs bread after Passover, he will bake several loads the day after Passover. Once he has prepared three loads, one may assume that all sourdough still in his possession from before Passover is used up. This is the principle in all cases.

170 Tosephta Pesahim 2:2. R. Simeon disagrees with R. Simeon ben Eleazar and holds that sourdough is not made more than once a day; therefore, a three day waiting period is required under all circumstances. On the other hand, we will allow bread for any professional baker after three days.

171 Here starts the argument. Since sourdough for the second day is made from matter left over from the first day when forbidden dough had been mixed with permitted new flour, is it not as if forbidden and permitted were taken together at the same moment? (The same could be said for the third day.)

172 If R. Eliezer says we go after the last one, he must hold that even if the forbidden dough fell simultaneously with the permitted it qualifies as "last" and makes everything forbidden.

173 This is rabbinic practice which does not logically follow from general principles; it does not prove anything for heave, 'orlah, and vineyard kilaim.

Rebbi Mana said before Rebbi Yose: What do you say, there practice follows Rebbi Eliezer; does practice here follow Rebbi Eliezer? He said to him, for everything?
There is leavened matter of the vineyard _kilaim_. The answer is Samaritans, _here_ are heave, _'orlah_, and negative.

Mishnah 13: If vessels were oiled first with impure oil and then with pure, or first with pure and then with impure, Rebbi Eliezer says I am going after the first, but the Sages say after the last.

According to Maimonides, vessels which cannot become impure, such as stone vessels or flat wood or flat clay. It is difficult to see why these should be oiled. According to R. Simson, as well as most moderns, one speaks of leather goods, such as water skins, which have to be oiled. The leather goods become impure but they can be purified by immersion; after they have been dried, the impure oil absorbed in the leather has no influence (unless the leather becomes wet and some impure oil starts to ooze out. Tosephta _Terumot_ 8:15.)

Which is cheaper than pure oil.

If the oiled leather becomes wet, R. Eliezer holds that the substance massaged in first is excreted first, but the Sages hold that it is the substance massaged in last. If the pure oil remains pure one has to assume that the leather was perfectly dried between first and second oiling since when wet, the most minute amount of impure oil will make impure all pure oil in contact with it.

Halakkah 8: What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? The first pushes the last out.
The oil rubbed in first fills the leather, the second rubbing is essentially without continuing influence; if the leather vessel is immersed in the *miqweh* the later oil is washed away.

The Gaon of Wilna, followed by S. Lieberman, wants to emend the text and read יט"ו מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ"א מ, meaning that oiling leather a second time pushes the first oil out at the other side. This interpretation is explicitly rejected in the Halakhah and the emendation is contradicted by the next paragraph.

Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Eliezer said the same thing. As we have stated there: "In a narrow-mouthed flask he dips and takes it out normally. Rebbi Jehudah says, for the first sprinkling.

Just as Rebbi Jehudah said the first pushes out the last, so here Rebbi Eliezer said the first pushes out the last.

The flask contains water, with some ashes of the red cow, drawn for the express purpose of dipping into it a branch of hyssop and sprinkling the water on the hyssop leaves on a person or things impure by the impurity of the dead (*Num. 19*).

R. Jehudah holds that the narrow neck will squeeze the hyssop so that the second time some water drops on the narrow neck will get on the hyssop and the second sprinkling will not all be from the new immersion of the hyssop, which for him makes the sprinkling invalid. It follows that "the first pushes out the last" means: The first makes the second inoperative.
So far if he rubbed in on one side and found on the other side\textsuperscript{178}. If he rubbed on this side and found on the same side\textsuperscript{181}, what does Rebbi Eliezer say? Let us hear from the following which Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Not only a flask but also a bowl\textsuperscript{182}; and Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Eliezer said the same thing. Can you say there, if he rubbed in on one side and found on the other side? No, if he rubbed on this side and found on the same side. Here also, if he rubbed on this side and found on the same side.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{178} After the second rubbing had dried and the leather was immersed in a \textit{miqweh} and dried, oil was again found on the oiled surface. This is a more likely occurrence.
\item \textsuperscript{181} R. Jehudah will never permit using hyssop more than once in the sprinkling ceremony since some drops from the first dipping will remain. The narrow-necked flask was only mentioned for the anonymous majority who will permit repeated use even under these circumstances.
\end{itemize}

\textit{Mishnah 14:} Sourdough of heave and vineyard \textit{kilaim} which fell into dough and neither one of them is enough to make it sour but they...
combined and made sour, it is forbidden for lay people but permitted for Cohanim. Rebbi Simeon says, it is permitted for lay people and Cohanim.  

182 This is a parallel to the disagreement between the majority and R. Simeon in Mishnah 10. The majority permits the dough to Cohanim by an analogy to Mishnah 11, where they hold that heave sourdough makes a dough forbidden to lay persons only if it is enough to sour the entire dough.

Mishnah 15: If spices of heave and vineyard kilaim fell into a pot and neither one of them is enough to spice it but they combine and spice it, it is forbidden for lay people but permitted for Cohanim. Rebbi Simeon permits for lay people and Cohanim.

Halakhah 9: 183"If sourdough of heave and Sabbatical produce fell into dough and neither one of them is enough to make it sour but they combine and make sour, it is forbidden for lay people but permitted for Cohanim. Rebbi Simeon permits to lay people and Cohanim. If either one of them is enough to make it sour and they combined and made sour, it is forbidden for lay people and Cohanim. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon permits to lay people."
183 Tosephta Terumot 8:13. There, the authority permitting the dish to lay people is R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon. One has to assume that for the anonymous majority, but not for R. Simeon, the finished bread is Sabbatical.

184 In the Tosephta: "It is forbidden for Cohanim." It is not necessary to say that it is forbidden to lay people. "Forbidden" as applied to Sabbatical produce may mean either that when nothing is left for the wild animals on the fields, it can only be used as unprocessed food, or it is made from aftergrowth which is forbidden according to everybody except possibly Rebbi Simeon.

Halakhah 10: Rebbi Abbahu said, Rebbi Johanan asked: What is the difference between heave with regard to lay people and Sabbatical produce with regard to Cohanim? Heave for lay people is forbidden; is Sabbatical produce for Cohanim permitted? Rebbi Johanan came back and said, explain it that heave sourdough fell in first; the Sabbatical produce did only spoil.

185 In the two cases outlined in Note 184, the prohibition also applies to Cohanim.

186 Then for R. Simeon the addition of Sabbatical sourdough did not change its status; Cohanim may disregard the Sabbatical prohibitions for the bread made with oversour dough.
Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon follows his father’s argument. What is his father’s argument? Just as Rebbi Simeon said anything which spoils the taste is permitted, so Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon said anything which spoils the taste is permitted. Rebbi Abba Mari said, what is his father’s argument? Just as Rebbi Simeon said all aftergrowth is permitted, so Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon said all aftergrowth is permitted. But Rebbi Simeon said that only about aftergrowth of vegetables; did he say that for aftergrowth of grains? He established that aftergrowth of vegetables and aftergrowth of grains are the same.

187 Mishnah Ṣevi’it 9:1, restricted to R. Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon. “field vegetables.”

The rabbis of Caesarea said, in one respect he follows his father’s argument, in one the argument of the Sages. His father’s argument, that anything which spoils the taste is permitted. The argument of the Sages, that [different] names combine.

189 They reject R. Johanan’s explanation that the heave sourdough fell in first since this is not indicated in the Tosephta. In the second Tosephta of Halakhah 9, he follows his father since a double portion of sourdough certainly has some spoiling effect. He does not follow his father in the first since he holds with the Sages that heave and Sabbatical sourdoughs will combine.
Mishnah 16: If a piece of most holy meat\(^{190}\), of *piggul\(^{191}\)*, or of leftover meat\(^{192}\), was cooked with [other] pieces, they are forbidden for lay persons and permitted\(^{193}\) for Cohanim. Rebbi Simeon permits for lay persons and Cohanim.

190 From those sacrifices which must be eaten by Cohanim within the Temple precinct.
191 Sacrifices slaughtered with the intent to eat from them after their allotted time.
192 Sacrificial meat left after the allotted time for consumption, when it had been intended that all should be consumed within the legal time limit.
193 They are permitted only if either the forbidden pieces were less than \(\frac{1}{60}\) (or, according to the Yerushalmi, \(\frac{1}{100}\)) of the permitted or, if they were recognizably another type of meat, were taken out, and did not impart taste. Since *piggul* and leftovers are automatically impure, all this meat is impure and, if permitted at all, is permitted to pure and impure persons alike. According to Maimonides, it may be permitted to Cohanim since for them the prohibition is that of a simple crime whereas for lay persons it would be an offense punishable by extirpation. For R. Simeon, forbidden is forbidden; the severity of the crime should not make any difference and if the meat becomes insignificant as food it becomes insignificant for other prohibitions. He also will not add most holy meat and leftovers as one, but is satisfied if each category alone becomes insignificant in the permitted meat.

Halakhah 11: It was stated: "Of *piggul*, leftovers, or holy sacrifices.\(^{194}\)"
There is a version of Mishnah The admissibility of that version is discussed next.

Rebbi Jonah said, one did not say "simply holy sacrifices." Are piggul and leftovers not after sprinkling as before sprinkling? It mentions only piggul and leftovers, things which sprinkling does not permit, together with most holy sacrifices. Therefore, for simply holy sacrifices, which are permitted after sprinkling, one never can whip because of laity. Rebbi Yose said, did one not say "simply holy sacrifices?" Are piggul and leftovers not after sprinkling as before sprinkling? Why were piggul and leftovers mentioned, not to exclude simply holy sacrifices after sprinkling? Therefore, before sprinkling when simply holy sacrifices are forbidden, lay persons will be whipped for [eating] them. Rebbi Avun said, a baraita supports Rebbi Yose: "(Deut. 12:17) ‘Your dedications’, thanksgiving and well-being sacrifices, if one ate of them before sprinkling he is whipped."
195 All sacrifices are forbidden for everybody, and for the altar, before the blood of the animal was sprinkled on the walls of the altar. After sprinkling, the parts destined for the altar may be burned, and the meat eaten according to the rules applying to the different categories of sacrifices. Taking of the meat after sprinkling is no longer larceny.

The mention of "leftovers" here is because "piggul and leftovers" are always mentioned together; it has no place here because leftovers are created only after the fact. But piggul refers to an invalid sacrificing, and that defect cannot be remedied by anything.

196 Not even before sprinkling when the meat is forbidden for everybody.

197 He disagrees with R. Jonah.

198 Sifry Deut. 72, Babli Makkot 17a; in both cases after an argument why the verse as it stands is redundant and has to be interpreted. In the Babli, the statement appears in the name of R. Simeon; in Sifry it is anonymous but states only "he violated a prohibition."

Mishnah 17: Most holy meat and simply holy meat that was cooked with meat of desire\textsuperscript{199} is forbidden to impure persons and permitted to pure\textsuperscript{200}.

199 Profane meat; the expression alludes to Deut. 12:20.

200 According to Maimonides, there are two cases here. Either that most holy meat (to be eaten by Cohanim in the Temple precinct) and simply holy meat (to be eaten by any pure person in the city of the sanctuary) were cooked together; they may be eaten by pure Cohanim in the Temple precinct. Or if simply holy meat was cooked with meat of desire, it can be eaten by any pure person in the city of the sanctuary, and there are no theoretical questions connected with this Mishnah.

In the opinion of R. Simson and R.
Isaac Simponti, Mishnah 17 is the direct continuation of Mishnah 16 and it is still assumed that the most holy meat is less than 1/60 of the meat permitted to pure laymen. For them, the only difference from the preceding Mishnah is that R. Simeon does not disagree since for him, most holy and simply holy are both called "holy", are one name, and do combine, just as great heave and heave of the tithe are both "heave" and do combine.

Halakhah 12: Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, following the disagreement; Rebbi Johanan said, the opinion of everybody. It is difficult for Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, do we not say that for everybody the expressions of heave do combine201? And here, the expressions of impurity and laity should combine! Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follows what Bar Qappara stated: "If pieces of holy [meat], of piggul, or of leftovers were cooked with [profane] pieces, Rebbi Simeon permits202 but the Sages forbid."

201 Cf. Note 8.
202 He must hold that impurity is irrelevant here and the prohibition of laity does not apply to piggul or leftovers since these are also forbidden to Cohanim.
Mishnah 1: Cloth dyed with 'orlah shells¹ should be burned². If it became mixed up with others, all should be burned, the words of Rebbi Meir³; but the Sages said, it should be lifted by one in 200.

1 For example, walnut shells and pomegranate skin; cf. Mishnah Ševi'it 7:3.
2 Since 'orlah is forbidden for all usufruct, any product obtained by using 'orlah is also forbidden.
3 R. Meir holds that anything sold by the piece is important and cannot become insignificant (Mishnah 7); the Sages hold that anything forbidden for usufruct becomes insignificant if it is less than half a percent of the total, except for a very limited list of items. In order to avoid having monetary gain from forbidden things, an amount of cloth equal in size to the forbidden piece has to be taken out and burned. For the notion of lifting, cf. Terumot 4, Note 64.

מלכאת א: לנד שיקפי בקפיליפ ארולה ילקם חול. חהיב ואוכלו ארולה איה פרחי. אית חגי תני בכומך לפורי. איה חגי תני שעולה את פוריה. קמא דאמר עברת איה פורי קפיליפ ברעניים במשמע. קמא דאמר בכומך לפורי קפיליפ במשמע לעא ברעניים. ברעניים מהנים. כיני סופק דמי איה פוריו בכומך לפורי. איה דבלי נישמאעיא מיך קמא. ואוכלו ארולה איה פוריו דברatee.
Halakhah 1: "Cloth dyed with 'orlah shells should be burned," etc. It is written (Lev. 19:23): "You shall treat its foreskin with its fruit as foreskin." Some Tannaim state: What is close to the fruit. Some Tannaim state: What envelopes the fruit. He who says what envelopes the fruit, understands shells and pits. He who says what is close to the fruit understands shells but not pits. From where pits? You must finally conclude that "its fruit" means "What touches its fruit." Some want to understand it from here: "You shall treat its foreskin with its fruit as foreskin," anything which envelopes its fruit or its fruit envelopes it.

4 The problem is the word 'ורלה. It seems that the verse would be perfect without it, Ṭerlah anc מיר "you shall treat its fruit as foreskin."

5 The foreskin is an envelope around the male organ which has the shape of a solid cylinder. In the opinion of this Tanna, usually a fruit has the shape of a torus, bounded at the outside by the shell or skin and at the inside by the pit. Therefore, the envelope of the fruit must have two parts, an inner and an outer one, and "envelope" designates the union of both. "Foreskin" as applied to fruits is only a metaphor since human foreskin is considered as a cylindrical shell bounded at the inside by the urinary duct.

7 Since practice includes pits, where is a hint of the inclusion found in the biblical text?

8 This is the opinion of the Babli (Berakhot 36b).

9 The definition of the envelope in Note 5 is natural for modern mathematics. For Euclidean mathematics, for which all geometric figures are compact and connected [cf. H. Guggenheimer, The Axioms of Betweenness in Euclid, Dialectica 31(1977) 187-192], the two-sheeted hyperboloid is composed of two separate surfaces. Therefore, in the spirit of the times the reformulation is appropriate.

The discussion here is hinted at in
Ma'aserot 4:6, Note 88. The Amora quoted there, Samuel, is known as strict adherent of Ptolemaic astronomy but it seems that in the quote, he prefers the modern formulation (Note 5) to the classical. This fits with his acceptance of infinite decimal expansions as numbers (Demay 7:8, Note 104).

The text from here to Note 44 is also in Pesahim 2:1, fol. 28c; the parallel in the Babli is Pesahim 21b-23a. The discussion is about the prohibition of usufruct of 'orlah fruits. In the Babli, R. Eleazar is not mentioned.

10 The text from here to Note 44 is also in Pesahim 2:1, fol. 28c; the parallel in the Babli is Pesahim 21b-23a. The discussion is about the prohibition of usufruct of 'orlah fruits.
11 In the Babli, R. Eleazar is not mentioned.
12 Singular or plural.
13 The verse ends: You shall throw it to the dog. Why is it necessary to permit torn limbs as dog food? R. Eleazar argues that this shows that without such permission the limb would be forbidden for all usufruct.
14 In the Babli (Pesahim 21b), Hizqiah accepts the statement of R. Eleazar only for the passive formulation; later (Note 31) this is clarified to be the position of Hizqiah and R. Johanan in a second version. In this first version, Hizqiah must hold that an inference from a verse is only
valid if there is no second verse leading to the same result. The theoretical basis is the recognition that the legal texts in the Torah are incomplete and sometimes contradictory as a system. In addition, it is held that words do not change their meaning in legal contexts. Therefore, a mechanism of translation of the Torah text into a coherent and reasonably complete system must exist. The rule appealed to by Hizqiah is one of the translation rules; cf. H. Guggenheimer, *Logical Problems in Jewish Tradition*, in: Ph. Longworth (ed.), *Confrontations with Judaism* (London 1966) pp. 171-196.

Since here the torn limb and the carcass both lead to the same argument, one of them would be superfluous and, therefore, both must be needed for other inferences. The argument of R. Eleazar is refuted.

But is it not written (Lev. 7:23): "Any fat of cattle, sheep, or goats you shall not eat"? Do you not have to understand the prohibition of usufruct from the prohibition of eating? There is a difference, for it is written (Lev. 7:24): "But fat of a carcass and fat of a torn animal". But is it not written (Deut. 12:16): "Only the blood"? There is a difference, for it is written: "You shall pour it on the ground like water." Since water is permitted for use, so blood is permitted for use. But is it not written (Gen. 32:33): "Therefore, the Children of Israel do not eat the sinew of the sciatic muscle"? Rebbi Abbahu said, I explained it by the sinew of a
carcass or a torn animal. But is it not written (Lev. 23:14): "Bread, parched or fresh grains you shall not eat"? Rebbi Abba Mari the brother of Rebbi Yose said there is a difference since the verse fixed a time for it. But is it not written (Lev. 11:42): "Do not eat them for they are abominations"? Rebbi Mana said, that excludes their prohibition of usufruct.

"But fat of a carcass and fat of a torn animal may be used for any work, only you shall not eat it." This paragraph discusses verses which present a difficulty for R. Eleazar.

In the opinion of the Babli, Pesahim 23a, the verse is needed to permit any use of profane fat since otherwise one would argue that since fat is forbidden for humans but required for the altar, fat of animals unfit for the altar should be permitted for use in the Temple but forbidden for profane use. In the Sifra (Zaw Paraša 10), the argument of the Babli is attributed to R. Yose the Galilean; R. Aqiba concludes that fat of domesticated animals is not food and not subject to the impurity of food.

In the opinion of the Yerushalmi, since some fat is permitted for unrestricted use, no fat can be forbidden for usufruct in the absence of an explicit verse. For Hizqiah, this is a third verse that could be used for R. Eleazar's argument; nobody will contest that three parallel verses invalidate the argument. In the second version of Hizqiah's position (below, after Note 33), he needs the verse to permit use of fat for work on Temple property.

"Only the blood you shall not eat; pour it on the ground like water." The Babli, Pesahim 22b, deduces from here that animal blood is a fluid which prepares for impurity only if it is spilled on the ground (cf. Demay 2:3, Note 136). The argument of the Yerushalmi, and an argument that animal blood prepares for impurity in all cases, is in Sifry Deut. 13 and later here, in the second version of Hizqiah.

The argument is more explicit in the Babli, Pesahim 22a. R. Abbahu holds that when carcass and torn meat was permitted for the sojourner (a monotheistic Gentile adhering to the Seven Commandments observed by Noe) and the pagan, the entire animal was permitted, including the fat. Then the last paragraph of Note 15 establishes that the schiatic sinew
cannot be forbidden for usufruct.

18 "Bread, parched or fresh grains you shall not eat until that very day" referring to new grains before the 'omer ceremony.

19 The argument seems to be that

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He who makes a wound dressing from a stoned ox or from leftover sour matter after Passover cannot be whipped since its prohibition is not clear. For vineyard kilaim he is whipped since Rebbi Hanina said (Deut. 22:9): "Lest it be sanctified", lest fire should be kindled. For 'orlah it is problematic. A prescriptive commandment to remove is written, a prohibition to eat is written, a prohibition to remove it is not written.

20 Latin splenium, Greek σπληνίον, τὸ, "pad, wound dressing."

21 The Babli, Pesahim 24b, explains that one might use fat from the stoned ox to cover a wound.

The ox was stoned by order of the court because it killed humans (Ex. 21:28,29). Its meat is forbidden for usufruct; this is derived from Ex. 21:28, cf. Mekhilta Miṣpaṭim 10 (p. 282).

22 Cf. Kilaim 8:1, Note 6.

23 Since Lev. 19:23 requires that the (budding) fruit is treated as "foreskin" and the foreskin has to be removed, one may take the verse as prescribing the removal of any 'orlah fruit.

24 Last two words of Lev. 19:23. Since R. Johanan reads לא יאכל as prohibition of eating, not of usufruct, he follows his teacher Hizqiah in rejecting the argument of R. Eleazar.

25 Transgression of a prescriptive commandment is not prosecutable.
In a baraita\textsuperscript{26} one disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "What does one understand from what has been said (Ex. 21:28): 'The ox shall certainly be stoned'? Do we not know that its meat is forbidden as food\textsuperscript{27}? Then why does the verse say, 'its meat shall not be eaten'? To tell you that just as it is forbidden as food so it is forbidden for usufruct." What does Rebbi Johanan do with this? He explained it if the owners slaughtered it before sentence was pronounced\textsuperscript{28}.

\textsuperscript{26} The baraita as stated here is not found in any other source except the Yerushalmi parallels Pesahim 28c, Avodah Zarah 45b. In Mekhilta Mi\textsuperscript{27}ṣ\textsuperscript{27}aṭim 19; quoted in Babli Pesahim 22b, Qiddusin 56b, Baba Qama 41a the text explicitly notes that, since "its meat shall not be eaten" is included in the statement of the sentence to be passed by the court, only after judgment is rendered does slaughter become ineffective. This may also be the rule implied by the Yerushalmi Targum to Ex. 21:28: מָשְׁרֵיהו "it should not be slaughtered to make its flesh edible." Since the Babli follows R. Eleazar, no discussion of the prohibition of usufruct is necessary.

\textsuperscript{27} As carcass meat.

\textsuperscript{28} This statement directly contradicts the position of the Babli. R. Yohanan will hold that the prescriptive commandment to stone the ox after judgment has been passed automatically makes any slaughter invalid; that would not need a proof from the verse.

Rebbi Zeira asked before Rebbi Abbahu: Here you say so, there you say so\textsuperscript{29}? He said to him, one in the name\textsuperscript{30} of Rebbi Eleazar, one in the name of Rebbi Johanan.
29 He states contradictory theses, whether or not prohibition as food implies prohibition of usufruct. The latter is an inadvertent Babylontism characteristic of learned scribes.

30 In the parallel in Pesahim, Hebrew inschr instead of כָּשָׁר. The latter is an inadvertent Babylontism characteristic of learned scribes.

The rabbis of Caesarea, Rabbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Nowhere do you understand a prohibition of usufruct included in the prohibition of eating if it is written "do not eat". The paradigm for all cases is (Lev. 6:23): "Any purification offering of whose blood was brought into the Tent of Meeting to purify the sanctuary shall not be eaten, in fire it shall be burned." Hizqiah stated support for Rebbi Johanan: If one understands what has been said (Lev. 7:23): "Any fat of cattle, sheep, or goats you shall not eat," why has it been said (Lev. 7:24): "But fat of a carcass and fat of a torn animal may be used for any work"? It comes to tell you, even for the work of Heaven. If one understands what has been said (Lev. 12:16): "But the blood you shall not eat," why has it been said "you shall pour it on the ground like water"? It comes to tell you, as water prepares, so blood prepares. If one understands what has
been said (Deut. 14:21) "Do not eat any carcass;" why has it been said "to the sojourner in your gates you shall give it and he may eat it"? To tell you that the resident sojourner may eat carcass meat\(^{32}\). If one understands what has been said (Ex. 22:30): "Flesh torn in the field you shall not eat," why has it been said "throw it to the dog"? \(This\) you throw to the dog but not profane meat slaughtered in the Temple precinct\(^{35}\).

31 A second version of the position of R. Johanan, differing from what was stated earlier.
32 The text is incomplete; it refers to the statement of R. Eleazar (Note11). If the prohibition of food is in the active voice it does not imply prohibition of usufruct. That implies that the passive voice does imply prohibition of usufruct.
33 This proves that the passive voice implies prohibition of usufruct; since it is the only such case where the inference is valid according to everybody. The verse is understood [Sifra Zaw Pereq 8(5), quoted in Babli Zebâhîm 82a, Yeruslâhmi Pesâhîm 7:9, fol. 35a] following a punctuation which differs from the masoretic: "Any purification offering, some of whose blood was brought into the Tent of Meeting to purify, in the Sanctuary it shall not be eaten, in fire it shall be burned." This is a possible reading since purification offerings can be eaten only in the Sanctuary. Then "Sanctuary" is taken also to refer to the last clause, "(in the sanctuary) in fire it shall be burned." This excludes all sacred and profane usufruct after purification.
34 The resident sojourner, in order to receive the full protection of the law, has only to follow the "precepts of the descendants of Noe", to abstain from idolatry, murder, incest and adultery, eating limbs torn from living animals, blasphemy, robbery, and anarchy.
35 In the Babli, Pesâhîm 22a, this is quoted as the opinion of R. Meîr. It is forbidden to slaughter anything but sacrifices in the Temple precinct, Lev. 17:4.
A baraita supports both of them. The baraita supports Rebbi Eleazar. (Ex. 13:3) ‘Sour bread shall not be eaten,’ to make the feeder equal to the eater. You say for this, or is it only to forbid its usufruct? Since it says (Deut. 16:3): ‘You shall not eat sour bread with it,’ we learned that usufruct is forbidden. Therefore, why does the verse say, sour bread shall not be eaten? To make the feeder equal to the eater, the words of Rebbi Josia. Rebbi Isaac says, this is unnecessary. Since for crawling things, a minor prohibition, He made the feeder equal to the eater; regarding sour bread which is a major prohibition it should only be logical that he feeder be equal to the eater. Therefore, why does the verse say, sour bread shall not be eaten? The verse comes only to forbid its usufruct.” Since it is written “sour bread shall not be eaten.” Therefore, from “you shall not eat” one cannot infer anything. This supports Rebbi Johanan.
matter to a Jew on Passover is guilty as if he ate it, to be punished by extirpation. If the server acts intentionally and the eater unintentionally, the server alone is punishable.

41 This is the position of R. Eleazar.

42 Eating forbidden living things is punished by whipping by the earthly court; but eating sour matter on Passover is punished by Heaven with extirpation.

43 *Sifra Šemini Pereq* 5(1). R. Abraham ben David in his commentary notes that this is not the position of the Babli; he does not refer to the Yerushalmi.

44 Here ends the parallel with *Pesahim* 2:1.

It is obvious that the ground cannot be forbidden. If one painted a figure on the ground it is forbidden. If he colored a living being, if he worshipped it, it is not forbidden; because he colored it did he make it forbidden? Hence, if he colored it it is of questionable status.

45 Here starts the discussion of the prohibition of usufruct from *'orlah* dyes. It is the position of the Yerushalmi that natural ground cannot be forbidden. In the case of pagan worship of sacred grounds, this means that the ground itself is always permitted but that any building or offerings deposited on the ground are forbidden for all usufruct. In that case also, the Yerushalmi (*Avodah Zarah* 3:6, fol. 42d) takes the exemption of the bare ground as obvious but the Babli (*Avodah Zarah* 51b) needs a verse to exempt worshipped bare ground.

46 The bare ground cannot be used unless the painting is disfigured first.

47 Both Talmudim (*Avodah Zarah*, Yerushalmi 3:6 fol. 41d, Babli 51b) agree that living beings cannot become forbidden even by being worshipped (but they will be disqualified from becoming sacrifices.)

48 Are the rules of *'orlah* more strict than those of idolatry?
How do you treat a large piece of cloth dyed with the intention that it should be cut into pieces? As one locked up or declared absolute? If you treat it as locked up it is permitted, as declared absolute it will be forbidden.

Cloth which shows a sudden change in color that cannot be eliminated by washing may be "leprous", Lev. 13:47-59. When shown to a Cohen, it first has to be locked up for seven days. If in these days the discoloration has spread, the cloth is declared absolutely leprous, it must be burned and, therefore, all usufruct is forbidden. Mishnah Nega'im 11:12 states that large pieces of cloth both locked up and absolute are impure. A large piece covers at least three fingers square. The difference is that if the locked-up cloth is cut into pieces none of which is "large", all are pure since no cloth covering less than 3 fingers square can become impure. But if the large cloth is absolutely "leprous", the impurity is not eliminated by cutting the cloth into small pieces.

The comparison of leprosy of cloth to the prohibition of 'orlah does not lead to a clear result.
If he dyed it and then dyed a second time and spoiled it, if it needed the first dye it is forbidden, otherwise it is permitted. If he dyed with *orlah* walnut shells and then dyed again with profane walnut shells. According to him who said, if its taste spoils it is permitted, here also it is permitted, but according to him who said, if its taste spoils it is forbidden, here also it is forbidden. If he dyed with *orlah* walnut shells and then dyed again with profane pomegranate skins, can it be compared to: "Large fig cakes lift small ones and small ones lift the large?" Rav Huna said, so is the Mishnah: "Large fig cakes lift small ones" by weight, "and small ones lift the large" by count. There, it is the same kind; here, different kinds. If he dyed with *orlah* walnut shells and then dyed again with profane shells of the same kind, can it be compared to: "Rebbi Joshua says, black figs lift the white ones, and white ones the black"? There, he may cut them, but here he cannot cut. To what can that be compared? He cuts it into little pieces. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, to what can that be compared? A large piece of cloth dyed with the intention that it should be cut to make socks.

---

50 With *orlah* dye both times.
51 The cloth could not be sold even if it were made with permitted dyes. If the cloth was well dyed before the second dipping, it is forbidden and anything done later cannot change its status. But if the cloth did need a second dying anyhow, if then it was spoiled it was spoiled by the second action, both dyings were damaging and do not prohibit its use following R. Simeon (*Terumot* 10, Note 21).
52 Rebbi Meir (*Terumot* 10, Note 21).
53 *Terumot* 4:8, Note 68. The implication is that the cloth should be permitted if the amount of pomegranate dye is more than 200 times that of the forbidden walnut dye.
54 In *Terumot* 4 (Note 86), Rebbi
Huna. The reading in Terumot is preferable. It is not clear what the quote should prove if not that in these cases one uses all possible ways of saving the cloth.

55 This case should be treated by the rules of insignificance; cf. Terumot 10, Notes 115 ff.

56 Terumot 4:8, Note 67.

57 If all figs are cut into small pieces, the entire mixture is simply figs. It follows that if the cloth is not dyed whole but cut into little pieces, of which a small number is dyed with orlah dye but a 200 times larger number is dyed with profane dye, the mixture will be permitted.

58 He will permit use if only a small part of the cloth was dipped into the vat of forbidden dye, then the larger part was dyed with profane dye, and only after that was made into strips which could be sewn into a kind of socks (which in Medieval rabbinic Hebrew are called "houses for the feet").

Rebbi Johanan said, pigments in pigments become insignificant in 200.

Fluid dyes in fluid dyes by a majority.

59 The permitted dyes plus the 200 times the forbidden dissolved water used in both fluids are more than pigment.

Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, the use of orlah in Tiberias [is judged] by a majority. A Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Abba bar Mamal: "A dish cooked with orlah shells must be burned." He explains it by a clay
vessel among pots. Rebbi Yose said, does Rebbi Abba bar Mamal say that it is permitted to do so from the start? No, to correct the past.

How is that? If it is enough to dye, you consider the permitted dye as nonexistent. The prohibited is enough to prohibit. If it is not enough to dye, you consider the permitted dye as nonexistent. The prohibited is not enough to prohibit.

We are not informed about the special techniques used by Tiberian dyers. Therefore, the meaning of this statement cannot be determined. The meaning of the sentence seems to be, not that 'orlah may be used if mixed with a larger amount of permitted dye, but that dyestuff prepared by cooking profane pigment with 'orlah fuel, whose prohibition is only secondary, can be used if mixed with a larger amount of regular profane dyestuff.

Mishnah 3:4. If 'orlah prohibits even as fuel, the leniency of R. Abba bar Mamal is hard to understand. In this respect, there is no difference between cooking food and boiling for dyeing.

Explanation of Maimonides in Mishnah Sabbath 17:6. The word is explained by Rashi and R. Hananel to mean "gourd"; in particular a hollowed gourd used as a vessel. Only Maimonides's explanation makes sense here. One (smaller?) vessel was used with 'orlah fuel; many larger pots were used for the other dyestuffs.

The previous explanation is unacceptable. It is forbidden to remove a prohibition by intentionally mixing forbidden and permitted matter. It is only a problem if the mixture was done inadvertently. Then R. Abba bar Mamal permits if a majority is permitted, as explained in Note 60. The argument used to prove this legitimate is modelled on that explained in 'Orlah 2:7, Note 162; cf. also Notes 114, 118 in Chapter 2.
64 There, we have stated: "The following things from Gentiles are forbidden even for usufruct: Wine, Gentiles’ vinegar which originally was wine, and Hadrianic pottery." Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Jeremiah: This is Rebbi Meir’s, as we have stated: Hadrianic pottery is forbidden even for usufruct. Where do we hold? If one put it into a dish, everybody agrees that it is forbidden. If he sells it excluding the value of libation wine contained in it, everybody agrees that it is permitted. But we deal with the case that he put it on top of a dish.

68 This name tradition, also preserved in Avodah Zarah, is impossible since R. Jeremiah was R. Zeira’s student. Either the two names should be switched, or the second author is Rav Jeremiah (an unlikely scenario given the difference in time), or it should be "R. Johanan" instead of "R. Jeremiah". The original formulation cannot be recovered.

67 The Babli (Avodah Zarah 32a) explains that this is very porous pottery which Roman soldiers used to soak in wine and carry with them, so it could be soaked in water and provide a taste of wine. There is no explanation of the term in the Yerushalmi.

Perhaps the word has nothing to do with Adria, Adrianoi in Mysia, or the emperor Hadrian, and should be read יִדְרֶנִים "wine pots", from Greek ὕδρια, ἰν, "water pot; vessel, wine pot" (Liddel & Scott) (E. G.).
May it be used to support the legs of a couch? Rebbi Eleazar says it is forbidden; Rebbi Johanan said it is permitted. Rebbi Jonah asked before Rebbi Zeira: May one use the cloth, which was discussed here, to support the legs of a couch? The latter was offended by this. He said to him, even for him who permits there, here it is forbidden. There, the prohibition is not visible, here the prohibition is visible.

71 "Hadrianic" pottery. The feet of a couch were often standing in vessels filled with water to protect the sleeper from worms and insects.
72 It certainly is usufruct.
73 It is a use of the pottery, not of the absorbed wine, and therefore legitimate.
74 In Avodah Zarah: R. Jeremiah. While the reading here is not impossible, the one in Avodah Zarah is more probable.
75 Died in 'orlah dyes.
76 The legs of the couch do not touch the forbidden particles of wine.
shuttle, it is forbidden for usufruct. If he used it to weave cloth it is forbidden for usufruct.  

80 If libation wine fell into a cistern, all is forbidden for usufruct.” But did we not state80: “Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, it should all be sold to a Gentile except for the value of the libation wine contained in it.” Rebbi Aha ben Jacob said, Haggai raised the question, Rebbi Ḥaggai resolved it. What is it? There people do not buy wine from Gentiles81; but here people do buy cloth from Gentiles.

77 Reading of the original scribe of the Leyden ms.; Greek κερκίς, -ίδος. Reading of the corrector and the prints: ברכ.

78 Mishnah Avodah Zarah 3:9.

79 A tree in a Gentile holy grove, whose wood is forbidden as accessory to idolatry.

80 Mishnah Avodah Zarah 5:10. The question is: Why are textiles produced or processed with forbidden materials totally forbidden but wine mixed with forbidden wine, while unusable for Jews, can be sold if only the Jewish owner is not paid for the forbidden part? Why could the cloth not be sold for its value minus the cost of dying?

81 Gentile wine is automatically forbidden. It might be possible to sell the cloth for the price of undyed cloth; but it is forbidden to bring into circulation anything which might cause a Jew to commit an inadvertent sin. That would be transgressing the commandment "not to put an obstacle into the path of a blind person" (Lev. 19:14).

Mishnah 2: If somebody dyes [a thread] the length of a sit82 with 'orlah shells, uses it to weave cloth, and it is not known where it is, Rebbi
Meir says the cloth should be burned but the Sages say it may be lifted by one in 200.

Mishnah 3: If somebody weaves the length of a sit of firstling’s wool in a cloth, the cloth must be burned; of hair of a nazir or firstling donkey in sackcloth, the sackcloth must be burned. Of sanctified it sanctifies in the most minute amount.

82 Eleazar Qalir, who represents the Yerushalmi tradition, identifies sit with hand-breadth (אפסי יפה לשבט שקליים). R. Hananel (followed by Arukh), defines sit as half a hand-breadth. Rashi (Shabbat 106a) following the Babli defines sit as the distance spanned between thumb and index finger; this is also the definition of Maimonides.

83 A firstling may not be shorn (Deut. 15:19). Since a firstling is a sacrifice, nothing from it, other than its meat, may be used.

84 It must be used to cook the nazir’s well-being sacrifice (Num. 6:18).

85 Only if the donkey was not redeemed by a lamb, Ex. 13:13. After redemption, the firstling donkey is fully profane.

86 All sacrifices other than firstlings need a dedication, the "sanctification". After dedication any profane use is strictly forbidden (cf. Introduction to Tractate Kilaim, second paragraph.)

Halakhah 2: Who stated "sit"? Rebbi Meir! But for the Sages, sit or less than a sit follow the same rules87.

87 The permitted thread must be more than 200 times the forbidden length.
Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Mixed firstling wool becomes insignificant in a plurality. Rebbi Hiyya the Sepphorean brought before Rebbi Ammi a pound in eight but the latter refused to rule since had not Rebbi Assi said, is that not a Mishnah? "If somebody weaves the length of a sit of firstling’s wool in a cloth, the cloth must be burned?" He said to him, if you had objected there it would have been correct.

88 Reading of the first hand of the ms. here and in Ketubot. Corrector (only here) and print: וורד.
89 Partial parallels are in Ketubot 6:6 and Avodah Zarah 5:12.
90 The Mishnah decrees that minute quantities make forbidden only after the wool is processed.
91 He appears only here.
92 One pound of firstling wool mixed with eight pounds of profane wool.
93 While he reports the opinion of R. Johanan, he personally objects to it and holds that processed and unprocessed wool follow the same rules.
94 When the question was asked (Avodah Zarah 5:12) whether unprocessed forbidden materials could be made insignificant in permitted ones. Since in the meantime it was ruled that processing does not make any difference, you (R. Hiyya the Sepphorean) cannot object now.
There, we have stated: "These have to be burned." And we have stated: "These have to be buried." In one case, you say they have to be burned and in the other you say they have to be buried. Rebbi Johanan said, here about sackcloth, there about hair. What is the difference between sackcloth and hair? Rebbi Hananiah ben Rebbi Hillel said, a sack can be dug out, hair cannot be dug out. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, here in the Temple, there in the countryside. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina says, here about a pure nazir, there about an impure nazir. But did we not state: "A firstling donkey"? Can you say, here in the Temple, there in the countryside, here about a pure nazir, there about an impure nazir? It must be, here about sackcloth, there about hair. Rebbi Yose ben Rabbi Abun said, when one says it has to be burned, its hair; when one says it has to be buried, its body.

95 Mishnah Temurah 7:5. The list includes orlah and vineyard kilaim.
96 Mishnah Temurah 7:4. The list includes the hair of a nazir and the (unredeemed) firstling donkey. The "hair of a nazir" must refer to an impure nazir who must shave before starting a new period (Num. 6:9) since the pure hair must be burned under the well-being sacrifice.
97 In Mishnah Temurah, the nazir's hair must be buried but in the Mishnah here, sackcloth made from such hair must be burned.
98 Therefore it must be burned by rabbinic decree.
99 By necessity this refers to pure nazir's hair which must be burned by biblical decree.
100 It cannot be brought to the Temple and cannot be impure as long as it lives nor can it be pure in death.
101 The firstling donkey's.
102 If the owner prefers to kill the firstling donkey rather than give a lamb to a Cohen as redemption.
"Of sanctified it sanctifies in the most minute amount." Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: That means, sacrifices that will be permitted. But sacrifices that never will be permitted need a sit.

Rebbi Yose objected: Does not the Mishnah disagree? "If somebody weaves the length of a sit of firstling’s wool in a cloth, the cloth must be burned"! Is a firstling not a sacrifice that will be permitted?

---

103 This probably should be שׁוֹא הָּ.

104 Sacrifices which can be redeemed and the money used for substitute sacrifices. Therefore, no leniency is required there.

105 Sacrifices slaughtered in the Temple.

106 This refers to a disagreement in Mishnah Idiut 5:4 (discussed in Babli Bekhorot 26a/b), where everybody agrees that a firstling which has been declared blemished has become profane in the hand of the Cohen. Even a blemished firstling can be used only for food but after slaughter the hide (whether from an unblemished or a blemished animal) can legally be shorn. The disagreement is if it was shorn before being slaughtered, where for Aqabia ben Mehallalel the slaughter retroactively legitimates the shearing but for the Sages the wool is forbidden by rabbinic decree, so people would not raise firstlings. The question is not answered since, for the Sages, hair taken prematurely is sanctified and will never be permitted.
Some state this\textsuperscript{107} in the name of Rebbi Meir. Some do not state this in the name of Rebbi Meir. Those who state this in the name of Rebbi Meir hold that ten things sanctify\textsuperscript{108}. According to those who do not state this in the name of Rebbi Meir, could we know that he holds that ten things sanctify? Rebbi Meir follows Rebbi Aqiba, as Rebbi Aqiba said "also privately baked loaves\textsuperscript{109}.

\textsuperscript{107} Mishnah 3.
\textsuperscript{108} They sanctify in the most minute amounts and cannot be lifted.
\textsuperscript{109} This would leave seven items in Mishnah 7 and Mishnaiot 4,5,6 for a total of 10.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Mishnah 4: A dish cooked with 'orlah shells\textsuperscript{110} must be burned. If it was mixed with others it may be lifted by one in 200\textsuperscript{111}.
  \item Mishnah 5: If one heated an oven with 'orlah shells and used it to bake bread, the bread must be burned. If it was mixed with others it may be lifted by one in 200\textsuperscript{111}.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{110} As fuel. Since the value added is insignificant.
\textsuperscript{111} Here even R. Meir will agree
Halakhah 3: Abba bar Jeremiah, Cahana bar Jeremiah in the name of Samuel, Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Dimmed 'orlah growth is permitted. Is that not a baraita: "If it was new it must be broken down, old it should be cooled"? Rebbi Hanania said, there is nothing. Rebbi Mana said, there is something: When he brought green wood and dried it with 'orlah shells.

112 He is mentioned only here.

113 'Orlah wood used as coals which now is in the process of being spent. This is considered as already spent and the ashes of everything forbidden for usufruct are permitted except ashes of idolatrous objects.

114 In the Yerushalmi, that baraita is always quoted in this abbreviated form; cf. also Babli, Pesahim 26b and Mishnah Avodah Zarah 3:4. The basic text is Tosephta 'Orlah 7: "A (clay) oven heated with 'orlah shells if it is new (never before heated) must be torn down (since by the first firing it becomes usable); if it is old it must be cooled (not to profit from the 'orlah fire.) If he baked or cooked with charcoal (of 'orlah, which can be considered spent wood) it is permitted. The ashes of anything (forbidden for usufruct) are permitted except the ashes of a holy tree (since it is herem). The ashes of clothes affected with mold disease (Lev. 13:47-59) and the dust from a leprous house (Lev. 33:53) are forbidden for usufruct." The last sentence of the Tosephta leads up to the next paragraph.
If leprous stones were turned into lime, some Tannaim state they rose from their impurity; some Tannaim state they did not rise from their impurity. For him who stated they rose from their impurity, are they permitted, but for him who stated they did not rise from their impurity, are they forbidden? Even for him who stated they rose from their impurity, they are forbidden since it is written (Lev. 14:44): "A cursed plague", it should be cursed and you shall have no usufruct from it. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The ashes of everything burned are permitted except ashes coming from idolatry. Rebbi Hiyya bar Joseph objected before Rebbi Johanan: There are the ashes of the (leprous) house which do not come from idolatry and you say they are forbidden! He said to him, there is a difference since it is written "tearing down, tearing down."
**Mishnah 6:** If somebody had bundles of fenugreek of vineyard *kilaim*¹¹⁹, they should be burned. If they were mixed with others, Rebbi Meir said, all should be burned, but the Sages say, they may be lifted by one in 200, since Rebbi Meir said, anything counted¹²⁰ sanctifies¹²¹; but the Sages say only six things sanctify; Rebbi Aqiba says seven¹²².

119 Of which all usufruct is forbidden.

120 I. e., sold by the piece.

121 Makes all usufruct forbidden in

>חֲמַּה הָיָה חֲבֵילָה עֵשֶׂרִים וְחָמְשָׁה יָוִרִים. אָמְרָה רְבֵּי يָוִינוֹת (fol. 63a)

ארבעה מַחֲנָה מְיסֶה.

How much is a bundle? 25 plants. Rebbi Jonah said, four to a bed¹²³.

123 This is from *Terumot* 10:5, Notes 52, 53. Fenugreek is never sold by the piece ib quantities less than a bundle.

>מָשָׁה : אָמְרָה וָאְנָוִי פְּרֶה וְרֶמֶרְמֵני בְּדוּ . (חֵבִיָּה שָׁהְמוֹת.

>חֲמַּהְוֹת מְרִית. כְּוֹלָּשֵׁי כִּרְטַב וְרַלְשְׁתַּנְתָּה. אֲרִיבֵנוּבָּה אֵמוּרָה אַלָּ כָּרְרוֹת

>שֶׁלְבִּשׁל תֵּמָת. כְּרָאֵי לְעֶרֶלָה עַרְלָה לְכֶלַּלְתָּה לְכָרָאַמְאָה לְכָרְאָמָא לְכְחִמְמָא.

**Mishnah 7:** They are: Breakable walnuts¹²⁴ and pomegranates from Badan¹²⁵, sealed amphoras¹²⁶, beet roots¹²⁷, heads of cabbage¹²⁸, and Greek gourd. Rebbi Aqiba says, also non-commercial loaves¹²⁹. This refers to ‘orlah and vineyard *kilaim*, as the case may be¹³⁰.
124 According to Pesiqta Rabbai #11 (ed. M. Friedmann, Wien 1880, p. 42b) there are three kinds of walnuts: Those with breakable shells (which do not need a nutcracker), normal ones, and those with extra hard shells.

125 From Wadi Badya, between Nablus and Damieh.

126 Of wine.

127 The Gaonic commentary to Uqeizin 1:4 according to J. N. Epstein defines as spines of beet greens; he reads the Arabic definition as a gloss the traditional reading is "beet root". Meiri (Bezah, ed. Lange-Schlesinger, Jerusalem 1965, p. 22) explains as: "A kind of beet which is not smooth but somewhat hairy, which is rough to the touch and very red; the expression ' Alfalfa.'"

128 According to I. Löw, this is a double Latin-Hebrew expression caulis הבור.

129 Bread baked at home; not baked in large series.

130 The first three items may be 'orlah, the last four may be forbidden as vineyard kilaim.

Halakhah 5: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, one says according to Rebbi Meir ten things sanctify; the other says according to Rebbi Meir all things sanctify. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said this as a tradition. A Mishnah disagrees with him who says, according to Rebbi Meir ten things sanctify, as we have stated there: "Rebbi Jehudah said, Badan pomegranates and Geba leeks were mentioned only because one must tithe them as certain everywhere."

131 Sold by the piece.

132 The interpretation of the statement of R. Meir was already a tannaitic problem.

133 Kelim 17:4. The Mishnah refers to the rule that a vessel which has a
hole the size of an average pomegranate is no longer considered a vessel and cannot be impure. There is a discussion whether "average pomegranate" means "Badan pomegranate."

134 In the Mishnah: R. Yose. This reading seems to be the correct one since R. Yose is the youngest of all Tannaim mentioned there, is mentioned last, and practice follows him.

135 This Geba is an otherwise unidentified place in Samaria. Since Badan and Geba are in Samaria and Samaritans never tithe produce for sale and reject the notion of heave and tithes for produce other than grain, wine, and olive oil, one knows that pomegranates and leeks are subject to heave and tithing since Samaritans are a Jewish sect, and their produce is certainly tevel for heave and tithes.

The reading ציפוי is that of the scribe of the ms. who corrected it to ציפוי, the form found in the Venice text. The text in Kelim reads קפיא "leeks"; neither Hebrew קפיא "incision, furrow", nor Arabic كف "palm branch" make any sense here.

Does one not count other pomegranates? But Badan pomegranates one usually counts because they are preferred; other pomegranates one does not usually count because they are not preferred.

Halakhah 6: Rebbi Jonah asked: Therefore, not breakable almonds?  

136 Since almonds are not included sold by weight.

in the Mishnah, they are assumed to be

מתנתא בקנתה באין קנתמות. אובל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה וゃינ קנתמות. אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות אוכל בקנתה באין קנתמות
The Mishnah is about sealed among sealed. But a sealed one among open ones which was opened, or an open one among sealed ones which was sealed again need a measure. How is an open one among sealed ones possible? Rebbi Zeira said, explain as open at the grocer’s and sealed at the private person’s. But did we not state "it was sealed again"? Explain it if the private person came and took it back.

137 Amphoras.

138 1 in 100 for kilaim, 1 in 200 for orlah. When the sealed one was sealed among open amphorae, it was recognizable and no problem existed. This eliminates the rule that the barrel could never become insignificant.

139 It really is sealed all the time

Rebbi Crispus in the name of Rebbi Johanan: All these gourds and pumpkins we eat fall under the rules of Greek gourd.

Rebbi Jonah asked: Why do we not say it refers to heave? Rebbi Yose said to him: Heave always applies, orlah does not always apply.

140 It is true that the rules of the Mishnah also apply to tevel and untithed Badan pomegranates mixed with tithed ones always make tevel irrespective of the amounts. But their place is not in the Mishnah since "as the case may be" does not apply to heave which is a rabbinic obligation on all produce.
Mishnah 8: If the walnuts were broken, the pomegranates dispersed\textsuperscript{141}, the amphoras opened, the gourds cut, the loaves broken, they may be lifted by one in 200.

\textsuperscript{141} The shell was removed and the amount (weight or volume), not by piece.

In all these cases, the items are sold by

Halakhah 7: If they fell down\textsuperscript{142} and broke, whether unintentionally or intentionally they should not be lifted, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah says, whether unintentionally or intentionally they may be lifted. Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{143} says, unintentionally they may be lifted, intentionally they may not be lifted. What is the reason of Rebbi Meir? They fined for the unintentional because of the intentional. What is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah? He already paid his fine\textsuperscript{144}. What is the reason of Rebbi Yose? As Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Jo\textregisterednan, any prohibited item to which [something permitted] was added\textsuperscript{145}, unintentionally it is permitted, intentionally it is forbidden.

\textsuperscript{142} Breakable walnuts among which was one of \textit{orlah}. Whole ones all were forbidden. Broken they are not more valuable than any other broken walnuts. Can they be lifted by 1 in 200?

\textsuperscript{143} In the parallel Babli \textit{Gittin} 54b, this is reported as the common opinion
144 Since he can sell the broken walnuts only for the price of regular nuts, he already has suffered monetary loss. (This opinion is not quoted in the Babli.)

145 And now the mixture is permitted according to the rules; cf. also Terumot 2:3.

146 Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaia: If there were before him 150 amphoras which were opened: One hundred are permitted, fifty are forbidden; this remainder will be permitted if they have been opened. Rebbi Zeïra said, he said only "if they have been opened;" therefore at the start it is forbidden.

This is from Terumot 4:8, Note 83, and Orlah 1:5, Note 165.

147 They asked at the House of Rebbi Yannai: Does a gourd which was cooked while connected to the ground create tevel for tithes? Levi asked, can it become impure as food? If it was cooked it is as if cut into pieces. The word of Samuel says that it becomes impure as food, as Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said in the name of Samuel: Figs and raisins which shriveled on the tree may become impure as food and anybody who takes them down on the Sabbath is guilty of harvesting.
The text follows the edition princeps. The ms. has נַעֲרֶה "which he collected". In the version of the ms. the question is trivial. Since gourds are sold by the piece, the collection of the gourd is the end of processing and, since it may be taken directly to market, it immediately becomes subject to heave and tithes. Therefore, the version of the print is preferable. Since gourds grow on very long tendrils, it is possible in principle to cook the gourd while it is still connected to its root.

Being treated as food makes it subject to the impurity of food.

Quoted in Babli Ḥulin 127b where it is pointed out that in general fruits become food only when harvested. Raisins on the vine are food regarding impurity but not yet food regarding the Sabbath. The Tosephta (Uqezin 2:11) notes that any other shriveled fruit on the branch is not food.

"If the loaves were broken". The Mishnah is Rebbi Aqiba's since "Rebbi Aqiba says, also non-commercial loaves."

Mishnah 9: A doubtful case of 'orlah in the Land of Israel is forbidden\(^{150}\), in Syria\(^{151}\) permitted, and outside the Land one goes and buys on condition he not see the harvesting being done\(^{152}\). If a vineyard is planted with vegetables and vegetables are sold on the outside\(^{153}\), in the
Land of Israel it is forbidden, in Syria permitted, and outside the Land he goes and harvests on condition he not harvest with his own hands. New grain is forbidden everywhere from the Torah, ‘orlah from practice, and kilaim by rabbinic decree.

150 Since in all cases of doubt about a biblical law one has to be restrictive.
151 The part of the Promised Land not conquered by Joshua, cf. Peah 7, Note 119.
152 On condition he (the Jewish buyer) not see him (the Gentile seller).
153 One has to assume that the vegetables sold outside the vineyard were grown in the vineyard and are vineyard kilaim.
154 He (the Gentile seller) harvests on condition that he (the Jewish buyer) not harvest himself, but the Jew may see the Gentile harvesting.
155 Grain from the winter harvest before the ceremony of the ‘omer, Lev. 23:9-14.

Halakhah 8: What is a doubtful case of ‘orlah? An ‘orlah vineyard and grapes are sold on the outside; in the Land of Israel it is forbidden, in Syria permitted. Rebbi Yudan said, in that doubtful case also it is forbidden in Syria. What is a doubtful case in Syria? A vineyard planted with vegetables, a vegetable field next to it, and vegetables are sold on the outside; in the Land of Israel it is forbidden, in Syria permitted. Rebbi Jehudah said, that also is forbidden in Syria. Which doubtful case is permitted in Syria? If a vineyard is planted with vegetables, a field of vegetables is nearby, and vegetables are sold on the outside, in the Land of Israel it is forbidden, in Syria permitted.
156  Tosephta 4. "That also" is the vineyard *kilaim*.
scenario of the Mishnah regarding

"Outside the Land he goes, he harvests on condition that he not harvest with his own hands"¹⁵⁴. Rebbi Yudan said, that also should be equal to the first, "he turns in and buys on condition he not see him harvesting"¹⁵².

"New grain is forbidden everywhere from the Torah." The Mishnah is Rebbi Eliezer's as we have stated there¹⁵⁷: "Any commandment not connected with the Land applies both inside and outside the Land. But any connected with the Land applies only inside the Land except for 'orlah and *kilaim*. Rebbi Eliezer says, also new grain." What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer¹⁵⁸? Everywhere, *(Lev. 23:14)* "in all your dwelling places," both inside and outside the Land. How do the rabbis explain the reason of Rebbi Eliezer, "in all your dwelling places"? New grain from here which was exported.

¹⁵⁷ Mishnah *Qiddusin* 1:9. The parallel discussion is in the Babli, *Qiddusin* 38a/b.
¹⁵⁸ The end of this paragraph and the next one are also in *Qiddusin* 1:9, fol. 61d.
Rebbi Jonah asked before Rebbi Yose: Why did we not state hallah with these? He said to him, our Mishnah only deals with something which applies to Israel and the Gentiles. But hallah only applies to Israel, as it is written (Num. 15:20): The first of your dough," not of Gentiles.

159 Which applies outside the Land even if grown by Gentiles. For kilaim, by rabbinic decree. cf. Kilaim 1:7, Notes 122-140.
160 Which is forbidden to Jews

"Orlah from practice". Samuel said, practice of the country. Rebbi Johanan said, practice from Moses on Sinai. Rebbi Assi asked before Rebbi Johanan, practice from Moses on Sinai, and you say so? He said, when practice was proclaimed, it was given in this way. He said, if I had come to the Land of Israel only to hear this it would have been enough for me.

161 The Jews in Babylonia continued to practice the prohibition of 'orlah by consensus. The same disagreement is discussed in the Babli, Qiddusin 39a.
162 If 'orlah outside the Land is of almost biblical status, why can the Mishnah permit all doubtful cases?
163 R. Assi was a Babylonian. The opinion expressed in Tosephta 8 that 'orlah never applies outside the Land is quoted only in the Babli.
"And kilaim by rabbinic decree." Samuel said, this refers\(^{164}\) to vineyard kilaim. Therefore, kilaim of seeds\(^{165}\) are permitted. Rebbi Johanan said, this refers to vineyard kilaim. Therefore, kilaim of seeds are forbidden\(^{166}\). Rav Huna said, when Westerners descended from there\(^{167}\), they said this in the name of Rebbi Johanan and proved it. (Lev. 19:19) "You must keep My basic Laws\(^{168}\), your animals you should not mate kilaim, your field you shall not sow kilaim, . . . , ša'atnez\(^{169}\) shall not come upon you." It bracketed kilaim of seeds with kilaim of clothing and kilaim of animals. Since kilaim of clothing and kilaim of animals do not depend on the Land and apply inside and outside the Land\(^{157}\), so also kilaim of seeds, while they depend on the Land, do apply inside and outside the Land.

164 The rabbinic decree. is Samuel's opinion.
165 Any vegetable kilaim except those growing in a vineyard. Galilee.
166 By biblical law. In the Babli, Cf. Kilaim I, Notes 122,124.
167 Qiddušin 39a, this is the opinion of Samuel but practice follows what here
169 Cloth woven from wool and linen.
A person\textsuperscript{170} sowed his field with barley and turnips. Hanin from Gobya\textsuperscript{171} passed by and tore them out. The case came before Samuel who fined him\textsuperscript{172}, as we have stated\textsuperscript{173}: "One does not work with a Jew in \textit{kilaim}, but one does help him to tear out \textit{kilaim}\textsuperscript{174} because that helps to diminish sin."

\textsuperscript{170} In Babylonia.

\textsuperscript{171} A place on the Euphrates.

\textsuperscript{172} Hanin.

\textsuperscript{173} Tosephta \textit{Kilaim} 2:16. The parallel in the Babi, \textit{Avodah Zarah} 63b/64a, while in language closer to the Tosephta than the Yerushalmi text, has "Gentile" in place of "Jew".

\textsuperscript{174} The Tosephta applies to the Land. Even so, it only permits to help the owner, not to tear out without his consent (at least in the absence of a court order). Therefore, Hanin was liable even according to R. Johanan.

It was stated\textsuperscript{175}: "One does not work with a Gentile in \textit{kilaim}\textsuperscript{176}, be it vineyard \textit{kilaim} or \textit{kilaim} of seeds. But in towns\textsuperscript{177} which form enclaves in the Land of Israel such as Baina and Baima\textsuperscript{178} and similar ones one may work with them in \textit{kilaim}. Just as \textit{kilaim} are [forbidden] in the Land, so they are outside the Land." Samuel explains the \textit{baraita}: "One does not
work with a Gentile in kilaim, be it vineyard kilaim or kilaim of seeds. But in towns which form enclaves in the Land of Israel such as Baina and Baïma and similar ones one may work with them in kilaim. Just as kilaim are [forbidden] in the Land, so they are outside the Land;" that refers to vineyard kilaim. Therefore, kilaim of seeds are permitted. Rebbi Johanan explains the baraita: "One does not work with a Gentile in kilaim, be it vineyard kilaim or kilaim of seeds. But in towns which form enclaves in the Land of Israel such as Baina and Baïma and similar ones one may work with them in kilaim. Just as kilaim are [forbidden] in the Land, so they are outside the Land;" that refers to vineyard kilaim. Therefore, kilaim of seeds are forbidden179.

175 Tosephta Kilaim 2:16.
176 In the Land of Israel, since there the prohibition of kilaim also falls on Gentiles; cf. Note 168.
177 Inhabited by Gentiles.
178 These places have not been convincingly identified. In the Tosephta, one reads either Beth Ana Imma or Beth Ana Umma. Tosephta Ahilut 18:4 has Hippos and Ascalon as examples of such pagan enclaves. If the place is not one settled by the returnees from Babylonia (or, in Galilee, was a place of Israelites never exiled), it is formally outside the Land and the Gentile can plant or sow kilaim without guilt; cf. Sevi'it 6:1.
179 Reading of the scribe of the Leyden ms. The corrector, followed by the prints, replaced "forbidden" by "permitted." For the correct choice of the text, cf. Note 166.
Introduction to Tractate Bikkurim

The Tractate explains the obligation of presenting First Fruits to the Temple, contained in Deut. 26:1-11. The first Chapter defines the obligation: who has to present his First Fruits and from where they can be presented. This leads to a discussion of the status of proselytes and the definition of the "Land flowing of milk and honey." Since there is a verse (Deut. 12:11) in which First Fruits are called "your hand's heave", the second Chapter is a general discussion of what is common to and what is different between First Fruits, heave, and second tithe. The chapter also contains discussions of death as divine punishment and of criminal responsibility of juveniles. The third Chapter discusses the details of the Temple ceremony of communal presentation of First Fruits and includes a section on the signs of respect due elders.
Mishnah 1: Some people bring First Fruits and make the declaration, some bring and do not make the declaration, and some do not bring. The following do not bring: He who plants in his own but provines into a private or a public plot; and so he who provines from a private or a public plot into his own. If someone plants in his own and provines into his own but a private or public road is in the middle he cannot bring; Rebbi Jehudah says he brings.

1 The thanksgiving declaration Deut. 26:5-10. It is forbidden to bring profane food into the Temple. If there is no obligation to bring First Fruits then there is a prohibition to bring. If there is an obligation, a dedication must sanctify the First Fruits as Temple offerings.

2 The reason is explained in Mishnah 2.

3 He bends a branch of a vine down into the earth and has it reappear elsewhere; cf. Kilaim 7:1, Note 1.
Halakhah 1: "Some people bring First Fruits and make the declaration," etc. He who plants in his own but provines into a private or a public plot cannot bring even from the old tree; he who provines from a private or a public plot into his own cannot bring even from the new tree. That means that just as the new lives off the old, so the old lives off the new.

4 The original one growing on his own property.
5 While the buried branch will grow new roots, as long as a connection exists between the original vine and its offshoot, the internal flow of sap cannot be controlled. Since First Fruits have to be brought "from your land" (Deut. 26:2), any roots of the tree have to be on the farmer's own property.

Rebbi Johanan said, in all cases they judged by the rules of robbers. Rebbi Yose said, that is what the Mishnah means: "Why can he not bring? Because it was said (Deut. 26:2): 'the beginning of the First Fruits of your land.'"

6 Mishnah 1:2.
It was stated: If he provined with permission\(^7\), he brings and makes the declaration. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Ammi: Only if the permission was permanent, not temporary. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Ammi: Even temporary. The force of Rebbi Jonah comes from the following\(^8\): "If somebody digs a cistern, a ditch, or a cave, he may cut down as he works and the wood is his." Is the wood not as if temporary? What does Rebbi Yose do with this? Roots always regrow; since roots do regrow it is as if permanent. Rebbi Mana said, the statement of Rebbi Johanan supports my father\(^9\), as Rebbi Johanan said in all cases they judged by the rules of robbers. In our case, if he gave permission to provine even temporarily, the proviner is not a robber\(^10\).

\(^7\) Of the owner of the lot on which the original vine stood or into which the new vine is drawn.

\(^8\) Mishnah Baba Batra 2:12. If somebody digs a cistern on his own property and in digging he comes upon roots from a neighbor's tree, he may cut off these roots and keep the wood of the roots. In the Yerushalmi, Baba Batra 2:12, R. Assi in the name of R. Johanan holds that (invisible) roots do not influence the rules of First Fruits.

\(^9\) R. Jonah.

\(^10\) First fruits can always be brought if the farmer does not make illegitimate use of public or other people's private property.

Rebbi Zeriqan asked before Rebbi Zeira: Is the Mishnah Rebbi's since Rebbi said, all roots live off one another\(^11?\) He said to him, it is
everybody's opinion. Here, the Torah said (Deut. 26:2): "the beginning of the First Fruits of your land," that all growth be from your land.

11 'Orlah 1:1, Note 39.

In the opinion of Rebbi Jehudah, what is the difference between him who plants on his own property and provines into a private person's and him who plants on his own and provines into his own and a private road is in between? Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Miasha, when he provoked through a gourd or a pipe. If he provoked through a gourd or a pipe he should bring and make the declaration! Even according to the rabbis he should bring and make the declaration! Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Jehudah had a problem. If somebody sells a path to another person, does he sell him the place where the foot treads or does he sell him down to the abyss? If you say, he sold the place where the foot treads, he brings and makes the declaration. If you say, he sold down to the abyss, he should not bring at all. Because of the doubt he brings but does not make the declaration. For the rabbis it is obvious that he sold down to the abyss.
Where do they differ? When he sells a path to another person. But if he sold him a field and reserved a path for himself, everybody agrees that he reserved for himself down to the abyss\textsuperscript{17}.

12 In the first case, R. Jehudah agrees that he cannot bring First Fruits but in the second case he permits bringing.

13 He tunnels under the ground which is not his and shields the branch there either by a clay or metal pipe or by threading it through a pumpkin serving as a pipe. Since no roots can grow there, he does not steal from the owner of the path and is not disqualified as a robber.

14 R. Aha's solution is rejected.

15 But he retains ownership of the fields on both sides of the path.

16 Since R. Jehudah mentions only bringing but not making the declaration.

17 If he extends branches under the path, it is still in his property.

In the opinion of Rebbi Jehudah, what is the difference between him who plants on his own property and provines into the public domain and him who plants on his own and provines into his own and a public road is in between? Rebbi Ammi said, Rebbi Jehudah holds with Rebbi Eliezer\textsuperscript{18}, as we have stated there\textsuperscript{19}: "One may not make a cavity under the public
domain, cisterns, ditches, or caverns. Rebbi Eliezer permits it if a truck loaded with stones can pass over it." As Rebbi Eliezer said there, under the public domain, it is his, so Rebbi Jehudah said here, under the public domain, it is his. Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac asked, if it follows Rebbi Eliezer, he should bring and make the declaration. Rebbi Yose said, Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac thought that Rebbi Eliezer permits to do that and it remains his permanent property, but Rebbi Eliezer permits to do that but anybody quick to acquire does acquire it.

18 The teacher of his father R. Ilai.
19 Mishnah Baba Batra 3:12.
20 A cavity under the public domain cannot be appropriated for the exclusive use of a private person. Therefore, it may be legal to provine under the public domain but the provined plant is not exclusively in the vintner's domain.

The statement of R. Eliezer is not discussed in Yerushalmi Baba Batra. The Babli (Baba Batra 60a) holds that the anonymous Tanna would agree with R. Eliezer if the safety of the road could be guaranteed for all times without maintenance. This cannot be the opinion of the Yerushalmi.

**Mishnah 2**: Why can he not bring? Because it was said (Deut. 26:2): "You shall bring the beginning of the First Fruits of your land," that all the
growth should be from your land. For the same reason sharecroppers, tenant farmers, sicarii\(^21\), and robbers cannot bring, since it is said: "The beginning of the First Fruits of your land."

21 Knife-wielding robbers who take deeds of property as ransom for the lives of the property owners. The sicarii mentioned in this Mishnah obviously are Jews; in Mishnah Gittin 5:6 the sicarii are Gentiles.

Halakhah 2: So far if he robbed the real estate. If he robbed a vine and planted it, does he not owe money\(^22\)? But the rabbis have a problem: do commandments follow the rules of Temple sacrifices\(^23\) or not? If you say they are like Temple sacrifices he may not bring\(^24\); if you say they are not like Temple sacrifices he may bring. Everybody agrees that from a worshipped tree which was damaged\(^25\) one cannot bring logs for the altar fire. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish asked, may he take a lulav\(^26\) from it? Do commandments follow the rules of Temple sacrifices or not? If you say they are like Temple sacrifices he may not take; if you say they are not like Temple sacrifices he may take. It is obvious that he may take a lulav from it\(^27\) and commandments are not like Temple sacrifices. May he bring First Fruits? According to Rebbi Jehudah\(^28\) who compares them to
country sacred food he may bring; according to the rabbis who compare them to Temple sacrifices he may not bring.

22 If the owners gave up hope to recover the robbed object, the robber becomes the legal owner. The transfer of ownership imposes on the robber the obligation to pay for it. Before giving up hope, the owners could have sued for the return of the stolen object; after they gave up hope but the circumstances changed and made a suit possible, they can only sue for damages. The next paragraph will make clear that this is the situation here.

23 These rules are stricter than those governing other obligations.

24 Sifra Wayiqra Paršata 5(2), Babli Baba Qama 67b: Lev. 1:10, "If his sacrifice is from the flock" implies that robbed animals cannot become sacrifices.

25 If one of the prior worshippers of the tree damages it in a manner inadmissible in pagan worship, the tree loses its idolatrous status and becomes profanely usable. But if at any time it was forbidden for the Jewish altar it remains forbidden since in Neh. 10:35 the supply of firewood for the altar is called a "sacrifice."

26 The palm frond used on the Holiday of Tabernacles. In the Babli, Avodah Zarah 47a, this is R. Simeon ben Laqish's question in the interpretation of Rav Dimi. In his interpretation, the rules of sacrifices require that anything inadmissible at some time is always inadmissible; clearly this is not the case for any non-sacrificial use.

27 The Babli (Mo'ed Qatan 26b) makes a difference between things used for commandments (such as a lulav) and holy things (such as a Torah scroll). Things used for commandments may be discarded after use; holy things which can no longer be used must be buried just as damaged Temple stones must be buried. It is possible that the Yerushalmi agrees with this distinction.

28 The disagreement between R. Jehudah and the Sages is in Mishnah 3:10.

29 Sacred food to be consumed by the Cohen in purity anywhere in the Land, i.e., heave, heave of the tithe, and hallah.
So far about a robbery when the owners did not give up hope. Even about a robbery when the owners did give up hope? They thought to say that we can hear it from the following: "This applies to heave and tithe but not to First Fruits." For what is this needed? Not for a robbery when the owners did not give up hope, but for a robbery when the owners did give up hope. Even for heave he did not do anything, as we stated: "A strongman, a thief, or a robber, as long as the owners pursue them, their heave is no heave, his tithes no tithes, and their dedications no dedications. If the owners do not pursue them, their heave is heave, their tithes are tithes, and their dedications dedications." Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Neither of them can give heave. Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Even if the owners declare heave, it is no heave. Rebbi Yose said, so far we deal with a robbery when the owners did not give up hope. Then why did we state: "This applies to heave and
tithe but not to First Fruits"? It is possible for fruits to be usable without First Fruits. It is impossible for fruits to be usable without heave and tithes. But a robbery when the owners did give up hope remains a question.

30 The hope to recover the real estate taken from them.
31 Mishnah 2:2, which states among other rules that heave applies to sharecroppers, tenant farmers, buyers of expropriated property, and robbers.
32 Most commentators want to switch the two cases, against all ms. evidence, misreading the rhetorical quality of the multiple negations.
33 A similar text in Tosephta Terumot 1:6 and Babli Baba Qama 67a, 114a/b.
34 His quality is not defined; he might be anything from a kidnapper to a corrupt politician.
35 As the Babli explains, the robber cannot give because it is not his and the owners cannot give because it is not in their possession.
36 The Mishnah does not state that Jewish robbers, etc., have to give heave but that the rules of heave and tithes apply to them. Since they cannot give heave, they never can eat the produce of the land they robbed. On the other hand, produce may be eaten of a crop from which First Fruits were not given.
37 Whether First Fruits may be brought from this land.
Mishnah 3: One does not bring First Fruits except from the Seven Kinds, nor from mountain dates, nor from valley fruits, nor from oil olives which are not best quality. One may not bring First Fruits before Pentecost. The people from Hyena Mountain brought their First Fruits before Pentecost but they did not accept from them because of the verse in the Torah: (Ex. 23:16) "The pilgrimage holiday of harvest, the First Fruits of your work from sowing the field."

38 The fruits enumerated in Deut. 8:8; cf. Berakhot 6, Notes 15, 151.
39 Grapes, figs, pomegranates and olives. These grow better in the hills; dates grow best in the Jordan valley.
40 The requirement of "best quality" applies to all First Fruits.
41 "One does not bring First Fruits", etc. If it were written (Deut. 26:2): "You shall take the First Fruits of your land", I would have said that all kinds should be obligated for First Fruits. The verse says,"from the First Fruits", not all firsts. If "from the first" and not all first, then you have only wheat and barley. The verse says "fruits of your land"; this is inclusive. Does it include everything? Here "your land" has been said; at another place the Land of wheat and barley has been said. Since "land" mentioned there deals with the Seven Kinds, so also "land" mentioned in this verse must deal with the Seven Kinds.
A similar text in *Sifra Deut.* is partitive.

A third version in Babli *Menahot* 84b.

As always, prefix מ is read as a partitive.

Deut. 26:2.

Deut. 8:8.

As always, prefix מ is read as a partitive.

45 "Oil olives" that is *agory*. Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Johanan, that is the Avaritic. Why is it called *agory*? Because it stores its oil inside. Do all other olives lose their oil? Rebbi Hanina said, all other olives will leach their oil if rains fall on them but this one stores its oil inside.

46 In the Gaonic commentary to *Kelim* 17:8, the reading is *אגרי*. The kind of olive, the main example of a mid-sized olive, is called after a place Egor as the suffix -ט shows. The etymology, in the name of R. Abbahu, is also in Babli *Berakhot* 39a.


48 And honey. This refers to dates. Rebbi Tanhuma in the name of Rebbi Isaac ben Rebbi Eleazar: It is written (*2Chr. 31:5*) "When the thing
expanded, the Children of Israel did increase the first gifts of grain, cider, oil, and honey." Is honey subject to tithes? But this refers to dates which are subject to tithes.

48 Heave and tithes. from grain, wine, and oil to all Seven Kinds.

49 Date syrup. This argument would extend the biblical duty of tithes.

Rebbi Berekhiah in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman: Why is "Land, Land" written twice? To tell you that a house stands only on these two things. Why are [the others] included? Rebbi Jehuda ben Rebbi and Rebbi Samuel ben Nahman, one says for benedictions, the other says for measures. He who says for benedictions is understandable. He who says for measures, did we not state: "A shiny mark the size of half a bean"? That is not reliable. "The size of a lentil from a crawling thing"? That is not reliable.

50 Deut. 8:8: A Land of wheat and barley, and vine, and fig tree, and pomegranate, a Land of the oil-olive and honey.

51 The necessities of life are wheat and olive oil.

52 Explained Berakhot 6:4, Notes 150-151, where this opinion is labelled "Babylonian".

53 In the Babli, Eruvin 4a/b, Sukkah 5b, this is reported in the name of the Babylonian Rav Hanin. The seven measures are: 1. A person entering a leprous house is severely
impure only if he remains long enough that he could have eaten a slice of wheat bread (Lev. 14:47). 2. A fragment of a human bone the size of a barley corn imparts impurity. 3. A quarter log of wine drunk by a nazir makes him subject to punishment. As a derivative, a quarter log of wine is the minimum for legal obligations. 4. Somebody carrying food in the volume of a dried fig from private to public domain on the Sabbath is guilty of desecrating the Sabbath. 5. A vessel having a pomegranate-sized hole is unusable and freed from the impurity of vessels. 6. The volume of an olive is the standard for most rules involving solid food. 7. Eating food in the volume of a dried date on the Day of Atonement is a desecration of the day.


55 The size of the lesion does not mean anything in itself. Even if the lesion is larger, if it does not grow after being seen by the Cohen it does not make impure. If it is smaller but seen by the Cohen and then spreads, there is impurity. (Explanation of Pene Moshe). Another interpretation would be that this and the next measure are not standardized.

56 Mishnah Kelim 17:6. A fragment of a dead crawling animal (Lev. 11:29-31) in the size of a lentil makes impure.

57 An integral limb makes impure even if it is smaller than a lentil.
The following is obvious: If somebody dedicated First Fruits not from the Seven Kinds it was not sanctified\(^1\). Where is there a disagreement? About mountain dates and valley fruits. Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: They were not sanctified. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Immi: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagree. Rebbi Johanan said they were not sanctified, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said they were sanctified. Rebbi Jonah said, the reason of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is that if somebody transgressed and gave heave from bad for good produce, his heave is heave\(^59\). Rebbi Yose said, we have heard that bad produce is subject to tithes; did we hear that bad produce is subject to First Fruits?\(^60\) A baraita supports Rebbi Yose: "One does not bring [fruits] from Sepphoris\(^61\) and Bet Shean\(^62\), and if he brought they are not sanctified." Rebbi Zeira said, but there it is stated: "Figs pierced on the branch and grapes dusted and smoked\(^63\) one does not bring. But one brings bat šeba figs\(^64\) and white grapes." The latter are highest quality. What can you say? But Rebbi Abba Mari said, one should not say that one should not bring these because they are late\(^65\).

---

58 This is translated as if it were nipawa, see Note 63.
60 The argument of R. Jonah is disproved.
61 On a hilltop.
62 In a deep valley. It is not specified why fruits from these two places are unacceptable as First Fruits.
63 Cf. Mishnah Ševi‘i 2:2.
64 White figs, cf. Demay 1, Note 5.
65 (L. Goldschmidt, in his notes to Levy's dictionary, explains that in Babli Nedarim 27a, bat šeba figs are a kind different from "white figs". But "white figs" are really green ones, in contrast
They ripen later than other figs.

It was stated⁶⁵: Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, one brings dates only from Jericho and one makes the declaration only for dry ones⁶⁶. Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, one may bring valley pomegranates and make the declaration⁶⁷.

---

The following bring but do not make the declaration.

The proselyte brings but does not make the declaration since he cannot say (Deut. 26:3): "That the Eternal had sworn to our forefathers to give us." But if his mother was Jewish⁶⁸ he brings and makes the declaration. When he prays in private⁶⁹, he says "God of the forefathers of Israel." When he is in the synagogue, he says "God of your forefathers." But if his mother was Jewish he says "God of our forefathers."
67 The entire Mishnah is not practice, as explained in the Halakhah. and not sinful, the child is classified with the male", the child is still classified as a proselyte.

68 The child of a Jewish mother is automatically Jewish. But since the Mishnah Qiddusin 3:12 states that "in all cases where marriage is possible and not sinful, the child is classified with the male", the child is still classified as a proselyte.

69 In the first benediction of the 'Amidah prayer.

Halakhah 470: "The following bring but do not make the declaration". Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose, both in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac: The Mishnah speaks of a proselyte of the descendants of the Qenite, the relative of Moses by marriage, since the descendants of the Qenite, the relative of Moses by marriage, bring and make the declaration, as it is written (Num. 10:29): "Go with us and we shall treat you well.71" Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Eleazar did not say so72 but: Why did they say73 "the guardians, the slave, the agent, the woman, the sexless and the hermaphrodite can bring but do not make the declaration," is not the proselyte mentioned here74? Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, explain it by the proselyte mentioned here75, by the descendants of the Qenite, the relative of Moses by marriage, since the descendants of the Qenite, the relative of Moses by marriage, bring and make the declaration.
The different interpretations of this Halakhah are discussed in *Tosefta ki-Fshutah Zera'im* pp. 823-825.

In *Tosephta* 1:2: "Rebbi Jehudah said, all proselytes bring but do not make the declaration, except that a Qenite proselyte brings and makes the declaration." This contradicts the opinion given here that a Qenite proselyte can make the declaration only if he is the son of a Jewish mother.

The problem is, why should the proselyte, son of a Jewish mother (Note 68), be able to make the declaration? He would not be able to declare "that the Eternal had sworn to our forefathers to give us" since the Land was distributed to males only. The daughters of Zelofhad could inherit only as sole heirs of their father who was of those counted at the Exodus; the Land was never promised to the females. But since the family of Jithro were invited by Moses to join the Israelites and received part of the Land (*Jud. 1:16*), a Qenite can declare "that the Eternal had sworn to give us" from his father's side and "to our forefathers' from the mother's. [The hypothesis that the Qenites were not considered as Israelites at the conquest is difficult to accept.]

They do not disagree with the statement of R. Samuel ben Rav Isaac but with context and meaning. In the first version, only the sentence about the proselyte, son of a Jewish mother, refers to Qenites.

Mishnah 5. The first three are not owners, the last three are not male.

Since the proselyte cannot say "that the Eternal had sworn to our forefathers to give us" but can make the declaration if his mother is Jewish, why cannot the persons mentioned in Mishnah 5 (with the exception of the slave) make the declaration since presumably they are children of a Jewish mother?

Mishnah 5 in its entirety only deals with Qenites. This is difficult to accept since then the Mishnah would have become meaningless with the Babylonian exile.
Rebbi Yose said, Benjamin bar Astor explained it before Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: The Mishnah deals with a Gentile who had forbidden intercourse with a Jewish woman. Rebbi Jonah did not say so, but: Rebbi heard those of the family bar Astor, who were proselytes, children of proselytes, say "God of our forefathers." But did we not state: "If his mother was Jewish he says 'God of our forefathers'"? That means, not proselytes children of proselytes! Rebbi Yose said, Benjamin bar Astor explained it before Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba. Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: Benjamin bar Astor explained it before us: The Mishnah deals with a Gentile who had forbidden intercourse with a Jewish woman.

Since the Torah in many places requires that the proselyte and the natural born Jew be equal in rights and duties, the proselyte mentioned here cannot be the child of a proselyte who by converting became a 100% Jew. The solution given is difficult since by Mishnah Qiddusin 3:12 the child of an unconverted Gentile and a Jewish mother follows the mother only because there can be no marriage outside the faith in Jewish law. In similar situations, the Babli explains the rules to refer to a child of proselytes whose mother was pregnant when the parents converted. In that case, the child is Jewish but not the child of Jewish parents since at conception the parents were Gentile. E.g., if born on a Sabbath, if such a child is a male he cannot be circumcized on the Sabbath. Since a solution is chosen here which seems to contradict Mishnah Qiddusin 3:12, one
might infer that the Yerushalmi determines the status of the baby not by the status of the parents at conception (whose time is impossible to determine exactly) but at birth.

It seems that a name has disappeared here.

Rebbi Zeriqan said, Rebbi Zeira asked: Do they not refer to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob? Were Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob their forefathers? Did not the Holy One, praise to Him, swear to the males but not to the females?

Since the females should not be is unexplainable.

important in this respect, the Mishnah

It was stated in the name of Rebbi Jehudah: The proselyte himself brings and makes the declaration. What is the reason? (Gen. 17:5) "For I made you the father of the multitude of Gentiles." In the past you were the father of Aram, from now onwards you will be father of all Gentiles. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, practice follows Rebbi Jehudah. A case came before Rebbi Abbahu and he instructed following Rebbi Jehudah.

Since this contradicts the statement of R. Jehudah in Tosephta 1:2, it is clear that the Tosephta was not known to the editors of the Yeru
About the prayers to be recited by proselytes. Since the Babli does not take up the problem, it agrees that the proselyte everywhere says "God of our forefathers."

Mishnah 5: Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob says, a woman, daughter of proselytes, should not marry a Cohen unless her mother is from Israel. There is no difference between proselytes and freedmen, even up to ten generations, unless their mothers be from Israel. The guardians, the slave, the agent, the woman, the sexless, and the hermaphrodite can bring but not make the declaration, since they cannot say (Deut. 26:10): "Which You gave me, Eternal."

The dissenting opinions are in Mishnah Qiddusin 4:8. The discussion in the Halakhah is repeated in Qiddusin 4:6 (fol. 66a).

Administrators of orphans' property; Greek ἐπίτροπος.

A freed slave owning property.

The possibility of agency for the presentation of First Fruits is discussed in Halakhah 6.

Who brings First Fruits from her private property.

They possibly are female.
Halakhah 5: "Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob says," etc. There, we have stated: "Rebbi Jehudah said, the daughter of a male proselyte is like the daughter of a male desecrated one." They all interpret the same verse (Ez. 44:22): "Only virgins from the seed of the House of Israel." Rebbi Jehudah says, unless his father be from Israel. Rebbi Eliezer says, either her father or her mother. Rebbi Yose says, unless they are born in the holiness of Israel. Rebbi Simeon says, unless they grow the hymen in the holiness of Israel. It was stated in the name of Rebbi Simeon: "A girl which became a proselyte being less than three years and one day of age is acceptable for the priesthood since it was said (Num. 31:18): 'All the female children unfit for sleeping with a male you shall let live for yourselves,' and Phineas was with them." But the rabbis say, you shall let live as slaves and slave girls for yourselves.

87 Mishnah Qiddusin 4:6.
88 The child of a Cohen and a woman forbidden by the rules Lev. 21:7 (a prostitute or a divorcee) cannot be married by a Cohen. Desecration is not removable and is inherited by his descendants.
89 Since a widow is forbidden only to the High Priest, the verse describes a woman who was a virgin from the seed of Israel. Since verses in sources other than the Torah cannot be prescriptive, one speaks here about rules the Cohanim accepted over and above the ones spelled out in the Torah.
90 Ben Jacob.
91 Born after the mother became Jewish.
92 It is generally accepted talmudic medical theory that a girl who was raped when she was less than three years of age will regrow her hymen.
93 *Sifry Num.* 157; Babli *Yebamot* 60b, *Qiddusin* 76b, 78a.
94 Being less than three years of age.
95 This word has slipped in as a routine expression.
96 In the Babli (*Yebamot* 60b): R. Jacob bar Idi said practice follows R. Simeon ben Iohai but . . . But the final decision is that practice follows R. Eliezer ben Jacob.
97 Latin *subsellium*; to have him whipped.
98 Since there is no formal pro
Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: It happened that a family in the South was in bad reputation. Rebbi sent Romanus to investigate them. He investigated and found that a grandmother had been converted at less than three years and a day of age, and he declared them fit for the priesthood. Rav Hoshiaia said, he declared them fit following Rebbi Simeon. Rebbi Zeira said, here it is everybody’s opinion since Rebbi Zeira said in the name of Rav Ada bar Ahava, Rebbi Judan brings it in the name of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The child of an adult is fit since it is a prohibition deduced from a positive commandment. (Lev. 21:13) "But he shall take a wife in her virginity." Any prohibition deduced from a positive commandment is a positive commandment. Analogously, (Lev. 21:14) "only a virgin from amidst..."
his people he shall take as wife," not a proselyte. Is any prohibition deduced from a positive commandment a positive commandment? Rebbi Hoshia objected: But the second generation of an Egyptian is a prohibition deduced from a positive commandment! Rebbi Hoshia turned around and said, a positive commandment for Israel cannot be compared to a positive commandment for Cohanim. A positive commandment for Israel implies a prohibition for everybody. A positive commandment for Cohanim implies a prohibition for Cohanim but a permission for Levites and Israel.

100 Reading of the parallel in Qiddusin. Ms. and print reading here: Bar Oshaia.

101 That all their girls were forbidden to Cohanim.

102 A High Priest is directed to marry a woman "in her virginity". This is interpreted to mean that the bride must be a virgin but not yet an adult since for adults the hymen may get soft by itself and therefore the fact of virginity cannot in all cases be established. But since the prohibition to marry an adult is only a logical consequence of the positive commandment to marry a virgin, it has no standing in penal law and, therefore, the child of woman marrying as an adult cannot be subject to any disability.

103 The Babli concurs (Yebamot 54b, 68a; Pesahim 41b, Zebahim 36a, Hulin 81a.)

104 The Babli (Yebamot 77b) and Sifra Emor Pereq 2(6) conclude from the partitive א in that the daughter of a proselyte is acceptable.

105 The prohibition of the first two generations of descendants of an Egyptian proselyte is only inferred from the permission to the third generation to marry a Jewish partner, Deut. 23:9. If the previous argument is correct, only male Egyptians should be disabled in the second generation, not women. But the verse makes no gender distinction. The principle enunciated seems to contradict the Torah.

106 Since it is special legislation it cannot imply anything not spelled out explicitly.
Halakhah 6: "The agent". Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Johanan: When he gathered in order to send by a third person; but if he gathered to bring them himself he cannot send them by a third person. He did not finish this; Rebbi Jonah finished this. Rebbi Zeïra, Rebbi Ammi, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaiah: When he gathered in order to send by a third person; but if he gathered to bring them himself he cannot send them by a third person since all First Fruits which could become permitted by making the declaration become permitted only by making the declaration. Rebbi Mana said, even though Rebbi Yose did not say that, he said something similar: Rebbi Zeïra said to Rebbi Assi, do you remember that when the statement of Rebbi Hoshiaiah was formulated, Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina said that a Mishnah disagrees: "If he designated his First Fruits and then sold his field he brings but does not make the declaration"! We upheld this if he had prior intention to sell. But did we not state: "If
the tree dried up or was cut down"; that also if earlier it already was almost dry. Does making the declaration prevent? Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, where making the declaration is possible, making the declaration does not prevent. If he gathered to deliver them through a third person, would he be forbidden to deliver them through a third person because maybe he would change his mind to deliver them himself?

107 He did not explain the reason behind this ruling.
108 In cases where the Mishnah requires making the declaration, First Fruits become permitted to Cohanim in the Temple only after the full biblical ceremony.
109 Mishnah 1:7. When he designated First Fruits he could make the declaration because the land was his; when he brings he cannot make the declaration since the land is no longer his. In this case the First Fruits should be permanently forbidden to everybody.
110 He knew at the moment of designation that he would not be able to make the declaration; then the obligation to make the declaration never started.
111 Mishnah 1:6; he brings but does not make the declaration.
112 It is not necessary that at the moment of designation it was 100% clear that he could not make the declaration; it is enough if there was a likelihood that this would be the case.
114 In the Babli (Baba Batra 81b, Makkot 18b) this rule is attributed to R. Zeira. In general, the omission of a required action does not prevent the validity of the act if it would have been possible to perform it (unless it is a requited פין or פנין). But if it is impossible to perform then any omission of a required action does prevent.
115 This is unreasonable; therefore, the First Fruits were gathered with the intention to deliver without making the declaration; the declaration was never required and cannot prevent.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The heir brings and does not make the declaration. How do we hold? If about an heir during his father's lifetime, he is his agent. But after his father's death it is his own. But we deal with the case that his father was seriously ill.

116 The Mishnah already states that he cannot make the declaration. First Fruits but he died before they were delivered. Then the son cannot make the declaration since he did not designate.

117 He can make the declaration.

118 The father had designated the First Fruits but he died before they were delivered. Then the son cannot make the declaration since he did not designate.

119 It is written (Deut. 26:11): ‘You shall enjoy all the good things that the Eternal, your God, gave you and your house.’ This teaches that a person brings First Fruits from his wife's property and makes the declaration." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, after her death but not during her lifetime. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no difference, during her lifetime and after her death. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follows his own opinion since Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, a person does not inherit from his wife as a biblical rule.
Sifry Deut. #301. The verse is the last in the paragraph about First Fruits.

Since a person called "a person's house" is his wife. The property here is the wife's separate property, not her dowry which becomes the husband's property subject to the wife's claim in case of dissolution of the marriage.

For R. Simeon ben Laqish, the husband inherits from his wife by rabbinic institution, in exchange for the obligations which the husband takes upon himself in signing the ketubah.

This opinion is not mentioned elsewhere; Sifry Num. 137 derives the husband's inheritance from the verses of the law of inheritance. Num. 27:6-11. In the Babli, Gittin 47b, the disagreement between R. Simeon ben Laqish and R. Johanan is reduced to the question whether buying usufruct, without buying the underlying real estate, transfers property rights since during the marriage the husband has the usufruct also of the wife's separate property.

Halakhah 7: Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Hoshia: Putting down prevents, making the declaration does not prevent. But did we not state: "He who eats First Fruits before the declaration was made for them"? Rebbi Hoshiaiah, Rebbi Jehudah in the name of Samuel: That is Rebbi Aqiba's. Rebbi Yose asked, which statement of Rebbi Aqiba?
Rebbi Mana said, I heard my father\textsuperscript{125} state: Putting down prevents, making the declaration does not prevent; Rebbi Aqiba says, making the declaration does prevent. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Why did they say that putting down prevents? Because it applies to everybody. Rebbi Tanhuma, Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Because it is repeated\textsuperscript{126}. Rebbi Abba Mari said both\textsuperscript{127}, one following Rebbi Jehudah, the other following the rabbis\textsuperscript{128}. For Rebbi Judah who said it had to be repeated, because it applies to everybody\textsuperscript{129}. For the rabbis who instruct that it did not need to be repeated, because it was repeated\textsuperscript{130}.

\textsuperscript{122} In the Babli, \textit{Makkot} 17a, this is a statement of Rabba bar bar Hanà in the name of R. Johanan. The statement does not disqualify a person who cannot read the declaration; it only applies to persons required to read, cf. Note 113. An action "prevents" if the ceremony becomes invalid if it is omitted.

\textsuperscript{123} Mishnah \textit{Makkot} 3:3; discussed in Babli \textit{Makkot} 18b. A Cohen who eats of First Fruits before the ceremony of dedication is whipped.

\textsuperscript{124} In \textit{Makkot} 13a, the attribution of Mishnah \textit{Makkot} 3:3 is given in the name of R. Johanan.

\textsuperscript{125} R. Jonah.

\textsuperscript{126} "Putting down" is mentioned both in \textit{Deut.} 26:4, as an action of the Cohen, and 26:10, as an action of the farmer.

\textsuperscript{127} R. Eleazar did not change his mind; he gave two different explanations for two different schools of thought.

\textsuperscript{128} The ceremony is described in Mishnah 3:4. According to the anonymous Tanna, the farmer keeps his basket on his shoulder until he has read the entire declaration (and then hands the basket over to the Cohen who deposits it near the altar.) According to R. Jehudah, only the declaration in \textit{Deut.} 26:3 is made with the basket on the farmer's shoulder. Then the farmer holds the basket by its handles, the Cohen puts his hands under the basket and weaves it (as required by the anonymous Mishnah 2:4). Only after that, the declaration 26:5-10 is made
and the basket deposited near the altar. For R. Jehudah, the first "putting down" is into the hands of the Cohen, the second on the floor. For him, both mentions are necessary.

The other sources more or less follow R. Jehudah. Sifry Deut. #300 infers from 26:4, "you shall put it down before the altar of the Eternal, your God", that in the absence of an altar there cannot be any obligation of First Fruits. In #301 it is inferred from the double mention of "putting down" that there are two, one for the declaration and one for the subsequent prostration.

The late Targum Yerushalmi (Pseudo Jonathan) translates 26:4: "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand, move it forward and backward, upward and downward, and at the end put it down before the altar of the Eternal, your God." The first inserted text describes the "weaving" required by R. Jehudah. Verse 10 is translated without addition: ". . . put it down before the Eternal, your God, and prostrate yourself before the Eternal, your God."

For R. Jehudah the two mentions of "putting down" are needed in the description of the ceremony. For him, accepting First Fruits from a person who cannot recite is a rabbinic interpretation, unsupported by the biblical text.

Since for them there is only one "putting down"; the double mention is for emphasis.

Mishnah 6: He who buys two trees on another's property brings but does not make the declaration; Rebbi Meir says he brings and makes the declaration. If the spring dried up or the tree was cut down, one brings but does not make the declaration; Rebbi Jehudah says he brings
and makes the declaration\textsuperscript{134}. From Pentecost to Tabernacles one brings and makes the declaration; from Tabernacles to Hanukkah one brings but does not make the declaration; Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathyra says he brings and makes the declaration\textsuperscript{135}.

131 The standard contract (Mishnah Baba Batra 5:4) about buying trees implies that the ground on which the trees stand is sold with the trees only if the transaction involves at least three trees in one orchard. R. Meir disagrees in that Mishnah; his standard contract implies the sale of the land also for two trees. It is clear that if the sale of the ground is expressly stipulated, the buyer can recite the declaration which is formulated for the owners of the land (Mishnah 11).

132 If the field or orchard from which the First Fruits were taken cannot bear fruit the next year since there is no longer any possibility of irrigation, it is as if the owner no longer possessed the property as agricultural land.

133 From which the First Fruits were taken.

134 Since the farmer remains the owner of the property.

135 For the anonymous majority, after Tabernacles there no longer is any joy in the harvest. Everybody agrees that there is no harvest between Hanukkah and Pentecost; cf. Mishnah 3.

Halakhah 8: Rebbi Yose ben Hanina asked: If one bought a single tree he did not acquire the ground, two he did not acquire the ground. From one he does not bring at all, from two he brings and does not make the declaration\textsuperscript{136}? Rebbi Eleazar said to him, you are asking a question to which the rabbis in assembly have no answer.
For real estate law, it makes no difference whether one or two trees are bought. Does one have to read the Mishnah as dealing with exactly two trees or is there no difference for the rabbis whether one buys one or two trees and the number 2 is mentioned only because of R. Meir who will agree with the rabbis in the case of a single tree but disagrees about 2? In the latter case, the person acquiring a single fruit tree could bring but not make the declaration. In the Babli, *Baba Batra* 81a the matter is decided, that R. Meir permits the buyer of a single tree to bring but not to make the declaration.

Rebbi Jehudah treats trees like straws. There, we have stated: "If he pronounced the benediction 'Creator of the fruit of the soil' on fruits of the tree, he has fulfilled his obligation." Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Jacob bar Aha: This is Rebbi Yehuda's since Rebbi Jehudah treats trees like straws. Rebbi Yose said, it is everybody's opinion since fruits of a tree are also fruits of the soil but fruits of the soil are not fruits of the tree.

This is from *Berakhot* 6:2, Notes 117-118.
Rebbi Abun bar Cahana asked before Rebbi Hila: If somebody sold him a field with its standing crop, may the buyer bring First Fruits? He said to him, why not? That is, when it is moist; even when it is dry? He said to him, even dry, even harvested. Then even wheat grain; do we say that the buyer on the market brings First Fruits?

138 If the grain is totally dry at the moment of sale and does not ripen in the possession of the buyer.
139 There is no answer since the question is too stupid to merit one; the buyer of grain on the market does not buy the field; the only buyer who may bring First Fruits is the buyer of the field. In the Babli, Baba Batra 81a, the opinion that R. Meir will allow First Fruits from grain bought on the market is shown to be impossible.

The following is obvious: If somebody sold the harvest and retained the land for himself, the seller cannot bring since he has no harvest. If he bought it back? Let us hear from the following: "If he gave her dedicated things they are permitted; wines, oils, flour, or anything of a kind admissible near the altar, are prohibited. The latter adds only bundles of vines and rings made of grain stalks." Where do we hold? If he gave her as whore's wages, do we say that the buyer on the market...
market brings First Fruits? But we must hold in case the vines were hers, she sold him the fruits, and he gave them back to her as whore's wages. Because they are whore's wages\textsuperscript{144}. Therefore, if they were not whore's wages she might bring. That means, if he bought back he may bring.

\textsuperscript{140} Similar statements, in different order, are Mishnah \textit{Temurah} 6:4, To- sephta \textit{Temurah} 4:7,9. The statements refer to the prohibition (Deut. 23:19) to bring a whore's wages to the Temple in fulfillment of any vow. This implies that the prostitute was paid in kind; if she is paid in money then what she buys with that money is not prohibited. Since animals or produce dedicated to the Temple cannot become objects of a new vow, these are not under the prohibition of a whore's wages.

\textsuperscript{141} This sentence is a \textit{baraita} not otherwise recorded. Since wine, olive oil, and flour are the only vegetal products used on the altar, the addition "or anything of a kind admissible near the altar" can only refer to First Fruits which are the only other vegetables admitted in the Temple.

\textsuperscript{142} The root is \textit{סבך}, to bundle, as pointed out by I. Löw. The Babli form is with a change of liquids.

\textsuperscript{143} Fruits or grains admissible as First Fruits.

\textsuperscript{144} This is the only reason they cannot be brought to the Temple.
The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: If he dedicated them before Tabernacles and Tabernacles passed, he brings and does not make the declaration. If he dedicated them before Hanukkah and Hanukkah passed, they will rot\textsuperscript{145}. After Hanukkah they do not become holy.

Rebbi Zeira will not accept this of the colleagues; Rebbi Zeira is of the opinion that all First Fruits which could become permitted by making the declaration become permitted only by making the declaration\textsuperscript{146}. Do the colleagues not accept this? They accept it; if he dedicated before Tabernacles intending to bring them after Tabernacles\textsuperscript{147}.

Did we not state\textsuperscript{148}: One may not bring First Fruits from the new crop for the old, nor from the old for the new. Where do we hold? If about produce\textsuperscript{149} which was one third ripe before New Year’s Day for produce which was not one third ripe before New Year’s Day\textsuperscript{150}, since it was not one third ripe before New Year’s Day it is obvious that it did not form roots before the ‘omer and will be forbidden until the coming ‘omer permits it\textsuperscript{151}. But we must deal with fruits [from trees] which budded before the fifteenth of Šebat\textsuperscript{152} for fruits which budded after the fifteenth of Šebat; because that would be from new for old. Therefore, from new for new one may bring\textsuperscript{153}. We thought to say that one speaks of the time after Hanukkah. Rebbi Hinena said, in its time\textsuperscript{154}.

\textsuperscript{145} Since they must be brought to the Temple but would not be accepted, they are forbidden for any use.

\textsuperscript{146} This discusses the opinion of the colleagues that First Fruits dedicated before Tabernacles may still be
brought after Tabernacles. This seems to contradict the opinion stated in Halakhah 6 (Note 108) without opposition that First Fruits under the obligation of declaration cannot become permitted to Cohanim except by the declaration by the farmer.

147 In this case, there never was an obligation to recite the declaration.

148 It seems that תירנiet should be יין since the statement is not a Mishnah. This paragraph discusses the statement that First Fruits dedicated after Hanukkah do not acquire sanctity.

149 In rabbinic Hebrew,سفرת usually means grain but it also can be used in the Biblical sense of "fruit" in general. This ambiguity is expressed here; the first sentence speaks of grain, the second of fruits of a tree.

150 Since First Fruits are called תיראשי (Deut. 26:2) and heave is called תיראשי (Deut. 18:4), the rules of heave apply to First Fruits; cf. Mishnah 2:1.

151 Mishnah 'Oriel 3:9, Note 155.

152 The New Year of fruit trees for tithing periods, cf. Mishnah Roš Haššanah 1:1; Ṣevi'it 5, Note 6.

153 Designating First Fruits after the 15th of Ṣebat (which comes after Hanukkah) but before Pentecost. This is also implied by Mishnah 1:3.

154 The baraita does not apply to the colleagues' statement; it refers to the time between Pentecost and Tabernacles which is the actual time of First Fruits. One may not bring first fruit raisins and dried figs from former years; one may not let this year's First Fruits count for former years in which one neglected the duty to bring First Fruits to the Temple.

Mishnah 7: If he dedicated his First Fruits and then sold his field he brings but does not make the declaration. The other person cannot bring from the same kind, but from another kind he brings and makes the
declaration. Rebbi Jehudah says, he may bring and make the declaration from the same kind.

Halakhah 9: What is the reason of the rabbis\textsuperscript{155}? (Deut. 26:3) "I am declaring today". He declares once\textsuperscript{156} but not twice. Does not Rebbi Jehudah hold so? He does, referring to one person\textsuperscript{157}. But two persons can declare and declare again\textsuperscript{158}.

155 That the buyer cannot bring First Fruits. It is obvious that the seller cannot make the declaration since he has no land.

156 Today but not tomorrow.

157 It is accepted without dissent that a farmer can bring First Fruits of different kinds at different times but he can read the declaration only once (Mishnah 9).

158 Even for the same crop since First Fruits are an obligation of the farmer, not of the crop.

Mishnah 8: If he dedicated his First Fruits and then they rotted, were robbed, stolen, lost, or became impure, he brings others in their stead. One is not liable for a fifth for the replacements\textsuperscript{159}. If they became impure in the Temple court, he scatters them and cannot make the declaration\textsuperscript{160}.
Mishnah 9: From where that he is responsible for them until he delivers them to the Temple Mount? Because it is said (Deut. 26:3): "The beginning of the First Fruits of your land you shall bring to the Temple of the Eternal, your God, etc." This teaches that he is responsible for them until be delivers them to the Temple Mount.

159 But the original First Fruits go under the rules of heave (Mishnah 2:1, Note 150) and the replacement has to be 125% of the original.

160 Since delivering the basket of fruits to the Cohen to be set down near the altar is necessary; cf. Note 122.

Halakhah 10: Rebbi Johanan said, I am stating this as the opinion of a single individuum. It was stated thus: "Rebbi Simeon ben Jehudah says in the name of Rebbi Simeon: For the replacement one is not obligated for a fifth." Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac in the name of Rav Huna: The replacement one even buys on the market. How do you treat these? As addition of First Fruits or adornment of First Fruits? If you treat them as addition to First Fruits they are not under the rules of demay. If you treat them as adornment of First Fruits they are under the rules of demay.
161 Mishnah 8, formulated anonymously, is the opinion only of R. Simeon (ben Ioḥai) as stated in Tosephta 1:5.

162 If one may buy on the market, the replacements are not really First Fruits. It is stated in Mishnah 3:10 that with First Fruits one brought additional fruits of the same kind as additions and fruits of other kinds as adornments.

163 Mishnah 3:10.

"If they became impure in the Temple court, he scatters them and cannot make the declaration." Rebbi Ḥama bar Uqba in the name of Rebbi Yose bar Hanina: If the First Fruits became impure, the baskets are given to the priests since it is said (Deut. 26:4): "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand."

164 But not the baskets which cannot become impure in secondary or tertiary degree.

165 Since it was the original intent to give First Fruits in their baskets.

Mishnah 9: If he brought from one kind and made the declaration, when he comes back and brings from another kind he cannot make the declaration.
Halakhah 11: For whom is this needed? For Rebbi Jehudah. Even though Rebbi Jehudah said, he declares and he\(^{166}\) declares again, but if he brought from one kind and made the declaration, when he comes back and brings from another kind he cannot make the declaration. Rebbi Jonathan said, Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai stated this: *(Deut. 26:5)* "You shall say", *(Deut. 26:11)* "you shall enjoy"; you have to say it while you enjoy\(^{167}\).

\(^{166}\) Another person; cf. Mishnah 7, Halakhah 9.

\(^{167}\) And a repeat performance is not the same as the first. The *Sifry* (#301) concludes from *Deut* 26:11 that the (first) presentation of First Fruits requires a family sacrifice to provide a meat meal (cf. Mishnah 3:3).

Mishnah 10: For the following one makes the declaration, one brings and makes the declaration between Pentecost and Tabernacles: From the Seven Kinds\(^{168}\), from produce of the hills, from dates in the valleys\(^{169}\), from oil olives\(^{170}\), and from Transjordan. Rebbi Yose the Galilean says, one does not bring from Transjordan since it is not a Land flowing with milk and honey.
HALAKHAH 12

168 Deut. 8:8-9; cf. Berakhot 6, Note 151. Only fruits mentioned in these verses qualify as First Fruits.
169 Only these produce date honey.
170 These usually are larger than eating olives.

Halakhah 12: Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish; Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Sixteen mil in a circle around Sepphoris is the Land flowing with milk and honey. Rebbi Jonah said, if one measures as the crow flies, the outskirts of Beth Shean belong to it. If one measures as the crow flies, the valley of Genezareth belongs to it. One objected to Rebbi Jonah: (Ex. 3:17) "I said, I shall lift you from the deprivation of Egypt" (Ex. 3:8) "into a good and wide land, [to] a land flowing with milk and honey". He said to them, which contains stretches of milk and honey.

171 In the Babli (Ketubot 111b), a square of side 16 mil centered at Sepphoris (in the name of R. Simeon ben Laqish). A phantastic tale of Rabba bar bar Hana puts the size of the country flowing with milk and honey at 22 parasangs (88 mil) square. The mil is 2000 average cubits; cf. Berakhot 3, Note 235.
172 In Babylonian texts, this appears as סדר. The root is קדר "to cut through". The idea is that one is measuring as if tunneling through a mountain by lifting the measuring rod so that it is always horizontal (Babli Erubin 58b).
173 This seems to imply that the entire Land of Israel is flowing with milk and honey.
It was stated: (Deut. 26:10) "Which You gave me", not what I took by myself. About what do they differ? Rebbi Abun said, half of the tribe of Manasse. If one says, "which You gave me, not what I took by myself," half the tribe of Manasse did not take by themselves. If one says, (Deut. 26:10) "a Land of milk and honey," nevertheless it is not a land of milk and honey.

The Sifry (#301) takes this as basis to exclude guardians, etc. (Mishnah 5) from the right to declaration. For the Tanna here, the verse excludes produce from "Syria", from territories conquered by David outside the boundaries of promise.

The anonymous majority and R. Yose the Galilean.

The tribes of Reuben and Gad were sheep herders, not farmers.

Mishnah 11: He who buys three trees in another's property, brings, and makes the declaration; Rebbi Meir says even for two. He who buys a tree and its ground brings and makes the declaration. Rebbi Jehudah says, even sharecroppers and tenant farmers bring and read.
HALAKHAH 13

177 Cf. Note 131.

178 By a contract which explicitly states that the ground is sold with the tree. In the Babli, Baba Batra 27a, this is restricted to the case that he bought the tree with a circular domain of radius 16 cubits which can be assumed to contain all roots of the tree.

179 He disagrees with the anonymous Mishnah 2.

180 They and their descendants have the permanent right to farm the property if they pay their rent on time.

Halakhah 13: It was stated: Hereditary tenant farmers do not bring; Rebbi Jehudah says, they themselves bring and make the declaration.

Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Hiyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Mishnah speaks of hereditary tenant farmers. Rebbi Hila, Rebbi Assi, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Mishnah speaks of owners of sharecropping or tenant farming rights. They wanted to say, he who says the Mishnah speaks of owners of sharecropping or tenant farming rights, therefore not about simple sharecroppers or tenants. About a temporary sharecropper or tenant farmer; therefore a permanent sharecropper or
tenant farmer might bring\textsuperscript{185}. Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya came in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Even a permanent sharecropper or tenant farmer cannot bring. Why? The Mishnah speaks of owners of sharecropping or tenant farming rights\textsuperscript{186}.

181 Even these may not bring First Fruits according to the rabbis.
182 It is not clear at this moment whether the farming rights are permanent, and there is no difference in meaning between the statements of R. Ze'ira and R. Hila, or whether the rights are limited in time but the contract cannot be terminated by the landlord before its expiration date. In the second interpretation, the rabbis might agree that hereditary tenants may bring First Fruits.
183 Who may be terminated at will by the landlord.
184 In this interpretation, farming rights for a limited time are treated as nonexistent for the question of First Fruits.
185 Even according to the rabbis.
186 Of any kind.
Mishnah 1: For heave and First Fruits one incurs the penalty of death\(^1\) or a fine of a fifth\(^2\); they are forbidden to lay persons, are Cohen's property\(^3\), may be lifted by one in 100, need washing of the hands\(^4\) and sundown\(^5\). This applies to heave and First Fruits but not to tithe\(^6\).

1. Eating them in impurity is a deadly sin.
2. If misappropriated, the restitution must be 125% of what was taken; cf. Terumot 6, Note 1.
3. They might be traded from one Cohen to another and a Cohen may use them as gifts to marry a wife since, even if she was a lay person before, she becomes a member of the Cohen's family by marriage and may eat heave and First Fruits.
4. By rabbinic practice, hands are always impure in the second degree unless washed and watched after cleansing. Since heave and First Fruits can become impure in the third degree, touching heave or First Fruits with unwashed hands makes them unusable.
5. An impure person who cleansed himself by immersion in a miqweh is no longer impure, but he becomes pure for hallowed food only at sundown, cf. Terumot 5, Note 68.
6. First tithe of which heave of the tithe was taken is totally profane.
Halakhah 1: "For heave and First Fruits," etc. It is written (Num. 18.8): "Behold, I gave to you the watch over My heaves." Two heaves, heave and First Fruits. About heave it is written (Lev. 22:9): "They should not carry sin because of it and die if they desecrate it." First fruits as it is written (Deut. 12:6): "There you shall bring your elevation offerings," these are First Fruits, as it is written (Deut. 26:4): "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand."

Maybe we should say that the verse refers to sacrifices? Extirpation is already written in regard to sacrifices.

Should sacrifices be subject to death and extirpation? Can somebody die and die again? As we have stated: "If somebody dies at age 50, he dies of extirpation. At 52, the death of the prophet Samuel. At 60, it is the death written in the Torah. At 70, a death of love. At 80, death of old age. After that, a life of suffering."

7 In the Babli (Sabbat 25a, 26a; Yebamot 74a; and in slightly different form Bekhorot 34a), the two heaves are pure and impure (or pure and questionable), respectively. That tradition is in the name of the Davidic Rabba bar Abuha and may represent the autochthonous Babylonian tradition. In the Yerushalmi tradition, the verse determines the rules of First Fruits as those of heave.

8 The paragraph deals with the prohibition of impure hallowed food.

9 This statement is fragmentary.
and unintelligible in the form presented. The full text is in *Sifry Deut.* 63: *There you shall bring your elevation offerings, private and public, your well-being offerings, private and public, your tithes;* R. Aqiba said, the verse deals with two different tithes, grain tithes and animal tithes, and your hand's heaves, these are First Fruits, as it is written: *The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand.* Other heaves do not have to be brought to the Temple.

10 *Lev.* 22:9 which imposes death by the hand of Heaven for desecrators.

11 *Lev.* 22:3 imposes the penalty of extirpation on any Cohen coming close to sacrifices while impure. Traditionally, extirpation is considered more of a punishment than death by the hand of Heaven.

12 A slightly extended form in *Semahot* 3:8. The main change is in the first clause: "if somebody dies up to age 50." In the Babli, *Mo'ed Qatan* 28a, the text "at 60," is corrected to read "from 50 to 60" and the note on life after 80 is missing.

The following paragraphs discuss this statement.

From where do you understand that if somebody dies at age 50, he dies of extirpation? It is written (*Num.* 4:18-19): "Do not extirpate the tribe of the families of (Levi), etc. Do the following for them that they should live and not die." Organize them that they should not enjoy seeing the holiest of holies. And it is written (*Num.* 4:20): "They should not come to look, when the holies are wrapped, and die." And it is written (*Num.* 8:25):
"At age 50, he should retire from the work force." Rebbi Abin, the son of Rebbi Tanhum ben Rebbi Tryphon, understood it from here (Ps. 90:10): "The days of our lives here are 70 years." Subtract from these 20 years during which the Heavenly Court does neither punish not extirpate\textsuperscript{13}, and you will find that one who dies at up to 50 years dies in extirpation.

\textsuperscript{13} This tradition is also in the Babli, Sabbath 89b. While a male becomes a full member of the religious community at age 13, a female at age 12, they are treated as adults before the Heavenly court only at age 20 since in the story of the spies only the men older than 20 were punished. One has to assume that until then the parents are not absolved from responsibility for their children.

Neither "proof" has any logical consistency.

"At 52, the death of the prophet Saul\textsuperscript{14}" Rebbi Abba the son of Rebbi Pappai in\textsuperscript{15} the name of Rebbi Levi; Rebbi Joshua from Sikhnin in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi (Prov. 14:23): "From all toil there will be gain but from talk of lips only want." Hannah, because she prayed too much, shortened Samuel's life, since she said (Is. 1:22): "He shall dwell there forever." But the "forever" of a Levite is only 50 years, as it is written (Num. 8:25): "At the age of 50 years he shall retire from the workforce." But this one lived 52 years? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, two years until she weaned him.
Error for "Samuel", found uncorrected in ms. and the editio princeps. The tradition is from Seder 'Olam 13 (cf. the author’s edition, Northvale N.J. 1998, pp. 129-135) and is reported in the Babli Ta’anit 5b, Mo’ed Qatan 28a. The material is Tanna'itic in Seder 'Olam and the Babli, a further argument that Seder 'Olam is a compilation of the Babylonian academies. Samuel at his retirement describes himself (Is. 12:2) as "old and white-haired."

An Amora of the fifth Galilean generation, usually reporting sayings of R. Levi.

However, this statement is not part of Hannah’s prayer but her argument to her husband. Samuel was a Levite from the family of Gersom (1Chr. 6:13).

In verse 8:26 it is stated that the retired Levite may continue as a watchman.

"At 60, it is the death written in the Torah." Rebbi Ḥizqiah in the name of Rebbi Jacob bar Aḥa: It is written (Deut. 1:35): "If any male among these people, this evil generation, should see." Think of it, if anybody left Egypt at age 20 and then was in the desert for 40 years when he died, you find that the death written in the Torah is at age 60. And it is written (Job. 5:26): "You shall come into your grave bklḥ."  

As punishment.

The word כֹּל appears twice in Job, its etymology is unknown. The corresponding Arabic نَجْع means "having a stern countenance" as applied to people but "being shiny, bright" for things. The Babli, Mo’ed Qatan 28a, quotes only this verse as proof and notes that the (Alexandrian) numerical value of נַגַע is 60. This seems to be the interpretation here also, the Yerushalmi being the source of the Babli.
At 70, a death of love. (Ps. 90:10): "The days of our lives are then 70 years." At 80, death of old age, as it is said: "At most, 80 years." Also thus Barzilai said to David (2S. 19:36): "I am today 80 years of age, do I still know good from bad?"

In verse 33, he is described as "extremely old, 80 years of age."

If he had passed the age of 50 and did something punishable by extirpation, is he truly very happy? If he had passed the age of 60 and did something punishable by death, can he truly be happy? It was stated: Rebbi Hanina ben Antigonos said, if an old man ate fat, who will show us that he is subject to extirpation? As we have stated, or if he desecrated the Sabbath he dies by extirpation. But it must be the following: He who dies in one day dies by rage, in two by urgency, in three by plague. Rebbi Halafta ben Shaul stated: He who dies in one, two, three [days], dies by extirpation. Four or five is a hurried death, six a usual death, seven a death of love, longer he dies in pain.
Identifying תבר with all commentators. It is generally recognized that תבר had disappeared from speech long before the Amoraic period; it appears in the Talmudim only as historical spelling. But that /β/ = /β/ is not usually recognized, though it appears, e.g., in גכ = subsellium.

Most commentators change תבר into תבר without gaining anything. The meaning of תבר here is standard Mishnaic: "truly". If the punishment for a crime punishable by extirpation is death before age 50, is punishment waved for persons over age 50?

Death by Heaven's action.

In case there are no witnesses that the perpetrator had been duly warned (cf. Kilaim 8, Note 9), the punishment is in the hand of Heaven. The basis of this statement is Ex. 34:14 which decrees the judicial death penalty for the person who publicly desecrates the Sabbath and extirpates the Sabbath.

Also stated in Semait 3:9. In the Babli, Mo'ed Qatan 28a, the person who dies after 5 days of illness dies a normal death.

His soul avoids punishment by the Heavenly Court since he was made to suffer on Earth.

What did you see to assert that he who dies in three days dies from the plague? Hilfa the grandson of Rabbai Abbahu said, I heard the voice of my grandfather who preached (Is. 25:38): "It was like the ten days that the Eternal smote Nabal and he died." The Holy One, praise to Him, suspended His judgment during the seven days of mourning for Samuel, that mourning for him and for the just person should not overlap; then he
lingered another three days and died. Rebbi Ḥaggai in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman: It is not written "after ten days" but "like the ten days"; The Holy One, praise to Him, suspended His judgment for ten days, like the Ten Days between New Year's Day and the Day of Atonement, that he should repent, but he did not.

28 In the Babli (loc. cit. 26), death from the plague is within one day, based on Ez. 24:18.

29 Reading with Midraḥ Şemuel 23[9] for רב יבנה The passage is quoted in Midraḥ Şoher Tob in the name of R. Hoshiaia, in Yalqut Śim'oni 2 #705 in the name of R. Halaphta in the name of R. Abbahu. (Yalqut Śim'oni, being a compilation of excerpts, without editorial comments, is almost a ms. witness.)

30 Noted in IS. 25:1.

31 The Days of Repentance.

Cahana asked Rebbi Zeira: A layman who ate heave? He said to him, it is a deadly sin. After he had prayed, he said to him (Lev. 22:3): "I am the Eternal" closed the statement. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: A layman who ate heave committed a deadly sin. A baraita
supports Rebbi Johanan: "Those who eat heave intentionally\textsuperscript{35}, whether
pure [person] eating pure [heave], or impure eating impure, or pure eating
impure, or impure eating pure, have committed a deadly sin. Cohanim
eating heave, pure [person] eating pure [heave] fulfills its commandment;
pure eating impure [has violated] a positive commandment; impure eating
pure or impure eating impure [has violated] a prohibition. What did you
see to say that a pure [person] eating impure [heave has violated] a
positive commandment? Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, (\textit{Lev.} 22:7)
"Afterwards he shall eat of the hallowed [food]", of what is pure but not of
what is impure. Any prohibition which is implied by a positive
commandment has the status of a positive commandment\textsuperscript{36}.

\textsuperscript{32} Since Cahana preceded R. Zeïra
by at least one generation, the text is
impossible. Later (Note 42) the
statement is referred to as Rav's. Since
Rav was teacher and colleague of
Cahana, one has to read "Rav" instead
of "R. Zeïra".

\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Lev.} 22 deals with the rules of
heave. In verse 3, Cohanim are
subjected to the penalty of extirpation
for neglecting the rules of impurity.
This verse closes with the remark "I am
the Eternal", which usually appears at
the conclusion of a commandment. R.
Zeïra (Rav) concludes that no penalty
has been spelled out for the rules given
in verses 4 ff.

\textsuperscript{34} The prohibition is spelled out
\textit{Lev.} 22:10. For R. Zeïra it is a simple
violation; for R. Johanan it falls under
the punishment stated in verse 3.

\textsuperscript{35} In the Constantinople print:
אוכלי הרמה burgl "lay persons eating
heave".

\textsuperscript{36} This is generally accepted also
in the Babli (e. g., \textit{Yebamot} 54b,73b;
\textit{Pesahim} 71b; \textit{Zebahim} 34a, \textit{Hulin} 81a).
The proof is in the next paragraph.
The transgression of a positive
commandment is not prosecutable by a
human court; the violation of a
prohibition is.
The distinction between pure and
impure food is read into the verse since
כ "of" is partitive; there must be a
category which is not included.
Rebbi Avina said: Would one not understand that, since it is said (Lev. 11:9): “Any [creature in the water] having fins and scales you shall eat” we know that any creature having no fins and scales you shall not eat. To give both positive commandment and prohibition on the impure. Because it is written. If it were not written, it would be a positive commandment. Therefore, any prohibition which is implied by a positive commandment has the status of a positive commandment.

In the Babli, Hulin 67b, the argument, in different style, is declared to be tannaitic; the same in Sifra Semini Parasha 3(1) in a text closely parallel to the Yerushalmi.

The prohibition "any having no fins or scales you shall not eat" is spelled out in Lev. 11:10.

It is impossible to say that a Jew who never eats fish transgresses the positive commandment of v. 9. Therefore, the positive formulation must have a negative implication. The eater of seafood is obligated for a purification offering as atonement for the violation of the prohibition and an elevation offering for the violation of the positive commandment.

Rebbi Assi understood it from the following (Deut. 12:22): "The impure and the pure shall eat it together". Here, the impure and the pure shall eat it from the same platter, but heave the impure and the pure may not eat it.
from the same platter. About sacrifices⁴¹? Rebbi Johanan ben Marius said, if about sacrifices it is already written (Lev. 7:19): "Meat touching anything impure may not be eaten."⁴²

Profane meat slaughtered away from the sanctuary.⁴⁰ The verse points out the difference between profane and sacrifice meat.⁴¹ While verse 12:22 may also apply to sacrifices, its main emphasis cannot be directed towards sacrifices but towards sanctified food eaten away from the sanctuary. This can only mean heave since the prohibition of impure sacrificial meat is already in Lev. 7:19.

The Mishnah disagrees with Rav⁴³: "For heave and First Fruits one is liable to penalty of death." He explains it, for Cohanim⁴⁴. But did we not state: "fifth"? Is there a fifth for Cohanim⁴⁵? He explains that the Mishnah is case by case. The first clause for Cohanim, the last for Israel. Does the Mishnah support Rebbi Johanan: "They are forbidden to lay persons"⁴⁶? He explains it, less than a legal quantity⁴⁷.

He denies that lay persons eating heave incur a deadly guilt, cf. Note 32.⁴³ Since this is explicit in Lev. 22:3, one would not need a Mishnah.⁴⁴ The duty of restitution of 125% is restricted to lay persons by Lev. 22:14.⁴⁵ If the Mishnah disagrees with Rav, it should support R. Johanan. But for him it is not necessary to state the prohibition to lay persons separately; it is included in the cases where mishandling heave and First Fruits is a
Mishandling a minute quantity of hallowed food is not prosecutable by a human court or atonable by a sacrifice; therefore it is assumed that the Heavenly Court will not treat this as a deadly sin.

"They are the Cohen's property." Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan (Num. 18: 8): "To you I gave it as mosḥâ." As mosḥâ, for importance. As mosḥâ, for anointing. As mosḥâ, as fuel. I would say, both for impure and pure. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, (Deut. 26:14) "I did not burn any of it," but one liquidates heave in impurity. Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: From where for Second Tithe proper which became impure that one may not use it as fuel? The verse says, "I did not burn any of it in impurity". One may redeem it and you are saying this? One may only interpret it as referring to what was bought with Second Tithe money. Rebbi Jehudah said, but for First Fruits which became impure it is the opinion of everybody.

47 Mishandling a minute quantity of hallowed food is not prosecutable by a human court or atonable by a sacrifice, therefore it is assumed that the Heavenly Court will not treat this as a deadly sin.

48 In the verse "I gave them." 49 The root being "to anoint", as symbol of elevation.
consumption of Second Tithe in Jerusalem, including a reference to First Fruits. There is a difference in rules between heave and First Fruits in this respect.

The argument as reported in Babli *Yebamot* 73b is to take una as partitive: This hallowed food cannot be burned but other (heave) can.

Since Second Tithe may always be redeemed for money, impure Second Tithe is redeemed and becomes totally profane. It may be burned as profane fuel.

In this case, R. Jehudah holds in Mishnah *Ma'aser Seni* 3:10 that produce bought with tithe money in Jerusalem which became impure cannot be redeemed but must be buried.

The statement is an Amoraic interpretation of what R. Jehudah might have said, that Mishnah *Bikkurim* 1:8 implies that impure First Fruits must be destroyed even for those who permit redemption of fruits bought with tithe money.
"This applies to heave and First Fruits but not to tithe." There, we have stated: "One washes his hands for profane, tithe, and heave; but for sacrifices one immerses." There, you say that tithe does not need washing and here you say, tithe needs washing! Those who say, tithe needs washing, the rabbis; he who says, tithe does not need washing, Rebbi Meir. There, we have stated: "Anything needing immersion in water by rabbinic decree makes sacrifices impure and heave unusable but is permitted for profane food and tithe. But the Sages forbid for tithe." Is that not explained by what Rebbi Samuel says in the name of Rebbi Zeira, what means the Sages forbid for tithe? His body is disqualified from eating tithe. What is that? May you say tithe needs washing, if he wants to eat; may you say tithe does not need washing, if he wants to touch? No, wanting to touch is the same as wanting to eat. So it must be washing as discipline. But we have stated: "heave!" Is there washing as discipline for heave? But it is about profane food prepared by the rules of sacrifices. Is profane food prepared by the rules of sacrifices not profane? Explain it either following Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar or following Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Zadoq. Either following Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar as it was stated: Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says in the name of Rebbi Meir: Hands are [impure] in the first degree for profane food, in the second for heave. Or following Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Zadoq as it was stated there: "Profane food prepared by the rules of sacrifices is profane. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Zadoq says it is like heave, it may be impure in two degrees and invalidates a third."

The origin of this paragraph is in Hagigah 2:5; a parallel discussion in Babli Hagigah 18b. The statement discussed is that tithe, in contrast to
heave and First Fruits, may be eaten with unwashed hands. "Tithe" here always means Second Tithe since First Tithe whose heave of the tithe was separated is totally profane.

56 Mishnah Hagigah 2:5.
57 One has to immerse his hands in 40 seah of water. "Washing" means that at least a quarter log (1/96 seah) of water flows over the hands.
58 "There" is the Mishnah Bikkurim 2:1, "here" is Mishnah Hagigah 2:5.
59 Mishnah Parah 11:5.
60 Any impurity not explicitly stated in the Pentateuch.

61 Unwashed hands are always impure in the second degree by rabbinic decree (cf. Berakhot 8, Note 46). Profane food can only become impure in two degrees; the second cannot induce impurity in other profane food. Heave can become impure in three degrees; the third is called "unusable" since it cannot induce impurity in other food (except sacrifices which have four degrees.)

62 Second Tithe cannot be eaten with unwashed hands.
63 Nobody can expect a food handler not to eat.
64 Washing one's hands for profane food (in the Babli restricted to eating bread) is to teach people the discipline needed to handle heave (sources cf. Note 55).
65 For heave, washing is a biblical requirement. If heave is mentioned in a Mishnah, it cannot be dealing with washing because of rabbinic discipline.
66 This was practiced, e. g., by the Qumran sect who ate all their food under the strict rules of impurities applicable to sacrifices. Usually, strict Pharisees prepared their food under the rules of heave.
67 This use of ה is a Babylonism not usually found in the Yerushalmi.
68 They will transfer impurity to any food but that food cannot induce other impurity.
69 Mishnah Tahorot 2:8.
Mishnah 2: Some rules apply to tithe\textsuperscript{70} and First Fruits but not to heave since tithe and First Fruits need to be brought to the Place\textsuperscript{71}; they need a declaration\textsuperscript{73} and are forbidden to the current mourner\textsuperscript{74}, but Rebbi Simeon permits\textsuperscript{75}. They are subject to removal, but Rebbi Simeon frees from the obligation\textsuperscript{75}. They forbid in Jerusalem the most minute amount\textsuperscript{76} to be eaten by the unauthorized and animals; Rebbi Simeon permits\textsuperscript{77}. These rules apply to tithe and First Fruits but not to heave.

70 Second tithe only.
71 The Temple for First Fruits, Jerusalem for second tithe.
73 For second tithe, Deut. 26:13-15. For First Fruits, Deut. 26:3-10.
74 A person who has to arrange for the burial of a close relative, between the time of death and the burial.
75 Since the בְּכֵיָּרוֹת is explicitly forbidden second tithe (Deut. 26:14) and the declaration is one of removal (Deut. 26:13), R. Simeon can disagree only regarding First Fruits. Removal means that first and poor people’s tithes were given away and second tithe brought to Jerusalem.
76 While second tithe becomes insignificant in a majority of permitted food and First Fruits by 1 in 100, this applies only outside of Jerusalem.
77 The Babylonian Mishnah has here another sentence, stating that plants grown in Jerusalem from second tithe or First Fruits also forbid in the most minute amounts; but R. Simeon permits. It is the general wisdom since the time of R. Eliahu Kramer of Wilna that the sentence is missing by an oversight of the scribe. But since the Halakhah corrects the Mishnah to insert the sentence, it is clear that it was missing in the accepted Mishnah text. In general it is safe to assume that textual corrections by R. Eliahu of Wilna are unwarranted.
Halakhah 2: "They need to be brought to the Place." Because it is written (Deut. 12:6): "There, you shall bring your elevation offerings, your family sacrifices, your tithes, and your hand’s heave." "Your hand’s heave" are First Fruits since it is written (Deut. 26:4): "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand."

78 Animal and second tithes.
79 Sifry Deut. 63.

So far tithe, from where First Fruits? As Rebbi Jacob bar Hama said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 26:13): "The hallowed food." That hallowed food is meant which was described in the preceding paragraph.

80 What implies that First Fruits, while they have their own declaration, have to be delivered on time? The farmer cannot read the declaration of second tithe if he has undelivered First Fruits at home.
81 No R. Jacob bar Hama is otherwise known; the commentators following R. S. Cirillo read "R. Jacob bar Aha" since this name is quoted in the next paragraph.
82 Deut. 26:1-11.

This contradicts the tannaitic tradition (Mishnah Ma’aser Šeni 5:10, Sifry Deut. 303) that the reference is to second tithe and fourth-year yield.
"They need a declaration." Since it is written (Deut. 26:5): "You should formally declare\textsuperscript{83} before the Eternal, your God\textsuperscript{84}." So far tithe, from where First Fruits? As Rebbi Jacob bar Ḥama said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 26:13): "The hallowed food." That hallowed food is meant which was described in the preceding paragraph.

\textsuperscript{83} Or: "You shall answer and declare", repeating the text of the declaration recited by the priest. This verse deals only with First Fruits. Cf. Halakhah 3:5; Sifry Deut. 301. The declaration for tithes is prescribed in v. 13.

\textsuperscript{84} This introduces the declaration of First Fruits. The next two sentences are copied from the preceding paragraph, most likely in error. They are appropriate again in the next paragraph.

"They are forbidden to the current mourner." Since it is written (Deut. 26:14): "I did not eat from it in my deep mourning." So far tithe, from where First Fruits? As Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 26:13): "The hallowed food." That hallowed food is meant which was described in the preceding paragraph.

In all these cases we stated that Rebbi Simeon disagrees. For the declaration Rebbi Simeon does not disagree. The declaration is the reading; there, Rebbi Simeon does not disagree since it is written (Deut. 26:5): "You should formally declare."
So is the Mishnah: “They forbid in Jerusalem in the most minute amount; Rebbi Simeon permits. Their growth\(^{85}\) in Jerusalem is forbidden to be eaten and Rebbi Simeon permits. Also by the unauthorized or by animals does Rebbi Simeon permit.” Do not the rabbis agree with him since he asked them\(^{86}\): Do you not agree that if they are permitted for the unauthorized, they are permitted as animal feed? Does one need walls\(^{87}\) for unauthorized eating or for feeding animals? Just as one does not need walls for unauthorized eating, one does not need walls for feeding animals! The rabbis say, they made Jerusalem something which has no possibility to become permitted\(^{88}\). Anything has no possibility to become permitted prohibits in the most minute amounts; similarly, Jerusalem prohibits in the most minute amounts.

\(^{85}\) Plants growing from second tithe or First Fruits used as seeds. Even though it is stated in Mishnah Terumot 9:4 that growth from First Fruits or second tithe is profane, this holds only outside of Jerusalem. Since both First Fruits and second tithe have to be consumed in Jerusalem, if they are mixed with profane food they still can be eaten in Jerusalem by the people entitled to eat the original hallowed food, Cohanim for First Fruits and pure Jews for second tithe.

The Tosephta (1:7) has a different version: "R. Simeon says they did not forbid the growth of First Fruits to
require them to be eaten in Jerusalem."
This speaks of growth of First Fruits
outside of Jerusalem and contradicts
86 In a baraita not otherwise transmitted.
87 Food that has to be consumed in
the holy precinct outside the Temple
domain must be consumed inside the
city walls (possibly defined as the walls
of the city in First Temple times.)
Since growth from dedicated seeds is
intrinsically profane and does not need
city walls if used as animal feed, walls
are not needed and the restriction to
those authorized is without basis (cf.
Tosafot Pesahim 34a, s. v. חצר).
88 The rabbis agree that R. Simeon
might have a logical point but their
position is that leniencies here are
uncalled for since any food in question
can be eaten in Jerusalem.

The formulation used here, דקר שפתי
ול "something which has no poss-
sibility to become permitted", appears
in the Babli (Bezah 3b,39a; Yebamot
82a; Baba Mezia 53a) and the Tosephta
(terumot 5:15) as נפ נ`מ "something which has a possibility to
become permitted". The language of
the Babli is straightforward: For
something which may become permitted without invoking the rules of
insignificance (1 in 60, 100, or 200),
those rules were not instituted. The
standard example is that of an egg
freshly laid on the Sabbath which is
not food prepared for the Sabbath but
becomes automatically permitted at the
end of the Sabbath. If such an egg
disappears in a barrel containing 1'000
eggs, all are forbidden for use until the
end of the Sabbath.

The language of the Yerushalmi,
"something which has no possibility to
become permitted", presupposes the
knowledge of the rule: If the rules of
insignificance were not instituted for a
certain case, they are not applicable
even in the case of the smallest pos-
sible admixture. Since First Fruits and
second tithe can be eaten in Jerusalem,
they are always permitted for author-
ized people and are therefore "some-
ting which has no possibility to
become permitted".

מה פליגים רבי שמואל ורבינו הדרי
buscar. לבלי בריזורובין אתה רבי שמואל מדרים.
מה בני ערובין מה בני זיידלנין. ערובין בריזוריבין.
הדרי בריזוריבין כמות. בריזוריבין בריזוריבין.
כמה בריזוריבין מדרים לבריזורובין בבריזורובין. בבריזוריבין בבריזוריבין זיידלנין.
זיידלנין.
About what do Rebbi Simeon and the rabbis disagree? About growth. But in mixtures even Rebbi Simeon agrees. What is the difference between growth and mixtures? In mixtures all exists. In growth it already has disappeared. Where Rebbi Simeon agrees with the rabbis is in mixtures of tithe, but mixtures of First Fruits are treated like growth. And so did Rebbi Simeon say89: "First fruits do not forbid their mixtures or growths to be eaten in Jerusalem." What is the difference between tithe and First Fruits? Tithe cannot be lifted90, First Fruits can be lifted91. Rebbi Simeon agrees that the seah lifted for another seah needs walls and needs use92. But the rabbis say, all93 need walls and need use.

89 Cf. Tosefta 1:7 (Note 85.)
90 Second tithe is never mentioned among foods that may be lifted; cf. 'Orlah 1, Note 174.
91 By one in 100, cf. Mishnah 2:1.
92 It must be eaten in Jerusalem (as defined by its walls) and it may not be destroyed in small quantities as second tithe of demay may be; cf. Demay 1, Notes 105 ff.
93 Both second tithe and First Fruits.
Rebbi Johanan went to a place and said, I am Ben Azai here. There came an old man to ask him. He said, "the growth from heave is heave; the growth from their growth is profane. But the growths from tevel, second tithe and first tithe, aftergrowth of the Sabbatical, heave from outside the Land, dema', and First Fruits are profane." There, you say their growth is permitted, why do you say here, their growth is forbidden? He said to him, where do we say their growth is permitted? For things whose seeds disappear. Where do we say their growth is forbidden? For things whose seeds do not disappear. He said to him, but did we not state: "What is one whose seeds do not disappear? For example arum, garlic, and onions." Are arum, garlic, and onions obligated for First Fruits? He said, the Ben Azai from here went away as you say. He asked Rebbi Yannai who told him, for tithe everything was classified as things whose seeds do not disappear.

94 The student of R. Joshua and colleague of R. Aqiba who could immediately answer all questions of Jewish law. The Talmudim (Peah 6:3, Note 79; Babli Erubin 29a, Qiddusin 20a) report that any other outstanding scholar who tried to imitate Ben Azai was quickly put down.
95 Mishnah Terumah 9:4 (but there, second tithe is not mentioned.)
96 Second tithe and First Fruits.
98 They are not acceptable as First Fruits.
99 R. Johanan.
Rebbi Johanan's argument seems inverted. There\textsuperscript{100}, Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, it was quoted for the horns of a cadaver. He said to him, did the teacher not teach: "I saw" the size of two beans\textsuperscript{101}? Should he have said here also, "their growths"? In addition, from the following (Deut. 12:17): "You may not eat your grain's tithe in your gates." About which tithe has this been said? About pure second tithe which entered Jerusalem and left\textsuperscript{102}. Also from the following which Rebbi Simeon stated. It was stated\textsuperscript{103} in the name of Rebbi Simeon: "Tithe is special in that tithe forbids its money, mixtures, and vessels; the doubt of an admixture forbids in the most minute amount and one may not use it for lighting." He should say, the same holds for growth! Rebbi Hila said, he who says growth is permitted, Rebbi Simeon. Those who say growth is forbidden, the rabbis. They said to him, did we not state\textsuperscript{104}: "Growths from dedicated
[seeds] and Second Tithe are profane; one redeems them corresponding to the time of sowing." Why does he have to redeem? Not because of their inherent sanctity? Here also they should require walls because of their inherent sanctity! Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Ammi, in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: When one says the growth is forbidden, the prohibition of walls\textsuperscript{105}. When one says the growth is permitted, the permission for unauthorized persons\textsuperscript{106}. "These rules apply to tithe and First Fruits but not to heave."

100 It is unknown what this statement refers to. Since the tentative explanation of R. Eliahu Fulda is the only one not based on emendation of the text, it is followed here. The statement of R. Joshua ben Levi is based on the explanation of Ex. 21:28 given in Mekhilta deR. Simeon ben Iohai which contains the teachings of Hizqia, the teacher of R. Joshua ben Levi and the young R. Johanan (ed. Epstein-Melamed, p. 178): "If an ox goes a man or a woman and they die, the ox should be stoned, its meat may not be eaten, and the owner of the ox is free." If the ox is stoned, it becomes a carcass whose meat is forbidden anyhow; why the remark "its meat may not be eaten"? This means that if the ox has been condemned in court to be stoned but the owners slaughtered it before execution, the meat is still forbidden. What does mean: "The owner of the ox is free"? Ben Azai said, he is freed from his property; the entire animal is forbidden for all usufruct. On that, R. Joshua ben Levi adds that not only the meat but (hide and) horns are forbidden even if it died before slaughter. R. Johanan objects and notes that if the verse deals with two cases (stoned or slaughtered), the rules have to apply to both. In the case of R. Joshua ben Levi this means that the verse is needed to forbid hide and horns also for a correctly slaughtered ox; therefore, one does not understand why he did not object to R. Yannai that both second tithe and First Fruits should have the same rules.

101 This deals with the impurity of houses by mold disease (Lev. 14:33-57). Mold disease is considered impure if it is the size of a Cilician bean. It is said
(v. 35) that the owner has to tell the Cohen, "like a plague it appears to me in the house." But since it is written in v. 37 that the Cohen has to see "the plague in the walls of the house", the house is impure only if two impurities appear, each of the size of a bean.

102 The origin of this statement is unknown. In the Sifry the verse is interpreted to mean that grain may not be consumed unless heave and all tithes have been removed.

103 In Tosephtta 1:6, an anonymous statement is close to the text here.

104 Mishnah Terumot 9:4; Notes 61-62.

105 It is forbidden to eat Jerusalem growth from either second tithe or First Fruits outside of Jerusalem.

106 In this respect, growth is profane as stated in Mishnah Terumot.

There\textsuperscript{107}, we have stated: "Also I gave it,' includes heave and heave of the tithe." There, you say that heave needs declaration but here\textsuperscript{108} you say, heave does not need declaration. Rebbi Hila said, there\textsuperscript{109} they stated: Heave and First Fruits, both the one who gives and the one who takes need to declare\textsuperscript{110}. Rebbi Zeïra said, the rabbis there think, and the rabbis here say, if a person has only tithe, he declares; if a person has only heave, he does not declare. Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah\textsuperscript{111} says so: "Rebbi Yose says, they have their cities of refuge." Where do we hold? If about heave
and tithe, they are his. But it must deal with heave\textsuperscript{112}. Rebbi Hila said, we [did] understand that if a person has only tithe, he declares; if a person has only First Fruits, he declares. We [now] understand that if a person has only heave, he declares.

107 Mishnah \textit{Ma\'aser Šeni} 5:10.
108 Mishnah \textit{Bikkurim} 2:2.
109 In Babylonia.
110 The farmer has to make the declaration \textit{Deut.} 26:3-10 for first fruit and to include in his tithe declaration \textit{(Deut.} 26:13-14) the assertion that he duly gave his heave to the Cohen. The Cohen has to mention in his tithe declaration that he treated heave and First Fruits according to the rules.
111 Mishnah \textit{Ma\'aser Šeni} 5:14. The Mishnah, referring to Levites, speaks of "cities and their (agricultural) surroundings." The quote here, referring to Cohanim, speaks of cities of refuge (for the unintentional homicide) which were given to the Cohanim.
112 Of which he is the recipient.

\textit{Mishnah 3:} Some rules apply to heave and tithe but not to First Fruits since heave and tithe forbid on the threshing floor\textsuperscript{113}, they have a fixed measure\textsuperscript{114}, apply to all produce\textsuperscript{115}, are due whether the Temple exists or not, and apply to sharecroppers, tenant farmers, \textit{sicarii}, and robbers. They apply to heave and tithe but not to First Fruits\textsuperscript{116}. 
113 Once grain has been threshed and cleaned, one may not eat from it unless heave and tithes were separated. For produce other than grain, the equivalents of the threshing floor are defined in Ma‘serot, Chap. 1.

114 Tithes by biblical decree, heave by rabbinic standard.

115 By rabbinic standard for all produce except grain, wine, and olive oil.


Mishnah 4: Some rules apply to First Fruits but not to heave and tithe. For First Fruits acquire [hallowed status] when connected to the ground, a person may dedicate his entire field as First Fruits, he is responsible for them, and they need a sacrifice, song, weaving, and staying overnight.

117 Since heave must be given first, the obligation of heave is the one which triggers the prohibition. It is true that the obligation of heaves may stop the prohibition from being lifted, but can tithes anywhere trigger the obligation as implied in the formulation "makes forbidden"?

118 First tithe, which cannot be consumed unless heave of the tithe is given. The sentence is from Hallah 1:4, Note 123.
"They acquire [hallowed status] connected to the ground," as it is written (Num. 18:13): "The First Fruits of anything on their land."

"A person may dedicate his entire field as First Fruits." As it is written (Ez. 44:30): "The first of all First Fruits of everything."

"One is responsible for them," for it is written (Ex. 23:19): "The beginning of the First Fruits of your land."

"And they need a sacrifice." Joy is mentioned here and elsewhere. Since joy there means a well-being sacrifice, so joy mentioned here means a well-being sacrifice.

"And song." Song is mentioned here and it is said there (Ez. 33:32): "Behold, you are for them like an erotic song."

"And weaving," as it is written (Deut. 26:4) "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand and deposit it," to add that First Fruits require weaving, following Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob.
"And staying overnight." As it is written (Deut. 16:7): "In the morning, you may leave and return to your tent." That is, all your leaving should only be in the morning. Rebbi Jonah said, that is only said if there is no sacrifice accompanying them. But if there is an accompanying sacrifice, without [that Mishnah] he needs to stay overnight because of the sacrifice.

120 It is written about First Fruits (Deut. 26:11): "Enjoy all the good things the Eternal gave to you and your house," and it is written about holidays of pilgrimage (Deut. 16:15): "You should certainly enjoy." Since a pilgrimage requires both an elevation offering and a well-being offering, the enjoyment of the holiday means eating the meat of the well-being offering.
121 As it stands, the text is unintelligible. R. Isaac Simponti and after him R. Simson of Sens and Yalqut Šim'oni Torah §938 read: "it says here (Deut. 26:11) good things, and it is said there (Ez. 33:32): "a beautiful voice and good in music." Frequently only the first words of a verse are quoted while the reference is to another part of the verse.

Yalqut Šim'oni Torah §938 adds another derivation which ostensibly is taken from Babli Arakhin 11a but represents a text tradition quite different from the Venice Talmud text.
122 The movements prescribed for presenting well-being offerings (Lev. 7:30) to the altar and for those public flour offerings (Lev. 23:11,17) which have to be presented.
123 "And deposit it before the altar of the Eternal, your God." This implies a presentation before the altar.
124 Quoted with the reasoning behind R. Eliezer ben Jacob's statement in Babli Sukkah 47b, Makkot 18b, Menahot 61a/b; Yalqut Šim'oni Torah §938.
125 A baraita Sifry Deut. #134 states that this refers to bird sacrifices, as well as flour, wine, incense, and wood offerings. Whether all animal sacrifices need staying overnight is in dispute, in Sifry between R. Jehudah and the anonymous majority, in the Babli (Pesahim 95b) between two different interpretations of what R. Jehudah meant. The argument of R. Jonah shows that he follows the anonymous majority in Sifry.
Mishnah 5: Heave of the tithe is similar to First Fruits in two ways and to heave in two ways. It may be taken from pure for impure and from produce not earmarked, like First Fruits\textsuperscript{126}. It forbids the threshing floor\textsuperscript{118} and it has a measure like heave\textsuperscript{127}.

\textsuperscript{126} This is explained in \textit{Terumot} 2:1, of the tithe is 1\% by biblical decree and that of heave is between 2.5\% and 1\% by rabbinic usage.

\textsuperscript{127} The required amount for heave of the tithe is 1\% by biblical decree and that of heave is between 2.5\% and 1\% by rabbinic usage.

Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Maisha and one of the rabbis. One said, this means that impure fruits are subject to First Fruits\textsuperscript{128} and the other one said, first tithe given early, from ears, is free from [the obligation of] great heave\textsuperscript{118,129}.

\textsuperscript{128} But impure fruits cannot be brought to the Temple. Therefore, first fruits for presentation must be taken from pure fruits.

\textsuperscript{129} This explains how heave of the tithe can cause the original prohibition of use of threshed produce.
Mishnah 6: A citron\textsuperscript{130} follows the rules of trees in three aspects and those of vegetables in one. It follows the rules of trees in ‘orlah, the fourth year, and the Sabbatical, and those for vegetables in that the moment it is harvested determines its tithe, the words of Rabban Gamliel. Rebbi Eliezer says, it follows the rules of trees in all respects.

\textsuperscript{130} The fruit of the tree \textit{Citrus medica var. cedrata}. In Mishnah Ma\'serot 1:4 (Note 86), citron is enumerated among vegetables, showing that the position of Rabban Gamliel is accepted as practice. The problem is that the fruit may stay on the tree for several years; therefore, the time of the budding of the fruit should not determine its status as required for fruits of a tree, whether it is subject to second tithe (in years 1,2,4,5 of the Sabbatical cycle) or to tithe of the poor (in years 3,6). R. Eliezer requires the owner of the orchard to collect fruits from different years in separate batches. The Mishnah is also discussed in Babli \textit{Qiddušin} 2b, \textit{Sukkah} 29b, \textit{Rosh Haššanah} 14b.

Halakhah 5: If a tree why a vegetable, if a vegetable, why a tree? There\textsuperscript{131}, they say that if it grows from the sixth [year] into the Sabbatical [year] it belongs to the owners as if from a tree and is free from tithes as if a vegetable. Rav Hamnuna told them, look at the following [year]! If it grows from the Sabbatical to the eighth year, it should be ownerless as if
from a tree and subject to tithes as if a vegetable. Is anything ownerless subject to tithes\textsuperscript{132}?

131 In Babylonia, they read the Mishnah as permitting two contradictory leniencies.

132 Cf. 	extit{Peah} 1:4. Since in this case one of the leniencies becomes an impossible stringency, the original statement cannot be true.

Rebbi Johanan said, in the remaining years of the Sabbatical cycle you treat it as a vegetable but in the Sabbatical as a tree. How is that? From the fifth to the sixth, sixth. From the sixth to the Sabbatical, sixth. If it stayed from the fifth to the sixth to the Sabbatical, if he harvested it in the Sabbatical [it is tithed for the] sixth; if he harvested it in the sixth [it is tithed for the] fifth. If it stayed from the sixth to the Sabbatical to the eighth, if he harvested it in the eighth [it is tithed for the] eighth. "Our teachers took the problem up a second time and voted that for a citron the moment it is harvested determines its tithe and Sabbatical status.\textsuperscript{133}"

133 According to the version of the Tosephta (\textit{Shvi'it} 4:21) quoted in the Babli (\textit{Roš Haššanah} 10a, \textit{Sukkah} 40a) this happened at Usha in Galilee where the Synhedrion was reconstituted after the end of the persecutions following the war of Bar Kokhba. The same sources note that this rule was propagated in Babylonia by Rav Hamnuna.
Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Ammi, in the name of Rebbi Johanan. Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: Everybody agrees that its New Year is the 15th of Šebat. Rebbi Johanan asked Rebbi Jonathan: According to years or according to seasons? He said to him, according to years and even in an intercalary year.

One cannot tithe the produce of one year for that of a different year. Even though the moment of its harvest determines its status for tithes, the year does not start on the first of Tishre as for vegetables but on the 15th of Šebat as for trees (according to the House of Shammai, the 1st of Šebat); cf. Mishnah Roš Haššanah 1:1.

Since the lunar year may deviate from the solar seasons by close to thirty days, does "the 15th of Šebat" mean just what it says or is it a stand-in for "32 days after the winter solstice" which was its average position relative to the Julianic year in talmudic times?

When the 15th of Šebat is approximately 25 days after the winter solstice.

It happened that Rebbi Aqiba picked a citron and observed for it the stringencies of the House of Shammasi and those of the House of Shammai.
Hillel. Why about a citron and not about any tree? It was stated "the stringencies of Rabban Gamliel and those of Rebbi Eliezer." But are Rabban Gamliel and Rebbi Eliezer not from the House of Hillel? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, explain it that it budded before the 15th of Sebat of the second year and the third year came. In the opinion of Rabban Gamliel it is subject to tithe of the poor; in the opinion of Rebbi Eliezer it is subject to second tithe. How did he handle this? He gave a name to the second tithe in it, redeemed it, and gave it to the poor.

Almost the same text is in Roṣ Haššanah 1:1, fol. 57a.

Tosephta Ševi'it 4:21; quoted in Babli Roṣ Haššanah 14a, Erubin 7a, Yebamot 15a. In these sources, the citron was taken on the 1st of Sebat.

Word missing here, supplied from the text in Roṣ Haššanah.

In the Tosephta this is the tradition of R. Yose ben R. Jehudah. He will not read "on the first of Sebat."

After the destruction of the Temple, the authorities who developed rabbinic Judaism were all students of Rabban Joḥanan ben Zakkai of the House of Hillel, irrespective of their prior affiliations. The wholehearted support both of Rabban Gamliel and of R. Eliezer for the doctrines of the former House of Hillel is doubtful. The Roṣ Haššanah text: "Do not Rabban Gamliel and Rebbi Eliezer refer to the House of Hillel?" makes better sense.

The tithe of the third year of the Sabbatical cycle. The statement "it budded before the 15th of Sebat" seems to be irrelevant here.
**Mishnah 7:** The blood of two-legged beings\(^{143}\) is similar to the blood of animals in that it prepares plants, but one is not guilty because of the blood of crawling beings\(^ {144} \).

Humans and possibly big apes. Vegetables cannot become impure unless "prepared" by a desired contact with fluids (cf. *Terumot* 1, No. 7; *Demay* 2, Notes 136-141). Since all human body fluids are preparing, the assertion here is rather that blood of kosher animals prepares like human blood. On the other hand, the prohibition of blood as food extends only to birds and kosher animals (*Lev.* 7:26), not to humans.

"Crawling beings" are the eight species enumerated in *Lev.* 11:29-30. Since they are classified as "impure" without reference to body parts, there is no distinction made between their flesh and their blood. Eating their blood is classified as eating their flesh, a simple transgression, not punishable by extirpation like eating blood of kosher animals (*Lev.* 17:10).

**Halakhah 6:** Rebbi Abba, Rav Huna in the name of Rav: If he was warned, he is whipped\(^{145}\). But did we not state: "But one is not guilty because of the blood of crawling beings"? Rebbi Abba said, one is not subject to extirpation for it\(^ {146} \). But was it not stated: "The blood of two-legged beings which have no minor impurity, the blood of crawling things which have no major impurity"?\(^ {147} \) Rebbi Hyya bar Ada said, that is, if they warned him because of blood. But if they warned him because of abomination, he is whipped\(^{148}\).
A person cannot be criminally prosecuted unless he was duly informed about the criminality of his intended action; cf. *Kilaim* 8, Note 9. In the Babli, *Keritut* 21b, the statement is by Rav Jehudah in the name of Rav.

But he might be whipped for committing a misdemeanor. In the Babli, this argument is without attribution.

This cryptic argument is somewhat expanded in the Babli, *Keritut* 20b; the full statement is in *Sifra Zav Parašah* 10(11): "(Lev. 7:26) 'Any blood you should not eat'. I could also think the blood of two-legged beings, the blood of crawling things, the blood in eggs, the blood of locusts, and the blood of fish, are all included, but the verse says 'of birds and animals'. Birds and animals are special in that they can be the source of minor impurity (which only affects foodstuffs) and of major impurity (which affects humans, their garments and vessels), some are forbidden (as carcasses) and some are permitted (if slaughtered correctly), and they are meat. This excludes the blood of two-legged beings who cannot be the source of minor impurity (according to biblical standards), the blood of crawling things who cannot be a source of major impurity, the blood of eggs which are not meat, the blood of locusts and fish who are always permitted." The implication is that there is no biblical injunction against eating blood of crawling things.

Since blood is a part of the animal. In the Babli, this is reported in the name of R. Zeira.

Mishnah 8: The koy in some ways follows the rules for wild animals and in some those for domestic animals, in some the rules for
both domestic and wild animals, and in some those for neither domestic
nor wild animals.

Mishnah 9: How does it follow the rules of wild animals? Its blood
must be covered like the blood of a wild animal; one does not slaughter
it on a holiday but if it was slaughtered one does not cover its blood.
Its fat can become impure in the impurity of a carcass like a wild
animal; that impurity is one of doubt. One may not use it to redeem
the first-born of a donkey.

149 Lev. 17:13. The blood of
domestic kosher animals (cattle, sheep,
and goats) may be used for industrial
purposes but not that of wild animals
or birds.
150 While one may slaughter on a
holiday for immediate consumption and
may cover the blood of a wild animal
or bird, one may not move earth on the
holiday for a questionable case.
151 Since all fat of a wild animal
can be eaten, it is not distinguished
from its body and, unless the animal is
correctly slaughtered, its entire body
becomes impure as a carcass (Lev.
152 Since the koy might be a
domestic animal. If a person who has
become impure by touching fat from a
koy carcass visits the Temple enclosure,
he cannot be prosecuted but he will
induce impurity by his touch. This rule
and the one about covering the blood
on a holiday are really rules distinct
from those valid for domestic or wild
animals.
153 Ex. 13:13 requires that the first-
born of a female donkey be redeemed
by a sheep or goat given to a Cohen.
Halakhah 7: What is a koy? Rebbi Eleazar said, [the offspring of] a he-goat which mated with a hind or of a stag which mated with a she-goat. But the rabbis say it is a separate kind and the Sages could not determine its nature. Since no cognate language has any animal name close to it, its identity cannot be determined. It might exist only for the sake of argument.

The Babli (Hulin 80b-81a) has a long discussion about the legal differences between the offspring of a he-goat which mated with a hind or a stag which mated with a she-goat. The Babli quotes a baraita which ascribes the opinion of R. Eleazar to anonymous authors, the opinion of the rabbis to R. Yose, and a third, anonymous, opinion that 'ד is a wild goat.

If it was redeemed by a koy, one has to redeem again by a sheep. Therefore, if one of them died, the claimant has to bring proof.

If the koy died, the Cohen cannot ask for a replacement since he cannot prove that what he got was not a sheep or goat. If the koy lives, the Cohen has to return it to receive the sheep or goat.
Mishnah 10: How does it follow the rules of domestic animals? Its fat is forbidden like the fat of domestic animals\textsuperscript{156}, but one is not punished for it by extirpation. It cannot be bought with tithe money to be eaten in Jerusalem\textsuperscript{157} and it is subject to the foreleg, the lower jaw, and the first stomach [to be given to a Cohen]\textsuperscript{158}. Rebbi Eleazar frees\textsuperscript{159} since the claimant has to bring proof.

\textsuperscript{156} Lev. 7:23, prohibition restricted to "cattle, sheep, and goats."

\textsuperscript{157} Since tithe money should be used to buy well-being sacrifices \textit{(Mataser Sheni} 1:4) and a \textit{koy} cannot be a sacrifice.

\textsuperscript{158} Deut. 18:3, the part Cohen’s of profane slaughter of cattle or sheep or goats.

\textsuperscript{159} The person slaughtering does not have to give away the foreleg, jaw, and stomach. Since these gifts are profane, the Cohen can collect only if he can prove that the \textit{koy} is subject to these rules. R. Eleazar quoted here is the Tanna R. Eleazar ben Shamua.

\textsuperscript{160} Word missing in the parallel\textsuperscript{161} Word added in the parallel

\textit{Yebamot} 4:2 (fol. 5c).

Halakhah 8: The Mishnah does not follow Rebbi Eleazar, as it was stated: Rebbi Eleazar says one must bring a "hung" sacrifice for the fat of a \textit{koy}\textsuperscript{162}. Is the Mishnah not following Rav? Since Rav said, for anything that can never be ascertained, one shall not be obliged for a "hung" sacrifice for this doubt. Explain it, they disagree with the words of Rebbi Eleazar.

\textsuperscript{160} Word missing in the parallel

\textsuperscript{161} Word added in the parallel

\textit{Yebamot} 4:2 (fol. 5c).
The "hung sacrifice" is the expiation sacrifice (Lev. 5:17-19) to be brought by a person who suspects that he is guilty of an offense punishable by extirpation. If he knew clearly that he is guilty, he must bring a reparation sacrifice (Lev. 4:27-35). If he brought a "hung" sacrifice and later ascertains that he indeed broke the law, he has in addition to bring a reparation sacrifice. In Yebamot, Rav holds that there is no expiation sacrifice if there cannot be a reparation sacrifice. R. Eleazar (who must be the Tanna) disagrees. Since an expiation sacrifice can be brought only for an offense subject to the penalty of extirpation, the anonymous Tanna of the Mishnah must disagree with R. Eleazar. It follows that R. Eleazar disagrees with the majority in two statements of the Mishnah, about fat and gifts, but the disagreement is noted only for one.

And even in the time they were buying animals for meat of desire it could not be bought with tithe money to be eaten in Jerusalem.

This refers to the statement that a koy cannot be bought with tithe money. This is obvious once the rule is enforced that tithe money can only be used to buy well-being sacrifices (Ma'aser Šeni 1:3, Mishnah 1:4). The statement here means that even when it was permitted to buy "meat of desire" (an expression for profane meat from Deut. 12:20), only animals that are either fit for the altar or are clearly wild animals could have been bought.

"It is subject to the foreleg, the lower jaw, and the first stomach [to be given to a Cohen]. Rebbi Eleazar frees." Since Rebbi Eleazar says that
now he is in doubt, he says "free". But the Sages, who teach that it is an
original species, say "obligated.\(^{154}\)"

Mishnah 11: How does it differ from both a wild and a domestic
animal? It is forbidden as \emph{kilaim} with wild animals and domestic animals.
If somebody writes his wild or domestic animals over to his son\(^{164}\), he did
not include the \emph{koy}\(^{165}\). If somebody said, I am a \emph{nazir} if that is neither a
wild nor a domestic animal, he is a \emph{nazir}\(^{165}\). In all other ways it is like
wild and domestic animals; it needs slaughtering by cutting its throat\(^{166}\)
like both, and as carcass it is impure like both.

\(^{164}\) In a gift document. \(^{165}\) Since it is neither a wild nor a \(^{166}\) \emph{Lev. 11:39.}

Halakhah 9: The Mishnah does not follow Rebbi, as it was stated: If
somebody dedicated his wild and domestic animals to the Temple, he did
not dedicate the \emph{koy}. Rebbi said, he dedicated the \emph{koy}\(^{166}\).
In the Babli, *Nedarim* 18b, the question is not whether a *koy* is a hybrid or a separate species but whether vows should be interpreted in restricted or expansive ways.

"If somebody said, I shall be a *nazir* if that is a wild animal, he is a *nazir*. That this is a domestic animal, he is a *nazir*. That this is not a wild animal, he is a *nazir*. That this is not a domestic animal, he is a *nazir*. That this is a wild and a domestic animal, he is a *nazir*. That this is neither a wild nor a domestic animal, he is a *nazir*."

Since all these statement are partially true, the interpretation of Rashi (*Nazir* 34a) cannot be squared with the Yerushalmi. This is the interpretation of Maimonides in *Nazir*. The vow of the *nazir* is valid in all cases.

Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Why did we not state that the human having active or passive sex with a *koy* is guilty? He told him, it was stated: "In all other ways it is like wild and domestic animals."

According to R. Haggai, the list of ways in which a *koy* is equal to both wild and domestic animals is intended to be exhaustive. R. Yose notes that the cases enumerated are only given as examples; almost no lists in the Mishnah are exhaustive.
Mishnah 1: How does one designate First Fruits? A person comes into his field and there sees an early ripening fig, an early ripening bunch of grapes, an early ripening pomegranate; he binds them with bast and says, "these are First Fruits." Rebbi Simeon says, nevertheless he repeats and calls them First Fruits after they have been separated from the ground.

Halakhah 1: "How does one designate First Fruits? Etc." In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon, if he did not call them when they were picked they are not sanctified, they do not create dema', one is not required to add a fifth, and one is not whipped for them outside the wall. What is the reason of the rabbis? (Deut. 26:10) "Now, behold, I brought the first of the fruits of the earth." At the moment of presentation it must be a
fruit, but also at the moment of dedication? Even unripe grapes, even unripe figs! In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon, since at the moment of presentation it must be a fruit, so also at the moment of dedication it must be a fruit.

1 If they are mixed with profane fruits and are unrecognizable, the mixture is permitted to laymen.

2 If misappropriated, the amount of restitution has to be 100%, not 125%.

3 If eaten outside the city walls of Jerusalem.

Rebbi Zeïra asked: Do First Fruits of a grafted branch permit what is budding?

4 If a grafted branch produces already recognizable fruits while the tree stump only has buds, does designating a fruit from the graft prevent you from designating later a fruit of the original tree? The question is not answered since it is not relevant in real-life agriculture.

It was stated: First Fruits one in sixty. The first of shearings, one in sixty. Impure heave, one in sixty. Rebbi Ismael stated: First Fruits one in sixty. Peah one in sixty. The first of shearings, one in sixty. Impure heave, one in sixty. Heave for which the Cohanim do not care, one in sixty. What do you have? E. g., the heave of kelesin, carob, and red barley.
This statement, that First Fruits have to be \(\frac{1}{3}\%\) of the entire harvest, is accepted by Maimonides (Bikkurim 2:17) as rabbinic rule, even though it contradicts the statement of Talmud Peah that First Fruits have no rabbinic measure. It is probable that this includes not only First Fruits but also their "decorations" (Mishnah 9).

In the Babli, Hulin 137b, this is the opinion of Samuel only.

Tosephta Terumot 5:6.

In the Tosephta (Note 7): R. Ismael from Shezur and R. Simeon.

Mishnah Peah 1:2.

"Orlah" 2, Note 64.

Cf. Terumot 11, Note 60; Ma'serot 2, Note 134.

Mishnah 2: How does one bring First Fruits? All villages in the ma'amad district come to its central city. They stay overnight in the city square and do not enter houses. In the morning, the organizer says to them (Jer. 31:5): "Get up and let us ascend to Zion, to the Eternal's, our God's, House."

The district which sent Temple personnel and accompanying laymen to Jerusalem for a week; cf. Berakhot Chapter 1, Note 231.

So as not to become impure by the impurity of the dead which persists for seven days. The impurity of the dead is transmitted by the "tent" (the house) over the corpse (Num. 19). Any other impurity is immediately removed by immersion in a miqweh outside the Temple mount and does not prevent the farmer from presenting his First Fruits.

In the verse:
Halakhah 2: For example, Jehoyarib and its acquaintances. The 24 ma'amad districts were given the names of the 24 priestly courses.

Could they not stay in the synagogue overnight? Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: Because of the tent of impurity.

On the way they were saying (Ps. 122:2): "I rejoiced when I was told, we shall go to the Eternal's House." In Jerusalem, they said (Ps. 122:3): "Our feet were standing in Jerusalem." On the Temple Mount they said (Ps. 150:1) "Hallelujah, praise God in His Sanctuary, etc." In the Temple courtyard they said (Ps. 150:6): "Praise the Eternal every soul, praise the Eternal."
Mishnah 3: Those who live close by bring figs and grapes but those from far away bring dried figs and raisins. The bull walks before them, his horns covered with gold and he wears an olive crown on his head. The fife beats before them until they are arriving close to Jerusalem. When they arrived close to Jerusalem, they sent ahead of them and they adorned their First Fruits. Civil and Temple administrators and the treasurers came out to meet them; they were leaving according to the standing of the comers. All artisans in Jerusalem were getting up for them to greet them: "Our brothers, people from place X, be welcomed."

18 The required sacrifice (Mishnah 2:4) was a communal sacrifice, not a personal one of each farmer. 19 The marching time. 20 To the Temple. 21 Cf. Mishnah 9. 22 This has to be taken with a grain of salt; the expression is from Ez. 23:6. 23 When the procession passed by.

Halakhah 3: How far? That he could give heave from the best. If he wants to bring a fig cake, we shall say that if it was from Qe'ila he may bring it, from Bostra he cannot bring it.

24 This refers to Mishnah Terumot 2:4 where it is stated that if there is no Cohen available, the farmer should not give heave from the best but from what keeps best. The meaning of the sentence here seems to be that if the time needed to bring the First Fruits to Jerusalem is enough that in the case of heave the farmer should prefer the preservable to the good-looking, the people are classified as "far away".

25 In the Babli, Nazir 4a, these fig cakes are classified as intoxicating. Those from Bostra, on the dry Golan heights, were dry.
Is it obvious that it will be sacrificed as a well-being offering? Rebbi Ammi said, it will be sacrificed as a well-being offering. Rav said, one uses it to occupy the altar. Rebbi Zeira asked: Does a private person who was lazy and did not come [with the group] bring a goat with its horns covered in silver?

26 The bull walking in front of the procession.

27 קֶרֶן המצות is used for elevation offerings which are brought any time the altar would otherwise be empty. It is difficult to find the meaning in the root "summer"; it might be from a verb parallel Arabic סָפַר, "to appear pregnant".

28 This is the interpretation of Maimonides who does not quote the statement in his Code. According to Rashba (Responsa 1, #291) it is a prescriptive sentence: "A private person who was lazy and did not come brings a goat with its horns covered in silver." This agrees with Z. Frankel’s opinion that in the Yerushalmi, "a" does not necessarily imply a question.

"And an olive crown on his head." Since this is one of the "Seven Kinds".

It was stated: He whose First Fruits were dried figs adorned them with fresh figs; raisins one adorned with fresh grapes.
Is there small and great in Jerusalem? But so is the Mishnah: By multitudes. According to the number of comers they were leaving.

When the Mishnah states that the social standing of the arrivals should be given any consideration, it seems inconceivable that the receiving committee of the Temple was formed according to the standing of the comers. According to the Mishnah, the number of comers were leaving. But according to the standing of the comers, it seems inconceivable that the social standing of the arrivals should be given any consideration.

A Greek word with Semitic endings; cf. Berakhot 9, Note 47.

Did we not state: (Lev. 19:32) "You shall rise and give respect." Just as rising does not cost anything, so giving respect should not cost anything? There is a difference here since it is only once in a long time. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Huna bar Hiyya: Come and see how strong is the case of those who come to fulfill a commandment! For before an elder one does not have to stand but before those who come to fulfill a commandment one stands! Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, those that stand up before a dead person do not stand up before the dead but before those who serve him in charity.

"Before a white head (an old person) you shall rise and give respect to an Elder (a rabbinic authority)."

The Mishnah requires the artisans, who are paid for their products, not for their time, to get up when the procession passes by and lose time (which is money) from their work.

If it costs money. The saying is
quoted in Babli Qiddusin 33a. and is somehow connected with the
it is a homily by R. Yose ben R. Abun

How often does a person have to rise before an Elder? Simeon bar
Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: twice a day.35 Rebbi Eleazar said, once a day. Was it not stated thus: Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, from
where that an Elder should not importune? The verse says (Lev. 19:32):
"Elder, but you should fear your God, I am the Eternal." According to
Rebbi Johanan, this is understandable.37 According to Rebbi Eleazar one
should not get up at all! Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi
Eleazar: That he should not see a group of old men and pass in front of
them so they should rise before him. Just as they disagree here, so they
disagree about greeting.

35 In the Babli, Qiddusin 33b, it is formulated in the name of R. Yannai:
That the reverence shown to a Sage should not be greater than that given to
God, before Whom one appears twice daily, for morning and after-
noon/evening prayers.
36 Sifra Qedošim Pereq 7(15). The ending of the verse is addressed not to
the person who has to show reverence to the rabbi but to the rabbi.
37 He holds that the reverence shown to a rabbi must definitely be less
than that given God.
38 Or any people.
39 R. Johanan and R. Eleazar; how many times a student has to greet his
teacher every day.
Rebbi Hizqia, Rebbi Hanina the son of Rebbi Abbahu, in the name of Rebbi Eudaimon from Haifa: For an Elder four cubits; once he passed one sits down. The High Priest, from the moment one sees him until he disappears from view.\(^{40}\) What is the reason? (Ex. 33:8) "It was, when Moses went to the tent, the entire people rose, etc." Two Amoraïm\(^{41}\), one as praise and one as shame. The one who says, as praise: To see the just person and acquire merit. The one who says, as shame: Look at his thighs, look at his feet, he eats from the Jews, he drinks from the Jews, all he has is from the Jews.

\(^{40}\) The statement is quoted in the Babli, \textit{Qiddusin} 33b, with the head of the rabbinic court instead of the High Priest.

\(^{41}\) In the Babli, \textit{Qiddusin} 33b, they are identified as R. Ammi and R. Isaac Nappaḥa.

The ark is facing the people, the Cohanim are facing the people, and the people face the holy\(^{42}\).

\(^{42}\) In the synagogue, the people stand with their faces towards the ark (and Jerusalem); the face of the holy ark and the Cohanim while they bless the people face the people, not the ark.
Rebbi Eleazar said, the Torah does not get up because of her son. Samuel said, one does not get up because of a fellow. Rebbi Hila and Rebbi Jacob bar Idi were sitting. Samuel bar Abba passed by them and they stood up. He said to them: Two things are [wrong] with you. The first, that I am not an Elder. The other, that the Torah does not get up because of her son.

43 But only before a genuinely ordained rabbi.
44 Studying Torah.
45 A student of R. Johanan who enjoyed great authority but never was formally ordained, cf. Note 66.
46 He never acquired a rabbinic title.
47 Study is the Torah, the Sage is only the son of the Torah.

Rebbi Zeira said that Rebbi Aha interrupted [his studies] and got up since he considered the following statement: "The writers of Torah scrolls, tefillin and mezuzot do interrupt for the reading of the Šema' but they do not interrupt for prayer. Rebbi Hanania ben Aqabia says, just as they interrupt for the reading of the Šema' so they do interrupt for prayer, tefillin, and all other commandments of the Torah."
HALAKHAH 3

48 Tosephta Berakhot 2:6, quoted Sabbat 1:1 (fol. 3b) In the Tosephta, there is an additional statement of Rabbi to the effect that one does not interrupt the performance of one commandment for any other commandment, a statement attributed to R. Hanania ben Aqabia in Babli Sukkah 26a.

While here it is assumed that R. Aha follows R. Hanania ben Aqabia, an argument in R. Aha’s name to support the anonymous statement is in Berakhot 1:5 (Note 164), Sabbat 1:2.

The great Ḥizqiah49, when he had studied Torah as much as he could, used to go and sit before the assembly hall in order to see old men and get up before them. Jehudah bar Hiyya used to go and greet his father-in-law Rebbi Yannai every Sabbath eve. He used to sit on a hilly place in order to see him and get up before him. His students said to him, did the teacher not instruct us, "for an Elder four cubits"? He said to them, one does not sit before Sinai. Once he did not come. He said it is impossible that my son Jehudah should change his habits, it is impossible that sufferings should come over this holy body50. It is reasonable that we lost the great Jehudah.

49 Ḥizqiah ben R. Hiyya the elder, twin brother of Jehudah ben Hiyya. The story must refer to the very young Ḥizqiah, before he opened his own
academy.

50  R. Yannay must disagree with the characterization that sudden death is a sign of Divine wrath (Chapter 2, Note 47), at least as far as totally just people are concerned. Proof for this position is given by the deaths of Aaron and Moses.

Rebbi Meir, when he saw even a vulgar old man, rose before him. He said, not for nothing did he live so long. Rebbi Hanina slapped a person who did not rise before him and said, do you want to do away with the Torah? Rebbi Simon said, The Holy One, praise to Him, said (Lev. 19:32): “Before a white head you shall rise, give respect to an Elder, and fear your God, I am the Eternal.” I am the one who first observed standing before an Elder\(^51\).

\(^51\) Gen. 18:2.
"52 When the patriarch enters, everybody stands and they may not sit down until he tells them: sit! For the chief judge one forms rows; he may choose through which one to enter. For the hakham, one person after another stands up and then sits down until he arrives at his place." Rebbi Meir was used to it that when he went to the assembly hall, the people saw him and stood up before him. When they heard a Tanna reciting this statement, they wanted to follow its rules. He got angry and left. He said to them, I heard than one promotes in dignity but does not demote.

52 Tosephta Sanhedrin 7:8; the Tosephta text is identical with the Babli text, Horaiot 13b.
53 The president of the Synhedrion.
54 The number two man in the hierarchy of the Synhedrion. In the Babli version, one forms two passage ways on both sides of which the people stand and he may choose one of these.
55 The number three man in the hierarchy of the Synhedrion.
56 That only the persons closest to where he was at the moment would stand up and sit down immediately after he passed.
57 A principle also accepted in the Babli (Yoma 20b). For example, if the High Priest becomes temporarily disabled on the Day of Atonement, his substitute after that day cannot serve as High Priest, because there is one, or as simple priest, since one promotes in dignity but does not demote. R. Meir extends the principle and rules that forms of showing respect cannot be reduced once they became accepted.
They wanted to ordain Rebbi Zeïra but he did not want to take it upon himself. When he heard a Tanna stating: "For an ordained person, a bridegroom, a patriarch, the dignity deletes [his sins]," he accepted being ordained. An ordained person: (Lev. 19:32): "Before a white head you shall rise, give respect to an Elder, and fear your God, I am the Eternal." What is written after that (v. 33): "If a proselyte lives in your land, you shall not trick him." Just as all his sins are forgiven to the proselyte, so all sins are forgiven to one being ordained. The bridegroom: (Gen. 28:9) "Esaw went to Ismael and married Maḥalat\(^{58}\) bat Ismael." But was her name Maḥalat, was it not Basemat\(^{59}\)? But all his sins were forgiven him. The president: (Is. 13:1) "Saul was one year old when he became king." Was he one year old when he became king? But all his sins were forgiven him as to a baby of one year.

\(^{58}\) "The one being forgiven." would prove only that prior sins of the

\(^{59}\) "The perfumed." The verse bride are forgiven.
Rebbi Mana made light of those ordained for money. Rebbi Ammi read for them (Ex. 20:19): "Do not make for yourselves gods of silver or gods of gold." Rebbi Yoshia said, their prayer shawl is like a donkey's saddle cover. Rebbi Ashian said, if somebody is ordained for money, one does not get up before him and one does not address him as Rebbi; his prayer shawl is like a donkey's saddle cover. Rebbi Zeira and one of the rabbis were sitting together when a person ordained for money was passing by. One of the rabbis said to Rebbi Zeira, let us behave like Tanna'īm and not get up before him.

In the Babli, Sanhedrin 7b, this is ascribed to Rav Ashi and directed against those who ordain for money. The ordination discussed here is original ordination in the succession of Moses and the Prophets, in Mishnaic times expressed by the title of "Rebbi", in contrast to the informal (Babylonian and modern) ordination known by the title of "Rav."

People of prior generations, before the patriarchate, the only authority empowered to ordain in their time, had discovered ordination as a source of income. Not to honor an ordained person was really an insult to the patriarchate.

Jacob from Kefar Naburaia translated (Hab. 2:19-20): "Woe, to him who says to wood wake up, arise to the silent stone, should he instruct?" He who knows should instruct. "Behold, he is grabbed by gold and silver," is he not ordained by the money chest? "No spirit is in him," he does not know anything. Woe to him who says, I want to be ordained! "But the
Eternal is in His holy hall," e.g., Rabbi Isaac ben Eleazar in the fortified synagogue\footnote{62} of Caesarea.

\footnote{62} Cf. Berakhot 3, Note 90.

Rabbi Ammi asked Rabbi Simeon: Did you hear that one ordains Elders outside the Land? He answered, I heard that one does not ordain Elders outside the Land. Rabbi Levi said, is that not an explicit verse (Ez. 36:17): "Son of man, the House of Israel are dwelling on their Land;" that all your academies\footnote{63} shall only be on your Land. The rabbis of Caesarea say, one may ordain Elders outside the Land on condition they return. Rabbi Isaac bar Nahman was in Gaza and they ordained him on condition he return\footnote{64}. Rabbi Zemina was in Tyre and they ordained him on condition he return. Also Rabbi Jonah was on the list but he refused to be ordained as long as his teacher was not ordained. They ordained his teacher. Rabbi Hama said, Jehudah ben Titus\footnote{65} was in Rome and they ordained him on condition he return.

\footnote{63} Taking the word יושב "to sit" in \textit{academy."}

\footnote{64} The Southern border of the
Amoraic Land of Israel was Ascalon 65 A fourth-generation Amora. (cf. *Sevi'it* p. 496.)

Simeon bar Abba was in Damascus and smaller people than he were ordained but he was not ordained. Simeon bar Abba was an expert in everything concerning pearls but he did not have a loaf to eat. Rebbi Johanan quoted about him (*Eccl.* 9:11): "Also bread is not for Sages." He said, anybody who does not know the good works of Abraham may know them through the good works of this man's ancestors. Simeon bar Abba was in Damascus when Rebbi Abbahu sent him a letter and enclosed some of his grey hair: "For these gray hairs' sake, get up and go to the Land of Israel. Who would remove the earth from your eyes, Rebbi Johanan: Abbahu the shoe-clad was ordained, Simeon the toga-clad was not ordained!"

66 Since elsewhere in the Yerushalmi (e. g., *Berakhot* 1:7, Note 137) he is given the title of Rebbi and in the Babli he appears as Rav Shimen bar Abba, he had the title of Rav before he came from Babylonia to Galilee and in the end was fully ordained in the Land of Israel.
Mishnah 4: The fife beats before them until they arrive at the Temple Mount. Arrived at the Temple Mount, even king Agrippas takes the basket on his own shoulder and enters until he arrives at the Temple courtyard. When they arrived at the Temple courtyard, the Levites sang (Ps. 30:2): "I shall elevate You, Eternal, for You drew me up and You did not make my enemies happy because of me." The pigeons on the baskets were elevation sacrifices and what was in their hands they gave to the Cohanim.

Mishnah 5: As long as the basket is still on his shoulder he reads from (Deut. 26:3) "I am declaring today before the Eternal, your God" until he finishes the entire paragraph. Rebbi Jehudah says, until (v. 5): "My father was a wandering Aramean." When he comes to "my father was a wandering Aramean", he takes the basket down from his shoulder, holds it by its rim, and the Cohen puts his hand under it and weaves it. Then he reads from "my father was a wandering Aramean" until he finishes the entire paragraph, he puts it down next to the altar, prostrates himself, and leaves.
According to Maimonides, pigeons that were not tied to the baskets. According to R. Abraham ben David and R. Simson, the baskets of First Fruits; according to the Mayence commentary ("Rabbenu Gershom") and Rashi (in Menahot 58a), the baskets themselves. The last explanation is the only one compatible with the Halakhah (Note 70).

Cf. Chapter 2, Note 122.

Halakhah 4: Rav Huna said: So is the Mishnah (Deut. 26:4): "The Cohen shall take the basket from your hand."

According to R. Isaac Simponti and R. Simson of Sens, this refers to Mishnah 4: The Cohen has to take the basket before the Levites start to sing. In this version, the Levites wait until the procession reaches the inner courtyard where the ceremony is held. According to others, Rav Huna gives the reason why even the king has to take the basket himself, that the Cohen has to receive it from the owner's hand. The correct interpretation seems to be that "the Cohen shall take the basket from your hand" should replace the first reference to "my father was a wandering Aramean" in the text of R. Jehudah since v.4 separates between two declarations.

Some Tannaim switch statements to combine gift with gift.

Switch the order of Mishnaiot to after Mishnah 4, to explain what really was given to the Cohanim.

Rebbi Yose stated: They did not put the pigeons on top of the baskets in order not to dirty them but one hangs them on the sides of the baskets.
An old man stated before Rebbi Zeira: He returns to today. But can a person declare and repeat it? We support it: I already declared.

71 In this version, R. Jehudah requires the farmer first to declare v. 3, then to perform the procedure of weaving, and then to read again vv. 3, 5-10.

72 Usually, this is taken to mean that a witness may not change his story even if he gives a reason (Babli Sanhedrin 44b).

73 The repetition of v. 3 is not a declaration but a statement that this already had been declared.

74 Somebody brought First Fruits to the Temple before Pentecost. They should not have been accepted but if they were duly dedicated and deposited near the altar, will they automatically become regular First Fruits on Pentecost and then may be eaten by Cohanim under the rules of heave?

75 That you have a problem (which is not answered.)

76 While the owner cannot make the declaration, the Temple acquires all it is given and gives it to the Cohanim.

77 No Temple service is performed during the night except what is connected to the activities of the preceding day. Therefore, the obvious answer to R. Jonah’s question is negative; First Fruits illegally deposited in the night never become permitted.
One puts them near the South-West corner. (Deut. 26:10) 'Before the Eternal', that should mean the West. The verse says (Deut. 26:4) 'at the face of the altar.' If it is at the face of the altar that should mean the South. The verse says 'before the Eternal!' How is that? He presents them at the South-Western corner and puts them down South of the corner."

78 This is a Babylonian baraita, quoted in Babli Sota 14b, Zebahim 66a, Menahot 19b. The Babylonian character is shown by the use of ו as "if".

79 The First Fruits to be deposited near the altar. The problem treated is an apparent contradiction between the prescriptions contained in verses 4 and 10 of Chap. 26.

80 The entrance to the Temple precinct was to the East. Going from East to West one has the outer and inner courtyards, then the Cohanim's court containing the altar, and to the West the Temple building containing the holiest of holies, counted as the Presence of the Eternal. The access to the altar was via the ramp built at its South side. Therefore, "before the Eternal" means before the Temple building, to the West of the altar. "At the face of the altar" means at the South side.
Mishnah 6: In earlier times, everybody who knew how to read, read, and everybody who did not know how to read, had someone read before him. When they refrained from bringing they instituted that one read before him who knew and him who did not know.

Mishnah 7: Rich people bring their First Fruits in bowls of silver and gold but poor people bring them in baskets of stripped willow twigs. Baskets and First Fruits are given to the Cohanim.

81 The Cohen recites the declaration word by word and the farmer repeats each word after the Cohen.

Halakhah 5: It was stated: "Answering is only by a single person. Not only that but they found support in the verse (Deut. 26:5): 'You shall answer and say'.

83 In Deut. 26:5, reciting the declaration is formulated as "answering and saying." From this one deduces that even though First Fruits are brought to the Temple in a large procession, the presentation is a private ceremony for each farmer separately. They also found a biblical hint that the declaration should be repeated after the Cohen, to convince literate people to conform to the usage of the illiterate.

The corresponding statement in Sifry Deut (#301) reads: "You shall answer and say'. It is said here 'answer' and it is said there (Deut. 27:14) 'answer'. Since the answering there is in the holy language (Hebrew), so the
answering here is in the holy language. From here, they said that in earlier times, everybody who knew how to read, read, and everybody who did not know how to read, had someone read before him. When they refrained from bringing they instituted that one read before him who knew and him who did not know; they found support in the verse: 'You shall answer,' answering is only to what others said." This text would read in the Halakhah: אָגַחְךָ סְעֵד אֵלָה מְפִי אָחָר.

Rebbi Jonah asked: May one bring in large silver bowls?

The (probably Egyptian) word נתן which appears only in Deut. (Chapters 26,28) traditionally means a small (wooden or metal) bowl. Is this prescriptive? No answer is given. In the Babli (Baba Qama 92a), Mishnah 7 is interpreted to mean that the poor give baskets and fruits to the Cohanim but the rich come to get their silver bowl back after the Cohanim have eaten their fruits. There is no hint of this interpretation in the Yerushalmi and, since the presentation of First Fruits was always done simultaneously by a mass of people, the position of the Babli is not practical. Probably the question of R. Jonah is not answered because nobody would give a large precious bowl.

Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Jeremiah. One says, one repeats "vessel". The other one says, one repeats "unleavened with vegetables" because you have to say "unleavened with bitter herbs." We do not know who said what. Since Rebbi Jonah said, may one bring in large silver baskets, that...
shows that he must have said that one repeats "vessel". One must say: "basket." Rebbi Phineas said, one must repeat (Lev. 1:14): "Fattened and young pigeons" because one must say "pigeons and young pigeons."

85 Reading of the parallel Megillah 4:1 (fol. 74d). Here: מַהְרִים מַחֲלָבָן.
86 Reading of the parallel Megillah 4:1. Here: טל.
87 The main place of this paragraph is in Megilla 4:1, which deals with the rules of the Aramaic translation of the Torah in public worship. While in principle the translator may choose his own words, in a few instances rabbinic authorities insisted that certain expressions are too imprecise. The first one is the translation of נָפָה by "vessel" instead of "basket", the second one that of מַעֲלָה מִרְיָם (Num. 9:11) by "unleavened bread and vegetables." The paragraph is included here since from the preceding paragraph it is inferred that R. Jonah is the stickler for the correct translation of נָפָה. The addition of the unconnected statement of R. Phineas shows that the paragraph is copied from Megillah and not vice-versa.

The Targumim follow R. Jonah and R. Jeremiah but not R. Phineas.

Mishnah 8: Rebbi Simeon ben Nanas says, one adorns First Fruits [with anything] except from the Seven Kinds. Rebbi Aqiba says, one adorns First Fruits only with the Seven Kinds.
Mishnah 9: Rebbi Simeon says, there are three components of First Fruits. First Fruits, additions to First Fruits, and adornments of First Fruits. Additions to First Fruits are of the same kind, adornments of First Fruits are not of the same kind. Additions to First Fruits are eaten in purity and exempt from the rules of demay, adornments of First Fruits are subject to the rules of demay.

Mishnah 10: When did they say that additions to First Fruits follow the rules of First Fruits? If they come from the Land. But if they do not come from the Land, they do not follow the rules of First Fruits.

88 A third generation Tanna, usually disagreeing with either R. Aqiba or R. Ismael.
89 Cf. Mishnah 1:3.
90 Since First Fruits are few, one fills the baskets with additional fruits. For R. Aqiba and R. Simeon, the additions may be of the same or of different kinds, following different rules. The "additions to First Fruits" of R. Simeon and R. Aqiba are the "adornments of First Fruits" of R. Simeon ben Nanas. The latter forbids R. Aqiba's "adornments of First Fruits".
91 They follow all rules of heave like First Fruits proper. Practically, additions to First Fruits are indistinguishable from First Fruits.

The halakhah (fol. 65d) states: אִםָרָנוּ אֲשֶׁר וְלֹא-וֹלְכִים פְּלֵיפִין אֲשֶׁר פְּלֵיפִין. כָּל-עֹבֵדָא מְזֻנִּים רֹאֵי בֶּן-כָּלְכֵּי נָוֹתִין. לַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. אָמְרָם בַּעֲמָוִים אֲשֶׁר מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. אָמְרָם בַּעֲמָוִים אֲשֶׁר מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. אָמְרָם בַּעֲמָוִים אֲשֶׁר מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. אָמְרָם בַּעֲמָוִים אֲשֶׁר מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. מַעֲפֶרִין מְזֻנִּים וְלַאֲכָל עֹבֵדָא בַּעֲמָוִים מְזֻנִּים. אָמְרָם בַּעֲמָוִים אֲשֶׁר מְזֻנִּים.
Halakhah 6: Rebbi Yose said: Everybody agrees that one adorns First Fruits with produce of the Land since nobody errs to think that one may bring First Fruits from outside the Land. They differ about this, about Ammon and Moab\(^2\). For him who says, one adorns First Fruits [with anything] except from the Seven Kinds, one may adorn First Fruits with produce from Ammon and Moab\(^3\). For him who says, one adorns First Fruits only with the Seven Kinds, one may not adorn First Fruits with produce from Ammon and Moab.

Rebbi Mana said: Everybody agrees that one may not adorn First Fruits with produce of Ammon and Moab since people err to think that one may bring First Fruits from Ammon and Moab. About what do they differ? About outside the Land. For him who says, one adorns First Fruits [with anything] except from the Seven Kinds, one may adorn First Fruits with produce from outside the Land\(^3\). For him who says, one adorns First Fruits only with the Seven Kinds, one may not adorn First Fruits with produce from outside the Land.

\(^{92}\) In talmudic sources, "Ammon and Moab" stands for all of Transjordan, including the earlier territories of the tribes Reuben and Gad but excluding the Golan heights which were settled in the times of the return from Babylon.

\(^{93}\) These can never be taken as First Fruits.
Mishnah 10: Why did they say, First Fruits are the Cohen's property? He may use them to buy slaves, real estate, and impure animals. A creditor can take them for his claim and a woman for her ketuba, like a Torah scroll. And Rebbi Jehudah says, one gives them only to a fellow for goodwill, but the Sages say one gives them to the people of the watch and they distribute them among themselves like Temple-hallowed food.

95 The capital payment due a wife at the dissolution of her marriage by divorce or the husband's death.
96 A Cohen who is a fellow as defined in the Introduction to Demay.
97 The group of Cohanim serving in the Temple during the week the First Fruits were presented. They might be from the same district as the farmers coming in procession, cf. Note 13.
Halakhah 7: Rebbi (Yannai) in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: They asked Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel, may a person sell a Torah scroll in order to marry a wife? He said to them, yes. To study Torah? Yes. For his livelihood? He did not respond. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: They asked Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel, may a person sell a Torah scroll in order to marry a wife? He said to them, yes. To study Torah? Yes. For his livelihood they did not ask and he did not respond. According to Rebbi Jonah it is understandable: They did not ask, therefore he did not respond. According to Rebbi Yose, if they asked him, why did he not respond? When Rebbi Hanania came, Rebbi Phineas, Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel: A person may sell to marry a wife and to study Torah, and a fortiori for his livelihood.

As R. M. Margalit already noted, he must be R. Yose, the colleague of R. Jonah, who is quoted later. R. Yannai was R. Hiyya bar Abba’s teacher’s teacher.

Since the Mishnah ties selling First Fruits to selling a Torah scroll, the rules discussed here also apply to the sale of First Fruits by a Cohen.

In the Babli (Megillah 27a): "A person may sell a Torah scroll only to marry or to study Torah." There, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel emphatically forbids selling a Torah scroll for one’s livelihood; cf. Note 103.
It was stated: If somebody vows regarding his son to study Torah, he is permitted to fill for him an amphora of water and to light for him. Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He also can buy things for him on the market. Do they differ? Here for a man, there for a woman. If he was a known personality they treated him as a woman.

"It happened that somebody vowed regarding his son to study Torah. The case came before Rebbi Yose ben Halaphta and he permitted him to fill an amphora of water and to light for him."

100 Meiri here means מירר נשים, A made a vow either that A forbids to himself any benefit from B or he forbids B to enjoy any benefit from himself. (The technical term was that "A's property should be like a sacrifice (of which any profane use is criminal) to B", cf. Mishnah Nedarim 1:2, Matthew 15:5.) The parallel to this paragraph is in Babli Nedarim 38b. In the formulation there it is unclear whether the father forbids his own property to his son until the son has successfully completed his studies or whether he forbids himself to enjoy any benefit from his son (depriving his son from the rewards for honoring father and mother) for that time; cf. Meiri Nedarim (ed. A. Liss) p. 151b. In the formulation of the Yerushalmi, it is clear that the parent forbids himself to enjoy any benefit from his son. It is then asserted that the vow excludes small personal services.

101 It was thought demeaning for a woman of substance (as well as for a man of high station) to be seen in public buying on the market.

102 Tosephta Bekhorot 6:11. There, the formulation is: "He made a vow that the son should be forbidden to work for him." Nevertheless, R. Yose permitted small personal services.
It was stated: "He who sells his father’s Torah scroll will never do well. But about everybody who keeps a Torah scroll in his house, the verse says (Ps. 112:3): "Property and riches in his house, his merit will stand forever."

In Babli Mo'ed Qatan 27a in the name of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel: "He who sells either his father's Torah scroll or his daughter (to be married) will never do well."
Epilogue

On the Tosephta

Zacharias Frankel in his מנה הירושלמי already noted that the Tosephta sometimes agrees with the Yerushalmi, sometimes with the Babli, sometimes with both Talmudim, sometimes with neither of them. He assumed that the different Tosephtot were essentially Galilean compilations, an opinion shared by S. Lieberman regarding the Tosephta text in our hands.

Even when the Tosephta materially agrees with one of the Talmudim, the exact wording never is the same as in the Talmud texts. On the other hand, we know from Gaonic sources that the Tosephta, together with the halakhic Midrashim, was regularly studied in the Babylonian academies. E. Y. Kutscher, who in his time was the greatest authority on dialects of Mishnaic Hebrew, did not consider the current Tosephta a Yerushalmi text (oral communication, in a discussion of a paper on the Talmudic vocabulary). While Zeraim is not an ideal text to compare Babli and Yerushalmi, since there exists a Babylonian parallel only for Tractate Berakhot, a detailed analysis of the Tosephta texts quoted shows a definite slant towards Babylonian traditions. In the table, the following abbreviations are used:
The first two columns show that where the traditions disagree, the Tosephta reproduces the Babylonian opinion more than three times as often as the Yerushalmi one.

To the arguments given in the Introduction to these volumes (Berakhot SJ 18, pp. 16-27) of the influence of the Yerushalmi on the editing of the Babli one can add the dependence of Babylonian terminology on the Galilean (cf. דברי, Demay SJ 19, p. 369). The Yerushalmi is based on two collections of Tannaitic statements, the Mishnah, quoted by פ'ינ and a

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quoted also in Babli</th>
<th>Not quoted in Babli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berakhot</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peah</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilaim</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ševi'it</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terumot</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mas'erot</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mas'aser Šeni</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallah</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Orlah</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bikkurim</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
baraita collection containing, among others, statements parallel to those appearing in Tosephta, Mekhilhot, Sifra, Sifry and early Midrashim, introduced by רותנ. The Babli is based on three collections, Mishnah (מותנ), וַדַּנֵּנ referring often to parallels to Tosephta and halakhic Midrashim, and a general baraita collection introduced by עָתנ. Since the Mishnah in the Babli has undergone some rewriting and the halakhic Midrashim also show signs of Babylonian editing, something similar might have happened to the Tosephta. The material of the Yerushalmi depends in great part on the teachings of R. Johanan. Is it noteworthy that the most important scholars of the succession of R. Johanan's academy for three generations all were Babylonians [Rabbis Immi and Yasa (Ammi and Assi), Hiyya bar Abba, Zeira (Zera), Jeremiah]. There remains the possibility that the collection known as the Tosephta was originally edited by a Babylonian in Galilee or a Galilean in Babylonia [such as R. Eudaimon (Dimi) and R. Abin (Ravin).]

On the Editors of the Yerushalmi

The technical language and the structure of the Yerushalmi are so uniform in all tractates that it is clear that the Yerushalmi has undergone a thorough process of editing. The teachers of the last generation of Galilean Sages, mainly R. Berekhiah and R. Tanhumah, express their own opinion only on homiletic subjects, not on halakhic discussions. An old tradition holds that the Jerusalem Talmud was "made" by R. Johanan. In this form the statement is untenable but it is undeniable that the Jerusalem Talmud is the product of R. Johanan's academy in Tiberias. While the detailed editorial work was probably done by R. Berekhiah, R. Tanhumah, and their schools, they are editors but cannot be considered as
collectors of the material. That role must have been played by the schools of the preceding generation, one headed by R. Yose (probably, ben Zabida) and the other, contemporary, by R. Jonah and his son R. Mana II. Of the generations between R. Johanan and R. Yose, only R. Zeira (student of a student of R. Johanan and teacher of the teachers of RR. Yose and Jonah) appears with a frequency approximating those of the other rabbis mentioned. There are interesting differences in the numbers of times each author is quoted in each tractate. These differences may show that one or the other academy acted as main collector of the material of the tractate. Since the tractates vary in length from less than two to 13 folio pages, in order to make the figures comparable, the frequency of formal statements of R. Johanan in each tractate has been put equal to one. It will be seen that Tractate Terumot comes closest to be a product of the school of R. Johanan; it also contains the most formal statements of R. Simeon ben Laqish, the #2 member of R. Johanan’s academy. It seems therefore that the uniformity of style of the different tractates goes back to a written style already developed by the second generation of Galilean Amoraim or, less likely, imposed on the traditional material by the anonymous scholars of the last generation.

The frequency of formal statements of RR. Zeira, Yose, Jonah, and Mana, compared to those of R. Johanan is given in the following table, in which the numbers which indicate a dominant role of one of the scholars are given in boldface. A detailed study of the peculiarities of the different tractates is desirable but cannot be undertaken here.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Zeïra</th>
<th>Yose</th>
<th>Jonah</th>
<th>Mana</th>
<th># of statements of R. Johanan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Berakhot</strong></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peah</strong></td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demay</strong></td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kilaim</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ševi'it</strong></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terumot</strong></td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td><strong>132</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ma'aserot</strong></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ma'aser Šeni</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.90</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.85</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.85</strong></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hallah</strong></td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td><strong>0.93</strong></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>‘Orlah</strong></td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bikkurim</strong></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Breslau 1870; Reprint Jerusalem 1967.
2 For example, Introduction to *Tosefta ki-fshutah*, p. 22.
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiro</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</table>
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Animals, tithe 13 Frankel, Z. 636,661
dedication 114 Friedmann, M. 530
Apicius 265 Fulda, E. 225,346,352,403,612
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<td>Mekilta DR. Simeon bar Ilohal</td>
<td>612</td>
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<td>Mending, invisible</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mi'raš haggadot</td>
<td>204,205</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mi'raš Šemuel</td>
<td>596,617</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milham, M.E.</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMT</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
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<td>Neusner, J.</td>
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<td>329</td>
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<td>227</td>
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<td>397</td>
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<td>414,441,446</td>
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<tr>
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<td>143</td>
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<tr>
<td>Ozar Hageonim</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perutah</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesah</td>
<td>289</td>
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<tr>
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<td>87,90</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Phylacterees</td>
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<tr>
<td>Piggul</td>
<td>84,238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plinius</td>
<td>230</td>
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<tr>
<td>Proselyte, child of</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public domain, US</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qafeh, Y.</td>
<td>2,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qalir, E.</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qohelet rabbati</td>
<td>77,160,163,164,165,166,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashi</td>
<td>73,129,202,217,304,460,482,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levitic</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restitution, hope for</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifices, substitute</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel, age of prophet</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schachter, M.</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Tithe</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seder 'Olam</td>
<td>99,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepphoris measure</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simponti, L.</td>
<td>152,312,502,617,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simson, of Sens</td>
<td>1,94,97,145,152,225,287,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave, Hebrew</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofer, A.</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon ben Adrat</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperber, D.</td>
<td>14,23,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing, legal</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>293,369,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tašbez</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple, debts to</td>
<td>89,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holiness of site</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tevel</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>85,346</td>
</tr>
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<td>-------------------------------</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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